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ARTICLE I.

Experiments concerning the Electric Machine ; showing
the Electric Effects of Friction between Bodies, By 3.

A. DeLuc, Esq, F.H.S.

T.HE invention of the electric mdchine, which has been inYcntion of

within my time, and of which I have followed the progress,
^''^ electric

•
1 /T. r ^- ' machine,

was, with respect to the long known efiects of friction on

amber and other substances, what Si^. Volta's pile has

been to the discovery made by Sig. Galvani of the motion

produced in the limbs of a recently dead frog by the asso-

ciation of two proper metals : I mean, that, by increasing

these effects, a particular ^wirf has been Ibund to be the

cause of both. However, though \\\\%fluid has been so long History and

discovered by the electric machine^ its .nature has not yet H^^^'^^^*^*"*

1 I 1. 1111 invention.
been agreed upon among all experimental philosophers.

A rapid motion communicated to small globes of different

substances, rubbed by the hands, was found to produce
certain effects susceptible of being propagated at an unli-

mited distance through metallic wires, suspended by silk,

or'suppoited by glass; and these effects con'^isted, not only

ia greater motions of bodies than were produced by the

friction of amber^ but in strong luminous phenomena.

Vol. XXVUL—No. 126.—Jan. 1811. B The



Two kinds of

electricity.

This new

agent.

Franklin's

thi^ory.

exposed to

strong objec-

till TemovfcJ

hy Volta.

ELECTRIC EFFECTS OF FRICTION*

The greatest effect o^ friction before observed baviiij^

been produced by resinous hodiest globes were made of

them, especially of sulphur, for electric machines, at the

same time us globes of g/aw, and they both produced the

divergence of pairs of balls ; but it was soon observed, that

the divergence produced by one kind of globe was destroyed

by the other kind : whence arose the system of two kinds

o? electricity, wh\ch were supposed to neutralize each other

when united, and to be manifested only when separated,

producing then their peculiar etftcts; one of them was called

vitreous and the other resinous.

This new object of study engrossed the attention of all

natural philosophers, not only on its own account, but be-

cause of the deficiency of known agents in a great nutnber

of natural phenomena ; and thisr interest having been in-

creased, when the analogy between lightning and some of

the effects produced by the electric machine was discovered,

no wonder that many hasty systems were formed for ap-

plying this new, but undetermined agent, to various phe-
nomena not yet satisfactorily explained, even to the motions

of celestial bodies.

The idea of two different electricities continued predo-

minant among natural philosophers, till Dr. Franklin ex-

plained the difference Vjetween the electric phenomena at-

tributed to this double cause by only more or less {plus or

mims) of the same fluid : but as this ingenious experimental

philosopher assigned the intermediate state between p/w* and

minus to a certain quantity/ of electric Jiuid belonging to

bodies, his theory, though adopted by the majority of elec-

tricians, remained subject to insuperable (jbjections under

this form ; which objections nobody more forcibly urged
than Dr. Peart, to whom no solid answer has been niatJe,

nor could be made, as long as the theory remained on the

haine foundation. Thus many experimental philosophers

have retained the idea of two distinct ^wif/*, as producing
thei-e two effects which destroy each other: but different

hypotheses have been framed on the nature of these fluids,

which have been even transformed into certain properties

belonging to bodies. However the duration of this variety

of systemii proceeds only from a want of attei>tion to the

complete
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Complete solution of all the difficulties, which occurred in

the system of plus and minus, given by Sjg* Volta, in fixing

the real point to which ihesa po»itive and negative quantities

are to be referred, namely, the actual, but different at dif*

ferent times, electric state of the ambient air.

According therefore to this system, all the electric phe- Only one elw

nomena are produced by one Jluid, the modifications of ^''ic ^"id.

which in terrestrial phenomena deserve the most attentive

and assiduous study of all experimental philosophers: but

oo agreement among them, either on the importance of

this study, or on the mode of its pursuit, can be expected^

as long as they shall be so far divided in their opinions pn
the nature of this agent, as to leave a doubt whether it con-

sists of one and the same, or two distinct Jluids, or even of

some properties of bodies.

Friction between bodies being the only method, hitherto txperiments

known, by which can be produced at will the two kinds of °"/^^.^^^",./,,,,, ,. , offnction.
electric signs, 1 thought tijat the most direct and sure me-
thod of coming to a better knowledge of their meaning was

to study them at the origin of the two distinct phenomena ;

and I undertook a series of experiments on the effects of

^ric/io« between various kinds of bodies; insulating those

which are more or less conductors, and Qpp\y\i\^ electroscopes

to both the bodies which exercised friction on each other;
in order to observe the modifications thus produced, not

only on the nonconducting, but on the conducting bodies,

I made these experiments with large apparatusses, by which

the reciprocal effects o^friction between various bodies were

manifested by the motions of pairs of balls ; and from them

1 derived, without exception, the theory which I shall first

explain, and then prove by an account of some of the prin-

cipal experiments*

I; The electric fluid resides on all terrestrial bodies, ever^"^ Theory.

particle of air included; beino- retained upon them bv a ^°P'^"'^*'"^
, i/v. • and noncoa*

mutual attraction, which however differs in degree, accord- duciors.

ing to the bodies : some attract the e/fc/nc^Hirf only when
it comes into contact with them, but then it adheres strongly
to the parts wliich receive it, moving very slowly along the

surface of these bodies,* which therefore are nonconductors:

others receive it at more or less distance, and it is propa-
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gated more or less rapidly along their surface. Ghssi

though absolutely impenetrable to the electric matter (as I

have explained iu the preceding paper) permits the electric

fluid {i. e. electric matter united with vector] to move with a

sensible progress along its surface.

Efects of fric- 2. Friction excited between two bodies has no other effect

*'"**• than that of disturbing the natural equilibrium of the electric

fluid, which tends always to be produced among all bodies

according to its aqjlual (but local, in u certain extent) quan-

tity on them and in the ambient air. If both the bodies,

which exerciseyric/iow on each other, are good conductors,

thisdisturbjince, the equilibrium being constantly restored,

is not perceived ; but if one has more disposition than the

other to attract the electricfluid thus agitated, with the fa-

culty of transmitting it to its remote parts ; when they are

separated, either suddenly, or in general before the equili-

brium of the fluid can be restored between them, one is found

/)0Ai7ii?^, as having acquired a proportional]quantity of electric

fluid greater than the ambient air, and the other negatixe,

as having lost that quantity ; both being supposed to have

previously possessed the same electric state as the ambient

air,

3. The general effect therefore of friction between tws

l^odies is, that one never becomes positive, without the other

being made negative (or vice versa). This evident proof,

that all the electric phenomena which we are hitherto able to

produce at will, namely hy friction, proceed from the dis-

lurbance of the equilibrium of only onefluid, will be afforded

by the experiments, which I shall here relate after another

remark.

^[egauTe and Mr. Cavallo, in his Complete Treatise on Electricity, (3d

^*^'^' rt^iejof
^^**' ^^^* ^' P* ^^'^ ^^^ given a table containing the results of

different bo- his experiments of this kind, wherein is found, that certain

di«s» but dif-
|t>odle8 become either positive or negative, accordinsr to those

tertnt states of
^

' o ' .->

thesamebody. by which \\\ey ^re rubbed. This circumstance had already

shown, x\\t\\. negative and positive were not properties belong-

ing, lo cer!ain bodies, but only different states produced on

the same body by different circumstances, and in particular

by. tliQ difference of those which exercise friction on it :

Kow£ytfr>. there remained to be known what effect, in the

latter
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Jatter case, was produced on each of the bodies which exer-

cised tln'dt friction. This had been one of my objects in

the above mentioned experiments ; for which purpose I

kept insulated both bodies exercising/ric/fon on each other,

applying to them e/ec/ro.9cope*. It is by experiments thus

performed, that I found the general law above expressed ;

for when any of the bodies, which may be rendered either

positive or negative by friction, was brought to one of these

states, the body which had exercised it wasconskntly found

in the opposite state: if the former became positive, it had

taken some electricfluid from, and \{ negative, it \\^di yielded

some fluid to, the body which had txerc'ised friction upon
it. Such are the effects, which will be seen in the following

experiments.

The small apparatus, ^which 1 am going to describe, was
-^PP^/^jJ"*

not at first intended for this purpose; my view in its con-
prove the si-

struction having: been to prove the kind of analogy which niilanty be-

°, ^' 1 T o • tweentheelec-
I have established in my former paper, between the electric trie machin*

machine and the electric column, and even the pile, with re- ^"^ P'^®-

spect to its electric property; the only difference in this

respect between the electric machine and the latter instru-

ments being, that, as in the former the effect is produced

hy friction, it requires a mechanical process for its conti-

nuance; while in the column and in the pile it is produced

by only the association of two proper metals. The surest

mode of following the course of the electricfluid, when its

equilibrium is disturbed, is by the motions of electroscopes ;

but the immediate comparison which I had in view could

not be made with any of the usual electric machines ; as the

gold-leaf being the only electroscope, that can be effected

by a pile or column of a moderate size, it would be torn to

pieces by the smallest electric machine hitherto used. This

made me think of the construction of so small an electric

machine, that the ^o/c?-/fa/* electroscope should not be more

affected by it than by my largest column ; but after the first

experiments I was induced to construct this small apparatus

60 as to be applied to experiments concerning the different •

effects o? friction between different bodies.

The dimensions of this instrument, as represented in the f*•"'*
.*PP^™'"*

figure Plate I, are, in the parts supposed the nearest to



Apparatus de- iht Spectator, half those of the original ; the other pavt«

diminishinfj as required by perspective. A wooden base 1,

1, on which the different parts of the apparatus are fixed,

must, during the experiments, be fastened to a table, by

proper vices, in order to make it steady while the instru-

luent is worked. On this base are solidly fixed two wooden

pillars, 2 and 3, the former of which is bored a little way
\ in, at the top 4, in a horizontal direction, for receiving one

end of different spindles, as 5, the other end of which is

lodged in a groove at the top of the pillar 3, and projects

outwards to receive a winch 6, by which all the spindles

are made to revolve: they are prevented from moving

Dpwards in the groove by a piece of wood 7» placed

when they have b«en laid in, and outwards, by a ridge on

the apindle, bearing against the pillar 3 (as 5, fig. B.). The

prime-conductor 8, is made of a brass tube stopped at each

end; it is supported by a
§-/a.?* pillar 9, covered with insu-

lating varnish, and fixed, "on the base 1, 1, by its own

wooden base 10. One end of this cowt/wc^o;- communicates

with the sphidles of whatever kind, by means of a very thin

slip of whale-bone covered with gilt paper, fixed to a brass

piece, which screws into the end of this conductor : thi$

screw has some length, in order to move it backwards ot

forwards, so that the extremity 12 of the whale-bone slip

may attain the proper point of the spindle : the slip, which

ti elastic, presses against the spindle by a natural bent up-
wards. This part of the apparatus is the most difficult to

ftdjust ; the proper bearing of the extremity 12 of th6

> slip, on the different spindles, !nust be found by trials ; in

general, it must bear, beneath the spindles, at a small

distance from the extremity l6 of the various rubbers. The
lither end of the primC'Conductor communicates with thd

go/rf-Z^o/" electroscope 11.

" There are different kinds of rubbers, but they are all

fixed in the same manner to the apparatus: they consist,

either wholly, or in great part, of a very elastic brass lamina,

and differ only by that end of them, 16, which presses 6n

the spindle : the other eud enters laterally, and is fixed by
a wedge, inta a notch horizontally cut in the pftrt 15 of a

br^ss piece 13, held on the top of a gkss pillar, 14,

covered
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covererl with an insnliitini; varnish, and solidly fixed into

the wooden base, 1, 1. The different kinds of rubbers

must press with different decrees of force, according to

their nature, and yieWl always easily to the inequalities of

the spindles. For these purposes, a part of the pres-

sure is exercised by one or two additional brass sprinjjs,

as at 17, pressing on the main spring iG, The brass piece

13, by the wire 18, serves as conductor from the different

rubbers to the gold-leaf electroscope 19. Another wire,

fixed to the same piece at the point 20, projects from it,

and is terminated by a hook 21 : this hook is to receive, oc-

casionally, the hook 22, of a wire belonging to a glass tube

tilled with water 23, the other wire of which is hooked to

thepnweco«r?MC?or at the point 24. The hook 22 is com-

monly held up by a silk thread, passing over an insulated

pulley 25, and stopped at the bottom by a bead fixed to >

the thread, in a notch of the brass piece 26 : the bead is

disengaged when the hook 22 is to come down into the

hook 21.

Such is the general description of the apparatus, and I Difficult to r*.

come to the experiments; beginning this account by those t"ihat of ihe

which I had principally in view in its construction, namely, column.

to have an electric machine with a power not exceeding that

of my electric cohimn of 600 groups, for the purpose of com-

paring their correspondent effects. I made many trials be-

fore I could bring an electric machine down to so small a

power; the following was that which nearly succeeded,

though still too strong.

Exp. 1, The spindle, 5, is here a solid glas^s cylinder Exp !•

very little above ^ of an inch diameter; it is covered with

sealing wax at both ends, for the [)iirpose of insulating a

naked part, about ^ of an inch in length, in the middle of r

which thefriction is produced. The rubber is a simple brass

spring, so bent at its extremity, 16, as to fit the upper part

of the g/a«* cylinder.

This apparatus in fact is an electric machine, with a glass shoNrs the

cv/i/irftT of only | of an inch diameter; however, small as ^'P'*," ^^'^"^!*y'
. . . ,1 of theolecirtc,
it IS, It must be moved very slowly, or the gold leaves would fliUd acting ml
have greater motions in striking the sides, than they have^^P^^^*

ut the extremities of my column of ()00 groups, evtjn in the

time
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time of its greatest action. This experiment therefore di-

rectly shows how siiihU is the quantity of electric fluid,

which, modified in the pile, produces such great chemical

and physiological effects ; and the following will prove, that

the motion of the electricfluid is the same in both instru-^

ments, though produced by different causes.

Exp. 2. Exp, 2. While the machine is in motion, if I loosen the

silk thread which holds up the hook, 22» of the wire belong-

ing to the glass tube with water, 23, in order that it may
fall into the hook, 21, and that the communication may be

thus established between the rubber d^\A the prime couductor

through the water of the glass tube ; at the instant that the

hooks come into contact with each other, the very small

quantity of electric fluid there in motion pervading the

water, the gold leaves fall in both electroscopes, and never

rise though the machine be kept in motion. This is the

^ame ettect as is produced on the column in exp, 29 of the

fprqaer paper ; for the divergence ceases also in both its

electroscopes, vvhen a similar tube connects its extremities:

in both cases, the electricfluid, which tends to accumulate

on one side, passes instantly to the other, and thus keeps up
Trdofs that the equilibrium. That such is the effect of the circulation

circulat^.

"'
^^ ^^'^ ^^^ ^"^ *^*' same fluid set in motion, by friction

in the electric machine, and by the association of the two

metals in the column, will be proved by the effects of /nc-
tion, an instance of which is already seen in the former

case.

In the above experiment, yrirtzon is exercised between

two bodies, one of which ranks among the best conductors,

namely brass ; however the effect is observed upon it, be-

cause it is insulated: the other is the glass cylinder, which,

passing under the brass rubber, certainly takes electricfluid
from it, since, transmitting some to the prime conductor,

and by this to the electroscope IJ, the latter diverges posi-

tively ; and since at the same time the fcraw takes off some

^Mid from the electroscope 39, which thus diverges ^lega-

ti-pely.

Effect of the This experiment shows moreover what is the effect of the

amalgam on
fnetallic amalgam laid on the rubbers of the usual electric

common lub- n^i i r l
bers. machines. The base ot those rubbers must be a cushion.
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in order to yield to the inequalities of the cylinders or plates

while it presses upon them ; but the materials of the cu-

shions are liOt sufficiently conducting to permit the loss,

which its ruhbed part underj^oes, of the fluid carried off by
the giass^ to be soon repaired l;y the ground; whereas this

is effected by the metallic amalgam, from which the glass

takes readily some electric fluid, as, in the above experi^

ment, it takes it from the brass rubber. Metallic plates

would produce the same effect on the cylinders and plates oi'

electric machines, if the former were sufficiently pliable.

The general effect of friction between two bodies, as 1 General eff«ct

have said above, is, that if one becomes positive or negative,
*^

the other is found in a contrary state. This holds not only
between bodies of different natures, but; even between the

same kinds of bodies, if one be made to pass in length over

one part only of the other. 1 his effect cannot be observed

with perfect conductors, as on them the equilibrium of the

electricfluid is instantly restored ; but there is a known ex- erempHfied

periment made with two pieces of the same silk riband, in
pieces^fri«

which, by making one piece to pass rapidly in length on one band, and

part only of the other, the former h^come^ positive, by car-

rying oft' ^ome electric fluid from the latter, which thus is

rendered negative, by losing that fluid. I have tried the

same experiment with glass, in the following manner.

Exp. 3, At the end of a brass spring I tixed a flat piece Exp. 5, with
^

of the same g^/a5« as the small cylinder, and used it as a^^ *

rubber, in the same manner
fiss

in the former experiments.
Both pieces of glass being therefore insulated, there was no

sensible effect on either of the electroscopes; as the im-

mediate effect and consequence of friction between these

small bodies, being confined within the bodies themselves,

were too small to be perceived. I then held my finger on

the brass spring near the flat piece of glass, in order to re-

store to the latter, from the ground, the fluid carried off by
the glass cylinder ; and having turned rapidly the winch for

a little time, the electroscope 11 diverged positively. This

is the same effect as produced on the riband passing rapidly
over a part only of another similar: the glass, which turned,

carried off some electric fluid from the other glass, which

w^s rubbed only on one point; arid as the latter now re-

paired
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paired its losses from my finger, the cylinder, wlieb received

more Jiuid, coinmiinlcuting- thns more oF it to the prime

conductor, that quantity became sensible to the electroscope

11. The glass rubber, undergoin'^ these losses, was at

every instant rendered negative, but not in a perceptible

manner, because its losses were also instantly repaired from

my linger, which, beinj^ in the way, prevented the elec-

troscope 11 from showing this state.

Fxp. 4. Exp, 4. I covered with sealing wax the under part of
Fiiction be- the extremity 1 6 of a brass rubber, similar to that of

and sealing Exp. 1, and made the wax rub the glass cylinder; this

produced a little divergence in the electroscope 11, which

was positive, but none in the electroscope 19. This at first

appears contrary to the above lavv, namely, that one of the

bodies, which ruh each other, can acquire some electric

fluid only by taking it from the other, which must become

negative. But afterward 1 considered, that the sealing

wax, here a mere lamina, covering the 6rff55 spring, being

impermeable to the electric fluid, the quantity carried off

by the glass cylinder from its free surface could not be

repaired through it by the brass, which therefore lost no

sensible quantity of the fluid. In consequence of this idea,

1 changed the rubber in the manner represented by the

Reparate^^^. A. A piece of sealing tvax about i of an inch

thick, cut underneath so as to fit the glass cyhnder, is held

in its upper part by a doubled piece of thin brass (one side

of which is seen in 2) ; and on its top is soldered a brass

spring 3, .the opposite end of which is placed, as usual, in

the brass piece 13, communicating with electr. 19. By
this construction, while the sealing wax loses sonae electric

fluid to the glass cylinder which revolves against it, this

loss is repaired by the fluid proceeding from the brass (as

from 2, tig. A), moving along the side of the piece of

sealing wax, which thus is enabled to yield more fluid to

the glass cylinder. Thus the electroscope 1 1 has a much

greater positive divergence than before, and the electro-

scope 19 has now a great negative divergence, because the

brass spring, communicating with it, loses some electric

fluid, by yielding it to the pealing wax,

Exp, 5*
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Exp. 5. In a piece of brass similar to the above, ^g". Exp. 5.

A, instead o? sealing wax, I placed a piece of Caoutc/ioucy
f^^^^^''"'^'*

or Indian rubber of the same shape as the wax. This body

produced here a sinj^ulai' phenomenon (observed in other

<;a8es) which characterizes the manner in which yric/iow acts

in these phenomena; its effects changing, according to

circumstances foreign to the intrinsic nature of bodies.

Tills experiment is difficult, on account of the tendency of

the huUan rubber to stick to the glass cylinder, by which

the former is torn or disfigured if the pressure is too great,

or the motion too rapid : it is thei'elore necessary to fiad

th?^ proper degrc*e of both. Now, according to these (or

other unperceived circumstances) having repeated this ex-

periment on different days, sometimes the glass took off

some electric Jiuid from the Indian rubber, and made the

electroscope 11 diverge positively; at other times it was

the reverse; and in both cases the indian rubber was in the

state opposite to that of the glass cylinder, as shown by the

eKctroscope 19.

Exp, 6. It has been seen in exp, 1, that a brass rubber, Exp. 6.

applied to the D7rt55 cylinder, becomes weafa/iwe, the latter ?''^^^
^"^ ^^^

'

-
,

. . . . ing wax.

becoming positive. I covered a similar glass cylinder with

a thick coating of sealing wax, and applied to it a brass

rubber of the same breadth as the former, fitted to the

sealing ivax cylinder: it produced no sensible effect. I

suspected, that this rubber was too wide: because thus em*

bracing, in a great length, half the circumference of the

sealing wax cylinder, which constantly revolved against it,

the sealing icax lost and regained alternately electric jiuid

on too grfcat a surface; for the point 12, with which com-

municates the prime conductor, to preserve any sensible

change. With this idea, I reduced the breadth of the brass

rubber, in the part bearing on the sealing wax, to ^ of an

inch; placing the point 12 of the prime conductor, imraedi-

dteiy under and very near the extremity of the rubber.

Then the electroscope 11, communicating with the rubbed

sealing wax, diverged negatively, and the electroscope J 9,

communicating with the brass rubber, diverged positively*

This experiment shows, in tlse first place, the errour of Distinction ©f

^ distinction between bodies us electrics and anelictrics electrics i^r sc

^electric
'""'"''*'*
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(electric ;>e'r se, and electric A// commnuicatioyh as they have

been also calie<l); considering /ric/iow as the test between

these two classes of bodies, and placing metals foremost

among^ the anclectr'tcs. But it is seen in the above experi-

ments, that there is no such distinction, since brass under-

goes, by friction, changes in its electric state, as well as

resinous bodies and ^/aw. only these changes, in conduct-

ing bodies, cannot be manifested without insulation ; and

the want of this condition in the experiments of former

electricians was the cause of the errour.

Np'ther are The same experiments show also, that brass (as a metal)

kinds of elec-
becomes eitherpo5i/i6"^ or ne^o/ir^, according to the body with

tricity. which it undergoes/ric/ion. In the above experiment the brass

rubber was made positive^ because it took off some electric

Jluid from sealing-ivax ; hut mexper, 1 it was made iiegO'

tive, because it lost some of theJlvid to glass. But this

ditference in the electric state of the same body, by the
^ difference of those with which it undergoes friction, ex-

tends farther ; and the following experiment will show the

errour of the distinction between two electricities, in which

one is called resinous and the other vitreous ; and in general
between two Jiuids, or two electric properties in different

bodies.

Exper. 7.
Exper. 7. It has been seen in the last experiment, that

dealing wax .i ,. i- i i •
i i • ,, ,

•nd india ^"^' sealing-wax cy under was made negative, by being rubbed
rubber. with brass. To the same cylinder I applied the Indian

rubber ; and with the smallest pressure (to prevent adhesion) >

and a very slow motion of the winch, the gold leaves struck

so rapidly in both electroscopes, that, in order to try the

kinds of divergences produced, I was obliged to stop at one

part only of a revolution: then I found constantly, that

the sealing'Wax, which in the above experiment was ren»

dered negative by brass, now became positive ; and that the

indian rubber, which in exper, 5 became sometimes

positivf with the glass cylinder, was here constantly nega-
tive. Therefore sealing-wax itself either loses or gains some

electricfluid, according to the body which exercisesyWc/io^

upon it, and the rubbing bodijijs always experience tji'^,

contrary effect.

I ha*e
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1 have made various experiments of the same kind, with Farther proof

vjirious bodies, all affording the same general result ; but I
"^j^^i^^,^yj*s^^

shall only relate one more, giving another example of a t;ve or neja-

body which becomes either po5?7ii;e or w^ga/ioericcording to ''^®*

the other body with which it undergoes friction. This is

one of the beads, of the size and colour of cherries, worn

by indian women, which, as Dr. Lind informs me, consist
,

of an inspissated vegetable oil: they are not soluble by

water, and are very elastic.

Exper. 8. I mounted one of these beads on a spindle, as Exp. 8.

in fig. B. The bead, 1, is traversed by a small glass 'd\\s,

2, 2, covered with sealing-wax, to the ends of which are

adapted pieces of wood, 3 and 4, on the first of which is

seen, at 5, the ridge before mentioned, which prevents the

spindles from coming out when placed between the pillars of

the apparatus.

1. With a narrow brass rubber, the extremity of which is

fitted to the form of the bead, the slowest motion of the

winch renders the bead negative, and the brass rubber

positive.
*

2. With a sealing-toax rubber like that fig. A, but fitted

to the form of the bead, with very little pressure and

motion, the bead becomes positive, and the sealing-wax

negative. .

Such are tne constant phenomena observed at the foun- Friction only

tain head of all the electric effects, which it is in our power disturbs the

to produce; and they depend onfriction, respecting which th" Ikctrii."

*'

various systems have been fabricated. Now from the whole fluid}

tenour of these experiments it may be laid down as a funda-

mental truth in terrestrial physics, that friction has no

other influence in electric phenomena, than that of disturb-

ing the cquiUbrivm of the electric fluid, in such a manner,
that one body, by acquiring a certain quantity of it above

what it had before, is rendered positive, and Uiat the other

\s^o\inA negative, as having lost that quantity. It is only j^,,jj ^ i^ ^1^^^

when its equilibrium is disturbed, that the e/ec/ric ^wirf is a'o"^ ni«K>'f'&st

manifested to us: the electroscope \s our first test of this
^^ "^"

disturbaiice; but if the bodies, eifher coiiV(/wt/or* them-

selves, or associated with conduetors, are of a sufficient

«i^e, and the electric difference between them has arrived to

a certain
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a certain degree, it is manifested by a spark darting from

one to the other, and the equiHhrinm is thus restored.

1 cannot but consider the fixation of this point, after

many controversies, as being no less conducive to the

advance of our knowledge in the maze of terrestrial causes,

than the determinations concerning air and the cause of
heat ; and no experiments and observations appear to ni« to

deserve more tlie joint endeavours of experimental philoso-

phers, than those concerning the modifications of the

electric Jluid, in the atmosphere and in the ground, of

which, in my former paper, I have shown the great influ*

ence in terrestrialphenomena,

Ashjieldf near Honiton,
12th October, 1810.

II.

Comparative Examination of the Mucous Acidformed hy the

Action of Nitric Acid on Gums and on Sugar of Milk.

By A. Laugier*.

Lime in the IVJlR. VAUQUELIN, by his experiments on gu^ns
^mmedinte

arabic and tragacanth, has ascertained the existence of a
principles of ....
regetables. considerable portion of lime in the immediate principles of

vegetables. The reading of his paper suggested to me the

following reflexions.

Whatbpcomes 1st, What becomes of the lime contained in these gums,

verdng cums"'
^^^^" they are treated with nitric acid, in order to obtain

into mucous the mucous acid ?
'

**^ "

2dly, Does it not combine with the oxalic acid, which ia^

formed almost at the same time as the mucous ?

3dly, As the oxalate of lime is more insoluble in water

than the mucous acid, does it not fall down with this acid,

when the residuum of the process is washed, and occasion

a sensible alteration of its properties ?

4thly, How may we ascertain the presence of oxalate of

lime in the mucous acid obtained from gums, and separate

X\\\^ calcareous i^alt from the acid, the purity of which it

affects ?

Abridged from the Annal. de Chlm. vol, LXXII, p. 8i.

T»
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To solve these questions I undertook the following expe- pxperimenta
riments. to find this.

I dij^ested 60 gram. [926*4 grs.] of gum tragacanth in Gum trjca-

vioht tiiues their weight of pure nitric acid at 36^ fsp, gray, c*^"^*^/;'^"-

T 1 1 1 -v .,, . 1 1 .
veried into

l'333J; heated the mixture, till it was reduced to the mucou« acid.

consistence of honey ; and then added asuHicient quantity
of water.

This would not dissolve a white, pulverulent substance,^

which, collected on a filter and dried in the open ^ir,

weighed 9*5 gram. [l46*7 gi's]. This was mucous acid.

The liquid containing the soluble portion of the mixture

was of a yellow colour. 1 evaporated it, till the Hioment

1 perceived a slight pellicle form on its snrfiice, when I

removed it from the fire. As it cooled, it deposited a great

quantity of crystals, some in laminte, others in needles

easily perceived to be oxalic acid. To separate this acid Oxalic acul

from the mucous, I poured on the mixture alcohol at 40° *^***^'^'"^/

[sp. grav. 0*817], which dissolved the oxalic acid, without

acting on the mucous. This, collected on a filter, weighed
i2*l ^vnm* [3^1*4 grs]. The alcoholic solution, being gently

evaporated, yielded a coloured mass, which I dissoh'ed in

water to obtain whiter and purer crystals.

The mother waters of this second portion of mucous and malic,

acid and of oxalic acid contained a mixture of oxalic and

malic acids, which I separated by means I shall not men-

tion, as they are foreign to my subject.

The first portion of mucous acid I obtained was very The mucous

white. When dried it had the clotted appearance of^^'

starch. This I emj)loyed in ray experiments, rejecting
the second portion, which did not appear to me so pure.

To find whether there were any oxalate of lifne in thjs contarned

mucous acjd, I mixed one part of the nitric acid above- J^''^'^^^
^'^

. lime,

mentioned with ten of distilled water, and poured it on

the mucous acid, 1 then exposed the whole to a heat of 40*

or 50^ [104° 61- 122° F.] for 43 hours, shaking it occasionally,
to promote the action of the menstruum. The superna-
tant liquor being poured off, ammonia immediat'.'ly threw

down from it a white earthy salt in si^ky filaments, which

had all the physical properties of oxalate of lime*

A second
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A second portion of weak nitric acid, left to stand on the

residuum the same length of time, yielded a fresh quantity
of oxalate of lime on the addition of ammonia.

It required eight portions of diluted nitric acid in suc-

cession, completely to free this mucous acid from oxalate of

lime. The quantity was each time less however, and the

ninth portion showed scarcely any perceptible indication

of it.

The eight precipitates together amounted to 2*5 gram,

[38-6 grs.]

This
proved It was of importance to ascertain, whether this foreign

tionyfthesdt. "»^tter, which had the appearance of oxalate of lime, were

in reality this salt. J therefore boiled it with a solution of

saturated carbonate of potash, and when the mutual de-

composition of the two salts appeared to me complete, I

collected on a tilterthe portion that had precipitated. This

precipitate, not so white as the former calcareous salt, and

in coarser powder, dissolved with great effervescence in ni-

tric acid. Its solution, which was acrid to the taste, was

not precipitated by ammonia, but very copiously by oxalate

of ammonia.

The supernatant liquid, which contained an excess of

carbonate of potash, was supersaturated by acetic acid,
^

evaporated to dryness, and the residuum treated with alco-

hol, in order to separate the acetate from the oxalate of

potash, which is not soluble in this menstruum. The mix-

ture, beino- heated a few moments, was filtered, when the

acetate of potash passed through with the alcohol, and the

oxalate remained behind.

The matter insoluble in alcohol was dissolved in distilled

water; and a drop of this solution, added to half a spoonful
of lime water, threw down a pulverulent precipitate, evi-

dently of oxalate of lime. The same solution yielded by
evaporation crystals of oxalate of potash.
The experiments I have described leave no doubt of the

nature of the calcareous salt, that utiects the purity of the

mucous acid obtained from gum tragacanth.

Othergums The same experiments repeated on gum arabic^ and on
similar. ^\^q^ called in the shops gum of Bassorah, which does not

dissolve in water, afforded me nearly the same Fesults.

I observed.
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I observed, that, in proportion as the mucous acid was Alteration in

deprlvet! of the oxalate of lime, that rendered it impure, it anceof the

uoq ui ltd a more floiculent appearance.
acid.

To ascertain, whether the mucous acid obtained from the Mucous acid

sut>ar of milk, in which it was first discovered by Scheele, Prepared from
^ ' ... sugar of milk,

were likewise contaminated with oxalate of lime, I boiled by way of

a similar cjnautity of sugar of milk with eight parts of ni- comparison,

trie acid of the same strength as before. The lirst por-

tions of mucous acid formed I separated by decantation,

and added to the residuum a fresh quantity of nitric acid.

A Kccond portion of mucous acid was deposited, which,

added to the first, made up the weight of 12 gram. [185*3

t;rs.],,or a fifth of that of the sugar of milk employed.
1 remarked, that this mucous acid, after washing, when This appa-

d iffused in water had as flocculent an appearance as that ""^"^'y I'"'**

from the gum, when it had been deprived of its oxalate of

lime by dilute arid. This led me to presume, that the

acid was mt\ch purer than that from gum ; and my con-

jecture was soon confirmed by nitric acid having no action

on it. This acid covild not take up from it the smallest

quantity of oxalate of lime in a long continued digestion,

for ammonia did not produce the slightest cloud in the su-

pernatant liquid.
- -

What bcfeides'left no doubt of the perfect purity of the The acid from

mucous acid from sut^ar of milk was its easy and complete f
'"" "°^ P"'

. . .

-
. lectly pure

solution in boiling water. This even proves it to be more when fre6"d

pure than the mucous acid from i^um, after it has been de- ^'?"^
oxalate

. ,

o '

^
of lane,

prived of oxalate of lime by the means mentioned above :

for the latter, when boiled with distilled water, leaves an

ifiyoluble flocculetit matter, amounting to 0'0() of its weight ; as it containad

which dries in?o a gray, horny, seniitranspurent substance, another sub-

much resembling in appearance the mucous matter, that

coivnects together the particles of animal concretions;

though, when thrown on burning coals, it does not emit the

ainmoniacal and fetid smell of animal compounds, and yields

by calcination carbonate of lime. The very small quantity
I obtained did not allow me to make such expeiiments, as

would furni^h u more accurate knowledge of the nature of

this substance.

From the facts
tl^at

have been mentioned, ^e may ihfi»r; G neral con-

;Voi,.XXVm.—Jan. 1811. -C . Ist,
*^^ "'''"*•
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let, There is a striking difference between the mucous

acid obtained Uy the action of the nitric acid from gums,
and from the sugar of milk.

^dly. This diffeixence conaists in the former bein^ always

contaminated witliu mixture of oxalate of lime, proportional

to the lime contained in the <r«ini ; wiiile the mucous acid

from sugar of milk does not exhibit the least trace of this

calcareous salt, and seems to be perfectly pure.

3dly, The mucous acid from gum may be brought to a

similar state of purity by a very simple process, whicji cm}-

sists, 1st, in removing all the oxalate of lime by repeated

digestions in very dilute nitric acid ; and, 2dly, in boiling it

in water, which dissolves it, without di^vJlving the floccu-

Icnt matter, that the nitric acid did not take up. .
^

4thly, The mucous acid from gum,Mhcn thus freed frf>n[l

substances foreign to its nature, is exactly similar to that

from sugar of milk, possesses all the properties that cha-

V^tCterise this acid, atid may be employed with equal ad-

vantage in the most delicate experiments, or such as require

this acid to be of the utmost puiity.

Mucous acid Since I wrote the above I have ascertained, that undeF
fiomgumcon- ^p^^^;,, circumstances the mucous acid obtained from cum
tams mucite

, . . .

of lime, when is mixed with mucite of lime, instead of the oxalate I have

prepared with mentioned. , This happens, when the nitric acid employed
diluted nrtric

. . ,,,•,,• i j
acW. IS not in a concentrated state, but diluted with water, and

the process consequently goes on not rapidly, but slowly.

The difference of the results is easily understood.

R 'Jason of jf ^^ weak acid be employed, the mucous acid is at first

produced alone; it precil)itates with the lime, with which

it forms a salt of little solubility ; and it may be separated

from the mixture previous to the formation of the oxalic

acid, which requires the concentration of the nitric. If on

the contrary concentrated nitric acid be used, the formation

of the two acidsj though taking place in succession, is very

near in point of time; and it may readily be supposed, that

in this case the oxalic acid, in proportion as it is formed,

lays hold of the lime in consequence'of its great affinity for

tliAS earth. _ ,^.

I shall ad(J[:one in^re fact, that has led mc to remark a

singular property of the mucous acid, which 1. purpose to

examine more ful4y. When
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When a solution of pure mucous acid in boiling water is Mucous acid

gently evaporated to dryness, without separating the crys- heat!^^
^

tulline precipitate, that forms during the evaporation ; we

soon find, as soon as the whole of the liquid is wasted, that

the crystals grow yellow, then brown, and are converted into

a kind of viscid substance, tenacious, undergoing a sort of

fusion, and acquiring considerable hardness on cooling*

The mucous acid, that has experienced this change, is Its properties

much more sour than usual, infinitely more soluble in
'" *^^* ^'^**

water, and wholly soluble in alcohol, so that its properties

are in part altered. At first 1 thought, that I had converted

the mucous acid either into the malic, or the tartaric; but

the experiments I have made to verify this conjecture do not

yet appear to me sufficient, to authorise my advancing any

opinion respecting the nature of the change, that takes place

in the experiment I have described.

III.

Chemical Analysis of a Black Sand*, from the River Don,
in Aberdeenshire ; and of a Copper Ore, from Airthrey, in

Stirlingshire. By Thomas Thomson, M. Z). Lecturer

on Chemistry, Edinburgh f»

THE specimen, which formed the subject of the first of Black sand on-

the following analyses, was brought from the banks of the
*!j^

tf"^^**^

river Don, about seven years ago, by my friend Mr. James

Mill, who at that time resided in Aberdeenshire. By him
I was informed, that considerable quantities of it are found

in different parts of the bed of that river,—that it is called

by the inhabitants iron^sand,—-and that they use it for

sanding newly written paper. I tried some experiments in

the year 1800, in order to ascertain its nature; but was too

little skilled at that time, both in mineralogy and practi-

* For an account of a black Band, consisting of a ferriferous ore of

titanium, found on the bhores of Ligjria, and traced to the rock from

which it proceeded, see our Journal, vol. XXVI, p. 94.

f Trans, of the Royal Soc- of Edinburgh for 1807,

C 2 cal
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cal chemistry, to manage an analysis of any considerable

difficulty,

mixed with tha The black powder is mixed with a good many small,
detritus of gra- ^^j^i^i^j,^ reddish, and brownish grains, which, when exa-
nite or gneiss, • , , r i ^ i

• r *mined by means ot a glass, prove to be pieces ot quartz,

felspar, and mica. From this it would appear, that the

sand of the river Don consists chiefly of the detritus of gra-

nite or gneiss.

and consisting When a magnet is passed over the sand, some of the

stance-:
black grains adhere to it, and are by this means easily ob-

tained separate. But after all that can be attracted by the

magnet is removed, the greater part of the black powder
still remains. This residue is indeed attracted by u power-
ful magnet, but so very feebly, that it is not possible by
means of it to separate it from the grains of sand with which

it is mixed. Thus we Itarn, tjhat the black matter consists

of two distinct substances; one of which is powerfully at-

tracted by the magnet, the other not. As this second snb-

stance was obviously specifically heavier than the grains of

sand with which it was mixed, I placed a quantity of the

powder on an inclined plane, and by exposing it cautiousl}',

and repeatedly, to a jet of water, I succeeded in washing

away most of the grains of sand, and thus obtained it in a

state of tolerable purity,

iron-sand and The first of these minerals we may call iron-sand^ and the
iseri e.

second iserinei as they belong to mineral species, which

orjTtogi.osts have distinguished by these names,

'i hf iron-sand The iron-sand is much smaller in quantity than the ise-
*^" * *

rine, and does not exceed one fourth of the mixture at

mo&t. Its colour is iron-black. It is in very small angular

grains, commonly pretty sharp edged, and sometimes hav-

ing the shape of impeifect octaedions. The stirface is

rough; the lustre is feebly glimmering and metnllic; the

tVaclvire, from the smallness of the grains, could not be ac-

curately ascertained, but it seemed to be couchoidal.

Opake, semihard, brittle, easily reduced to po\vder. Pow-

. d^^r has a grayish black colour; powerfully attracted by the

inagn«»t; specific gravity 4*7G5.

Ait-lyiis of it. ;
!• Ab Qcids were not found to act upon this mineral, 100

grains of it were reduced to a tine powder, mixed with

twice
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luicc its weight of carbonate of potash, and exposed for

two hours to a red heat, in a porcelain crucible. The mass,

being softened in water, was digested in muriatic acid. By
repeating this process twice, the whole was dissolved in mu-

riatic acid, except a brownish white matter, which, being
dried in the open air, weiglied 19^- grains.

2. The muriatic acid solution, which had a deep yellow- Oxide of tita-

ish brown colour, was concentrated almost to dryness, and '^'"™'

then diluted with water. It assumed a milky appearance;
but nothing was precipitated. Being boiled for some time,

and then set aside, a curdylike matter fell. It was of a

milk-white colour, weighed, when dry, 7 grains, and pos-
sessed the properties of oxide of titanium.

3. The residual liquid being supersaturated with ammo- Oxide of iron,

nia, a dark reddish-brown matter precipitated, which being

separated by the filter, dried, drenched in oil, and heated

to redness, assumed the appearance of a black matter^

strongly attracted by the magnet. It weighed 93-7 grains^
and was oxide of iron. -."^ ^;hmu

4. The 19*5 grains of residual powder, being miked With

four times its weight of carbonate of soda, and exposed
for two hours to a red heat, in a platinum crucible, and

afterward heated with muriatic acid, was all dissolvedj

except about a grain of blackish matter, which was set

asidev-
"' .-...= * — '

5. The muriatic solution being coricentrated by evapora- More oxide •f

tion, a little white matter was separated. It weighed one tuamum.

fourth of a grain, and possessed the characters of oxide of

titanium.

6. When evaporated to dryness, and redissolved in wa- Silex.

ter, a white powder remained, which proved to be silica,

and which, after being heated to redness, weighed one

grain.
' ' '

< -

7. The watety solution being supersatufed with potash, Aluminc

and boiled for a few minutes, was thrown upon a filter, to

separate a reddish-brown matter, which had been precipi-

tated. The clear liquid, which passed through the filter,

was mixed with a solution of sal ammoniac. A soft white

matter slowly subsided. It was alumina, and, after being

heated to redness, weighed half a grain.

8 Th« -
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More oxide of ^. The brown-coloured matter which had been precipi-

tated by the potash, when dried upon the stean)-bath,

weighed 20*2 grains. It dissolved with effervpsceiice in

muriatic acid. The solution had the appearance of the

yolk of an e<jg. When boiled for some time, and then di-

luted with water, it became white, and let fall li curdy pre-

dpifate, ^hich weighed, when dry, 4*6 grains, and possessed
the properties of oxide of titanium.

9. The residual liquor, being mixed with an excess of

simmonia, let fall a brown matter, which, after being dried,

drenched in oil, and heated to redness, weighed 6 grains.
It was strongly attracted by the magnet, but was of too

light a colour to be pure oxide of iron» I therefore dis-

solved it in muriatic acid, and placed it on the sand-bath,

in a porcelain capsule. When very much concentrated by

evaporation, small white needles began to make their ap-

pearance in it. The addition of hot water made them dis-

appear; but they were again formed, when the liquor

Ars«nic. became sufficiently concentrated. These crystals, when

separated, weighed 1^3 grains, and proved, on examination,

to be white oxide of arsenic. During the solution of the

6 grains in muriatic acid, a portion of black matter sepa-

rated. It weighed 0*2 of a grain, and was totally dissipated

before the blowpipe in a white smoke. Hence, it must have

been arsenic. These 1'5 gr. are equivalent to rather more

than 1 grain of metallic arseriid. Thus it appears, that

the 6 grains contained 1 grain of arsenic, which explains

Iron. t^6 whiteness of their colour. The rest was iron. It can

scarcely be doubted, that the proportion of arsenic present
was originally greater. Some of it must have been driven

off, when the iron oxide w^s heated with oil.

More oxide of ^^' The insoluble residue (No. 4) was with great diffii.

titanium.
culty dissolved in sulphuric acid. When the solution wa$
mixed with ammonia,- a white powder fell, which weighed
0*8 of a grain. It was accidentally lost, before I examined

its properties. But I have no doubt, from its appearance^
that it was oxide of titanium.

KesuUsofth© 11. Thus, from the 100 grains of iroti-sand, the follow-

anaiysis.
-^j^ constituents have been extracted by analysis:

PlacV
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Bla<-k oxide of iron 98'70

_ - "^yhite oxide of titanium 1 2*65

Arsenic •> I'OO

Silica and alumina 1'50

Total, 113.85

HerQ ther? W »n excess of nearly 14 grains, owiqg, witboHt

doubt, to the combination of oxigeu with the iron and the

titanium during the analysis.

Had the iron in the Q»*e been in the metaUic state, the state of the

excess of weight, instead of 14, could not have been less iron in the ore.

tiian 30. For the black oxide is known to be a compound
of 100 metal and 37 oxigen. Heqce, I think, it follows,

that the iron in our ore must have been in the state of an

oxide, and that it must have contained less oxigen thaa

black oxide of iron. A good many trials, both on iron-

sand, and on some of the other magnetic ores of iron, in-

<]uce me to conclude, that the iron in most of them is com*

bined with between 17 and 18 per cent of oxigen. This Protoxide of

compound, hitherto almost overlooked by chemists, I con- ""'^»

aiider as the real protoxide of iron. Thenard has lately de-

monstrated the existence of an oxide intermediate between

the black and the red ; so that we are now acquainted with

four oxides of this metal. But the protoxide, I presume,

does not combine with acids like the others. Analogy leads ^ ^^jj^ oxide
us to presume the existence of a fifth oxide, between the presumable.

green and the red.

As to the titanium, it is impossible to know what increase st^teof the

of weight it bus sustained, because we are neither acquainted titanium in the

with it in the metallic state, nor know how much oxigen^
its different oxides contain. It is highly improbable, that,

iiriron-saud, the titanium is in the metallic state, if it be

.made out that the iron is in that of an oxide. The experi^

luents of Vauqneljn Slid IJecht, compared with those of

Klaproth, have taught us, that there are three oxides of

titanium, namely, the blue, the red, and the white.

From an experiment of Vauquelin and Hecht, and from

some of ray own, I am disposed to consider thCse oxides

as composed of the following proportions of metal and

#xigen ;

h Blue
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METAL*. OXIGEN.
Proportions of 1. 151 ue, 100 iG
itsoxide». 2. Red, 100 33

3. White, 100 4<)

I find, that, when the white oxide of" titanium is reduced

to the state of red oxide, it loses one fourth of its weij^ht ;

and that red oxide, when raised to the slate of white oxide,

increases exactly one third of its weight. It was the ktjow-

letlge of these facts, that led me to the preceding numbers.

And I think they may be used, till some more direct expe-
riments lead us to precise conclusions.

State of the U- Red oxide being the only state in which this metal has

koivsuiitT

'^*

y^^ occurred separate, we may conclude, that it combines,
in this state, with metallic oxides, and that the titanium in

iron-sand, is most probably in this state. But white oxide,

diminished by one fourth, gives us the equivalent quantity
of red oxide. On this supposition, the titanium present,

before the analys-is, in the J 00 grains of ore, weighed 9*5

grains.

The arsenic The appearance of the arsenic surprised me a good deal,
from acciden- ^g \^ yf^s altogether unexpected. I am disposed to ascribe
tal arsenic py- .

°
. ,

'

. .
, . , . , ,

rites. It to some parlicies ot arsenic pyrites which might nave

been accidentally present. This conjecture will appear the

more probable, when we reflect, that arsenic pyrites very

frequently accompanies iron-sand. Before the microscope,

the iron-sand appears to contain some white shining parti-

cles, which, probably, are arsenic pyrites.

The small quantity of silica and alumind I ascribe, with^

out hesitation, to grains of quartz and felspar, which had

adhered to the iron-sand, and been analysed along with it.

Some such grains were actually observed and separated.

But others, probably, escaped detection,

12. If these suppositions be admitted as well founded, the

iron-sand was composed of

Component
Protoxide of iron 85-3

parts of the Red oxide of titanium 9*5
iron-sand. Arsenic .... 1*0

Silica and alumina.f i . f. . , j'5
Loss* •••• r *> f •>••*• •f«« • 2*7

100-0

. Probably, from what follows, an errour of the press for oxide. C.

The
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The loss wiH not appear excessive, if we consider, that a

portion of the arsenic must have been suhlimed, before the

presence of that metal was suspected.

Upon the whole, 1 think we may consider the specimen

of iron-sand examined, as composed of <) parts protoxide of

iron, and 1 of red oxide of titanium. The presence of ti-

tanium in tiiiis ore had been already detected by Lampadius,

though, iis I have not seeji his analysis, I cannot say in what

proportion.

The colour of the iserine is iron-black, wltli a shade of T"heiserlned«.

, . /. II 1 .11 scribed,
brown. It consists ot small angular grams, rather larger

than those of the iron-sand, but very similar to them in

their appearance. Their edges are blunt; they are smooth-

er, and have a stronger glimmering lustre than those of the

iron-sand. Lustre seuiimetallic, inclining to metallic. The

fracture could not be distinctly observed, but it seemed to

be conchoidal ; at least nothing resembling a foliated

fractal e could be perceived. Opake, semihard, brittle,

easily reduced to powder; colour of the powder unaltered;

Specific gravity 4'49I*; scarcely attracted by the mag-
net,

1. A hundred grains of the powdered ore were mixed Annlysisof it*

with six times their weight of carbonate of soda, and ex-

posed for two hour* to a red heat, iii a platinum crucible.

The mass obtaineil, being softened with water, dissolved

completely in muriatic acid. When the solution was con-

centrated, it assumed the appearance of the yolk of an egg.

It was boiled, diluted with water, and set aside for some

time. A white matter gradually deposited, which, when Oxide of tita-

dried on the steam-bath, weighed 53 grains, and possessed
"^""^*

the properties of oxide of titanium.

2. The liquid, thus freed from titanium, was evaporated Silex.

to dryness, and the residue redissolved in water, acidulated

with muriatic acid. A white powder remained, which, after

being heated to redness, weighed 16*8 grains, and possessed

the properties of silica.

3. The solution was precipitated Hy amnijonia, and the Aluijiine.

brown matter, which had separated, boiled for some time

*
If, as the following analysis would lead us to expect, the specimen

examined was a mixture of four parts iserine, and one part quartz and

i'elspar, the specific gravity ©f pure iberine should be 4'964.

in
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in liquid potaah. The wliole \vns then thrown on a filter,

to separate the undissolved part; and the liquid, which

cuiiie throui;h, was mixed with a solution of sal ammoniac.

A white- povTder fell, which, after beiny heated to redness^

wei^^hed 3"2 grains. It wus alumina. .

boa. 4. The brown substance collected on the filter was dried,

drenclied in oil, and heated to redness. Jt was strongly at-

tracted by the magnet, and weighed 5^1 grains.

5. It was digested in diluted sulphuric acid
;
but not

being rapidly acted upon, a quantity of muriatic acid was

added, and the digestion continued. The whole slowly

dissolved, except a blackish matter, which became white

when exposed to a red heat, and, as far as I could jndge
More oxide of from its properties, was oxide of titanium, slightly contami-
maniura. nated with iron. It weighed 1*8 grain.

6. The acid solution being concentrated by gentle eva-

poration, a number of small yellowish-coloured needles

made their appearance in it. By repeated evaporations, all

the crystals that would form were separated. They weighed
6 grains. I redissolved them in water, and added some

Oxide of ura- ammonia to the solution. A tine yellow powder fell, which
mum.

I g^Qj^ recognized to be oxide of uranium. It weighed 4"i

grain*^.

7. Thus it appears, tliat the 52 grains (No. 4), attracted

by the magnet, contained 4t) grains of iron, and 6 grains of

uranium and titanium.

Resuhsofihe 8. The following are the substances separated from lOQ

analysis.
grains of iserine, by the preceding analysis:

Oxide of titanium 54*8

Oxide of iron • 46*0

Oxide of uranium 4*2

Silica l6-8

Alumina 3*2

Total, 155-Q

Hera is an excess of no less than 25 grains, (o be accoun.ted

for by oxigen, which must have united to the three metaU

during the process. As to the silica and alumina, there can

be little hesitation in ascribing them to grains of sand,

vhich had been mixed with the ore. The pure iseriue, in

I
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ftll probability, was composed of iron, titanium, and

uranium. If we suppose that each of these metals existed

in the state of protoxide, we must diminish the titanium

by one fourth, the iron by one seventh nearly, and the
'

uraniivm, according to Bucholz's experiments, by one fifth*

This would give us.

Titanium, 41*1*

Iron, 39*4

Uranium, • •• 3*4

Silica and alumina, •••• 20*0

103-9

Here, ,then, is still an excess of nearly 4 per cent. But this

I am disposed to ascribe to the oxides of titanium and

uranium having been only dried upon the steam bath.

Upon the whole, it appears, that in the specimens of

iserine analysed, the proportions of titanium and iron were

nearly equal, and that the uranium did not exceed 4 per cent.

The appearance of uranium surprised me a good deal. I

perceive, however, that it has already been detected in this

ore, from an analysis published by Professor Jameson, in

the second volume of his Mineralogy, which, I understand,

was made by Lampadius. The specimen examined by Component

Lampadius yeilded very nearly CO parts of titanium, 30 P^'"'^'

of ifon, and ten of uranium. Whereas, in mine, if the

foreign matter be removed, there was obtained, very nearly,

48 titanium,
48 iron,

4 uranium,

100

j^ot there can be no doubt, that the iserine which I analysed
was still contaminated with a good deal of iron sand ; for it

was impossible to remove the whole.

Analysis of a Gray Copper Ore, from Airthrey,

The copper mine of Airthrey, near Stirling, consists of Topper mia«

a thin vein, which runs through the west corner of the °^ Airthiey.

Ochils. It has been twice wrought, by two different com-

• Th s calculation supposes it in the state of deutoxide. ^sprotox-.

jtle it would not exceed 35'3. C.

pahie;s^
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pauies. But, in both ca-cs, was nbniKJoned, after a ft \v

years ttiul. 1 went to it some years ago, ami examined the

ore, at tlie recjuest of one of tl)e propiictors. The speci-

mens, which were employed for the sul>seqnent analysis,

were the purest tJiat I conld select out of a considerable

quantity. I was tohl, however, that from the lower level,

which was at that time full of water, much richer ore had

been extracted. But, afterward, when the lower level was

freed from its water, I went down to it mysetf, and found

the ore precisely of the same kind as in the upper, with

this difference, that it was more mixed with a calcareous

spar, and perhaps, on that account, more easily smelted.

The veinstones in the Airthrey mine are sulphate of

barytes, and carbonate of lime, and with these the ore is

almost always more or less mixed.

The colour is at first a light steel gray ; but the surface

soon tarnishes, and becomes of a dark dull leaden gray, and
in some places assumes a beautiful tempered steel tarnish.

Massive and disseminated. J n some specimens, it exhibits

the appearance of imperfect crystals. Internal surface

shining and metallic; but, by expo>;ure, it soon becomes

dull. Fracture small grained, inclining to even. Frag-
ments indeterminate, and rather blunt edged. Semihard,
the degree being almost the same as that of calcareous

spar ; for these two niinerals reciprocally scratch each

other. Streak similar, opake, brittle, easily frangible, spe-
cific gravity 4-878.

w...,-; lui

1. To free the ore as completely as possiDlefrorii' foreign

matter, it was reduced to a coarse powder, and carefully

picked. It was then digested in diluted rnuriatic acid,

which dissolved a quantity of carbonate of lime, amounting
to 13 per cent of the original weight of the ore.

then analysed.
'

2. Thus purified, it was dried on the steam bath, and

100 grains of it were reduced to a fine powder, and di-

gested in diluted nitric acid, till every thing soluble in that

menstruum was taken up. The residue was digested in

the same manner in muriatic acid; and when this acid

ceased to act, the residue was treated with iiitro muriatic

acid, till noi farther solution could be produced. The insolit-

ble matter was of a white colour; it SveigHedG'CfgVffins,

and

The ore first

picked,
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jind was almost entirely sulphate of barytes. No traces of

suijihate of lead, or of oxide of antiiiiony could be de-

tected in it by the blow pipe.
'

3. The three acid solutions being mixed together, no No silver in
^t.

cloudiness appeared, nor was any change produced; a

proof that the pre contained no silver.

4. The solution^ being evaporated nearly to dryness, was

diluted with water, and precipitated by rauviate of barytes.

By this means, the sulphuric and arsenic acids, which had

been formed during the long continwed action of the nitric

acid on the ore, and the presence of which had been indi-

cated by reagents, were thrown down ; for nitrate of lead,

added to the residual liquid, occasioned no precipitate; u

proof that no arsenic acid was present.

5. The liquid, thus freed from arsenic acid, was mixed Iron.

with an excess of ammonia. It assumed a deep blue colour,

while a brown matter precipitated. It was separated by
the filter, and being dried, drenched in oil, and heated to

redness, it was totally attracted by the magnet. It weighed
45'5 grains, and was iron.

6. The amraoniacal liquid was neutralised by sulphuric Copper.

acid, and the copper thrown down by means of an iron

plate,; It^weighed i7'2 grains.

7. To ascertain the quantity of sulphur and arsenic, 100 Sulphur and

grains of the puritied ore, in the state of a fine powder, arseoic,

were put into the bottom of a coated glass tube, and ex-

posed for two hours to a red heat. When the whole was

cold, and the bottom of the tube cut off, the ore was

found in a round solid mass, havingCthe metallic lustre, a

conchoidal fracture, and the colour and appearance of

variegated coppefore. It had lost l6 grains of its weight.
8. The upper part of the tube was coated with a yellow- Sulphur,

ish brown substance, like njelted sulphur. It weighed 1-2*6

grains. Thus, there was a^ joss of 3*4 grains. As the tube

was long, this loss can scarcely be ascribed to sulphur
driven off. I rather (Consider it as water. For towards the

beginning of tiie process, drops of water were very per-

ceptible in the tube. Whether this water was a constituent
'

of the ore, or derived from the previous digesiion in muri-

atic iicid, eapQot be determined.

9. When
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6. When the 12*6 grains of yellovirisb brown matter de-

tached from the tube were digested in hot potash^ley, the

whole was dissolved, except a tine blackish powder, which

weifjhed 1 grain, and was arsenic. The dissolved portion

1 considered as sulphur,
10. The potash solution, being mixed with nitric acid, 4

grains of swlphnr fell. The remaining 7*^ grains must

have been converted into sulphuric acid, by the action of

the nitric acid. Accordingly, muriate of barytes occasion-

ed a copious precipitate,

11. The 84 grains of roasted ore being reduced to a fine

powder, mixed with half their weight of pounded charcoal,

and roasied a second time in a glass tube, one grain of sul-

phur sublimed. But the tube breaking before the roai>ting

had been continued long enough, the process was com-

pleted in a crucible. The roasted ore weighed 70 grains.

12. Fiom the preceding analysis, we learn that the con-

stituents of the Airthrey ore are as follows:

Iron, 45.5

Copper, 17*2

Arsenic, 14*0

Sulphur, 12-G

Water, 3*4

Foreign bodies, .... 6.9

99-6

Loss, ••• '4

100-0

If we suppose the water and the earthy residue to be only

accidentally present, then the only essential constituents are

the first four, and the ore would be a compound of

Iron, 51*0

Copper, 19-2

Arsenic, 157

Sulphur, 14*1

100-0

If we compare this analysis with several analyses of gray

copper ore, lately published by Klaproth, we shall find,

that the constituents are the same in both; but the propor-

tions
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tjons of the first two injrredients are very nearly reversed.

Klaproth obtained from 0*4 to 0*5 of copper, and from

0*22 to 0'27 of iron. This renders it obvious, that the tw6

ores were not in the same state, i have httle doubt, that

the difference, however, is merely apparent, and that it

arose, altogether, from a quantity of iroi; pyrites, and

perhaps also of arsenic pyrites, which I could i>ot separate

from the gray cop[)er ore which I examined. Both of these

minerals could be distinctly seen in many of the specimens,

intimately mixed with the gray copper ; and I have no doubt,

that the same mixture existed, even \n those specimens
which were selected as purest. The diirerenct in the pro-

portions of copper and arsenic, ol)tained by Khiproth* in

his various analyses, is so considerable, as to lead to a sus-

picion, that even his specimens, ia all probability, contained

H mixture of foreign matter.

IV.

Researches on the Oximuriatic Acid^ its Nature and Comli*

nations ; and on the Elements of the Muriatic Acid, With

some Experiments on Sulphiir and Phosphorus, made in

the Laboratory of the Royal Institution, By M. Davy,

Ei^q. Sec. R, S. Prof Chem. R. I. F. JR, S. E.

fConcluded from vol. XXF/I, p. 537.J

JL SHALL occupy the time of the society for a few minutes

only, for the purpose of detailing a few observations con-

nected with the Bakeriaii lectures delivered in tlie last two

years; particularly those parts of them^ relating to sul-

phur and phosphorus, which new and more tninute inqui-
ries have enabled me to correct or extend.

I have already mentioned, that there are considerable Difference!! in

difi'erences in the results of expeiiments made on the action ^^^e results »f
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«xperim«nts of potassium on sulphur and phosphonis, and their combi-
onsuljihuraud nations with hid roficeii, accordin*? to different circumstances
phosphorus. » • i

of the process. I simll now refer to such of these eircum-

stHuces, as I liave-been fully able to investigate.

Tlie able researches of Dr. Ihoinpson have shown, that

sulphur, in it.n usual state, contains small quantities of

acid matter ; and though, in my lirst experiments, I con-

ceived that by employing- crystallized native sulphur, which

had been recently sublimed in nitrogen, 1 should avoid the

presence of any foreign matter, yet J am incliiMKl to believe,

that this is not the case; for, by subliming some similar

Sjulphur in nitrogen,-! iind, that litmus paper placed in the

upper part of the retort is slightly reddened.

V\ hen potassium is made to unite with sulphur, if the

retort employed is not lined with sulphur, some of the

potassium is destroyed by acting upon the glass ; and when

large (jnantilies of sulphur are used, it is very difficult to

decompose tlie whole of the sulphuret of potassium by an

Snlphurct'.cd a.cid : sulphuretted hidrogen likewise is soluble in muriatic

evolved from ^^i<^ » ^nd thii* circumstance led me to underrate the qnan-
it underrated,

tity of sulphuretted hidrogen given off in experiments of

this kind*.

Another er- 3" acting Upon sulphuretted hidrogen by potassium in

rour i^oiiued ^ny early experiments, 1 used large <inantities of the gas

{\\xd of the metal J and in these cases 1 have reason to be-

lieve, that the violence of the combustion occasioned the

decomposition of a considerable quantity of the gas ; and,

in consequence, led me to form erroneous conclusions con-

cerning the nature of this curious operation.

Mofea^curnte.' In all late eKperiments, in which sulphur, or sulphuretted
mode of con- . i

•
•» i i i i

• *• •
•

duciti'^ these nidragen wa-^ concerned, 1 have iised muriatic acid satu-

Sulpluir con-

tains an ucid.

even when
subliniucj in

uitiuuen.

Ketcrt must
be' lined with

sulphur when

co:nhininjj
with putassi
uni.

This eiicuiii:,taace lus been poiated out by Messrs Guy-Lussac and

Thcnardj in a paper printed in the Journal de Physique For Decem-

ber, in which these gentlemen endeavour to show, that, whether

potassium has been acted upon by large or snaall quantities of sulphur,

and under all circumstance?, it evolves a quantity of gas exactly equal to

that which it produces by the action of waier. 1 have been able to gain

no results so precise on this subject. I have in another place (the same

journal in which their memoir has appeared) offered some observations

©n their inquiries.

rated
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rated with sulphuretted hidrogen over mercury. I have era- experiments,

ployed sulphur distilled from iron pyrites in vacuo, which
limedfrom

did not in the slightest degree affect litmus paper, and 1 pyrites inva-

have combined it with potassium in retorts of green glass,
<^"o "^ot acid.

or plate glass lined with sulphur, and filled with very pure

nitrogen or hidrogen. In making potassium act upon sul-

phuretted hidrogen, I have employed the gas only in the

quantities of from 1 to 3 cubical inches, and have made
the combination in narrow curved tubes of green glass over

dry mercury. With all these precautions, and after having Results not

made a great number of experiments, I am not able io-P^^^'^^h^oi-

gain perfectly uniform results. Yet there is a sufficient

correspondence between them, to enable me to form con-

clusions, which 1 may venture to say cannot be far from the

truth.

When 1 grain of potassium, which would give by the Action of pot-

action of water about 1 cubical inch and tV of hidrosen, is a^^^"™
°" ^^^'

I 1 1 w . i. . 1 Phur, in small
made to act upon about halt a gram of sulphur, sornt* proportion^

sulphur sublimes during the combination, which always
takes place with heat and light ; and from yV *o tV <>^ a

cubical inch of sulphuretted hidrogen is evolved. The
compound acted on by muriatic acid, saturated with sul-

phuretted hidrogen, affords from -fij to l-^ of a cubical inch

of pure sulphuretted hidrogen.

When more sulphur is used, so as to be from twice to and iu larger

ten times the weight of the potassium, the quantity of sul- P'"oporii«»«

phuretted hidrogen evolved by the action of the acid is

from T-V to T^^; but if heat be applied to the combina-

tion, so as to drive off the superfluous sulphur, the quan-

tity of gas collected is very little inferior to that produced
from the combination in whirh a small proportion of sul-

phur is used ; and I am inclined to believe, from the phe-
nomena presented in a great number of experiments, that

sulphur and potassium, when heated together under com-
mon circumstances, combine only in one proportion, in Ttrey combine
which the metal is to the sulphur nearly as 3 to 1 in weight; only in ona

and in which the quantities are such, that the compound
^'^P**' ^*

burns into neutral sulphate of potash.

When a grain of potassium is made to act upon about Action of pot-

1*1 cubical inches of sulphuretted hidrogen, all the hidrosjen ^^J'"'"
°"

^V^*

Vou^XXVIII.-^Jan. 1811, D is
^"
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drogcn, indue is set free, and a sulphuret of potassium, containing one
proportion 5 fourth of sulphur, is formed, exactly the same as that pro-

duced by the immediate combination of sulphur and the

metal,

and in larger When sulphuretted hidrogen is employed in larger quan-
pruportiou. titles, there is an absorption of this gas, and a volume is taken

up about equal to the quantity of hidrogen disengaged ;

and a compound of sulphuretted hidrogen and sulphuret of

potassium is formed, whicli gives sulphuretted hidrogen by
the action of an acid, nearly double in quantity to that

given by the sulphuret of potassium.

Potassium From a number of experiments, I am inclined to be-

*^h™ ho^
^

lieve, that potassium and phosphorus, in whatever quantities

only, in one they are heated together, combine only in one proportion,
proportion. ^ grain of potassium requiring about | of a grain of phos-

phorus to form a phosphu ret ; which, when acted upon by
muriatic acid, produces from -r\ to -{-^ of a cubical inch of

phosphu retted hidrogen.

Action of pot-
Half a grain of potassium decomposes nearly three

assiumon cubical inches of phosphuretted hidrogen, and sets fre»

hidrogen.
rather more than four cubical inches of hidrogen ; and the

phosphuret formed seems to be of the same kind as that

produ<;ed by direct combination of the metal with phos-

phorus.

Weight of an If, according to Mr. Dalton's ideas of proportion, the

©/"ilp^hu^ de^ quantity in which sulphur enters into its combinations were

duceri from its to be deduced from its union with potassium, in which it

compounds, s^^ems to form about i the weight of the compound, the

number representing it would be 13*5. I have lately

weighed sulphuretted hidrogen, and sulphureous acid gas,

Sp erav.of ^^*'^ great care: the specilic gravity of the first at mean

sulphuretted temperature and pressure, from my experiments, is 10645,

.fufphliTeou"'^
which differs very little from the estimation of Mr. Kir-

•eid gas, wau : that of sulphureous acid gas 1 tind is 20967, Sul-

phuretted hidrogen, as I have shown, contains an equal
volum« of hidrogen ; and on this datum the number

representing sulphur is 13*4. I have never been able to

burn sulphur in oxigen without forming sulphuric acid

in small quantities; but in several experiments I have ob-

tained from 92 to 98 parts of sulphureous acid from 100

- of
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of OX igen in volume ; from which I am inclined to believe,

tliat sulphureous acid consists of sulphur dissolved in an

equal volume of oxigen; which would give the number as

13*7* nearly, considering the acid gas as containing 1 por-
tion of sulphur, and 2 of oxigeu ; and these estimations

do not differ from each other materially.
I have made several experiments on -the combustion of Weight of an

phosphorus iii oxio^en aras. From the most accurate, I am ulfmate atom
• r J 1 V 1 n 1 1 1 1 . ofphospho-
inciiuea to conclude that 25 oi phosphorus absorb in com- rus.

bustion about 34 of oxigen in weight; and considering

phosphoric acid as composed of 3 proportions of oxigen
and 1 of phosphorus, the number representing phosphorus
will be about l6'5, which is not very remote from the num-
ber that may be deduced from the composition of phos-

phoret of potassium.

The numbers, which represent the proportions in which Sulphur and

sulphur and phosphorus unite with other bodies, are such, ^^y^conJ^a
as do not exclude the existence of combined portions of oxigen and hi-

oxigen and hidrogen in their constitution ; but it may be
Jf'*^!^ *^°^^

questioned, whether the opinion which I formed, that the

inflammable gas disengaged from them by electricity ii

necessary to the peculiar form in which these bodies exist, ^

is not erroneous. Phosphorus, as 1 have stated in the Ik^t

Bakerian lecture, is capable of forming a solid hydruret :

and a part of the sulphur distilled from iron pyrites is

usually of a soft consistence, and emits the smell of Sul"

phuretled hidrogen, and probably contains that body. It and probably
is not unlikely, that in all cases phosphorus and sulphur i" "p case per-

: ,5, ,, fectlyfree

* The estimation from the composition of sulphu;etted hidrogeii must
be corsJdered as most accurate, and that from the formation of the sul-

phured of poiu>siiun as least accurate: for it was only by combining

sulphur and potaisium m small proportions, and ascertaimng in what
cases uncombined sulphur could be distilled from the compound, that

1 giiued my conclusions concerning the composition of the sulphu.et of

potasiiium.

In the last Bakerian lecture, I have estimated the specific gravity of

sulphuretted hidrogen at S6 grains the 100 cubical irjches, whicb was
not far from ihe meiii, between the estimations of Mr Kirwan and

Mr Thenard. According to lliis experiment, sulphuretted hidrogen is

composed of 1 portion of hidrogen, represented by 1, and 1 of sulphur

represented by *lb 4.
»

D2 contain
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from their hy-
Contain small quantities of the hydrurets of phosphorus an<l

Urureu. sulphur ; and the production of a minute portion of suV-

phuric acid in the slow combustion of sulphur is probably

« ., , connected with the production of water. Though the
Pure oxides of

i i • t i i

them never pure oxides of sulphur and phosphorus have never been

yet obtained,
obtained, yet, from the doctrine of definite proportions,

these bodies ought, under certain circumstances, to be

formed. And I am inclined to believe, that they some-

times exist in minute quantities, in common phosphorus

and sulphur, and, with hidrogen, give to them their vari-

able properties.

Phosphorus The colours of different specimens of phosphorus, as

differs in co-
^^c;ll as of sulphur, dift'er considerably ; the red Colour

from a mix- of phosphorus, as it is commonly prepared, is proba-
ture of oxide, bly owing to a slight mixture of oxide. Common roll

sulphur is of a very pale yellow ; the Sicilian sulphur of

phvt^'^" an orange colour; and the sulphur distilled from iron

pyrites in vacuo, which arose in the last period of the

process, of a pale yellowish green colour. AU the late

experiments that I have made, as well as my former re-

searches, induce me to suspect a notable proportion of

oxigen in Sicilian sulphur ; which is probably owing to the

presence of oxide of sulphur, which may give rise to sul-

phuric acid in distillation ; or to sulphuric acid itself.

Action of oxi- Conceiving, that, if definite proportions of oxigen and

nmriatic acid
hidrogen existed in sulphur and phosphorus, they ought

*'
to be manifested in the agency of oximuriatic acid gas on

tbese bodies, 1 made some experiments on the results of

these operations. In the first trial, on the combination of

•asttlphar, sulphur with oximuriatic acid gas, I employed 5 grains of

roll «tilphur,and
admitted the gas into the exhausted retort,

from a vessel in which it had been in contact with warm
water : in this case more than half a cubical inch of

oxigen gas. and nearly two cubical inches of muriatic acid

gas, were produced. Suspecting in this instance, that

aqueous vapour had been decomposed, I employed cold

^vater in the next experiment, and dried the gas by muriate

of lime ; in this case, though Sicilian sulphur was used,

no oxigen. gas was evolved ; and not half a cubical inch of

muriatic acid; the quantity, was the aariie as in the last

experiment ;

I
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experiment ; and it was found, that between 16 and 7 7

cubical inches of oximuriatic acid gas disappeared ; the

whole of the sulphur was sublimed in the gas, and the

liquor formed was of a tawny orange colour.

No oxigen was expelled during the combustion of phos- and on phos-

phorus in oximuriatic acid gas ; nor could I ascertain, that P^orus.

any muriatic acid had been formed. Three grains of phos-

phorus were entirely converted into sublimate, by the ab-

sorption of about 23 cubical inches and a half of the gas.

It would seem from these quantities, that the sulphuretted Proportion of

liquid, formed by sublimiiii:; sulphur in oximuriatic acid
p^j^^g^'

gas, consists of 1 proportion of sulphur, represented by
13*5, and I of oximuriatic gas represented by 32*9, and

that the phosphoric sublimate must be composed of 3 por-
tions of oximuriatic gas, represented by 98*7, and I of

phosphorus represented by l6*5.

On the Culture of Parsneps, and their Utility hi Feeding
Cattle: hy Charles Le Hardy, Esq.y of the Island of

Jersey*,
''"'

SIR,

H-AVING observed in the book of premiums oflFered Culture of

by the society, that they wished for information on the cul- P^^n^ps*

tnre of parsneps, which are much used in the island of

Jersey ; as having practised it for many years, I take the in Jersey

liberty to communicate what I know on the subject, with

the result of some comparative experiments.

The culture of parsneps and beans is looked upon aspne ^j hogsani
of the regular courses of crops in the island. There is 110 cattln,

farmer, be the extent of his grounds ever so small, who
does not yearly plant a proportionate quantity, for tfie pur-

pose of fattening his hogs and cattle, or feeding his milch

cows,

* Trans, of the Society of Arts, vol. XXVIf, p. 52. The silver

medal was Toted to Major Le Hardy for this commimication.'. ^
.

A few
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They answe? A few years ago, the culture of potatoes was substituted

potatoes?"
^y ^^"^^ farmers to that of parsneps, and apparently with

advantage; but farther experience has brought th^rin ba*:k

again to their former practice. Potatoes prodiice more

weight and measure on a given extent of ground, and may
be cultivated with less expense; still the parsnep is found

to answer best for the farmei*s purpose. A perch of the

island, which is twenty-four square feet, will produce on
an average crop seven cabots of potatoes, each weighing

forty pounds, the same extent in parsneps will only average
six cabots, which weigh only thirty-five pounds eath, mark-

ing twenty* pounds weight in favour of the pb1;atbes,^but

they are not so nutritious as parsneps.*^'
^^^ '

^'"-^

Soil. Parsneps will thrive almost any where, but better in a

Modeofcul- deep stiff loam. They are generally cultivated in the

island after a crop of barley, in the following manner.—At

the end of January, or the beginning of February, the

soil, which requires for this purpose to be stirred from the

bottom, is either dug with spades after a skimming plough,
or with two ploughs of different shapes following one ano-

ther. The latter of the two, invented some years ago by a

farmer in the island, will go to a depth of fifteen inches.

In both these ways, the neighbouring farmers assist each

other: In the season, it is not uncommon to see forty or

fifty men in one field digging after a plough. When the

large plough is used, less men are required, but niore

strength of cattle : two oxen and six horses are the teatn

generally used. Those days are reckoned days of recrea-

tion, and tend to promote social intercourse among that

class of men.

Beans dibbled After the gi'ound ha« been tilled in this way, it is coarsely
in, and then

y^arrowed, and a sufficient number of women are provided
pirsntpssown. i-i i i i • T i

to plant beans. These are dibbled in rows three by three

at the distance of five feet from row to row.

Two women may plant one vergee in a day. Two ver-

gees and a half being equal to an English acre. Three

sextenniers of parsnep seed, (about | of a Winchester

bushel) are then sown upon each vergee, and the whole 13

^nely harrowed.^
I Seventy, if the preceding numbers be right. C.
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This crop now requires no attendance till the month of Weedinf^, ,

May, when weeding becomes necessary. This is the most

expensive part of the culture. It is generally done by
hand, with a small weeding fork, and as the parsneps re- by hand,

quire to be kept very clean, the expense is proportionate to

the quantity of weeds. This latter summer four women
were employed twenty-eight days each in weeding about

five vergees. I tried a few perches with the hand hoe, and ^^^ hoe,

thinned them like turnips; they proved finer than those

which were hand weeded. In Guernsey they make use of or the spade,

the spade for this purpose.
In the beginning of September, the beans are pulled up Digging up.

from among the parsneps, and about the latter end the

digging begins. The instrument used is the common
three pronged fork. This work is done gradually as the

cattle want them, till the ground requires to be cleared for

sowing wheat ; which after parsneps is generally done about Followed by
the middle of December. They are reckoned an excellent wheat, for

fallow for that kind of grain, and the finest crops are gene- ^e^an excels

rally those which succeed them ; as it is a tap rooted plant, ^f
"' prepara-

it does not, like the potato, impoverish the surface, but

leaves it mellow, and free from weeds, to a succeeding

crop.

When parsneps require to be kept for the use of cattle, Mode of keep-

they are brought under dry sheds, and will keep good with- *"^ ^ ^™'

out any care till the end of March. Should they require

o be kept longer, they are laid in double rows over one

another, their heads outward, with alternate strata of earth,

which, when finished, have the appearance of small walls,

or, if made circular, of small towers. Those for seed are

always preserved in this manner, and sometimes carrots and

beets for culinary purposes,

Parsneps are not injured by frost ; after haying been fro- Not Injured by

zen, they are fit for vegetation ; the onl}' sensible alteration
^^^ *

is their acquiring a sweeter taste, and by this perhaps be-

coming more nutritive. They are given raw to hogs and
^ to horned cattle. Though horses are fond of these roots, injurious to

they are not suffered to eat them, as they make them Ian- horses,

guid, and are apt to injure their sight. Their leaves,

when
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Thewctleaves when wet, are so caustic as to blister the hands of th6
caustic.

weeders, and sometimes to occasion a violent iuilanimation

in the eyes and udders of the cattle feeding upon them.

Goo(i. food for Cows fed on parsneps in the winter raonllis give a greater

quantity of milk and butter, and of b«tter flavour* t\v^ti

those fed upon potatoes. The butter is nearly equal to that

from spring grass. Though the root of this plant has the

quality of improving that article, it must be observed, that

^ the leaves give it a very disagreeable taste, which however

is of no consequence when intended to be potted, as it goes
off in a short time.

Bad for br«d- Parsneps are dangerous food for sows before they farrow,

bifi^g^d to
^"^ might occasion them to lose their litter. Hogs may

fatten faogs, be fattened with them in about six weeks. It is the custom

during that time, to thicken their swill with the meal of

beans and oats ground together. Pork fattened in this way
is very firm, and does not waste in boiling.

or horned cat- Horned cattle may be fattened with parsneps in about
^®> three months. I never knew them used for sheep.

uhichare It is the general opinion in the island, that hogs or cattle

d"b*^ i"^^"'^
^^^ ^^ parsneps may be brought to a condition for slaugh-*

tering, in less time, and with half the quantity, that would

be required of potatoes. The butchers are sensible of the

superiority of the former, and will give a halfpenny per

pound more for cattle fattened with them, than for such

as have been fed any other way. Upon inquiry I was in»

formed, they always contained a greater quantity of

tallow.

This I believe to be a full account of the culture and

use of the parsnep, and a just comparison with th(^

potato.

1 remain. Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

CHARLES LE HARDY,

VI.
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VI.

Observations upon Luminous Animals. By J. Macartney,

Esq» Communicated by Everard Home, Esq. F, R, S»

/'Concluded from vol. XXVII, p. 350.;

JL HE remarkable property of emitting light during life Only the 4 last

is only met with among animals of the four last classes of mairemU*"**
luodern naturalists, viz. moU^sca, insects, worms, and light while li-

zoophytes.
^'"^'

The mollusca and worms contain each but a single Only 2 lumi-

luminous species; the pholus dacfylus in the one, and the
"^"^j*^^"^*^

nereis noctituca in the other. Sd.

Some species yield light in the eight following genera of Genera of in-

insccts; elater^ lampyris, fulgora, pausus, scolopendra^ can-
fng^umim)uii

rer, lynceus*, and limulus. The luminous species of the species,

genera lampyris and fulgora are more numerous than is ge- ,

nerally supposed, if we may jndge from the appearance
of luminous organs to be seen in dried specimens.

Among zoophytes we find, that the genera wec^w^a, beroe^^ Genera of

and pcwwafw/a, contain species which afford light. zoophytes.

The only animals, which appear to possess a distinct or- Animals with

ganization for the production of light, are the luminous organs fur pro-
• p 1

•
I ^ !• 1 J ducing light.

species of lampyris, elater, iiugora, and pausus.

The light of the lampyrides is known to proceed from Organ in tlie.

some of the last rings of the abdomen, which, when not fir^fl'cs.

illuminated, are of a pale yellow colour. Upon the inter- a peculiar

nal surface of these rings there is spread a layer of a pecu- siihsiance,

liar soft yellow substance, which has been compared to

paste; but by examination with a lens I found it to be

orsanized like the common interstitial substance of the

insect's body, except that it is of a closer texture, and a

* The animal discovered by^iville off the coast of Malabnr, in 1755,

is certainly a tefiaceous insect, and appears to belong to the genus lynceus

of MuUer,
,

t The luminous zoophite, for which Peron has instituted the new ge-

nus pyrosoma, appears to me to be a beroe, and only worthy of a speci-

nc distinction.

paler
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existing at

particular sea-

Two sacs in

the glovf-

worm.

which emit

)ight almost

constantly.

Said to vary
in number.

paler yellow colour. Tiiis substance does noit entirely cover

the innec surface of the rinjjs, being more or less deficient

along their edges, where it presents an irregular waving
outline. I have observed in the glow-worm, that it is ab-

sorbed, and its place supplied by common interstitial sub-

stance, after the season for giving light is past.

The segments of the abdomen, behind which this pecu-
liar substance is situate, art thin and transparent, in order

to expose the internal illumination.

The number of luminous^ngs varies in different species

of lampyris; and, as it would seem, at different periods in

the same individual.

Beside the luminous substance ^bove described, I have

discovered in the common glow-worm, on the inner side of

the last abdominal ring, two bodies, which to the naked

eye appear more minute than the bead of the smallest pin.

They are lodged in two slight depressions, formed in the

shell of the ring, which is at these pwnts particularly

transparent. On examining these bodies under the micro-

scope, I found, that they were sacks, containing a soft yel-

low substance, of a more close and homogeneous texture,

than that which lines the inner surface of the rings. The

membrane forming the sacs appeared to l>e of two layers

each of which is composed of a transparent silvery fibre,

in the same manner as the internal membrane of respiratory

tubes of insects; except that in this case the fibre passes

in a spiral, instead of a circular direction. This mem-
brane, although so delicately constructed, is so elastic as

to preserve its form, after the sac is ruptured, and the con-

tents discharged.
The light, that proceeds from these sacs, is less under

the control of the insect, than that of the luminous sub-

stance spread on the rings: it is rarely ever entirely extin-

guished in the season that the glow-worm gives light, even

during the day: and when all the other rings are dark,

these sacs often shine brightly.

The circumstance of there being points, which give a

more permanent light than the other parts of the luminous

rings of the abdomen, has been noticed before by the

Comte
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Comte G- de Razoiiraouski. He states the number of these

luminous points to vary from 2 to 5*.

I must however remark, that I never saw more than two but probably

of these himinous points, which were always upon the last
""^ "^*^^"*

ring of the body: and that the tii^ures, which accompany
the memoir of the Comte de Razoumonski, bear scarely

any resemblance to the insect they are intended to repre-

sent, from which we may fairly suspect him of inaccuracy
in other particulars,

As far as my observation llgjli extended, the small sacs of They are nit

luminous substance are not found in any species of lam- ^°™"^°" *^
•' *^ the genus,

pyris, exce])t the glow-worm of this country, Thunberg
mentions, that the lam pyris japonica has two vesicles on the

tail, which afford light.

The organs for the production of light in the genus Organ in the

elater are j-itqate in the corselet. These likewise consist
^^""^'"S

'

of a peculiar yellow substance, placed behind transparent

parts of the shell, which suffer the natural colour of this

substance to be seen through them in the day, and, when

illumina^^ed, give passage to the light.

On dissecting the organs of light in the elater noctilucus,

I found that there is a soft yellow substance, of an oval

figure, lodged in the concavity of the yellow spots of the

corselet, which parts are particularly thin and transparent

in this species. This substance is so remarkably close in

its structure that at first view it appears like an inorganic

mass; but with a lens it is readily perceived to be com-

posed of a great number of very minute parts or lobules

closely pressed together. Around these oval masses the

interstitial substance of the corselet is arranged in a radi-

ated manner; and the portion of the shell, that immediately

corers the irradiated substance, is in a certain degree trans-

parent, but less so than that which lies over the oval masses;

it is therefore probable, that the interstitial snbstance in

this situation may be endowed with the property of shining.

A fasciculus of the muscles of the corselet arises in the in-

terior of the oval masses of the luminons substance, but

not apparently with any design ; as it contributes, with the

adjacent fasciculi, to move the anterior feet.

Mem. de la Soc. de Lausanne, Tom. u.

In
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In the elater igiiitus, the masses of luminous substance

are extremely irregular in their figure: they are situate

nearly at the posterior angles of the corselet, and are more

loose in their texture than the oval masses of the noctilucus,

resembling rather in composition the interstitial substance,

which surronnds these masses in that species. The shell

of the corselet is somewhat thinner, and more transparent

along both sides of the margin, than at other places; but

it is not, as in the noctilucus, elevated, and peculiarly
clear and thin, immediately over the seat of the luminous

organ; consequently the light emitted by the elater ignitus

cannot be very brilliant.

1 have not been able to procure any specimen of the

elater phosphorea : but from the accounts of naturalists it

appears to resemble in every re--.pect the elater noctilucus;

indeed I have great doubts of the phosphorea being a dis-

tinct species,

drgan in th» I have had an opportunity of examining, preserved in a

moist way, two species of fulgora, the candelaria and Ian*

ternaria. The light in this genus has been observed to issue

from the remarkable proboscis of the fore part of the head.

This part has always been described by authors as hollow,

or empty, which I have found to be perfectly correct; and

what is more extraordinary, that the cavity communicates

freely with the external air, by means of a chink or nar-

row aperture, placed on each side of the root of the pro-

boscis. This projection is covered internally by a mem-

brane, between which and the horny part, or shell, there

appears to be interposed a pale reddish coloured soft sub-

stance, that is arranged in the candelaria in broad lines or

stripes; but it is so thin, that I could not distinctly exa-

mine its structure, or absolutely determine, whether it

should be considered as a substance intended to furnish the

light of these insects, or the pigment upon which the co-

lour of the proboscis depends.

Pausus sph€ro- The globes of the antennsB constitute the organs of light
'^'^^ in the pausus spherocerus. Dr. Afzelius, who discovered

the luminous property in this species, compares them to

lanterns spreading a dim phosphoric light*, ^i^he rarity

• Lin. Trans. Vol. IV.
of
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of the insect put it out of my power to examine its struc-

ture, but from the form and situation of its organs of light,

it is most probable they are constructed like those of the

fulgoiae.

It has been conjectured by Carradori and others, that The light regn-

the larapyrides were enabled to moderate or extinguish their ^?^!},^^"^

, , any visible

light, by retracting the luminous substance under a mem- mechanism,

brane ; but neither in them, or any of the other luminous

insects, have I found an apparatus of this sort. The sub-

stance furnishing the light is uniformly applied to corre-

sponding transparent parts of the shell of the insect, whence

it is not moved ; indeed a membrane, if it did exist, would

have but little effect m obscuring the light, and never could

serve to extinguish it. The regulation of the kind and

degree of the luminous appearance does not depend upon

any visible mechanism ; but, like the production of the ^"^ ^y some

light itself, is accomplished by some inscrutable change in
fu,ninouTmiit-

the luminous matter, which in some animals is a simple ter.

operation of organic life, and in others is subject to the

will.

It is worthy of remark, that, in all the dissections I have The light of

made of luminous insects, I did not find, that the organs
ms^cts uncou-

of light were better, or differently supplied with either nervous euer-

nerves or air tubes, than the other parts of the body. The gy*

power of emitting light likewise exists in many creatures

xvhich want nerves, a circumstance strongly marking a dif-

ference between animal light, and animal electricity.

With the exception of the animals above mentioned, the In other ani-

exhibition of light depends upon the presence of a fluid
"'^^^s the lumi-

° * *^ * nous matter is

matter. fluid:

In the pholas dactyl us, the luminous fluid is particularly as in the pho-

evident, and in vast quantity; it is recorded by Pliny, that l^sductjius}

this fluid is like liquid phosphorus, and renders every ob-

ject luminous, with which it conies into contact. Reaumur
also found, that it was ditfusible in water, or any other

fluid, in which the animal might be immersed*.

The shining of the scolopendra electrica I have always scolopendra

observed to be accompanied by the appearance of an effu- *^''^^"^^^'

M^m. de TAcad. des Sc. 1712.

•ion
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sion of a luminous fluid upon the surface of the animal^

more particularly about the heud ; which may be received

upon the hand, or other bodies brought into contact with

the insect at the moment; and these exhibit a phosphoric

light for a few seconds afterward. This fluid, however, I

never could discover in the form of moisture, even upon the

clearest glass, although examined immediately with the most

scrupulous attention by u lens: it must therefore be ex-

tremely attenuated,

nereis nocti- The same appearance has been observed during the illu-

>"c*> mination of the nereis noctiluca by Fougeroux de Bonda-

roy.
and others,. The animal discovered by Riville shed a blue liquor,

which illuminated the water for a distance of two or three

lines f.

Spallanzani relates, that the medusa, which he examined,
connnunicated the property of shining to water, milk, and

other fluids, on being rubbed or squeezed in them J.

This fluid par- The luminous fluid is in some instances confined to par-
tial, or general, tjcular parts of the body, and in others is diff^used through-

out the whole substance of the animal.

In the scolopendra electrica, it appears to reside imme-

diately under the integuments. In the lynceus discovered

by Riville it is contained in the ovary. If I may judge
from my own observations, every part of the body of the

medusa is furnished witlj this fluid, as there is no part I

have not seen illuminated under diflerent circumstances;

but Spallanzani affirms, that it is only found in the large

tentacula, the edges of the umbella, and the purse, or cen-

tral mass; which he proved, he says, by detaching these

parts successively, wlien they shone vividly, while the rest

of the body neither gave light, nor communicated any lu-

minous appearance to water §.

Seapen. Spallanzani discovered a mucous luminous fluid in the

plumule of the pennatulu phosphorea||.

•

,

* M6m. de TAcad. des Sc 1767.

f Mem. Etrang. dc I'Acad. des Sc. Tor.'.. Hi.

X Sj>aUanzani*3 Travels in the Two Sicilies, Vol. iv.

^ Memoria sopra le nieduse fosfoiiche, Mem, della Sdc, Ital.Tomo^

P Mem. della Soc. ital. Tome ji.

The
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The phenomenon of animal light has been attempted to Theories of

, 1
•

1 . T«' T> •* animal light.
be explained in difterent ways. 15y many persons it was

formerly ascribed to a putrefactive process; but, jsince the

modern theories of combustion became known, it has been

generally believed to depend upon an actual inflammation

of the lumous substance, similar to the slow combustion of

phosphorus. Others have accounted for the luminous ef-

fect, by supposing the matter of light to be accumulated,

and rendered latent under particular circumstances, and

afterward evolved in a sensible form.

The opinion of the light of living animals being the con- It cannot b«

sequence of putrefaction is evidently absurd, and contra- "^'"^.^^l*""

dictory to all observatioip on the subject. It has been proved

by the experiments of Dr. Hulme and others, that even the

luminous appearances of dead animals are exhibited oniy

during the first stages of the dissolution of the body, and

that no light is emitted after putrefaction has really com-
menced.

Spallanzani, who was the most strenuous advocate for the Arguments for

phosphorescent nature of animal light, stated, that glow- phores"cent'br
worms shone more brilliantly when put into oxigen gas ; Spallanzani

that their light gradually disappeared in hidrogen or in

azotic gas, and was instantly extinguished in fixed air; that

it was also lost by cold, and revived by the application of a

warm temperature. He conjectured, that the luminous

matter of these insects was composed of hidrogen and car-

bonated hidrogen gas.

Forster relates, in the Lichtenberg Magazine for 1783, and Forstcr.

that, on putting a lampyris splendiduia into oxigen gas, it

gave as much light as four of the same species in common
air.

Carradori has made some experiments upon the lucciole, Arguments

(lampyris italica) which led him to deny its phosphores- ^p'"^'
" **y

cence. He found, that the luminous portion of the belly
of the insect shone in vacuum, in oil, in water, and different

liquids, and under different circumstances, where it was ex-

cluded from all communication with oxigen gas. He ac-

counts for the result of Forster's experiment, by supposing,
that the worm shone more vividly, because it was more ani-

mated in oxigen gas than in commop air.

Carradorj
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Supposetl by
'

Carradori adopts on this subject the doctrine of Brugna-him and Brug. 4.
ii' i -i. au i

•
i» • .

natelli tube '"» ^"" ascribes the luminous appearances of animals to

the matter of the condensation and extrication of light in particular or-
'^'"*

ga»s, which had previously existed in combination whh the

substance of their bodi(^s. He supposes the light to be

originally derived from the food, or the atmospheric air

taken into the body : in short, that certain anirtials have

tl:e peculiar property of gradually imbibing light from

foreign bodies, and of afterward secreting it in a sensible

form *.

Experiraents
The following experiments, which t made upon this sub-

by the author,
ject, would lead me to make diliereiit conclusions than those

of the preceding authors.

Glow-worm in Exp, 1. A glow-worm was put into a glass oF water, in

water lunji- which it lived nearlv two hours, and continued to emit lio^ht
UOUS.

, -1 • j" J 1 11-
as usual, until it died, when the luminous appearance en-

tirely ceased.

The substance Exp* 2. The luminous substance was extracted from the

not luminous beforementioned glow-worm, and from others killed in dif-

' ferent ways; but it atforded no light,

but luminous Exp, 3. The sacs containing the luminous matter were

when taken cut from the bellies of living glow"Worin8, and shone unin-

animair"^ terruptedly for several hours in the atmosphere ; and after

their light became extinct, it was revived by being moistened

with water. Some of these were put into water in the first

instance, in which they continued to shine unremittingly for

48 hours.

Not luminous Exp. 4. The luminous substance of a glow-worm was

by heat. exposed to a degree of heat, which would have been suf-

ficient to inflame phosphorus, without increasing the bril-

liancy of its light ; and farther, it could not be made to

burn by being applied to a red hot iron, or to the flume of a

candle.

A little heat Exp, 5. A delicate thermometer was introduced among
apparently some living glow-worms, during the time they gave out
evolved during i .• i i r i i • r« i

the shinin*' of f""^'h light: the temperature ot the room being 09, the

jlow-worras, instrument rose to 75, 76, and 77, according to circum-

stances, as the warmth was reflected from the hand, or dis"

* Acnal di Chinuca, Tomo xiii. 1797.

bipated
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(?ipated by the worm crawling over cold substances. The
luminous portion of the tail, when very brilliant, appeared
to raise the therraoiBGter more quickly than the other parts

of the body, but it was not invariably the case. When
shining stroogly, I thought that the luminous rings com-

municated the sensation of wanntb to the hand, but thii

was probably a deception, as the actual degree of heat was

not sufficient for such an effect. It should hpwever be

mentioned, that in Templar*a observations ou the glow-

worm, he said his feelings deceived him, if he did not ex-

perience some heat from the shining of the insect*.

Exp, 6. To satisfy myself how far the evolution of heat but only -jrhile

during the shining of glow-worms depended upon the ]ifg *"^y wtreaii?*.

of the animals, I cut off the luminous portion of the tail

from several living worms; and 1 found, that, if the thefi-

momfeter was applied to them immediately, it was raised by
them one or two degrees ; but after these parts were dead,

although they continued to emit light, they produced no
effect whatever upon the instrument.

Exp. 7. Some hemispherical medusae w>Fe put into a Medusa shone

spoon, containing a small quantity oP seawater, and held wli«n*»-atedin

over a burning candie. As soon as the water became heated,
*

the medusoe appeared like illuminated wheels, the spots at

the margin and centre alone emitting light; in which man-
ner they shone vividly and permanently for about 20 se-

conds, when they shrunk and died, after which they were

no longer luminous.

Exp. 3. Some of the same species were put into spirits : immeTsed ia

a strong and unremitting light was instantly given out,
^i''"""**

which issued from the central tmd marginal parts, a3 in tht

preceding experiment, and continued until they died.

Exp. g. Some of the scintillating and hemispherical ©r shaken in a

species of medusa, contained in a small glass jar, were in- 'acuMmi

troduced into the receiver of an air pump, and, the air being
exhausted, they slione as usual wheij jshaken ; if any differ-

ence could be perceived, the light swas more easily excised,
and continued longer in vacuo.

' • Phil. Trans. No. 7-3,

Vox,. XXVllI.—Jan. ISll. E I wished
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I wished next to try the influence of electricity on th«

luminous property of animals,

but not when Exp» 10. A medusa heniispherica was placed in a small
eectnie ,

g^agg dish, containing a quantity of water, merely suffici-

ent to allow the animal to preserve its fii^ure; being insu-

lated, it was electrified, and sparks drawn from it, which

hud not the slightest effect ; the experiment was repeated

several times with different individuals, but without ex-

citing the animals to throw out light,

iinlosswhen Exp» 11. Some hemispherical medusae were placed in

w^re pafsccf
contttct with the two ends of an intt rruj)ted chain, and

through them,
slight electric shocks passed through them. During the

very moment of their receiving the shock no light was visible,

bat immediately after the medusae shone like illuminated

-wheelS), which appearance remained for «ome seconds.

• Upon the closest inspection with a magnifying glass, no

contractile motion could be perceived to accompany the

exhibition of the light. The application of electricity in

; this instance seems to have acted merely as a strong me-
• chanic shock.

; The above experiments on tiie luminous medusae were

made at Heme, with the assistance oF George May, Esq.,

, / of Stroudbouse, and in the presence of a large company,

capable of accurately distinguishing their results,

Generaldedttc- ' it seems proved by the foregoing experiments, that, so

lions from far from the luminous substance being of a phosphorescent

«ent5*'^^^"' nature, it sometimes shows the strongest and most constant

light, when excluded from oxigen gas; that it in no cir-

cumstances undergoes any process like cojnbustion, but is

actually incapable of being inflamed ; that the increase of

lieat, during the shining of glow-worms, is an accompani-

foent, an<l not an effect of tlje pneuomenon, and depends

upon the excited state of tlse iiisect; and lastly, that heat

and electricity increase the exhibition of light, merely by
-

operating like other stimuli vi[^on the vital properties of the

animal.

Tile JieUt not
' 1" confirmation of these opinions, I may quote the high

affected bj ar>3t,jn,t^j<)fjty
ofjhe secretary of the society, who has found,

icmd of ja«.
^j^^^^ the light of the glow-worm is not rendered more

brilliant ill oNJgeo, or in oxigenated muriatic gus, than in

'- • coiumou
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common air; and that it is not sensibly diminished in

hidrogengas. v : lU.

I may farther add, that Spallanzani*s experimfenis of Sp^itanzanP.;

diffusin«^ the luminous liquor of the medusain water, milk, experiments

, , ^ . , . ,. ... p, .
, against his

and other fluids, arem direct contradutiou ot his own theory ; o^n theory.

as is also the extinction of the light of these mixtures by
the application of a hijjjh degree of heat.

If the light emitted by animals were derived from their Their Upht not

food, or the air they respire, as supposed by Carradori, the
^^"7^^

^i^""^

phenomenon should be increased or diminished, according

Xo the quantity of food qr air, that the creatures consume ;

but we do not find this to be the case ; for in those situations

where they are sometimes found to be the most luminous,

they are deprived, in a great measure, of these assumed

sources of their light.

[n fact, the luminous exhibitions of living animals are and indepen*

not only independent of all foreign light, but are frequently p^^^
foreign

deftroyed by the latter. I have always found the shining

of the medusai to cease upon the rising of the moon, or at

the approach of day ; and when out of the sea, I never

could excite them to throw out light, until they had been

ke[)t for some time in the dark; all the luminous insects

likewise secrete themselves as much as possible during the

day time, and go abroad only at night. I have, it is true,

found, that the scolopendra electrica will not shine, »nles«^
except perhap»

it has been previously exposed to solar light; but I have in the scoloi

observed, that it shone as brilliantly and as frequently,
^^" ^*'

after being kept a short time in a light situation, as when

left uncovered the whole day. The circumstance of the sco-

lopendra requirino exposure previous to its jrivincj out light
This exception

I n n I r » n » a curious fact.

is very unaccountable ;
as the insect, when left to itself,

always seeks as much as possible concealment during the

day; indeed it is the opinion of some naturalifts, that it is

killed by the light of the sun.
•"

The opinions of Brugnatelli and Carradori are con- whether light

nected with some general doctrines, respecting the nature b*^ "^^^^"^l

of light, which { shall not at present venture to discuss.
JJ^^^Jjj

.

It appears to me, that the question is fttill unresolved,

whether light has a substantial existence, or is a pheno-

menon depending upon certain operations or conditions of

K 2 the
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t^e ordinary forms t)f matter. But the highly in^enJou?
researches of Count Rumford, on the hiws of what have

been caUed subtile fluids ; and the extraordinary advance*

lately made by Mr. Davy, on the decomposition of sub-

stances, that were hitherto looked upon as elementary ;

give us reason to hope, that future investigations may un-

fold views of the material world, of which we can at pre-

sent have only an indistinct conception; that new modes

of analysis may enable us to see things, not **
through a

glass darkly," but more nearly as they are; and that the

boundaries of physical and metaphysical science, now so

f^X asunder, may be made to approach each other.

In the present state of our knowledge, our business

should be, to collect, arrange, and compare phenomena,

^iitthephe- rather than to speculate upon their nature. Nevertheless,
nomena oflu-

j ^jjj^j,qj refrain from observinsT, that the circumstances at-

aals are rather tembng the luminous appearance of living animals are
roorefavoiu-

muclj ^pre favourable to the supposition of light beinff a
able to the

, , mi c •
t • i

supposition of property, than a substance. The quantity or light emitted
Its

b^inga ^y j^„ animal in a certain time (admitting it to be matter)

far expeeds that which could be possibly supplied by the

fQVjr^es, whence it is usually supposed to be derived. Thus

^1^ luminous appearance of some medoste itiay be conti-

nued i^'ith the intermission of short intervals for an indefinite

;ime, notwithstanding the creature be kept in darkness, and

without any other food than what a small quantity of filter-

ti\ seawater would afford. The uninterrupted and long

continued light, that is sometimes evolved by the luminous

sacs and the ova of the glow-worm, is also inconsistent

^ V. ith the notion of an accumulation and subsequest dispersion

^r a material substance,

I shall terminate this paper by an enumeration of the^

several conclusions, that are the result of the observations

I have been able to make upon the phenomena of animal

Ofneral con- The pToperty pf emitting light is confined to animals of

cftjsions. the simplest organization, the greater number of which are

inhabitants of the sea.—The luminous pro|>erty is not con-

stant, bu^;, in general, exists only at. certain periods, and

in particular states of the animal's body,—The power of

showing
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showing light resides in a peculiar substance or
fluid^ which

is sometimes situate in » particular organ» and at others,

diffused throughout the ajiimars body.—^The light is dif-

ferently regulated, when the luminous matter exists in the

living body, and when it is abstracted from it. In the first

case, it is intermitting, or alternated with periods of dark*

ness; is commonly produced or increased by a muscular

effort ; and is sometimes absolutely dependant upon the

will of the animal. In the second case, the luminous ap-

pearance is usually permanent until it becomes extinety

after which it may be restored directly by friction, concus*

sion, and the application of warmth; which last causes,

operate on the luminous matter (vvhile in the living body,)

only indirectly, by exciting the animal.—The lummouft

matter, in all situations, so far from possessing phosphoric

properties, is incombustible, and loses the quality of emit-

ting light, by being dried, or much heated. The exhibition

of light, however long it may be continued, causes no dimi-

nution of the bulk of the luminous matter. It does not

require the presence of pure air, and is not extinguished

by other gasses.

The luminous appearance of living animals is not ex-

hausted by long continuance, or frequent repetitions, nor

a<*cnmulated by exposure to natural light; it is, theiefore,

not dependent upon any foreign source, but inheres as a

property, in a peculiarly organized animal substance or

fluid, and is regulated by the same laws, which govern alt

the other functions of living beings,
' • ->

The light of the sea is always produced by living anl«Luminow$ness

mals, and most frequently by the presence of the medus^^^ '^*"***

scintillans. When great numbers of this species approach
the surface, they sometimes coalesce together, and cd»i0"
that snowy or milky appearance of the sea, which is so

alarming to navigators. These animals, when congregated
on the surface of the water, can produce a flash of li<rht,

somewhat like an electric corruscation. When the lumi-
nous medusae are very numerous, as frequently happens in

confined bays, they form a considerable portion of tfie'

mais of the sea, at livhich times they render the water

heavier
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heavier, aud more nauseous to the taste; it is therefore

advisable always to strain seawater before it is drunk.

The luminous property does not appear to have any con-

riectlon with the economy of the animals that possess it,

except in the flying insects, which by this means discover

each other at night, for the purpose of sexual congress.

Explanation of the Figures.

^Explanation ^*K* ^*' '^^^ cancer fulgens, discovered by the Right
of the plates. Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, of the natural size.

Fig. 2. The same animal magnified.

Fig. 3. 1 he medusa pellucens, also found by Sir Joseph

Banks, represented ot the natural magnitude.

Fig. 4. The limuluH noctilueus, discovered by Captai^

Horsburgh, conbiderably enlarged. ^,^^j| .^.j. ,,, .

Fig. 5. The luminous medusa, discovered by me, which

I conceive to be the medusa hemispherica : it is shown of

the largest size 1 met with.

Fig. t). The central process of this animal's body magni-

fied, in order to explain its structure, The thick tentacula

in which it terminates are se«ncpyer^<jlwith small cups or

suckers.

Fig. 7. The beroe fulgens, discovered by me, shown in

its most elongated or relaxed form, which ^tj*^rop coni-

' monly when swmimiug quickly. ,,.»?• \f^• f.
'*

Fig. 8. The same animal in the most contracted form.

Fig. 9. The mmute species of medusa, discovered by

me, which is the most frequent cau«e of the luminous ap-

pearance of the sea, repret-ented of the natural size.

Fig. 10. The same animal magnified, exhibiting aj)uck-

cred or tucked-in appearance on one
sid^.^^pH -^l ui»i'i

Fig. 11. Is the animalcule discovered .l^y^-^l^ptfff^iftf.^he

natural size.
. .,:, . i ..: ;;>:.' t-= yj^,:? ^,-

Fig. 12. The same, greatly magnified, to show the in-

testinal parts. Both these figures are copied from the ori-

ginal drawings, in the possession of the Right Hon, Sir

Joseph Banks.

•
Figs 1,2, and 3, will be found in plate IX cf the preceding vo-

limic, the rest in plate II of this.

Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Is an enlarged view of the inferior surface of

the abdomen of the lampyvis lucida, after the integumenjt
hud been removed, a aa represent the three masses of

luminous substance, which are applied to the three last

rings of the abdomen, bhb the arrangement of the cel-

lular or interstitial substance on the other abdominal rings,

which gives the pale colour to the whole belly of this

insect.

Fig, 14. Represents the common glow-worm, with the

posterior portion on the back cut away to expose the sacs

of luminous matter in situ on the last ring of the belly.

a indicates the sac of one side; the intestine is seen to lie

between them.

Fig. 15 and 16. Are the sacs of the glow-worm prodigT^

dusly magnified to show their structure. Fig. 16 is cut

open to expose the luminous matter it contains; the coat of

the sac is still seen to preserve its figure.

Fig, 17. Is the elater noctilucus, with the shell of the

corselet removed on one side, by which the organ of light
is uncovered, a the yellow transparent spot of the corselet.

h the oval mass of luminous substance surrounded by aH

irradiation of the interstitial substance.* c the ends of the

muscles which were on the inside of the corselet.

Fig. 18i Is the posterior angle of the corselet of 'the

elater hoctilucus magnified. <i the radiated appearartce
which the interstitial substance has round the oval mass
of luminous matter. This mass is seen to contiist of a

number of smaller parts. 6 shows the appearance of the

interstitial substance, where it passes down between the

muscles, c the ends 6f the muscles of the back. ^ fhe

shell of the corseleti '^

Fig. 19. Represeiits the elater ignitus. a is the mass of

luminous substance of one side, seen indistinctly through
the back of the seniitransparent portion of the corselet, h

is the luminous mas* of the other side, exposed by removing
a part of the shell of tlte corselet.

VII.
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VII.

Hints on various Modes of Printingfrom AvtograpJis, By
€L CtMBERi/AND, Esq, hi a Letterfrom the Author,

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
Sin,

.S yduv Jdurnal is frequently enlivened by bin £8 of jm-

pfovertient in the Arts, uo less than by accounts of new iu-

irentions; allow me, when it is agreeable to you, to occupy
a page or two with sooie .thoughts on a subject particularly

interesting to authors; and which might, if reduced to prac-

\ mode of tice successfully, be of general service to mankind. Every

own woks^'"^ original writer justly laments the expense, difficulty, and

would be very fraud, he is subject to, if he gives his works to the press. If
a vaiitageuus tJ^ergfor^^, ^ny method could be devised, to enable a man of
to men ci let- -^

_

'

rcrs. talents to be his own printer, and take off his own copies as

they were demanded, without the intervention of a pub-

lisher, a new and brilliant era in the world of Ijptters would

be comrfienced; that would make thought and reflection,

when justly employed, as valuable to the possessor^ as the ta-

lent for manual arts; and we might hope to see the day

arrive, when the profession of letters might afford as proba-

ble a means of getting a fortune as any other profession what-

ever.

Materials sitg- In order to accomplish this desirable end, I have, long
gfcsicd.

j^g^^ j.yjj over ip comparison every substance, that might

possibly contribute to this purpose. Metals, wood, clay,

paper, have not been forgotten; and although I cannot offer

any one as having been fairly tried, (owing to a variety of

other occupations), yet 1 trust I may, by enumerating them,

afford hints to others, that may ultimately be useful.

Copper. My first idea was copper, written on by a stile through

white wax, and when printed perused backwards by means

of a mirror. *But this would have demanded the talents of

a Blake, who alone excels in that art: or we must have a

* I apprehend there is an omission here of some such words as the

fallowing. .

" It might be written upon backward,"

child
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child educated so to write with correctness. Besides, cop-

per is too dear ever to become useful. Yet this*method

might do for bhort pieces, if furnished with Or, hind's press, ^

(a ii>eful inshuiiient, that I believe has never yet been de-

scribed or published), and I have practised it, but is too

costly to answer i'or larjre works. Let us therefore suppose stenclUinf,

a kind of copper or brass latten to be rolled thin for the pur-

pose, and the writer to use a very corrosive ink, which in a

sliort time would eat quite through the whole body. He
would by his means produce a stencil as fast as he could

write, by means of which lie would be enabled to piint the

right way.

Again let us suppose he were to make use of capital let- Paper stencU.

ttrs only, acting as punches on paper, he would by this me-

thod have a paper stencil, that would last as long, perhaps

loniL^er, than the latten one. -r'-^^x
- /

Tin foil again might be used ill t1tlS''«'ay, or fine Tinfoil, or bi«.

plates of bismuth, for common ingenuity might overcome "^"^^^•

the difficulties of the O and other letters by ties. Many j^^^y ^j^^^y,

people will smile at the idea of a paper stencil, who are ig-
sand impres*

Dorant of the nature of paper when oiled; but I have been
taken'froni an

witness to Dr. Lind, of Windsor, printing from a single pro- oiled paper

file of the King, cut in paper, after he had used it for many
^*^"^' •

thousand impressions, and saw that it was still unimpaired.

Again let us imagine thin and cheap pannels of wood Wood covereti

dipped inline v>laster of Paris so as to coat both sides, and ^"^ plaster of

, 1 1 1 ,. 1 1 1 . -. > • . ^''^"^» and cut
then smoothed and well hardened by on : would not such a hi relief.

block afibrd good impressions, if we were to cut down its snr-
*

V

face, and leave the relief in cameo? This I have tried in

blocks of plaster of Paris, and made clear and good im-

pressions from a drawing thus cut out of a small block;

which, if not so Hard as wood, is still hard enough to impress

with, and, where few impressions only are wanted, a very

good sub^titute among men who can make their own draw-

ings, especially where they are object* that do not require

effect.
** ^•

I have also imagined, that for diagrams, or plans, very Paper giueH on

thick paper firmly glued to a smooth board would, when the ^'od aiui cui

interior of the design was cut away, give relief enough for

printing, provided the lines were close enough; but in

printing
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printini^ sucl) tliinp^s as this, we ou^lit to apply the paper
extended cjuire straight, and strike it down by a blow from a

flat smooth iustriiineiit of the size of the block.

Pontipool On a Pontipool teaboard I can with a common stile or
^^^^'

dry pcint at any time, with as much ease as 1 can draw,
make an etchinjj where not much force is required. By the

same rule I can write on it, and use it as an engraved plate.

The paperteaboards might perhapseven be found more useful.

Easj' to en- On pewter, mnde very soft, it is easy to engrave, but very
R-aveon pe«- f^^^ people know, that on copper also it is as easy to draw

or on copper
^^^^ **" "*^" stile, provided you prepare your ground of

slightly coated common white wax spread over it with a dabber when the

v-ax

^ ' *
plat^ is hot. This thin coat of white wax is useful to re-

Pencil draw- c^ive a pencil tracing of your drawing, which may be depo-
wg< easily en- sitfd on it by a blight friction applied to the back of the
gtuTe I lus.

papor, or if large by the rolling press; an<i also serves effec-

tually to prevent the dry point, or stile, from slipping when

you begin to scratch the copper through the waxen coat.

The burs you may take off by the common mode, or by
charcoal partially if you want effect.

But to return from this not quite a digression, (for if we
can learn to write backwards this dry point graving, through
white wax, would be the best method of executing plates to

imitate writing, and is I believe now used by writing en-

gravers), let us consider cheapness of block as an absolute

Incombustible desideratum; and think whether, if we can find a material
m on woo .

^^^^^^ resists the effect of flame, ve may not write with that

material, and char the rest a little way in, so as to leave a

cameo letter—and if such a plan could be executed, poplar
and beech might by machinery be soon reduced to level and

cheap blocks. You will perhaps yourself smile when 1 tell

Blocks of car- you, that I have used blocks (if they may be so called), of

pieces of carrot, to impress mathematical figures of solid

forms for the purpose of facilitating instruction ;« and that a

pack of cards were thus made by a son of mine on an emer«

gency, using ir.dian ink instead of oil colour.

A seal for To Stamp priutii, drawings, or such sort of property, a vo-

vriuisor dra^"- lutg shell ground down on a hone makes the securest seal
inc^ n>t easily . ,,,/.. , , i ,i ^
iiuuaied. in the world ; ior two cannot be made exactly alike. Sec-

tions©^ shells ate indeed the best seals we can hav^, if we
wish
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wish to avoid 'mutation. Pearl shell and ivory are however

too diear to bring them even into use as plates, and tlie same

objection in a less degree lies againtt box wood. Glass, l>y p. ^-^^

Mr. Walker's method, decomposed by the Swedish acid may, glass.

we all know, be easily used as a substitute for both plates

and blocks; but it must tir&t be ground flat, and that ex-

pense puts an end to its utility. The soft turtle-shell might Other materi-

]>erh;ips, when veneered on wood, be found to answer the *

purpose of printing—but this again will depend on its abun-

dance. Silver also can be delicately destroyed by quick
silver so as to make a block for printing, the form of the let-

ters being first traced in varnish or thick oil ; but this would

only do for ciphers, or siaail heads or tokens, for obvious

reasons. I have also thought, that, if we could write on a
Writing in

block of stone or plate of glass with an iak so thick as to relief.

leavtf the 'Words in relief, we might, by pressing putty on it,

take a cast sufficiently durable to make many impressions ;

or thus cast it in plaster of Paris from the relievo on the

smooth block, but this would print the words white on a

black ground; perhaps as good or better than black on

white, as less dazzling.

There are other ideas, but these are enough I trust to

rouse our thoughts on this important subject, and lest 1 tire

you sshkJ your readers, l conclude by assuring you, that al-

though I have not the honollr^ t'© be known to you, 1 am

always,
•

:b-i'^t: >;

, i/U diiw *si)nf* Jqu xiiii>
J"* Yours, &c.

.: .v.r.l nt ..,. A. .. ;r,..w^.{-
^

Q. CUMBERLAND.
Bristol, Nov, 17, 1810.

:
' 9f r WM^ w in'm- i

:> »(b9llB3 o.e.»ct vu\

On the Ciussification of Chemical Agents, By Marshall
Hall, Esq, F, R, M. S, E, In a Letterfrom the Author,

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
Sir,

JLN your Joui^iilil for Nbveriib^i '^dU'f^tiVe^given insertion

to a small communication from nie,
** On the Combinations

of
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of Oxigeii;'* I now transmit to you an application of the

priuciple there proposed to the classification of chemical

agents. I shall first present in order the arrangement,
which I bca^ leave to

sutriiijest; and afterward, by way of elu-

cidation, will add a few apposite and necessary observa-

tloDS.

Classification,

Classification Class I Attraction.
cf d,emical

^^^^^ jj Repulsion.
as producing a varied state of these.

1 Heaty
2

3

4

5
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acquired its pt^inciples; the study of chemistry is therefor^ with its pciKcU

properly begun by an attentive conf»ideration of those prini-
^ ^^'

ciples^ by wluch its operations are produced and explained;

«ud. consequently that arrangement would appear to be the

most proper, iu whijih these are made to occupy the first

place.

But [ proceed to speak of the three classes, which are pe- Classes pecn-

culiar to the arrangement proposed. The first of these con-
rangemeiu.

tains one substance only, namely oxigen. My reason for

devoting to this matter one whole class is founded on it^ . ,„

very extensive importance, and more especially on the rela- Importance «
tion which in ibis plan it bear# to the two classes that follow.

^ »

1 believe there is no substance in nature,which is not capable

«f entering into combination with oxigen, except those sub-

stances which have already suii'ered a combination of this

kind : such is the universality, and consequently such the

high importance, of this chemical agent.

This circumstance, added to the view of the relation of its

combinations to each otiier,.which 1 have partly given in my
former communication, will, I trust, justify the plan, which

1 have adopted.

The fourth class compreheiids those substances, which Substances ia

do not contain oxi2:en; the fifth comprises all substances, '.^^
^''^ ^''^^*

1- • . • •• rr.1 •
1 o 1 * 1

do not coin,
which do contam this matter. 1 he articles ot the fourth bine with

class do all combine with oxigen, and (as has been formerly ^^^^^
'" ^^*

stated) generally with each other: some of the individuals

of the fifth class unite with a still farther quantity of oxigen,

and, as in the last case, generally with each other. But no

individual of the fourth class will enter into combination

with any substance which is included under the fifth.

It has been said, that, all the substances of the fourth e^^cept

class will combine wilh oxigen; they may therefore all be
^^'^^[[f^ ^^

*

converted into articles of the fifth class; and hence it be- oxigen.

comes possible, that any two substances whatever may,

through theinediuni of oxigen, be made to combine.

I have alleged, that the snb^tances of the fifth class will Substances in

generally combine with each other; this however is not 1
**

r> J comoin J gene*
~

univeri^ally the case; for i^hen this combination does take rally, but »«.)t

place, certain states, or degrees of oxidation, in the respeo-
"'"v^r^aliy,

nv^ articles, ai-e reqiiired. Many acids dissolve oxides in requiring a p«.
' certain
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e«Harstate of certain states of oxidation only. Thus if sulphate of iron
* be exposed in solution to the action of the atmosphere, the

' iron become farther oxidated, insoluble in the acid, and

preci[)itates. Hence arises an extremely curious fact,

namely, that a metallic oxide may precipitate u ditlerent

oxide of the siune metal. And ou the other hand it some-
times happens, that an oxide will ordy combine with an acid

uhen tliis latter contains a certain proportion of oxigen : this

occurs in the mixture of the oximuriatic acid with the al-

kalis: a muriate and hyperoki muriate of the alkali are

formed,

or disposing af. Or if a combination of this kind should take place, an

eneri^etic dispoising afTuiity is exerted, so that oxigen is at-

tracted, and the appropriate states of oxidation come to be

fultilied ; as is exemplified in the sulphurets, sulphites,

phosph:.rets &c.

New names. With rej^rdto the names, which I have suggested tO' ex-

press the articles of the fourth and fifth classes; I am by qo

means Convinced of the neces:^ity fo» their ?»doptioh, and

less btill am 1 satisfied with the denominations, which I have

ventured to offer, especially with that of aoxuretj' or, tjs
it

might be rendered, anoxuiet. The term oxuret was chosen

Irom its conformity with the general plan of chemical no-

menclature, as in the examples, sulphuret, phosphurel, hi-

drognret, &c. ; the privative particle a is prefixed to tlirs

term, to denote the snbstances of the fourth clii»s.

Amngement The plan, which arranges chemical substances according

as elementary
^* ^^^y '"^^^ elementary, or compound, is, from the daily ad-

orconipund vancement of chemical
!Hciieore,p^<'pe#Uatly V<ibjt?<'t to

lual change!^

'

change; for that substance, which vVecOnsider'tod-iy as sim-

ple, may very shortly be discovered to be compounded.
The classification of substances, fonhded on relations in their

chemical properties, since it is not liable to change from dis-

coveries in' the analysis of bodies, will be more permanent,

>\(Wjnfapes of I iniHgine, that the urrangement, tvhich I have suggested,
the uuaior'i ^yji| ]^g allowed to possess, independantlv of the advantages

of the latter planV certain others, which are peciiliar'to it-

self, and by no means unimportant. Tlie assistimce which

it affords to tlie memory, and the extensive knovvkdge it

toijvtys
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convBya of substances which admit of, or resist, mutual com-

bination, are the advantages to which 1 allude,

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

MARSHALL HALL.
University of Edinburgh,

Dec, 13, 1810.

IX.

Remarks on Military Rockets; by Mr, Hume. In a Tetter

from the Author,

To Mr. NICHOLSON:
SIR,

'

|1 HE description of the military rockets, detailed in the hnprovemcnw

last number of your excellent Journal, affords me another <»ff-red to

„ . .
, , , ,

the B wrH at

opjjortunity of recognizmg the schemes and proposals, (^j^duanct. by

wliich, above seven years ago, I olfered to the Board of '^i« ^"'^^•'^'^i

Ordnance. On this subject 1 have more to say than would

be proper to intrude upon your pages, which ought not to

be overcharged with controversial matter; but as tliis ques-

tion is of considerable import to myself, for reasons 1 will

not here explain, 1 trust to your indulgence to admit this

letter into th« Philosophical Journal.

In your correspondent's communication, there are some a^fj applicable

monopolizing assumptions, concerning these instruments, »o missile in-

against which I must ertter a decided protest; partlcuiarly
g^^^^.f.^l

'

as 1 feel my character as well as name implicated in the

question in all its bearings, whether it concern the rockets,

or, as they were originally named, the pyrotechnic ffnou**.

The first of these sweepiijg conclusions i-s the following.

Speaking of rockets generally, the author ii^forms us ** of

thtir not having been u^ed until very recently as4mple|n«nts

of warfare." •.,

Now, to set this assertion at rest for ever, we havt^.oflly Ro kets u^e<l

to refer to the late wars \u India, under Marquis Corj)wal-
j'l '/»^

"'^'S"^'

lis ;
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Us; and, I should think, there were few officers on thMt

service, who did not witness the ens ploy inent of rockets as
•*

imj)lements of warfare.'* But this is not all, for in

Major Dirom*s « Narrative of the Campaign in India,

179'2»'* we read of ** a heavy Hre of cannon, mnsqnetry,
*^* and rockets, opened from the works.'* The author adds,

indeed, that ** the Hre from the garrison was luckihj ill dl-

^ •* rected." In other parts of the same volume, we have—
** The eneuay's line, on being approached, opened upon
** them {our troops) with giape, musquetry, and rockets."

—" The Sultan—sent a party of his people with rockets, to

** disturb the camps durinj^ the night." In almost every

chapter we may observe the military rockets are named, as

well as rocket-boys, or those people, who had the chief

management of this department. We are frequently re-

minded by the Major of the great clumsiness of their wea-

pons, the bad discipline, the ill directed fire, and other

analogous instances of the rude state of these natives, which

show how far they are behind us in military science; we

must, notwithstanding all this, acknowledge, th^t in the

tt$€ of rockets as "
implements of warfare" they have a

prior claim to any man in this country.

Striking m- But I do not rest upon this single authority, although
this is dated full nineteen years ago ; for, in the 3d vol. of

the " Asiatic Researches," there is the following paragraph,
in an account of the bjsttie of Paniput,v on the 7th of

January, 176!—*' As the Uohillas had a great numher of
"

rockets, they tired vollies of two thousand at a time,
* which not only terrified the horbet* by their dreadful noise,
*' but did so muck executhn also^ that the enemy (the Mah-
'*

rattas) could not advance to the charge."

Hence, we must observe, the rockets were not appropriated
to purposes of mere amusement and show, but positively

•4^ implements of icarfaTe, ?nore than Ji/ti/ years back from

the present <^'dy; for we ought not to suppose, that tliese

instruments were ail invented and constructed on the very

day of the buttle uf Paul put.

Having thus got iid of oiie object, I shall now take leafe

\^ resist another; which, as it hinges upon the la;?: infereiiice,

cerlainlv bland* upon no better foundation.
*

Id

Stance of this
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In a note, that k should not b<? entirely lost, we are in- The inventioa

trviiued that ** The inreutwn" of the military roi-ket is
<^f ^»l*taty

•' rockets th«r»-
*'

exclusively c!u« to one gvntleinau only.'
^

fora

AfttM- what has been advanced on Major Dirom's au-

thority, and tlie cases quoted from the "Asiatic R«-

seardies," it would be snperfjuons to combat this grasping
assertion. There is a most obvious distinction between an

itivtjutor and nil improifcr; for improvement depends upon
ot/iej-Sy as well as on the genius and abilities of him who un-

dertakes the management of the article <o be improved. No
man wouUl say, ti)at Mr. James Watt of Glasgow invented

the steam engine, and leave the Marquis of Worcester'*
**
Gentary of Inventions,'* the names of Savery, Newcomen,

Cravvley, and others out of the question. Nor, at the same

moment, would any one withold/rom the worthy Mr. Watt
all the admiration and gratitude so justly due to this incom-

parable mechanic, this wonderful, this towering genius,

whose name in that particular bmnch can never be forgot-

ten. Upon this part of my i subject I, therefore, »hall not ascribable

offer the following as the most letjitimate inference; that
^" *"y ^"^

,
. , ,. . , . nov/ living.

there is no such person now Iivmg, as the inventor of mili-

Uiry rockets, :

The outlines of my claim to ^^ ceriain identities'', on Claim of the

uhich so much of the construction, perfection, and rffi*'^^^^^'^'

eacy of modern rockets depend, are already before the pub-
lic*; and I liave never retracted a single syllable of that

ap[)eal. The head or carcase of the pyrotechnie-firroto,

however my original design may have been tortured ond

garbled, was proposed by mystlf ; and it is of little eon-

sequence to iTie, which eiid of the instrument k ptreferi^d
^

to begin the coini)i!stion, as loi.g as the eiiect evenuiully
succeeds. -;.,

That many very important improvements have succeed(.»d His stiggesti-

»ince Oct. 24, 131)3, I am perfectly disposed to allow; I am ons improved

not inclined to arrogate to myself the title of an intentot
^^^^

of military rockets, nor can 1 allow it, as I have said, to

aay other person whatever. Circumstantial evidence is

often ?<*f tdie utmost value, and, when complete, is generally

amply conclusive—^in my case this species of proof is n«it

'* GsntlemAn*3 Magazine, Feb. 1-803; and Times, |soy. H, 1SG9.

VuL. XXVUI.—Jan. isn- F <ie6cieut.
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A short deficient. Thei-e were no iron rockets in use when I had

v''.'^^""']"''

°' the honour of being examined by GeneralsCongreve, Llojdj

Drunirnond (since dead, I believe,) and others, who formed

that Committee of Colonels and Field-officers of the Koyal

Artillery, As the sketches and drawings, which I took

with me to assist in description, were some years in tht

Royal Arsenal^ it is no unreasonable question to osk, why

uiy papers were not instantly sealed up, and, if not returned

to me, carefidly [ire^erved iVom the inspection of those, who

had no official concern with them. That these papers were

liof so preserved, there is no difficulty in proving ; and I am

compelled to say in the mildest terms, that the whole trans-

action bears the appearance of gross partiality and injustice

against myself, as an humble individual, who stipulated for

neither favour nor reward. I beg, once for all, to declare,

that, of the gentlemen who composed the committee, speak-

ing of them individually y 1 have no certain reason to com-

plain ; at the same time, 1 must consider the whole question

open on all points for discussion, if it should ever be neces*

sary.

I am perfectly aware of a "
Reply*" to one of my letters ;

to this however I shall never make any specific rejoinder, till

the name of its authov is acknowledged by the editor of that

newspaper; when 1 shall most willingly attend to all that

this reply contains, as well as to many important circum-

stances, which for plain reasons its author has concealed.

Lest I be charged with asserting any of the above parti-

cnlars, I shall close this subject by tranf^cribing the -las,!

letter I received from the Board of Ordnance; and this i;^

given to you rather as a voucher, that, ( have had some con-

w^.rion with that department, than as a proof of the validity

•f iny claim. This letter was in answer to my last request,
•* to have the papers and sketches returned with an official

signature annexed." I should observe, however, that, when

I first applied for them, the answer contained these words,

#0 which I shall now make no comment.—"
[ am to ob-

serve, that I cannot discover those papers were ever re-

ceived in my office". The following ik a copy of the last

tetter, ^ which I have above alluded.

* Times, Oetob-.-r, 16.

» SIR.
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Office of Ordnqnce,
«< SIR, Oct. 22, 1806.

" In compliance with the request, contained in your Ict-

* terof the 14th instant, I herewith transmit the Sketches

** and Descriptions of your projectiles, which were submitted
•* to a Committee of Colonels and Field-officers of Artillery,
" in October, 1803."

(Signed) R. H. Crew^,

Trusting I shall not be teased with any more amnymoui
ohs>ervutions on this or any other attempt to vindicate my
claim, I shall, for the present at least, quit this subject.

I remain. Sir,

Your obliged and obedient servant.

Lovg Acre, JOS. HUME.
December ) 7, 1810.

Remarks on the Nature of the new Metals^ Potassium and

Sodium, in Answer to Mr, Dalton. In a Letterfrom a

Correspondent.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

SIR,

Jl HE great ingenuity displayed in Mr. Dalton's new
jyj,. Dalton%'

System of Chemistry, of which the second part baa just theory of che»

appeared, must strike every one who reads it; and should ^^^^^^*

his ideas prove hereafter to be really consistent with fact,

the science will indeed have attained a "happy simplicity".
It is not my intention to enter into a discussion of the ge-
neral merits of Mr. Daltou's Theory, but I wish to call

your attention, and, through the medium of your valuable

Journal, that of the chemical world at large, to that part
of the work alluded to, which treats of the nature of the

bodies obtained from the fixed alkalis.
' •^^^^•'

F 2 Mr.



15*^ «K Potassium and sodium.
"*

Hisnasomfor M\\ DirHoii jJreR^Ts the idea of potassium htuv^r a comH

t^tessu"n"as a PO«»**^' ''^^^^'<-'^'^^^f«^ ^* s»5tnp'e substance, because, when potash,

comiJouaU. wliicli has been previously fused (in which case, he sftys, it

ccmsists of I atom t>f water and 1 of potash) is suhniitted to the

a</fion of the Galvanic battery, it gives out uo hidroj^en : the

eifecl bfthe electricity is to evolve oxigen at the positive pole,
and this arises from the water of the hydrate—but the hi-

dro^€«H -(dtTn-^G of coutse tVom the same source) draws

with it an atoai of |>otash to the negative pole, and they

loi^e^her constittile the compound atom potassium, consist-

k\g of potash 42 + hidrogen 1 r: 43, and the residuui

pota<ih is unaltered. In the French method, by the girn*

barrel experiment, a quantity of hidrogeu is evolved, and

the results are, potas^'mm, oxidated iron, and part oT the

potash emplojed. In this case, Mr. Dalton supposes (aU ,

lowing however that the constitution of pota>.sinra here '^

not so obvious as when produced by electricity) tliat the

hjdiate is decomposed partly into potash and water, and

partly into potassiurn and oxigen.

Remarks on I" regard to the first conclnsion, that no hidrogen is

ihitirst. evolved, when Jiisefl potash is made the subject of experi-

ment with the Voltaic battery, where is the cerfaiuti/ of

the fact? At the higli temperature requisite for the fusion

of tlie potash, the potassium burns as soon as it is produced,

and why not the hidrogen too? Atmospheric air is pre-

sent, and we might almost as well itiier^ that no potussiftm ,

' is ibrme<l, as no hidrogen; if the proof is to rest pn oqr ,

iaability, under the^e circumstances, of preserving it. ^!<9r,^

may, to be sure, catch, though with diiBculty, a mouientarj

glimpse of thfe oiie, which the nature of the other forbids.

Could the decomposition of potash iu fusion* be conductec!

in close vessels, so as to coUcct the gaseous products (and p*;r-^

haps it might be done), the probability is, that IiidroL;cn would

be collected at the negative pole; and if so, all question as to

tlie compound nature of potassium' (at least as to its b^jing

*, The author here appears to b.^-vc fulk'ti jmo a mistake. Mr. JJai-

ton i« notftpcaiyinji of tlicjd'vCaiiiposition of
j
otash while m a staie of

tWian-j but /:)(,jwf ash;
thai haalifen

|)r;;yiov.s!/ Iciscd, ibr ii?t; purpose of

, , . ,1.; . fonaejdl
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(y(y

fonned tuy the muoa of potu,Sih a^id hidroge»,). WQjild l>p

done away with at once.

Will:i respeift tf> Mr. Divltou's second ifica, that the bi- Rcmarlcs oa

<1 rate of potash hi the <;»inbHvrel expevLuuiit seems to be ^=^^-<^^"af-

(lerompose<l partly H»to jxjtash and, wafer, aiid partly into

])ottassium tuid oxv:>;e0 : wl^t i^ ^^^ powec or tUIipJ^'s

Avhich produces this mised deco»:ij position ? Mr. Dojtouha^
told ns, p. 470 ;»i»d 47 1, thnt at a red heat potash remain*

in traiiqnil i'lision—" but if the heat be ificreased, white
" fumes be'j;in to arise c^i.ion^!y^ The (Oknli and water
*' hotli evaporate in thi^^ ease—therefore the process caun^t
•* be used to expel the last portion of water from the jjI-

** kali."—It ii not thereCore according- to biniself Xhetein^

peraiure of the "
intensely heated iron tube,** nor its con-

tents, tliat separate the tcaicr fro.iu the potash. We are

speak ini( of the water of course in its imdecompoundetl
state,—^^Mr. DaltoiVs wordi^ ^^y (as stated above)

"
ipto,

j)otash and water".

Mr. T3alton calls the potash »sed by th^Freuch Clieiivi-sts

in the I'oregoing nitthod ofdecompositioii, the^r5^ hydrate^.

laeanin*;, i suppose^ that which consists of 1 particle of water

+ 1 of potash, or, in phln Englishy potash containing' \6 pec
cent of water, which is exactly the potash oUaiaed by heat*,

ing any other hydrate, containing more water, to redness,

and which cannot, according to hiuiself, be farther deprived
of its water by heat, What then, i ask again, is the power,
that produces this separation of tvnivr and potash ? Iroij

licatcd to whiteness will decompose water, we know
t'ef^f

^ '

well, but not that it will se[)arate it, nndeconiposed, from

potash. But how does Mr. I>avy explain the fact? Ac- Mr, Daw's

cordiuLj: to him, the aftinitv of iron for oxigen, and of '^,''1'^'^"^''®"
**^

,.
.

,
•

'

, , ,. ,
•

, .
^^^^ "^ case,

iron tor potassium, renders it capaiile ox taiuug the oxigen
both from the potash, and tlie water it coiitidns; and iri

this it is assisted by the affinity of hidrogen for potassium^
which at a high temperature is capable of dissolving it in

large quantities, but dej)Osits it again on cooling. This,
in few words, is Mr. Davy's explanation of the decom-

position of potash by the gunbarrel. The reader may
tind it more amply detailed in a note of that Gentleman tc^

his Bakerian Lecture, in the Philosophical Tiansaetion* for
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I|i09» p. 57*. Perhaps after hsivin^ carefully perused
that note, in which the followin2j sentence occurs.—** So-
•* (lium appears to be almost insolnbfe in hidrpgen^ and
** this seems to be one reason, why \t cannot he ohtdined.,
**

except in very minute quantities, in the experiment with
** the gunbarrel."—The reader may. be rather surprised on

turning to jp, 503 of Mr. Dalton's new system, to I'md the

fbllowing,
—^^" Though Mr. l>avy*s original method of ob-

*•
taining sodinm by Voltaic electricity is the most instruc-^

*^
tive, as to the nature of the new product, yet thwt of

**
Gay-Lussac and Thenard is the niost convenient^ when a

*'
gtta?if2/y of the article is required. That is, to pass the

*''
vapour of redhot hydrate of soda over iron turnings, in a

**
gunbarrel heated to whiteness,^''—Mr. DaUon thus recom-

mends a process for procurinj^ sodiurn by wholesale, which

IVIr. Davy informs us will afford it only in very minute

(Quantities. Which of the two is to be taken as authority

in this case?

Another To follow Mr. Dalton a little farther in his arguments
-areumept of

f^,, ^^^ compound
' natuTe of potassium, he sayy,

*' The
Mr. DaUon , . ^ . i • i •

i
• , i- , i

from the light-
**

levity of jt, combined with its volatility at a lovv red

nessof potas- ti
beat, agrees with the notion of its being potash and

* *'
hidrogen, or potas^etted hidrogen, resembling the other

" known compounds, of sulphur, phosphorus,- charcoal,

already an- **
arsenic, &c. combined with hidrpgen." As to its low

swered by Mr.
gpg^j^P gravity being a proof in favour of Mr. Dalton's

idea, it is answered by Mr. Davy in his paj^r
" on the

decomposition and composition of the fixed alkalis,'* p. 31

of the Philosophical Transactions for 1808t,'jn which

(haying stated that it was the opinion of most of the philo-

sophical gentlemen, whom he had consulted, that the new

substances should be called metals) he observes, that their

letily is not sufficient reason for making them a new class,

i'ov there are remarkable differences in their respective spe-

cific gravities among the metals, as for instance, between

platina and, tellurium, the former being nearly four times

heavier tKah tlie latter,—"^aod in the philosophical division

* of Che classes of bodies, the analogy between the greater

f Journal, vol. XXIII, p. 256. •

t Ibid, toI. XX, p. 521,

;; mb(numucr

I
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" number of properties must always be the foundatidn of

"
arrnnj^ement." Now I think Mr. Dalton will not deny

this position ; I would tlierel'ore iisk him, whether the num-

ber of analogous properties is <;reutest between potassium

and sodium, nnd the j^aseous compouuds of hidrogen,

which he has enumerated, or between the yiew and the

common metals. If the new m^Hals be hydrurets, it follows,

I tliink indisputably, that the common metals must be

hydrurets; also and for that matter, the reasoning derived

from their specific gravities makes as much against as for

the argument, or rather it is decidedly adverse to it.

I have already exceeded the limits, to which I intended Mr. Dalton's

to have confined my remarks on this part of Mr. l^alton's
^^^^^^^'^^^|'^'^^^^^^^

new system; I shall therefore but briefly notice his observa- potassium in

tions on the combustion of poiassium in muriatic acid. Jt n^"''*^'*^^^**^*

is very singular, as he says, that the French chemitts, and

Mr. Davy, should have adopted the same explanation to

account for the hidrogen produced, their views of the ha- \

tnre of potassium being so difl:erent. That, at the time he

made the experiment, Mr. Davy should have concluded,

that water contained in the gas was the source of the hidro-

gen, was perfectly natural; but, if Mr. Dalton be correct,

water cannot exist, either in this gas, or in fiuoric ucid gas,

(vide new System, pjJge 282) and consequently Mr. Davy's
conclusion must have been wrong; but Mr. Dalton's, and

that of Gay-Lnssac and Thenard, that it came from the

potassium, are not niore correct, for the late admirable
" Researches on the oxi muriatic acid'* &c., as detailed in

Mr. Davy's lust paper, Phil. Trans. 1810, page 231 *, Mr Davy's cx-

prove, that the true origin of the hidrogen was from t'l^e
^'^'^"^''"^^ **^ '**

muriatic acid itselt, independent of water. This acid be-

ing composed of the peculiar siu)ple body, oximuriatic acid

(! mtjht call it by its old improper name, for want of a

better], with a base of hidrogen ; by the combustion of pot-
ussinm in which a compound of oximuiiatic acid and pot-
r-v^sium is formed, and the base evolved.

Mr. t)alton, in his appendix, mentions Mr. Davy's paper "fhe expcri-

inst alluded to, but still retains h'.s opinion, that the hidro-
""^"^ v^o^e

J.^urnal, vol. XXVH, p S2J.

jjerr-
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to bti^ a com.
j^^^ insults from the decomposition of the potassium, 1

pound of hi-
^ !•,,,> ,11,

drogen aad an Cannot but think the facts prove absolutely the contrary,

acidifying Rub- ^fjd that thev are suyporied by the experiment of the corn-
stance. 1 ^ c

'

» r Jill
bustion ot eqnai parts ot oximuruitic acid and hKlrogcii

gasses, which <;ave muriatic acid for the result; the occu-

wtcy of which I can have no doubt of, although Mr. Daltoa

seems to hint, t,hat implicit reliance on that head is not to

be placed on it. INIr. Davy says it was attended with a

condensation of -rV or ^V ^^^ the vohirae, and the deposition

of a slight vapour ensued, which was always in smallest

quantity when tiie gasses were driest, Mr. Dalton says,

that he should have expected the coadensation to have

amounted to 4- or
\-
on the common hypothesis; by which

1 understand, that he still considers oximuriatic gas as a

compound of muriatic acid and oxigcn. Now viewing it in

this light, oximuriatic acid consists, according- to Chenevix,

of 77*5 muriatic acid \- 22*5 oxigea by weight. In the

combustion therefore of 1 00 measures of this gas, with an

equal quantity of hUlrogcn, the oxigen (reckoning itn spe-

cific gravity as 1 •I'io, atmospheric air bting 1*000) would

take (i0*48 measures of hidrogen, and a condensation of

00*72 would ensue, nearly lialf the whole quantity, and

vapour in considerable abundance would be the conse-

quence; but the slight portion mentioned by Mr, Davy
resulted from another cause, as proved by its quaniity dimi-

nishing, in proportion to the dryness and purity ©f the

gasses employed. ,

This immense difterence between the

condensation that does actually take pitice, and what ought

to occur, according to the common hypotliesis, is, I think,

an incontrovertible argument in favour of Mr. Davy's con-

clusion, that muriatic acid is composed of a base of hidro-

gen united to a peculiar body, a substance sui generis^ into

which not a particle of oxigen enters, however similar the

phenomena attending its union with many bodies may be

to tbi!>so produced b}' the combustion of inflammable sub-

stances in oxigen gas; since, as Mr. Davy justly remarks,

the evolution of light and heat are only to be regarded as

evidences of intense combination. With respect to tlie

oxigen of the hyperoximuriate of potash, as it is called, the

idea that it is furnifehed by 4he alkali seems to me to be

t])p
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the ti'iie one, which in this case is in the state of peroxide;,

hut, in its common form (potash) it is only a protoxide,
*' Fo-tasslum bxiiii« in fluoric ncid jjas, and the result is Flnoric acid

*' fluiite of potash and some h!droi»en. The UR^ory of thisis •><>*
|a7compouJid"

" obvious.'* Accordini? to Mr. Dalton's views it is not ;
but

is it too bold a conjecture to imaoine, tliat something sinai-

hir to wiv.it takes place, when poiasyiura is burnt in muri'-

atic acid ^as, occurs Ijere also? and that hi^Jrogei> is pro-

bably the base of fluoric acid i^ns, united perha|)s to some,

as yet unknown body, of the same class as oximuriatic gas?

A,S'tJafiv6iinikrity between the properties of potassiwra The same ar.

?hk1 sodium is so great, I omit saying* any thing on the ^'i*^-
f^I'^,du!afas4o

tcr, more than the remark already made, res [)*ictiug the poiassmm,

diK'ercnce in the results with potash and soda in the gun-
barrel experiment. The arguments for the undecompound-
ed natiu(! of potassiun^ are equally applicable to that of

M)di(im.

From a candid review of all the facts, I think It must be Mr
palton*5

nUoM(*?«l> that Mr. Dalton does not make out his case; and
sp^"iuTP them

that potusHiium and sodium ronsequentiy stand in the class, therefore not

where thtir illustrious diacoverer has placed them, it will J"^*^^^

be observed, that aluicst all the arguments, which I have

broa;j;ht forward in opposition to Mr. Dalton's idea of the

compound nature of the new metals, are derived from Mr.

Davy's papers: and it is not sinall praise, that he has sent

his laboursi so perfect into the world (new? and difficult as

th^y htiv« !>«**«), that his own couclusioHa, fouiwled oa Jjxid

supported by his own expevimentSy form the ablest and

most perltct defence against all the attempts, that have

been made to overthrow them. i :>':?••?».
JUSTUS.

XI, imt: ih.

Observations on the Diminution of T)ilatability of Spirit if
Wine TUermometcrs ; by HpNoajC; It^Ay,6E^,GyES*. .

ALLEY and Muschembfoeck have asserted, tliiat ^pi- Spirit tliermo*

rit Qi'wiii« employed for thermometers in course^of time""^^^'^'^ ''^^

- ^ '

/ournal <le Physique, Tul. LX VI, p.^Oa^. >^

loses
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nUniudilata- Uses part of its dilutabiliiy. Noilet and Brissoii maintain

^''"y* tile contrary, on tlie expejieiicf, hs tlu-y say, ot* more thau

thirty years. The two.foliowiuj; tacts howevvr confirm the

opinions of Ha!1ey atitl ?»Inschenibroeck.

This sK->wrn in I have u spirit of wine tlurniometer, mude in 1734 by

K<^l"^^*^'^
^^ Mr. Nollet, on tlie prin^riples and under the in»p€ctiou of

Reaumur. From fear, no doubt, that the wire marking
the freezing point minht be displaced, Mr. Nollet wrote

with his own linnd on a paper pasted on the inside of tbe-

lid of the cas<i of the theiinometer the followinir note:
** The upper extremity of the stem of the thermometer

"ought to be at 94'':'* and at tlii* point he has ^nade a

groove. Hence it was easy for me to place it cxactlyvin
the same situation, as when it came out of the hands, of

that able philosopher. V/hen I was tljoronghly certain of

this, I pia'ed the thermometer in a vessel full of pounded
ice, jubt meltinor; and in this state I kept it t'.iree days,

fiddint^ fresh ice, when the former was half melted, and

draininor otr the water. The Tujaor in the thermometer set-

tled a degree and a quarter below nought, and remained

stationary at this point during the whole time it remained

in the ice. This experiment was made on the 7th of March,
1807, and the two following days,

aticf another by I have another spirit thermometer made before 1758, ac-
Jtomieu.

cording to Reaumur's principles, by Mr. Romieu, a learned

natural philosopher of the Royal Society of Sciences at

Montpellier, whose accuracy is generaMy known. This

thermometer is enclosed and fixed in a large glass tube her-

metically sealed, 60 that it cannot have been deranged. I

placed this at the same time in a vessel of melting pounded
ice, with "which it was cotnpletely surrounded ; and during
the three days that this experiment continued, the spirit of

wjue continued stationary at two degrees and a quarter below

nought.
Inter.rfecT to be 1 preserve these thermometers, though grown very defee-
tried again at a

^j -^ order to try whether their dilatability will diminish
firture period. ^ * / . %

still farther, in the mean time these observations appear
lo me sufficient, to induce us to reject the use of spirit of

Trine thermometers; and keep to those of mercury, which

^o wot appear lijab^e to, ^be st^mc ii)coavenience.

HEMARKS.



ANALYSIS O^ AMPIIIBOLE, ^J

REMARKxS.

Ill a subsequent number of the Journal de Physique Mr. Correction oF

^ ,
.. . ^ ••.i.L 4.

ihe preceding
Cotte observes, it is souiewhat surprising, that the - newest

g^j^^g'^^^jj^

thermometer should have lost most: and he reminds Mr,

Flaui>er^ues, tiiat in 1/34 de Keaumur and Nollet fixed the

i'reezuig point hy water just beginning to freeze, which he

adds, according to Mr. De Luc's experiments, differs 0*8*

from that of melting ice. By an oversight however he de-

ducts these 0*8* from 1*25°, and thus reduces theloss of the

thermometer to half a degree at most in 73 years.

Mr. FlautJrergues in reply admits the adjustment of the ^^l'^^
^^

. ."
"

-
^ "

, . •
,

farther to coa«

ireezmg point; and very properly subjoins, that, as he had firmii.

placed it so much too low, the thermometer in reality did

not rise so high, as when it was made, by 1*25^ + 0*8°, or

2'0S°> which amounts to nearly the same as the less of Ro-

mien's, the freezing point of which was no doubt that of

melting ice. Tliis therefore only tends to strengthen his oIh-

6ervation^ ; and he remarks, that two thermometers made by
different persons, at very different periods, can hardly be

expected to have contained spirit of precisely the same

strength ; which accounts for one having lost in dilatability

. rather more than the other in about three fourths of the

It IS to be regretted, that Mr. Flaugergnes did not exa-

mine the dilatability of the spirit in higher temperatures
also. C.

Analysis of tie Amphiboh of Cape de Ga/t'es, in the King'
dom of Qrenada: by Mr, Laugier*.

HIS amphihoijle is found affiong the volcanic pioducts at Homblen<1«

^ape^deGattes.^ Jts crystals have a black hue, and are
J!|^j^"^^jj^jy^^^

* Ann^Ws de Ohimie^ vol. LXvI, p/325. Abiidyed from tht An-

nalcsdu Museum i^^'ttUt. N^at. T>y Mi''BouJlton-Laj;i-ange.
^^"^''^ '- formed
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«/ Cape fie foroied of a multitmle of t.-niitiKr, which eive them a cTia-

8cnV»ea.
• toyaiit appeaijuice. 1 heir tract nvf is tronsverst*, and im-

evex). Spec, j^rav. 3'25. Thi'V 8<.'iateli j^luss; and strike

fire with stetl, but net cusily. '["heir primitive form

niid integrant particle are ai> oblique prism terminated by
rlMMirbii. lifcfore the h}<>\vpi|>e they naelt intaa bl>iek p;la!*s.

It breaks pretty readily ; bt«t is not eat;y to redw:e to pow-

der, more on aeeoimt of the Flexibihty of its laminse than

its hardness; The coarse |>c*wder is of a duU gfeen, the

very fine powder of a greonish gray.

When exposed to a red h?«t it Tofes about 2^ per ceot,

and retains on cooling a red^iish hue from the oxide of irwi

contained in >t.

Comparison. The prineipal object of Mr. LaTj:;ier m an»lysin« thj»

",*^"^"'^*''"° siTbstaiice was to compare the r.atnre and pr<=vportions of

the co-.rj.Oi ent parts of amphibole and actmote, between

which €i*}stallography finds a perfect re&embhm^e- Thoa.«^b
the resufts do not exliibit a resenibiance ro romplete; Mr.

La»crier d'Oes not think they ^Itffer so sensibly, but, some

resemblance may be fo^jod between the t^o stones. If

the proportimis of the su))8tanre that compose tbetn be not

sactly the samp", at least tve find in them the sanne priw-

erples*; and it appears no l^s established, that the differ-

ences found in them arc not any of those that influence

the form of the crystals. The absence of chrome and' of

an atom of potash in the nmphibo'.e; the preseRce of at

larger portion of.alnmine, ai^d a double quantity of iron in

the same stone ; and lastly, some other differences in the

proportions of the remoining- principles; do not essentially

produce any very remarkable ehanj^e in the crystal lizHtioUj^

accordiuLf to the observations of the most celebrated mine-

ralogislsf, li may not be useless to observe, that the dif-

ference between the proportions of the absolute quantities

* Not vhoth'. C.

+ That is to say, wliPtlicr a stone contain ii per cent of oxide of

imn, or shore twice*, its much ;
ftbost- 10 per «inU ef HlajncsJa, or

fiimoKt S<^; near S jhv <-cnt of ahinaine, or not 1 per ccBk; 3 per ecnt

? of ehr*»n»f, or not a sinejSe iitom : the form of its crystals may be pre-

cisely the satne, ai:<l \luy may exhibit ho tiifTereuce to thtir mcTst ex-

peft ilisytcloru,. C.

•f
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«3if the pnuciples of tliese two stones is inuch less cmvakltir-

ahie, than that which tfxists between th^^se quantities them-

selves, wh^ii they are compared. ITius the result of thi?

comparative analysis apfiears to bvina^ actinote and amphi-
bole so neur together, that it seems uecessary to include

tiiem in one species, as modern mit^erulogj' has ahead/
indicated.

The folloyjring are the resiults of Mr. Laugier^s aiialysit

of amphiljole,.coiiipared witk those of actinoie.

iAinphlbole.

Silex 4^2

Oxide of iron •. 22*69 .

Maj^nesia ............ 1 0'f)0 •

Lime •

Alumine

Oxide of manganese
Chrome • ••

Potash

Water and loss •••.

9*80

7-09

i-lo

5-75

Aetiimte.

50

II

l9'-25

9'75

0*75

0-50

3

0-50

5*25

Component!
pads of tt«e

t\to.

100 100

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

Royal Society of Edinf/urgh,

O:N Monday, the 5th of November, the Royal $ociety
of Edinburgh met for the first time in their new apartmeiits

1 10 Georj^e street, wiicn Dr. Thomas Thomson read two pQ-

purs, giving an accowtit of the analyses of two new minerals q^^|"^^
"^ "

fpom Greenlnnd. To one of the>e he ha« given the name of

fcdlanUCimid
to the other tliat of sodalite, v In the fit^t he dte-

/•
• J •

, onecontainujg
<,'overed a considerable portion or cerium; and in oneanaly- t\,nevf metaki*

«i<) hti,detccted a quantity of a metnl lie oxide perfectly new in ^-'^''^*-*»

* Tltcse numbers are here as in the origmal j Tmt the SMm toital

w6oM aaiuuiitouly tu gOQi, s© tbattJi^nBts art oaaii|ai«IBi ff d. Oa icnit

wkere. C. "^
'" '

^',.," . -.,
-•-

'1^
*< .

. }
J
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its properties, for which he proposed the luime ofjunpnium.
the other 0*23 The other mineral according to his investigation affords 2U

O^'^'of Huriatic P^*" ^*-'"^ of soda, and 3 of muriatic acid. By an analyjiis ot\

•cicl. Mr. Lkeberg, the same constituents were yielded ia the pro-

portions of 45 per cent, and 6 per cent.

Waterspout, At the next meeting, on the 19th, a short communication

was read respecting a singular waterspout, observed at

Ramsgate.

Fropertieiof On the 3d of December a paper by Dr. Brewster was
»he level.

read, being a new demonstration of the fundamental proper-

ties of the lever. Also a communication by sir George

Mineralogy of Mackenzie, bart., relative to the hot springs of Iceland,,
KeUnd. vvhen sir George exhibited some beautiful drawings, and

part of a series of magnificent specimens, from that country,
which he proposes to deposit in the cabinet of the society;

and at the last meeting, on the 17th, sir George began u

description of the minerals of Iceland, when he exhibited

specimens from the district called the Guldbringe Syssel.

New A ri ul-
Mr, Clennell, of Homertou, whose institution of a Lite-

luralandConi- rary and Philosophical Society at Hackney we noticed a few
«ie!cial Mdga- j^onths ago, will commence with the new vear the uublica-

tion of a ** New Agricultural and Commercial Magazine j

or general Depository of Art, Mannfactures, and Com-
merce." It is obvious, that the. subjects included under

these heads form the basis of the comforts, enjoyments, and

interests of individuals, and thence of society at large; and,

from the names of tho^e who have already engaged to con-

tribute to the undertaking, much useful information and free

and candid discussion may be expected in it. The term lo-

^al has frequently operated as a bugbear, to prevent the

communication of much valuable knowledge: but all our

general information must originate from particular facts;

and every fact is from its nature, in one sense of the word,

local ; while no one can be so strictly confined in its bearings

jpnd relations to this town, or that village, as to be incapable
of furnishing useful hmti or cautions \o numberless others,

if not tp every oi\e. Of this the conductor is fully aware.
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iAud accordingly solicits accurate and faithful iuforraatton on

^n the subjects connected with his plan from every quar-

ter.

Werner's Theory of the Formation of Veins, with its Ap- Transliition ©f

Werner oa
plication to the Art of Working Mines, has been translated

veins.

from the German, by Xir. Charles Anderson, of Edinburgh,

member of the Wernerian Society, &c. It is accompanied

with notes by the translator, some of which relate to mine

districts in our island not noticed by Werner It is unne»

cessary to say more of a work published about twenty years

ago, than that it exhibits the results of nearly thirty years in-

vestigation by a man, whose experience and sagacity as a mi-

neralogrst have long been acknowledged.

Dr. Joseph Reade, of Cork, has just issuing from the Treatises on

press some Critical and Practical Observations on the Djs-
^''^^''**^

of the

eases of the inner Corner of the human Eye, comprising the

epiphora, tumour of the lachrymal sac, and fistula lachry-

ii^ulrs, with a new arrangement and method of cure.

C0 Corre^ponfiente.

The, communications from Mrs. Ibbetson, Mr. Dalton, Mr.

Murray* and Mr, Bowditch, were too late for the present

«i9ntb, but will be inserted in the next number.

Mfteorohgical
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ARTICLE I.

Inquiries concerning the Sigmfication of the tcord Particle,

as used by modern Chemical Writers, as well as concern^

ing some other Terms and Phrases, By Mr, JoHN Dal-
TON. In a Letter from the Author,

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
Sir.

^

N perusing the modern books, which are edited under
Meaning of

the titles of Elements or Systems o\' Chemistry, I have been chemical ternis

greatly perplexed in endeavouring to understand the mean-
"'*'^*^^***'

ing, which the authors attach to certain words and phrases,
which are of perpetual occurrence, particularly when treat*

ing of ajjinityi but which the authors no where define. I

allude more especially to the word particle.

With respect to the article a^7nty itself it is somewhat Affinity,

lemarkable, that different authors should view it in such

different lights. Lavoi«ier in his Elements of Cheniisirj
does not say a word on the subject, except a few observa-

tions in his preface tendinj^ to show the difiicultiesof it, and

its unfitness to be presented to a novice in chemistry. In
Vol. XXVIil. No. 127—Feb. 18U. G .peak-
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speaking of the number and nature of elements, he says,

**.| shall therefore only ad^ oi^ this subject, that, if by the

term elements v/a mean to express those bimple and indivisi-

ble atoms of which matter is composed, it is extremely

probable we know nothing ut all about them.'* Chaptal

employs about -20 pages on affinity, two on the affinity of

agj^regation, and the rest on the affinity of composition. In

the third edition of your First Principles of Chemistry, I

observe 10 pages on affinity. Bertliollet has written a small

volume on the subject. Fourcroy, Thomson, Murray, and

^ Henrj', have all expanded their views on this subject pretty

extensively. From these observations it should seem, that the

article affinity in systems of chemistry lias been of growing

importance since the time of Lavoisier's publication. This

may certainly be right; but as the subject is acknowledged
to be one of the most difficult in the science, it is highly

necessary, that authors should treat it with all the perspi-

cuity of which it is capable; the terms used should be clear

and well defined; metaphorical exprestsious should be

avoided; and ambiguities" should be guarded against with

all possible care.

Chaptal. Chaptal has been very sparing in the use of the term

/>rtr/i'c/e when treating of affinity (I refer to your translation,

2d ed.) ; he only mentions it three times, twice unqualified,

and once along with the epithet elementary \ he seems to

Integrant part, use integrant part, w^iere others vvould use particle, and he

defines it thus: "two drops of water, which unite logelhet

into one, form an aggregate, of which each drop is known

by the name of an integrant part."

l;iichoUon's On the subject of affinity I observe you use the term
First Princi-

particles frequently, but only once in the singular number.

jVo definition of it is ever given; but the last time it occurs

is fn a very judicious con/:luding remark, which I do not

remember to have seen in any subsequent writer; namely,
*'

it seems reasonable to infer, that two compounded parti-

cles coming together by attraction, undisturbed by any

otlici'-cAu^^e, should dispose themselves so as to apply such

sidts of each together, as ate occupied by principles the

niost attractive of each other.'* In another jiart of the

-chapter you observe, that ** the minutest parts, into which

pies
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an aggregate can be imagiricd to he divided without decom-

position, are called integrant parts; but the parts into which Integrant and

it is divided by decomposition are called component parts p°™j'^"^"'
or principles." These definitions would-be clear and intel-

ligible to me, if the words I have put in italics were omit-

ted *; the sense affixed to integrant parts is better than that

of Chaptal, and is the same as the most correct modern
writers apply to integrant particles. But, after thus de-

fining the terms integrant parts, I do not find, that you
have again used them throughout the chapter.

From the high encomiums, which several modern writers Bertb^et
on

pass on Eerthollet*s researches into the laws of chemical
j^j^y^

affinity, I was induced to hope, that in a volume written

exclusively upon affinity by so able a hand, I should find

the terra particle clearly defined in the first page. I took

up the English translation, and read 37 pages without once

meeting with the word particle, or any other word of simi-

lar import. I was beginning to think, that the author in-

tended to abolish-'the old doctrine of bodies consisting of

extremely small parts bound together by a principle of co-

hesion, or affinity of aggregation, and to establish the one

that bodies consist entirely of cohesion, when in the open-

ing of the 5th article I road,
" the cohesion of the mole- Molecul*.

culae of a body is due to the reciprocal affinity of thes^

moleculce;*' the word moleculae did not again occur in the

volume to my cursory observation. In the same page 1 met
with the phrase integral parts, and afterward in the space
of 150 pages the words par^ and particle were observed in

about a dozen places. Whatever obscurity may be found

in Berthollet's researches then, they ^a not arise frocatht*

frequent use of the term particle,

V

* I do not know how Mr Dalton would understand the pas'^age, if

the words in iralics were omitted
;
but they appear necessary, to exiress

the true meaning with precision. Suppose a single atom of sulphuric

\acid combines with a single atom of mineral alkali to form a particle yf

isulphate of soda, and a crystal to be formed by th« aggregation of such-

particlus: we cannot actually divide jt into these component parts,

Ihough we can imagine it so divided. The word imagivcd may be here

takert aa synonimous with the word conceived of"\h^ geumctors, and has

no^rccssary relation to operative or human practicabHHy. N.

G a JDr.

W .

•
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Dr Thonnon Dr. Thbmsort, in a sliort essay on affinity in general, uses
•n a puj.

the term ^ar/jc/tf frequently, and without any direct <lefini-

tion ; but jas he advances his idea of particle is gradually

^developed. Indeed lie is almost the otdy writer, who has

.courage to talk of a particle, two particles, &c. Homage'
neous particles are those of the same body ; heterogeneous

particles those of different bodies; thus ** a particle of iron

and a particle of lead are heterogeneous." Again,
** on

integrant particle of water is composed of particles of hi-

jdrogen and oxigen urged towards each other, and kept at

^ an insensH)le distance, by heterogeneous affinity; and a

rnass of water is composted of an indefinite number of inte-

grant particles of that fluid, urged towards each other by

homogeneous affinity." lie supposes the particles of mut-

ter to have figure and magnitude, and adds,
"

if the parti-

cles of bodies have length, breadth, and thickr*ess, we

cannot avoid conceiving the»n as composed of an indetermi-

nate number of still more minute particles or atoms. Now
the affinity of two integrant particles for eaelv other must

be the sum of the attractions of all the atom§ in each of

these particles for all the atoms in the other,'* .^e. .Here
the meaning of a particle is very clearly pointed out. Bo-

dies, such as iron, are constituted of particles connected

together by homogeneous affinity ; these particles are each

nf them constituted of a certain unknown number of sub-

ordinate particles, which last are the atoms or ultimate par*

tides, into which the body is capable of being resolved

without decomposition. Thii notion is cleiir as far as it

goes {I mtai) not as to its truth, but as to the expression) ;

it would seem however to require something to be said aboijit

the cohesion of the atoms to form a particle, namely, whe*

ther it is the same or ditferent from the cohesion of the pur-
tic! ep to form a muss; in other words, whether the force of

cohesion, which binds togjcther the atoms or ijrst ,or4er of

particles, is the same as that which binds the second order

of paiticle«. See Thomson's Chemistry, 3d ed. vol. iii.

M array^s Che- M r. Murray uses the term particles frequeutly ; he com-
nuhtry. mences Kis work wiih the observation, that *'

all the pheno-
mena of chemistry arise from the attractions auti repulsions
exerted be^tweeu the particle* of inutter;'' bwt 1 have: not

• -}t been
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been so fortunate as to meet with his definition of the iii-

quulified term particle. He has however given the Best

definition 1 have yet seen of integrant particles,
** The caU

careous spar, to take it as an example, may be reduced to

a particle, beyond which the division cannot be carried with-

out resolvinjTj it into its elements, lime and carbonic acid ;

or, at least, it may be reduced to a particle, beyond which,

if its minuteness allowed us to operate upon it, it is de-

monstrable its figure would not change. To these last

particles, the result of the mechanical analysis, Haijy gives

the name of integrant particles, and their union constitutes

the crystal.*' Ste CHi^mistry, 1st edit. vbl. i, page 56.

Agsiin, oii iiifegraiit and constituent particles,'*' the consti-

tuent or component parts are substances differing in their •;

nature from each other, and from the substances they form.

The integrant parts are precisely similar to each other, and

to the general mass, whtch is composed by their union; or

they are mereli/ the smallest particles into which a substancie

can be resolved without decomposition; while decomposi-

tion
•

19 ifways
'

im |>lied in 'the divisioH of a body into in

constituent particle^. The integi-arit parts lire united by
the force of aggregation, the constituent parts by chemical

affinity,-* &c. All this is more than perspicuous; it is ex'-

celleat; arid fr-otri the familiar manner in Which Mr. Mur-

ray introduce* "the smallest particles, into which a sub-

stance can be resolved without decomposition," and from

the precise definition of them, one would be iuciined to

believe the author was going to say somtithing mOre about

thena in the sequel; but he scarcely mentions them again,

while the unqualified term particles is perpetually intro-

duced.

Dr. Henry adopts the common distinction of ttie'dtlrac- Henry's Ch«.

tion of aggregation, and that of composition, or affinity.
°^"'^y-

* In simple bodies, therefore, the cohesive affinity alon^ is

exerted; but compounds are influenced By both affinities,

itheir constituent or dissimilar parts being united by chemi-

pl affinity, and their integrant or similar parts by the affi-

Jity

of aggregation." Chemistry, 6th ed. vol. i, page 52.

le does not however clearly define integrant parts; it is not

iufficieat to say, that ** a lump of copper may be considered

as
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^s composed of an infinite number of minute particles or

integrant parts, each of which has precisely the same pro-

perties as those that belon<^ to the whole mass.'* For, it is

obvious, such integrant parts may either be Dr. Thomson'*

particles {of the first order) or Mr. Murray's smallest par-

ticles into which a substance can be resolved without decom-

position, which I call atoms. Dr. Henry uses the term

particles at times in the same inde^nite manner as his pre-

decessors.

NVrrds impro- There are some other current expressions among chemical
perly used. . . «» -^ xl ^ -.l i

writers on affinity, that are either erroneous or misunder-

Katio. stood. Chaptal says, that " the affinity of composition h
in the inverse ratio of the affinity of agjjjregation." Dr.

Henry has adopted a similar expression, page 53. The only

thing that can be intended by this expression is, that the

affinity of composition is less efficacious, as the affinity of

aggregation is greater; but not the affinity has precisely

half the effect, when that of aggregation is double.

Berth r>llct on Some new opinions and expressions were introduces by
theefFxtof

]ggrthollet, which want both confirmation and illustration ;

aflfiniiy, one of them is, that the effect of affinity
is in proportion to

the weight of a body multiplied by the degree of its affi-

nity. Mr. Murray, page 85, has it:
" the chemical action

of any body is exerted in the ratio of its affinity and quan-

tity." Dr. Henry observes, page 72,
" to obtain a measure

of the action of two bodies on a third, if their respective

affinities were precisely determined, it would only be neces-

sary to multiply the number indicating the affinity by the

quantity." BerthoUet's language on this subject would

seem to warrant this conclusion as his ; but the experi-

ments hie adduces certainly warrant no more than that the

effect
"

is moditied consiclerably by the mass," as Dr.

Thomson expresses it. Mr. Murray however has attempted
to illustrate the truth of the principle (Appendix, page 19),

and' Dr. Henry to explain its meaning (page 72), according

to the sense in which they understand it. The latter has

succeeded very well; but the former, having a much more

difficult task, has, I think, still left some obscurity about

it. The explanation is this: *' if a particle of sulphate of

barytes be on every side in contact with particles of potassia,

what
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H'hat additional force can be gained from an additional

quantity of potassia, which must be without the sphere, of

action?'* This is a very proper statement of the question.

I wish the author had kejjt, closely to it, and not substituted

lor it anotiier and more complex one. Mr. M. continues;
*' tins objection however may be obviated, by considering

the mj\nner in wliich quantity operates.. Suppose two bo-

di^i(\4^
and B, to be presented to each other, the particles

of each within the requisite distance will combine together

in that proportion, in which they will be. mutually saturated.

Suppose it to be the one which is in Jarger proportion ; its

mass will continue to operate, aud, even if there be no suc-

cessive application of it to J5, froin the motion attending
the combination, its uncombined or unsaturated particles

will take part of, the particles of B which have entered into

the. combipation; so that the whole particle:^ of B which

have been attracted by A, instead of remaining combined

with part of it, in the })roportion in which saturation takes.

})laCV5 ,wiJl be diffused through the ma?5 ; and hence by an

increase in this mass there will be an addition to the force

.of affinity." Mr. M. then adds, "no law with regard to

chemical affinity is more important than Ihat now illus-

trated." But the illustration is almost lost upon me, for

want of .knowing the precise me«iniug of particle.

Another of Berthollet*s observations is,
** that the action and on that of

of a substance, which tends to decompose a combination,
^^^'^

^''^'!^'^^^^
°*

diii^inistiea ip j)ropor^ioq,9s/tt8 saturiitioa advanc^^ for this

substance lix^y in such case be considered as composed of

two [)arts, otiC of which is saturated, and tlie other free.

The former may be considered as inert, and as unconnected

with the latter, the quantity of which diminishes accojding
as the saturatiou advances; while on the contrary the action

of that which has been eliminated increases in {)roportion to

the augmentation ot its quantity, until .the equilibrium of

the eontendifig forces ends the operation, and hmit^ the

effect." Researches, page 1.5. I apprehend it is to this

that Mr. Murray- alludes, page 8-2, when he deduces the

law^ ".thjit the force of attraction is in the inverse ratio of

Baturation, or that the particles which enter first into com-
binatiou arc retained by u stronger affinity than those after-

ward

saturation.
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by his com
raentators.

His msaning
explained.

ward combined;** and Dr. Henry, page 73, when he says,
** the force of affinity is in the inverse proportion of neu-

tralization," This principle Dr. H. explains numerically

by supposinpj 100 parts of potash to be divided into por-

tions, and successively put into sulphuric acid, tbe tirst

portion, he argues, will be held more forcibly than the se-

llere mistaken cond, &c. Now whatever errours Mr. Berthollet may have

fallen into, I think he cannot be fairly charged with this;

his commentators here appear to me to be responsible.

Suppose, instead of potash, barytes is substituted ; would

these gentlemen say, Berthollet maintains the first formed

sulphate of barytes would be with more difficulty decom-

posed than the last formed ? I think no such inference can

be fairly drawn from his position. If 1 understand Ber-

thollet, he means, that, if a combination, as sulphate of

potash, have another substance put to it, tending to decora-

pose the combination, as barytes, the action of the barytes

will be less and less powerful as the decomposition goes for-

ward ; the great quantity of potash liberated will lend its

assistance to that still in combination, and both finally will

prevent the small quantity of barytes remaining from effect-

ing a complete decomposition of the sulphate of potash.

I would not have it to be understood, that by these in-

quiries I wish to depreciate your publication on chemistry,

or those of the ingenious gentlemen whom I have had occa-

sion to mention. The works have their excellencies ; and

if they should also have their defects, it is of interest to the

public and to the authors to be made acquainted with them.

I hope either you, or some of your readers, will undertake

to explain what you conceive chemical authors signify by

particles; and then I think we shall be enabled soon to dis-

pel the mists, that envelope the fundamental principles and

operations of the science.

1 am yours,

J. DALTON.

Manchestery Dec, 'i^tlu

II.



ACCOUNT OF THE METEOR SEEN IN CONHECTICUT. §9

Jn Estlmnte of the Height, Direction, Velocity, and Magni-
tude of the Meteor, that exploded over Weston, in Connec-

ticut, December the \Ath, 1S07 : ii:ith Methods ofcakidating
Observations made on such Bodies. B5/ Nathan iel Bow-

Dircii, A.M. A. A. S, and Member of the Philosophical

Society held at Philadelphia.*

THE extraordinary meteor, which appeared at Weston, Mtteot that

inConnecticut,onthe 14th of December, I8O7, and exploded ^Ji>l^><ied^'-»«*

. .
Weston, m

with several discharges of stopes, having excited great at- Conntjctictfu

tentior* througl\out the United States ; and being one of

those phenomena, of which few exact observations are to be

found in the history of physical science; 1 liave thought,
that a collection of the best observations of its appearance'
at ditterent places, vvitli the nt^cessary deductions for deter*

raining, as accurately as possible, the height, direftron, ve-

locity, and magnitude of the body, would not be unaccept-
able to the Academy ; since facts of this kind, beside bein*

objects of great curiosity, may be useful in the investigation of

the origin and nature of these meteors; and as the methods of

making tliese calculations are not fully explained in aiiy

treatise of trigonometry common in this country, 1 have

given the solutions of two of the most necessary problem's,

with examples calculated at full length. The second 'pr^-'

blem is not (to my knowledge) given in any treatise of-
*

spherics. The observations ofthe meteor, which, after manj^Observatioas

inquiries, were found to have been made with sufficient ac- «f **•

curacy to be intrpduced in the present investigation,

were those made at Wenham, about seven miles north-

easterly of Salem, by Mrs. Gardner, a very intelligent lady,

who had an opportunity of observing it with .great aUeur,

tion ; those at Weston by Judge Wheeler andM r.l^taples;

and those at Rutland in Vermont by William Page, Esq,

Memoirs of the American /Vcademy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. HI,
•

Part II, |j
213. Communicated by the author.

In
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lu collectini^ and combining these observations I have re-

ceived great assistance from my friend, John Pickering,

jun. Esq* A.A.S., particularly in the observations at Wen-
ham. These observations are ^iven after the problems,
and the results from combining; tbem in various manners are

stated at the end of this memoir.

Prohfem \, Plate III. Fig, \,

M(?t>imlsof (If- Suppose that in two places in given latitudes and longi-
lervminni: the tudes the azimuths of a meteor were observed at the sam«»
\ Uce of a me»' ^ . , • , , . , , t •

teoT* moment of tmie, and its angular elevation above the horizon

of one of those places. It is required to determine the situa^

tion of the meteor.

Solution*
*

Let C be the centre of the Earth, PWSM a portion of

its surface reduced to the level of the sea supposed to be

spherical, P the pole of the Earth, it', 5, the places of ob-

servation, m the place of the meteor. Draw Ctr, C^, Cm,

cattin<5 the spevical surface in the points W, S, M. Then

Wtr, S*, vvillrepresent the vertical heights of the places of

observation, and Mw the vertical height of the meteor above

ttie level of the sea; PWM the azimuth of the meteor ob»

,3 '^

'*

.

,

eervcd at ?r, and PSM its azimuth observed at s. Then in

i . the spherical triangle PWS are given PW, PS, the colati-

tudes of the places of observation, and the angle WPS
equal to their difference of longitude, to find by spherics

the angles PWS, PSW, and the side SW. The sum or dif-

ference of PWS, PWM, will give the angle SWM ; and

the sum or difterence of PbM, PSW, will give tlie angle

WSM» Then in the spheric triangle WSM will be given

the angles SWM, WSM, and the side SW, to find the sides

WM, SM, which are respectively equal to the angles mC^c,

^Ctw^ The altitude of the meteor observed at «?, added to

90% and
-f*^-th part of the archWM subtracted from the sum

iw terrestrial refraction, wi'fi leave the correct value of the

Jingle Cwm'. this added to 7»C?«?, and the sum subtracted

from 180% will leave the angle Cmu?. Then in th« plane

triangle Cm?»>, will be given the angles and the side Cuv

(vuhicb may in general ^ when Ww i* small, he taken equal
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to the semidiameter of the Earth, 398'2 miles*) to find wm
the distance of the meteor from the observer at Wy and Cm
its distance from the centre of the Earth, from which sub-

ti-actln* CM equal to 5982 miles, there will remain the ver-'

tlcal altitude of the meteor above the level of the sea. In

the plane triangle ^Cwt are given C^, Cw, and thfe in-

cluded angle aC;;?, (— arch SIM) to tind sm the distance 6f

the meteor from the observer at .v, and the angle Csm equal

to the supplement of the zenith distance of the meteor at $•

The colatitude of the meteor is equal to the arch PM, and

the angle SPM is equal to the difference of meridians be*

tween the meteor and the observer at s. These quantities

may be easily found, by means of the spheric triangle PSM,
in which PS, SM and the angle PSM ar^given. They may
also be found in a more simple manner, and to a sufficient

degree of accuracy, by the usual rules of navigation, sup-

posing the angle PSM to be the course and SM the dis-

tance, whence may be found the difference of latitude, de-

parture, and difference of longitude between the points

S, M.

Example.

Suppose the azimuth of the meteor atWenham PWMir The fentpTtM

1 17^ 35' 54", azimuth at Weston PSM— S'^^, altitude at Wen- blemexrxnplf

ham 5°50'40", colatitude of Wenham PW—47''l9'45 ",

"
'

colatitude of Weston PS 48** 45', difference of meridians

WPS— 2" 36' 45'. It is required to find the latitude and

longitude of the meteor, its distance from Wenham and

Weston, find its vertical height above the level of the sea.

Thisco/respondsto Example loin Table 1.

• The mnemaie use of ?h tlirj? memoir 15 the statute mile of 55i9D feet.

In the following calcalattons on the Weston meteor, it Will be suppk>sed

ihat Cw=C#=:59B2 mife*? the pari Ww or Sf being but a smill ftactSiJa

of a mila^

lo
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Problem 2, Fig, 2.

?tQblenx 2. Suppose that in two places, s, w, in given latitudies and

longitudes, the angular elevations of a meteor Csm, Qwm,
were observed, and the azimuth PSM at one of the places.

It 19 required to find the situation of the meteor.

Solution, *'i f •**>£.

This figure is to be marked like the first, then on SM
(continued if necessary) let fall the perpendicular AW.

Suppose a plane drawn through w, j>erpendicular to Cw, to

cut the line sm in b. Join C^ cutting SM in B, and let

CA continued cut sm in a. Find in the triangle FSW, the

angles PWS, PSW, WSM (or ASW),and the side SW as

in the laft problem. Then in the right-angled spheric trian-

gle SAW are given SW and the angle ASW, to find by

spherics SA, AW, and the angle SWA. The angle Csm^ or

its supplement, is equal to the angle C50, the angle sCa::z

arch SA, and the angle Casrz 180°—"Oa—aCa.
Sine Qas : Sine Csa : : Gs : Ca

Tang. Cas
' Ca

Tang. AWB^,..
^

..^ (l— 7^ . Cosing AW)^ bme AW Lio

he affection of the angle A
the figure and the data of the p

The affection of the angle AWB may be determined by
wire and the data of the problem.*

' *'

.^'

'

Sine MWB =,-T^X Cotang. Cit'm xTang.Ca^X Cos.AWjB.

MWA-AWBfMWB.
The sign to be made use of is easily discovered by the figure,

observing that the point B falls between M and S.

Cotang. mCiv (z=Cotang. MW) —Cosine MVVA X Co-

tang. AW. The sum of the angles Cwm, mCwj subtracted

from lftO% leaves Cmvf, Then

Sine Cmiv : Sine CtrTW :: Civ : Cm.

The distances wm, sm, and the latitude and longitude of

the meteor may be found as in Problem I.

Cofrecu6a for When the diftance of the meteor is great, the angles C^m,
.7effa^von,

• This angte may also be found in the following manner. Having In

the plane triangle aCzo, the sides Ca, Cto, and the angle «Cw; (=arch AW)
the angles Catt;, Civo, may be found by plane trigonometry, and AWB

^ .,_ Cos CicaXtang Cas
\f thT« formula. Tang AWB=; 7^—-—^ '

^'
7, bine Caw

Cwm,
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Cwmt mull be corrected for terrestrwl refraction, by sub-

tracting one fourteenth part of the intercepted arches SM,
WiVI respectively; but as these arches are g^nernlly yn-

knoWn, it will be necessary (when great accuracy is required]
to make the calculation with the altitudes uncorrected, and

thus tind the approximate values of the corrections of the

altitudes for refraction, and, by repeating the operation, the

required quantities will be obtained. In this way the re-

fraction in the Wenhana observations was foiiod to be about

nine or tea minutes.

'

Exumple,

Suppose the altitude of the meteor at the time of its dis- Exemplifies-

appearance at Weston was 75% its azimuth at that place
^*^° °^^^"^^'

Nl5*W, and the corresponding altitude of the meteor at

Wenham S^SO' corrected for refraction. It is required to

find the latitude and longitude of the meteor, its distance

from Wenham and Wefton, and its vertica} altitude above

the level of the sea.

Here are given the angle Ctcwz:90'*^aU. at Wenham ri

9.5° 30', Cm=:90*'+ alt. at Weston n 165% Thearch SW
-<=f 24' 25", the angle PWS - l^ST 18' 38", and the angle
PSW — 52''56'34 ", are found as in the laft example. The
angles PSW, PSM, added together, give WSM or A^W
zz67°56'34".

This corresponds to Example 14, Table 1.

SW
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\fin be retfdered more simple, if the heights are estimated

from Si'^j^ane drawn through w parallel to the horiz&hVSup-"

posing' the points w, W, to coincide. Then if the points,

s, w, are at the same l)eight, the points s, S, will also coin-

c^idfeWiti fi^. 3, If the points s, w, are not at the same

level, 6s hi fl^. 4, tire lines tw*, MS (continued if ne-

cesssary) will meet in S', in the plane MWS, making SS'

niSiX Cotang. alt. meteor at s. In either case there will

be given, in Problem 1, the angles SWM, WSM, SMW Pro^.l.

(=: J so:—SWMt^WSM), and SVV, to tind by plane trigo-

nometry WM, SM. Then the altitude of the meteor above

the level of the point w will be represented by
'< WM X Tang, elevation of the meteor at w.

In Problem 2, when the points *, w, are at the same level,
'P^^^' ^'

as in fig. 3, there will be given the angles Miuwi, Msm,
WSM, and the^ side SW, to find thfe^angle. SWM by the

following fdrmula. .

'

Sine SWiVI~Tang. alt. meteor at tb X Cotang. aft. ilfeteor

at 5 X Sine WSM, which beiug found, the rest of tiie cal-

culation may be made asahove. When the points s, w, are

|iot on the same level, us in fig* 4, the lineSS' being found

as above, and the angle WSS' equal to WSM or its supple-

ment, SW being also given, the side^'W and the angles
-

WS'S, S'WS, may be found by plane trigonometry. Then
as before we shall have

SitieS'WMip T^ut>..alt. m«t«orat«j,^ ^t*ng. alt- meteor

at* X ^ine W^'M,whichrgivestbebearingpf themj^teorfr^m
W, whence the distap«e ViMi and the height ofthe meteuras in

l^roblern I. >

Remark 2. When either of the azimuths oi:, altitudes is When either

of 'lie stzi*"

not accurately known, but the littiits between which^the real xnuths or alti*

.value is contained are given; the situation of. the meteor ^"^^*^^^°''

«iay be calculated for each of these limits, and .by this krwn.^
^

means the iiraiting valueu of the required eiem eat*- of the^

anotionsxrf the body may in general- lj>e obfeain^d, This

method is freqiiently made use of in this mei^joir.

Remark 3. In order to iv.diie of ihc accuracy of tlie results }^f^^'^ '\\
.

.J r' J
judging of the

obtained by the preceding problems, it will •be^s,tiftil to re- accuracy ofth»

peat the operation, making successively a sroa'tl ch$nge ia ^^^"l^*

each of the given quantities. For if any one of the re-

quired quantities benot materially. aflVctcd li)' the«e changes^
Vol. XXVIU.-Feb. 1811. H the
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y>€i c%lqulat«4 vi^lue will hi ^gfoeral.bq- iK^f^y cpr/f>ct. On
the, pthcr^4»(i,,»f a^ fina^i e^^ur, la tU«-Qbsery^^ ap|^yi l^m-
duces agifeatcrrottri^ithi* result, it will b^ ptopur toirejf-ct

V- •T^8> Vi Problem l, if tl»€ given mijjks WSM, J^WM,
ai^botb very small, the least chauge.in cithero^tb^'se

•ogles will in general |>roduce a crrejit d)»Bge in the .situation

.^;tH^ point Mi as is well known ; a«d if tJ>€ two pl^cet^ of

<»,^5e,FvatJon *, m, are tlius situate with respect to the meteor,

tj5;i;«(? H -^'^ ^^sfFJ^^io^'* mi^de at those places must not be cofiibineifl

' "'
JiSfiS>^b|^f.^:'?]^»*Tilb-t^^^^ the observatioii^ ^of .^|k|e

JVfstoq .raeteQrmatJe atUutluiid and Weston, and fpy this

Teafpn the observations made, at those plaees are not cur)-

brned tojj^ther, ink U^ calculation^ made for determinii^^

#>e«^?e:ft^|b^^iUi«teoft^j^i hce .ph^hi 'O^j^-r^A,, n tioip^

** In a Letter from tAe Author* i s4i io rt<>4ju

•-.
^

,,, ." ToMr.NiaK)LSON./™ ;<"' "^'jSt

;.^^;f?T 5.?50Kr/:rr;i'i^ T.-^-\>"»i,; err ;j*'V;' ,>nfOfj<: o^:^ Jftf^At; Joqk Ij

tiithotit' sliceeit by our first botHnVstS^^vei»^t>y''^Lirln^'(i»

fkfMiifi the ditficulty of foUowinj^ nature, not
on'lj

in the

'tfeifefeV^j^p^arancc!* the Mjperflcial oljs'^rv^ei' rSa^' ini^lf,

, t?it tirabin% Kef in those nunute niid half AiJrfi^-Pn'lirVeS, ^\}i\c\\

V^qiiire the most extreme attention, the most profound knov«r*

i^dge in her trays, tbf; most exact di^criibiiiatiPu iir !iey ap-

€laWT)^^«*f ; I canfmt but deeply regret,
tliatthe fHivJ;^^M'(fi

felt Vfe<*11#fit botanist J ussieu miide, toivafds' 6btivnVril«j: a

Halnral niHhod, shonld bt (in any rinnner} A).Vftn'tbe pi(br^»

B"^ it should !)fe considered, that tht- lifV of' on'ft' iriau, nay

'oV'ViU'h 'n^a^ftrfUtleJ-'whTe^j reiiuir(^^ thfe joritl^SttVentif^rt
'6t

thnn y' "phyrAoft'^hts ; who,
'

Jib t he s'crencfc' <iHv^'ncci,'^'a^\6\\\6.
"

•

*
• cou-
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constJrtrtiy%hditfroBr» totjorrcct aad improve MrpAw; utid^

npf^lyiri^ to it» aid every new light thrown on Botany-, assitbi^

l«tt^ Ihfe krtoivl^dge of all in one grand und^ftuking. :>r i.

"
Whiei/ tlierefore we reflect how difficult the trt*k i», it

'^*

witl%ulTely *be granted, that even Jussieu had not (he pir»

^^M<ho\vli?ge requisite to complete such a desideratum#

which de<nands the most exact acquaintance cbemicalty^

boianically, 'and by dissection with every single plant.

Drawings embracing most of the appearances are neces- RequUltes for

•ary ; with the addition of a simple account of those pecu-
'^^•*

liarities, which distinguish the class, the order, the genus,
and species; pointing out the various marks, that ally a

plant to each diftereht family ; mentioning the plants with

which it naturally ranks, and /Ao^jr /rmV^ that form it^

artificial relations ; explaining also its £Lrst rise form the

seedy with all the peculiarities that attend its infant state.

Its juices must next be described; the chemical properties

of both b/ood and sap ; the manner in which they flow ; and

any variation that may appertain to its interior structure;

which is perhaps one of the most curiovs parts of a plant,

net affoi^s us an antilogy never' before sought. The form-

ation of the flowers must be compared with those of the

apecies not ouXy externallt^hwlintcrfiaUy; on the latter of

which much oi the AaJiV of a plant depends. The species
of root must be shown, with its interior formation, and the

direction, of
ij:^ string?; as weU as ^he stem j arid- thf varia*

tian^.|;<^^^bi;pK i)t. ij> ^ubjj^s^* The.account,must ^fir|; ;be

first ahooUng of its leaf.^lid flower^^w//; an(| whether con-

cealed or not within the «/fin; the eflect ^f the <f^e(iyc(i s

ieafhids 071 t/iejter^,\n soi^ie plants, and the feaspti w^^ it

is not the P^lP^^ip »U: the shape and na^jtrf ,pfJke fpl]

grown flowerr^wben it opens, and closes, and •at.wh^tjtimea :

the history 0/ the stamen and pistilt and, tbeir.joapner of

acting, &o.; and above al/y each observ^^Uon^mus^ be ^jtea
in as fevv^§h9rt sentences as possipi^; .wpi^^h.wjh allovr of

easily comparing the phuits together. . '.

When all fhis is donc^ 1 doubt not the re:0l (tnphg^ ,wlU a nitu'ai me-

^lll^^r^j and, that we yhall then have a uatvral method, not
^^^^^^^-^

foncied at dfaiwii u[> by man; hut discoverft4}p nat}iret
*

whu;^ trtji t^i; followed nith ease, and, like the radii of a
II * circ/»
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i^rcie hrkxichm^ €iii till it embraces in one grand whole all

vegetable creation,

and should be But while I point out the difficulties attending the forma-

soughtafier.
•

^^^^ of fuch a method, still the hope to attain it Should

not he laid aside I and though thist^^jeat botanist failed in

the foundation of his plan, he has evinced so much judg-
ment and knowledge in the arrangement of his different

classes^ orders, and generot that thty may serve as a les-

son to all those, who would attempt the task. I shall first

therefore detail his method, show the defects of it, and

then proceed to point out what appears to me to be the

means of rend^rin^ it the foundation of future hopes and

9tM<^C8« J,|is(8i,ew',i^ plan was so simple, and so beautiful,

thatj while discovering the mistake, I could not but re-

gret that it was not true, and admire the simplicity of the

idea. He appeared to have brought together all those

tnarks, both in physiology and botany^ that should discri-

xniiiate the different classes, all emerging from three great

centres, appearing to arise, as of themselves in the order and

genera nature would have dictated. How distressing thea

ti) find all this beautiful structurefalse; I really felt deeply

the necessity of undeceiving the botanical wprld, and

awakening them from the admiration M^ lovely fiction had

caused. Nor was Jussieu to blame ; he is amply vindicated

by the poorness of his magnifiers, by the knowledge of

those times; though perhaps a little blinded by the beauty

of his ovfu conceptions. He examined with the powers he

kad ; and> seeing all as others had done, he looked nofurther*

I shall now give a sketch of his method, which vsrill ever

di6tin2:aish him as one of the first of philosophic botanists.

.
it may be thought, that /,.:an obscure individual, am most

ptesumplumis in daring to- contradict^snch; a genius : but it

i:< not a matter of argument or opinion, but of sight, and

having the benefit of better microscopes than he had, it is

(kesV'tUfit refute him, not L lie sought truth; and truth

is my aim; nor can I .believe if living he would not have

%-3hed' the erroneous part oi^ his method to be effaced.

J;)s^eu .^Jlisieu conceived all plants to be separated into three

"iod.
i:i;itM3

division*?, or clusBfAj by their cotyledons- oj seiniual

,
'ik ; t^ Krt» kave»
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iVaves: 1st, plants which had no cotyledons : 2d, plaints

which had one cotyldon : 3-1, plants which had t^o. These

were subdivided into orders, which took their distinction
\

'

chiefly from there being or not being any albumeri* in the

9eed ; and this was followed by another separation into

j^enera, by their seed he'in^ farmaceous or Jieshy. Hence

he proceeds to that strict and excellent separation, which

is completely in nature^ and truly just; "whether the.

stamens are fixed on the receptacle, on the calyx, or on the ^

"

pistil" raarkinj^ these by the appropriate names of **
hypo-*

genes, surlei-ficeptacle";
**
perig^nes,'«ur lecalice";

"
epi-

, ^ genes, sur !e pistil". From this he pr6ceeds to more minute

divisions, explanatory of the species, in which he shows his

knowledge with a prefcifjion aihd exactness impossible not to

admire and feel. But in my last letter I showed, that^is niistake.

these two last are the only circumstances of all the method,
that have truth for their basis; for it is a positive fact, that

there are no certain number of cotyledones; and though
*

(except the firs)
few plants show mere than two above; ,1-^*

ground; yet they are within the seed, and their numbers

are rarely regulated but by the length of time the seasons

cause the seed to remain in the ground previous to it^

sliooting. He took for cotyledons only the two last leaves,

appearing from under the heart, and as two leaves must

always be more or less in tlUit situationt he «aw not the

vest,- that were attached to it, or the number which sur-

rounded it. The extreme smailuess of the seeds of his

ccotyledonous plants reqmred a nice hand to dissect them,
and a solar microscope to enable the botanist to discern the

figure: and his monocotyledons arose from the mistake

? of taking the ivrovg haf for a cotyledon , As in all

T'other seeds, the impregnatijig. x^*§5d.iuust ps^ss ..tlic^llglx

* As it may not be recoU«cte«l or not known to'the reader, that In my
last letter on seeds I |)foved, that albumen and alburnum are the same

subisiaiice i I here repeat it; ha-ving taken ihe soft substance from

a graft
while joining, and from a seedj andcompare^l it in every

chemical way possible with so small a substance
j

it proved in every

•^respect the same. ,Jussieuseems labe.of this o^nnion : for in writing of

#^»thj he makes use of but one expression.

the
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th^^ c^rctduQli tb peaeh that rccew iu vbiiph inort of

tb«.ii:ptj^eddob are formed: in th« na>*wiflmwi/<ifoiAJ fl/oite, ,

pa|»<is,j;grftpe^, in\d what he call* the aroid^s^ tlie cot^*,

Ie4oi;if-.>&ri. need not .)>ab8 under the heart but br«^n<;l>

ofl[» itJit'Cokjlfidon foruiing into leaves^ l^efore tlM: corcu*

luii^^ fs ifi'Uic gifasses, or covering; it as in the ftal^f*..

wl^le fthe .priiocxi'ciial iitalk alon&p«:>ses through tlie hegrt*^;.

Asio-wbja he^calb his .dicotyledons, I do confefii iJipa
astonished, at hi?- blindness, for ia the wajnut, njustard*,^^

oakj^^Jia^d, theyan^ so lar^e, that the naktd eye cjjui a!inos|^

discern theuu and see tha.t. there are more than twa:
jn<\.^.

ha^^X notbeqn blinded by my perfect reliance on hiuj^^ ai^^,^

ass^raJ^c he must be right,,! should not so long j^ajve sh^^;.

my C}^a;iig^n3ti5?onviction.
I bav«5 ^lowp |hem^o many,

who were cqnally with myself cunvincfi}| J^j^^^j.ijfsiei^[| _

»rt>CT ois.i'Pethod.wasiiQ longer.tena.^)l«V'to datji'^ is novi^^ wor* jv.fi !

DistUi^tiob > >i J now. come to that distinction, .which r^sats o« th«" seet^i

^'^^^
/^^^*^**^ hating 5>r not having albunien. 1 showed, i^yu)^ last what

5fe<J. albumen was in. the opinion of the iir*t pby«ologi^t|j siicli,,

as Duli^mel, Mlrbcl, and Ivnight; and e?t|daii^ed wlpt I.,^

th^qk it %p he, th^ softer ^art of the «^o«*(f ^^ibJc^^^jb^ir;^

rea^y ^prepared for the sap vetsels, ^h*^}' >*'*^**^.,^^9JnC''!,^9^^^

any neighbouringf part into the dirlicate njutter, completin^^^,

thQ;i[orraation, and it then become* perfect woodt in ever
jf^^

sen^.fC t^^^ word; and by degrees hardens, and^pffssef^.

clo^r* There is scarce an experiment po6sibl<bv,tJ h^i^je
,

made with this matter^ treating it with hot and^ ^<*(rf)4W^?f>ij

with spirit of wine, with a «and bath; and I ^pouldijdrjijr nc^,;>

other inference from its appearance, than the onse I h^yg ,r

^txeo;v which any person may prove the truth of by lajfji^g

it from a graft of three exfour months old before the pjapt

shoots : now as the embryo is aloBost wholly xyood, and the

matter is unformed wood, how can some seeds be without

albumen ? it is impossible : The next part is, that the.

bceds should be farinaceous or fleshy* Seeds undoobtediy

differ much in this respect, instead of being divided into

two sorts only; they arc separated by nature into four:

.,.,.spearing at ftr** of exactly the ,satne fpfmed . n^atter,

th(W»gh sijbjtje^ to such a variety of chemical chapges^ ^s is

w^l worthyv th&«tteation,of the Jejuriied cberai.st, who. dis^

. . - covered



crtf^re^tt^Khe manner of forrniih«^Sr\i}*arm seeds, thft trirtli of

wbltf<»^ip6i»«Wb 13 every Jay exfcmpUtied : thougK mU pro-

ceta^P^i^ tfte same aj^paTent inalt^^. ^M mtit^ $M Hhtf J

oid^^'^iMots, aV! farinac^oim seeds appear filled Vith *

mtHfy'^JufteV ^^^icb aft^r a time liafclent and becomea *'
white- ^owcr; as \t heat, barley, t^oveH'^. r^hile irt tb«

diadeh^hiiiTr triW the matret turn* tb a tf^ )^e«i, which

litfrdeifs a^'so* the-3d iimy be said to femftrn as it was at the

bejj^Tnmrrjj! while the 4th becomes an absolute oil: thii'
'^

Ia»t-ch;ftigt appertri to rise from the bl6od of the pknt en*
^''

tcrin^ thie seed for the jJ)roductTon of the letvM, but the
-^

other vamtiorrs are cerbrinly tnoit curiootj and would make

fofer diviiiioiis instead of two^r as to the last, of epigenes
*^

aiid penj^enes, thefe caftnot fee a more ilistingiiiihing:^;'-'

ludre apptopmte mirk: ' ''

-'

I have now given a sketch of Jus«ieii-8 pTunvund have also There mirst

«h6#nP, that, the' last two excepted, dissection proves his ^ *"*/"'•* »*^;

ijjstinetibns to be wholly false : but though this is the (iase, .,,.. j^ i»<-

yet be has admirably selected bis classes, orders, and genera,
^ *^

they Wni fctilV stind as of themselves from their strong

jimiliti6de 'to'^€irch'other:-f-ihid enkble us to continue our

reseat^ches,- knd d'raw o\ir cOnelu«ion, till farther e:xatnina->

tlon may {laid a better basis to Substitute for the false one;- •

aiitl AS no pl;in of this soft crfnibe''" perfected, till we hart
'

coiii pitted oar acquaintance by dissectitMJ, us ^ell as bots-

nirully> with every single plant ; *yet tlie 'tu*.irer wC approach

to this knowledges the sooner KC-fbaU'dttilin o-ur wiihet;

for I Tw\themo6tp(»jfeciv<0tviii*fitn\
that all the Tegulwirj^'

'

found in every part must arhe from tinaittfal method tsri-

blished by the author 6f all orderj and
only

to be discovered

byfeitrciTie study and close attentioh^wHhfe^/ar/* t;^ 1b«^
''-

found ill the vegetuWe worh^. '
'

^^y^vm
^n *i ^

.: : ^iooii^

?:i *^'tj:. :)iii'j^
fa',

f-(j^A. «h{>o'*r b-jflnolar/ 3f i: jtsr-

^01 UM ,Jii iiuq ijrifl Ift yStiiaitjqtDf <r ii in'inu^^'l:

Jtni b»bivifa ^al^d
1^

bB^i^cu
^'^^^ii^iMtt^CM

Tiiol otni 9tr/i£rt yd b^iiki^q^ja 3ifi --^Icr . / }o cijio o**

on^'tHI* d'.^«2lenaxnt"WKerctlie formation of the albumen

wariJbf ddtnpretetiind^ itfno jplatit
this pro«e«* is seeri in a

plainer
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plainer taanfier, I had the delight of showing it to several

gcutiemen in various conditions: first without any vessels

except tlie bastard pipes, and afierward a little lower with,

not only bastard pipes, but the silver grain complete, and the

sap vessels: but this has been repeated in several grafts—
indeed they need but be taken early enough, and they cmi-^

Qpt fail to show this effect.
'

•

•s»|i!f),the observations which I have mentioned as necessary to

form a complete account of each individual plant, in the

hopes of detecting the analogy necessary to produce the dis-

covery of a natural method, I did not mean to lind fault with

the botanical description, for certainly Dr. S. has left us no-

thing to be desired on this head : but anatomically we may be

said to be wholly ignorant of plants ; this will undoubtedly

produce an analogy closer and superior to all except a

Different chemical analysis of its juices* :
—to prove this 1 need give

juices convey- "b^^ ^ few; there is in most plants a place of separation to
ed to separate ^ ^^ ^ . •

, p i n

parts of a convey each ditierent juice to that separate part oi the flower

plant. it is intended to form and nourish. Linneus was of this

opinion, and from the first dissections I made, I was con-

vinced of the truth of the, suspicion
— 1 have since found it

in almost every plant I could obtain, both exotic and native:

some have this division under the pericarp, some at the

bottom of tke flower stalk, and the change is most conspi-

cuous. There is also another curious particular—in all the

phaseoli, and a few diadclphian plants, an increase of the

joint, I noticed something resembling this in the mimosa,
bcnsitiva—but that had but one ball : but in the phaseolus

cofcinea, the elbow is not more completely jointed than the

knots of this plant. The number depends on the smaller

stalks shooting from the main stem, for to each there is a

ball and socket. This ball turns in almost every direction,

and if the large branch is cut, it will show it perfectly. [ have

seen as far as four balls, and the ease with which the pedun-
cles turn will prove, that it must be something of this kind

of- formation : but what is most curious in this contrivance is,

no sooner does the plant seed, than the ball decays—and if

• From what we know already of the chemical analysis of vegetables

it'is obvious, that no assistance in fhe c'asVificatioBi of plants can be de-

rJ^efl from this source. C.
,
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it does not destroy the stem, this will contract, ^rid will

loBg after show the sockets empty.
—I have added a figure

pf the dissection of the stem taken froni a larjjje plant of

the pliaseolu!* coccmea: see Pl. IV, fi^. 1. 1 conid mention

many more proofs of curious inward structure, but shall

confine mystU to the different forruation of tl)e corolla,

from which most part of what is called the hahit of a plant

proceeds. There are various specie^j, divcrsijied by their

iix&itvani formationy well worlh a letter to show it^ and'^Bs I

nieap in my next to give a complete sketch of the iutevior

formation of corollas in general, 1 will not anticipate the

suiyect.

tn vi-Y

IV

Remarks on tlir British Species of Drosera, jBy JloBERT

I^YALL, Surgeon, Memhier of the Royal Physical Society
at JEdinburgh, and Corresponding Member of the Literary
and Philosophical Society at Manchester. Communicated

by the Author,

-M-N 'Consequence of the contrary opinions of celebrated British species

botanists, and of the slight variations to vvhjch the plants
°^

.?'^"^*^''* "?"*

are liable, much ambij^uity has been induced respecting ed.

our indigenous species of drosera. .It is the object of the ^
j

foliowino; remarks, to show by definite, ciiar^acters what

sihonld be reckoned distinct British species of this geuu^of
plants. >. .

As there can be no dispute, .with regard to the d. lotun-

difolia, I proceed immediately to speak of the d, lougi-
folia.

Linneas questioned whether the d. iongifolia was u dis- Linneus had

tinct species, or merely a variety o^'" M^^- <^- *'otundifolia ;
j"")j,\gi"|^li^^^^^

apd ScQpoli states, that the d. rotund.
^^id,lougif,T^ij<iJ.opiy c

varieties: of the same plant, and thatjje Uas various speci- is merely a

mens, which show the gradation from the one to the other, ^^""^^y*

Mailer^ on the contrary, will not allow, that these plants ^ .. ^
71 1 ; ,f .^- .

;
.

,

'

. ,i
' ^r • Considered as

are merely varieties : mdeed he considers them as distinct a species by

• . ^ species ;"^"'^^>
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aiul mnnr Bri-
species*; mu] lits opinioij lias been stipportid in Britain \rir

tish Ixdaiu&ts. _'
, m •»,•-.«• 1 • - • . . . ,

"
,

Hutlsoii, l.t«;f»tioot, VN itluriu^'^ Smith, and otper hoU*"> ^

ni»t>', if I' luay judge from the arrangement, whrch tbieM*;

Fea?o»w for celehratrd men have followed in their diifcrent worTk?, A^-
jiccpdiiie to

I j^^^^ coucnr in seiuimcnt *vith IJaller, it i* inv dntv t<K :

this opiinoH. .

' '

ineiitioti the reasoiis which led nie to adopt his opininn^aud
therefore I shall now present a statement of my observa-

tions, whicli wasdraun upon the !7th oi* last July, a day
on which I examined some hundred plants.

Kon.t>er of Of 120 plants of the d. rotundifolia from Paisky jMj>s»* ?.

flower* on the
.

« i *

fcape of d. 1 had a scape which bore ^ dower*^*^
^^**

•'^^
''^"'

lutuiulifoUa. ^ \^..^j^ i=^V'^Sf ilitt!a''^
^''^ '" ' «*'^***

13 : .^':.<'*4%ii^''
^'^'^ -d»"'»w'J^*'

i9'':.V2lA vi:^i^/.'%d!ftS"
'^*''

S'»'f?^

17 '••!.- 'Jl.'ii' ...... i''»^i^'i'^*%"'^i^t^ »«i£ii>h| gniiioi'

•''•^•iiiv.:^:'i,^:?l^;vi'..io ditto
-^'^"^- ^-

4 .i.i-^^^.^'^fi-v.Aimio^c''"^'^^
^^'^^"

-.)it.. c»

126 :.
. "oM biofiiiiT ui ,b«\nc

Of the same number of ptants dfU Pw^^ffemi^in^ii^
froin Paisley Moss; .'''''''

"' '"' ' ''^'"
<:
-'-^"^ J^^^^

ar.i ^f d. Ion- _^Ji;vdJ^CI^pe w^ii^^^Jj^e., J f^^p ,.^,^,,r^ .^.3,,

'*'*-'''''^ITon
'**"'^ .midr iit>:.l*v?l o) ,h'X^,'icd:fja '{I/mI

•'

• i .. .%u .
- :i» ^v-;;i-HMft!U i/va.^- '-.f .\ -vj 'O uii •lai fj^r.^.'-

NQ^.^p^ p0IJ>p^inrig the«e tables,, <th« difTerfnce jn, ;tKe,

nimbcjf of {!ov/ era borne by the d. rotundifolia and loD^i?^.

folia mf^-^t be obvious, for in the one, the scape fprthf

most part supported from 4 to Q^ ia the qther-j pj^ly. ^"^J^'

2 to 4 f!ower».
^

I/mtn«>ha i^^vl

I>.H>renc«R n 1 shaU in the n**!! place tipticei^lie 9G^pe,1k^<li9^T«;8,:,,.(i
^I,ie scape, ^

. ,

'

•*.•.

S»* MiUw'S DieiJonafT.

From
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Fromjrtiie sca[>e of> the d. rotund, bein^ more slender,

froiitcdie if^reater de^rree of curvature which the raceme

as&uiues, froHi Jthii iijreater number and sn»aller size of the

6o\f|;r8,> lilmu vhat is^observed in tlie d. louolfoliu, I can at

once ItlV, ullihough I see no other part ol' the plant, when

theflca4)e.is.pce8vhted, to which of the «pecie,s it belongs*

Beside the difference of size and form in the two specieftand in the

of droscri mentioned, it inuy be remarked, tiiat in the J«aTei.

rotundifolia the leaves in general spread almost horizontally,

but iu the /owy//b/ia ihey grow nearly erect : in the former

the petiole or leafstalk is covered all over with long white

hairs; in the latter species it ii almost naked, a hair only

occurring here and there, at considerable distances.

Being well aware of the influence of soil in me tamor- These dlffer-

phosing plants, 1 questioned whether the illftercnces, which f"*^^^
"°^

?^'

1 have just detailed, between the d. rotund, and long, flutnce vf soil,

might uot be produced by soil alone. On reflection, how-

ever, I was obliged to lay aside this notion, for the follow-

ing reasons, 1st. In White Moss, near Manchester, and

in the Paisley Moss, i have often seen the two species

growing in contact with each other. 2. I observed the d,

totund. in Truflbrd Moss, and about Kersal Moor (both

near ^Manchester) in very moist soil, though I do not re-

collect meeting with a single plant of the d. longi"

folia. 5, The plants of the d, longifolia, which bore the

fewest flowers, were all dwarfish ; showing, that, as the

plant diminished in size, so did the flovv«'rs decrease in

number. 4th. 1 have iiever been able, like Scopoli, to

trace the «;radation, from the one species to the other.

iiojvever nearly allied the d. rotund, and long, lusy seem

at tirst sight, 1 think, from the reasons above unsigned we

are fully authorized, to reckon them distinct £j>ecies :

indeed had there been no other difference in the plants, ex-

cept in the shape of tbe leaves, we might be' justified in

foundihg specific characters on thia cifcuihstance alone,'

ucctjVding to the Lmnean pi-imjipbK '^^"'^>'^**' *^^

^FKe f(iilowin|''ipecific' characters' %"pe' euflUffent' fbr n
specific char-

ilora Fjritaimica,
•"

aaets.

DroserarbtiindifoliarV ToHre brbicutati»."

D. longifulia. Foliii oblonj^ii.

I com*
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first disiin-

giiislied by
Hudsyii.

ConsMc-ed a

*i)<*cies by

Withering
and Smiih.

)^e^^;ons for

flo.itt ihU^

Nu-m'ber of

styles, variable,

as. welt as that

i^ iha valves

«f tke cay-

Cfe-blY two Bri-

55oreV]aof

. I conir' next to treat of the flrosera anglica. , Hudson I

believe vas the lirst wlio *^ave bliis species its trivial name^
and who«8hignC:d thespeeitic charHCters^ by which we were

to cliscriiniuate it from the d. longifoiia, of which previous

to his time it was only reckoned a variety.

VViiherini^ and Smith seem to coincide in 9pinfon wxtlx

Hudtion, for in their wokIcs^ Uefore. noticed, tliey have

fallowed bis urraageroent. It-is tli«refwe unwillingly, and
with due deference to thw authority of such superior bota-

uibls, thatl venture to entertain a different seulitDeut.

Amo\ig ,my ;last y<?ars uat^a^^
1 find 4he faUovifing*/*S)b

the d.,}inglica a distinct species, qr merely a variety of d.

longifolia? 1 have found plants^ corresponding" to the

description of the d. angiica ,«;iv.en, in Smith's Flor. Bri-

tain vv-c, and with the figure pt Morrison there refecred to,

which had only six styles and. a three valved capsule,*'

lu July last, I carried home a nuiuber of plants of drow

sera, some of whichx; agreed with Morrison's first figure,

and others with his second fi.gure,' of; plate 4tb, in size»

shape, ^c. ; and when 1 examined the largest plants very

iwrticiilarly,. 1 discovered, that one flower hud six styles*

^d another nine, though they belonged to the same scape

r^that twQ ftowerb from another scape had each seven styles,^

7—while an^ttbpr couple iVom a third scape possessed only

^jc styles euch, .The styUsrlJ9und^|l^o. ypied as-^ iM^;*

Ijfr ijj,the.i^maller plants*... ,, ^... ^
... ^ /., =/

0(ij,the unifprQjity pf lhe:yalj{es of the ^agsulcs I could

place no dependance ;
for in the larg.e.as vvf;ll

as tliej>ii\allei'

phmts^tljey vitried from three to four in nuyob^r.

, rI^S>t b/iog bXAm to ptiKc^iv^ ap^ 4if}Vrep<c"**v *P tb*i^9j(he'*

pffcit^, as the leaves &c. of the different plants, exqe^t ii^

si^e, I C!«ij*^Uuled, thajt what has Iw^en flengaiipatcd the,c/r<w,

Qj^gii^u i^,^iwj3/^.a yanety, 9^' d/oseJ^;^ long^tx)lia.

^y,jMjj, conclusion thep, be ju^t,,it toUQw^, .that we have

QX)}.y, j^wo, British, sp^cjes , of, xl roser^^ which, ruay. easily be

discriminated by the characters before given. , |, ,
^^, j^^

r. M^y'^ IP^^*. ^o«gj/b//a. w?a.r^«,a justJy^beion«^& ta^dljoi^^^^

folia, and is^what was denominated d, anglica. Jlis rorf/Z^f

' • * It i^ vjdrtfe notic^^,thAt "m the^'ttfosttS' nmhmf. ^i^t \uimliitt of

9ijles-i»t..likcwise, subject to variation.
-

'

•
^

0f,\:/ I rotundi/olia
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Totundi/olia perennis and longlfolia pereimis liaVe, I am in-

clinedfto believe, been properly plait'<r by Suiith, Miller,

&c. under drosera rotundifo/ia hih\ hvgifolia; although I

find myself unable to account lor the stuieuieut ^iven in hi*

work, by VVillisell^ that sonie of the plants were annua],

and others perennial. Is there no mistake in this account ?

P. 8. 'Siijce I finished tiiese observations, I have procuYed Dr.
rtJntt^.r/

Dr. Smith's small but txt-ei lent Cowpen^mm /^/o7« i>Vi^/|"^^^'?'^^^

tanmcce; and find thitt, after describing the d. anjj^lica, thtis being a s^e-

Dr. adds, ** Anne variefasf^ wlTich' plainly shows, that )he ^^^t' .....
^ ^

entertained some suspicions, as to iis beins^ a distinct spe-

cies. I hope ray former remarks will afford sulBcient an-

swer to the question.

N. B. It is proper to add, that many of my experiments,

regarding the irritability of the drcsera, related in- vol. ,

XXIV, p. 2()3 &c., of your Journal, were mad* upon the

drosera antjlica formerly so called.

d^-^

V.

Remarks on the Expansion and Closiug of (he Flowers of iht:

Passifiora cocrulea, or Passion-^Fipuer. Bythesifime* J ,

>^OME very curious and interestiny; p'nenomena present ^,
„ . 1 ni

Phenomena <4
themselves, from the time that the iio;vers ot the passi8»ra the passion

coerulea, (passion-flower) begin to open, till the period at ^^^'^'•

which they coHJpleteiy close. As I have nowhere met with

a description of these phenomena, I have been induced to

communicate a few observations relative to the subject* »
•

Before entering upon the immediate topic of vlhis paper, . .

I may remark, that the corolla of the pas&iflora coerulea con- it opens.

sists of five petals, and that the cali/x is formed by five

leaves, all of them terminated by crooked spines, ^V'hich *e»

main in contact, during the infantile state of the flower, or

indeed till the flower is ready to burst. On the day that ,

, rt • II t J- •• • 1 ; I
• '^' ITJOde of

the flower is to open, all the divisions ot the calyx oegm expanding.

either to part at once or alternately, and afterward expand

considtirably; when the petals of the corolla separate in a

loDgitiiduij^L
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lonf^itndinal direction about tfceir middle, [aT(d"iH>it>^ after

disei)j;:ic:e themselves at their «;)W<^x imd ^^J^^r|^'*uddeItJy

bat•kword: with the /<jcwifl> or divisions of the ie»^:^'i»t^«m-

f>anyin^ thein. Sometimetra rtTOnhej* of petals- tii^jjiilrfc

^
themselves ami ex^iatid at once, at other t'imts theyrprii^eedf^

rejjnhirly to burst open one after another. .o':5i^ 7

Change* ia What deserve* particular notice i» the r-ha^gej- w^ieh'lbe

stamejts and pisti/sAiuderQO^ frow (he openiug^iU ^tl^e- shm^

ting of the flower. r -'*?'•?' •'••>^r^^' : -"rJt^ *

tKc »t»5ien$. Immediately beu>re the flower opens^, the :imfjfrffn»'pfesenf

their .upper siirface, which is covered with yti\ovr^p<:^nt,'*lia^

ward tht: stii^mata^ as is shown in plate I V^ fig, J;, being? re*

tainedin that position by the closed petal*.- 3ntv"»vhcnAhe
. petals, which ^tand opposite to thei* refpective' »i*at»ena,

expand «uddcnl>v which is generally the <:ase, t<oj» consi-

derable degree, then the antfierSy tnrniiig; «poi>.the.t©p of

their ^/amcnts, as upon an axi*, appcdr Jis iji ilg^ 3» with

their yellow surface directed toward the heave^s:^ and^fafi'"

ther, as the petals gradually or suddenly i^xpa^<i: |oHth^ir

. full extent, so do the anthers become incUfi<^ '^o^nwiifdvl

till they appepr as in fig. 4, with their yellow «urffice,fac«Jig

the horizon. Very ?oon after* the anthew,- turning stiil

upon the same axis, atquire a very different <appi?aH.anc©tf

for what was formerly their upper and J^e^h>w- snrfa€e,,.H|i,vT

becomes directed to the earth. Lastly, the authi&Ea pefi^ftn

half a revolution (by mean* ofa st^o4<tf m^mV^no9^Mi^r>gi
which attaches them to the filaments d«seribe<t ^»*i»^^*«»))f

and then appear* as if suspended by-a thread, fiKe,d^t thetf^

middle; their two end» pointing horizontally, a* 4".<figf'f^5

whereas, before the complete ei^pansion happened) p)m}.^4)^

of the anthers (see fig. 4) was- directed a4mostvperpeiiv(|^-

cularly upward and the other downward. The filaments,

soon after this circumstance, become a liitle more cyf>vtd,fc

and the anthert retain the last mentioned pOJUjiio^n^.^^iU^-^lmi

time at which the Bower begins to jhiity (whic^ forihe^E^^^

part hnppen* in the xjourse of ^ior 2S .hours,J,yhea it

claims the attention of the investigating physiologist, to

obierre the other changes of situattcn, »shich tlies^merts

tindergo. After remaining nearly a day in the'^tate fepYe-

pented by fig- 5, theonf/ien, by another semirevoFution, re-

gain nearly xh^ same position as iu
tl^. 4; the filaments

then
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then afeintirely reflected, agreif»ably to the miewfyfthem ii\

figa'^uTh|en^4»ct>ur|'ace of the umhers now>U'turfi^i to-

warci tlie c'&lwmtiar rectfptucks shown at n in the same ti^nr»%

VerjT often, however, the anthers remain »« iu itn;. 5, when

thc'tiil«tiiefit» become reciirv<;d and approach the columnar

recef>tacle.
^ -

,

The stamens, after nnderj^irtj* the ehans^es d€w?nh^,«rtt

la»t are itifrouildi/d hy tin? cFo^ifig nectaries (thf? pislils

suffer an alteration hereafter to be noticed); the nectarit-^*
,

are next covered hj^ the petals, mid the petals by the caly*.^
These different part* sobn become ^actnd, the flower witheffi

die* and la-frly f5«nd ofK ;
:^7

Anteirior to, or dit^ctlf^ after th<» Apv>rniiir of the flbw**^^;

the pwtils* ai^e SOmev\^h?«f erect, as is exhibited at fi<^. 2 ; b^nf C^^nfE4 in ift

dMrin*-the'day they <;mt!ually <le(l!n*» more and more, till' P''*'"*-

thc'ir;»f!t»ihatAha^igafh"onV«t^H^;tnthers, asVit figC'SV^ 1rt^lh)4

«ti4te they-cbntirnfelof iSofne ttrh^; and uftcVwaVd* eilhpl' pr^e-

viiMinitoy or dui^it>* 0jii^ ^toshi^ (if Ihe flower, they retrre by
d ej^i^e*s, ttffM] il hian^ f}»e ilnthetSi uii# r^sd rfti-^Ih^r JJti^^^
nittmtitin, fllKJirt^li^^.

3i:r..:i^^ ^^^:^^.•^ ^idt ^'^ ..^ --•'xr iin

To «ee the pistils in' the dtfl*r^tl*i?f7*cts rioticod/'^ft4f»Mi-

flo^^f-rs onfy rnuf^ h& ox:{ifiifi^\H6fi'Vfhihnhe f^ijw'erfJde/,

the coroH4 and calyx cea^J^^O^ af^i5d^ii(ff^t'^'th^ fta^lU

styl^s^^Ml'h^consequently fundoWbWaidr''*^'^'-^^ «»w )udw lo?

tlfar*? refe^pVed above to the mode "^t^Vbrili^'iiorr H(n\v<*en ^i^dc of cor-

the 'Anthers «nd filament*, which f's^iUlt'noH^ proceed'to t^ein'the'an.

describe. The anther ban on Jts UacV" aiid-feilldfe jKftt' tw<r tJi*^^ and fiU-

smuU elevatioBs, M-ith aJitt^e chvily betlr<?eb' iMm^MfVom^"'*"*'''

'vthich'tt' 8l<^nde> and i?ery elnijtic merabratie or' ligament

proceeds to be attached to the top of thc'filafrterrt,' U^ewise'

between two eminences. 'Ilii? lit:amentjirrorilit«j^ elastic

nature fttid kiH^th^'^admits of moVmn in alldirecfi^Sfi^ 'C»'Hie

antheri mar be mnde to pri-form fbnr or five re\'dfntidW*

before teparatfn^ from the filimVerrt; for Ihe^lH^Smeiif*

raWr^Ty-^domes t^v-sted.—Hencf? wt^'^ssily' coneeifei"h?nl*'

tfife airftiiferi'perform the motiurw uh*e?HJy spokeii &f/ -•^'^^''^
'*^^<^

f -lapfer Willi tho<* vrhn «;f-t!hjp gpmw passifiEora :o-thr'(t!a«-8otiv



Iwpregnation.

Have plants
lolilion.

EFfECX OF GAI»VAMI3H IN METALLIC ARBORIZATION.

Impregnation, -Even when tlie flower first opens, the

anthers are bursl, and their burluce \* covered with pollen ;

but \ iamgine, lliat impregnation is not accomplij^hed, till

tii«- period when the stigmata hang amonj^ the aiuliers,

whicli, as 1 have formerly stated, happens during the

anthcsist or lin)e that the flower is expanded. If this be the

ctise, we have certainly a very striking iMustratioo of the

muDoer, in which thepi.vfi/A" accommodate themselves to the

antkerSt in order that they may be ftcundated ; and conse-

quently of the sexual system. —i *^
- n

Manj' disquisitions have been instituted, regarding the

volition o^ plants; some admitting, while others deny, that

they are capable of exerting such a faculty, IJere I would

v^ish to ask the abettors and opponents of both hypotheses,

X'l the passio)i'flower y while performing the motiot^. de-

Jicribed, does not exhibit, as it were, a design to accomplish
certain purposes by slow but regularly continued exer-

tions—and of course an eifort, at least, analogous to volition ?

At present I leave the determinatioTJ of the question to

gthers. Probably at a future period I m^y recur to this

subject.

I^rec'ipitatlorx

Qf one metal

ty another.

"FoTmat'on of

;lie leaUtri

Shown to ^e

VF.

On the Injiuence of Galvanic Electricity in Metallic Arlori-

zations : by C.J.Theodore de Grottkuss.*

Sect,\. ii HE precipitation of metals in solution, occasion-

ed by the, presence of .certain oiher metals, Qihibits sucl^u.

striking analqgy to. the chemical tvTe.ts ot\ galvanic ele^j

tricity, tlmt we cannot avoid the idea of one and the saqti^

cause. in all tjiese phenomena. . / ,.

Let. c y, PI. ly, fi'r. 7, be a glass tube filled , with an

aqueous solution of acetate. of lead ;; and 3; a piece' of zinc,

the lower end of which js immersed in the solution, and

which is fastened so as to be retained at the top of the tube.

Suppose the ramificationK of the arbor saturni to have

reached as far as wt, I ghall prove, that it increases by the

T\ntial(« de Chiniie, vol. LXIH, p

immf^dialc
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immediate superposition of the metallic particles on the by addlHons

ramifications most remote from the fine. Suppose om to
^jii^^**"**

be a particle of oxide of lead in the lower part of the solu-

tion, not yet decomposed, and very nea^ the ramifications:

the moment the metal, m, is deposited on them, itsoxigen,o,
is consequently set free, and the oxidation of the zinc, t, at

the same time goes on. Now it remains to be known, 1st. Questions,

whether this atom of oxigen, o, be immediately seized by
some peculiar impulse, that carries it through the liquid from

m tor; and, 2ndly, how it is transported thither without

any appearance of )^as ; or, 3dly, what becomes of it, if it

be not moved out of its place. It would be absurd to sup- Untenable

pose, that the oxide of lead, fno, came into contact with the suppoiition,

zinc, z ; and that the metal, m, after having yielded to it its

oxigen, o, descended from z to m ; since, m proportion as

the arborization takes place in such a narrow tube, the

superior part of the liquid no longer contains any lead, but

acetate of zinc. Yet, as it would be easy to conceive some
kind of flux and reflux, or to invent any other hypothesis,

I will endeavour to obviate such suppositions by a decisive

exj)eriment., without entering into any tedious discussion.

If a tube, a b, fig. 8, be filled with a solution of muriate Expeiimeau
of tin diluted with water ; and a little cylinder of zinc, Zy

•

he placed at the bottom of the tube ; the arborization will

go on regularly, often to the height of an inch or more, if the

liquid be of a proper density. It is not till after these first

rudiments of an arborization have taken place, that the

difi^erent branches, crushed by their own weight, fall down,
and exhibit a confused heap of metallic ramifications.

The tree of Diana too grows very regularly from the bottom SiWer tree.

upwards, but this symmetry is essential, and th^ precipita-

tion of the metal by superposition is sufficient to establish two

propositions; namely, first,what becomesoftheoxigen of the
propositions to

metallic particles, that are deposited on the extremities of the ^e ansirored.

tree farthest from the zinc? and, !2dly, what becomes of tb«!

disoxigenized |>rinciple, at the place where it yields its oxi-

gen to the. zinc*? These two questions offer theipseives in

• We shall see pr<'semly, thai, almost immpdiMely a^'ter the arborifa-

•tlon of the dissolv.d raeia\ has commenced, notlung more is dejiosited

about the zinc, which noiw.thstanding coniimi«« tg be axidedj bat all

YOL. XXVIII. FliB. 1811. 1 All
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Erroneous

supposiiions.

Another hy-
pethesb

confuted by
experiment.

^11 similar eases^ and not alone in that before us. Tjl}^y«f^ho

supposed in tbe lirst experiment, fig. 7, that the disoxigen-

ized metal was conveyed instantaneously from z to ;n, or

from the top downward; must necessarily admit, that in tlie

second experiment the metal, w, after having, ceded it§ qisJlt

gen, 0, to the zinc, «, which is at the bottom, must have

been carried from o toward m, that is, from the bottom up-
ward. But these two suppositions are diametrical\y opposite

to each other; and, besides, each is repugnant to th^ pi:im^

law of chemical attraction, according to which tbe sphere of

perceptible affinity between bodies never extends beyond
the distance of apparent contact. The absurdity of these

hypotheses therefore is evident, and requires no further dis-

cussion.

Sect, II. There is another way of explaining metallic

arborizations, more plausible indeed, but equally false.

It may be supposed, that, in proportion as the metallic

particles of the solution are precipitated on the zinc, they

are raised up successively by those, that proceed to be de-

posited on it in their turn, to cede to it their oxigen» In

thi« case the first stratum of metal pr«cipitated must be

continually removing farther from that which acts iis the

precipitant; and all the various changes of form, must take

place solely in that part of the arborization, which imme-

diately covers the latter metal. But we (hall see the con-

trary to this demonstrated by experiment. If, for instance,

the extreme ramifications of the tree of Saturn, fig. 7, have

arrived as far as c, make a mark with ink opposite to (his on the

outside of the tube, and you will soon see, in a quarter of an

hour's attentive observation, fresh ramifications implant

themselves on those that before existed ;:the.iiew.ftCcr€tionsr

will, advance beyond the mark, but thfe extremity c^ cor-

responding toit, will remain fixed; and the ramifications

most remote from the zinc will be continually underg^jjjg'

changes of figure, , wh^le the part of the tree between-the

njark and the zinc; r^wiU, not e^sperience the lea ft change.
The hypothesis alluded to therefore is untenable, but from

t^eiobseryations made vye may i\>fer,; tjiaf, when a.istratwm

th#fi^9h particl€»0f¥<*ked- Hiatal proereed^o aui'eh'IfiJen^fteat a"(liir-'"

taaucefroiB Uve iincrt^Js.i« the last^extTCteiti-s of the arbftriiaVKAi,"'
•

•
. of
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oFttii&fil^n a «oliiti<Jn»6nce deposited oh thatj which servet

as its predipitiirif^' it remains there immovable during the

\thole titne of the experiment; and that the new metallic

particles proceed to plant themselves on those, that already

e?{i8ted,'W6' thait'^th^'iirborization increases only (it it^ «]^

ttefuiitie^.'
'

Sect. III. This principle once established, we readily Supposition

Perceive, how the mutual attraction of the two metals, ?^V^f "^,®^^
. ,

first revived it-
added to the predominant affinity of the one for the oxigen tracts more.

and acid of the other, fnlly explains, in most cases, the re-

vival of the first particles, but not of the subsequent ones;

and that the employment of all these forces is insufficient

to solve the two principal problems. Still they have another

defence, who suppose the attraction of one and the same
metal sufficiently intense, to act the principal part in the

precipitation of metals by one another. They might say,

thttt, in proportion as the metal in solution is brought to

deposit itself on that already precipitated, the oxigen pf the

former remains dissolved in the liquid, and the zinc slowly
and gradually lays hold of it.

Unfortunately the following exj^eriment destroys these Experiment to

fine efforts of the imagination. Fill the tube ab, fig. g,
confute this,

with an aqueous solution of muriate of tin, and immerse in

it th«> zim?' eylittdeti^T iw the space of half an hour the

cylinder will be covered with a fine tin arborization. Next

separate these ramifications from the zinc, withotit destroy-

ing them : wliich may easily be done by dexterously ttirtii

ing the little cylinder : and let them sink gently as far ag e,

keeping them from falling quite to the bottom by giving
the tube a proper inclination. It is essential, that the zinc-

remain immersed in the liquid, as in fig. 9. In this state

the apparatus may continue hours, days, and even weeks,
without the arborization c c? receiving the least perceptible

addition, though it is suhounded on all sides by oxide of

till insolation, ^if you hav^ taken the precaution to pout
wat^r gently into the upper part of the tube, so that it

does not mix with the muriate of tin occupying the lower

part from b io c, the zinc may remain a long while in the

Rater, without being covered with fre^h ramifications of tio« :

Now if the attraction of <)ne metal were sufficient to as3iau-«.

12 Ut?
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late that which is in ftoluiion; dnd the oxigeiV) ^ rwbich it

18 divested, remained in the liquid, to be gradually con-

veyed to the precipitant metal; the pavtick'B of tin ought
<tD continue to be deposited on c d, as wh«n this part was

in contact with the iinc. Bat as no effect takes place,

after this contact is broken off, this hypothesis is as un-

founded as the preceding.

A contact of This simple experiment clearly demonstrates, that the

metals ejsen- raetal in solution cannot continue to deposit itself on the
'

extremities of the arborization c rf, unless this communi-

cates at some point with the metal 2, which acis as the pr,t-

which excited ci pitant. But it is well known* that such a contact of4^*o
a current of metals is sufficient, to give nt«e to a current of culvanic
electricity. . .

' o
_ ...

electricity; and that the elfects of this electricity are iden-

tical with those observed in the precipitation of p^^.jfietal

by another: here then we have one proof, that this phe-

nomenon depends on a similar cause. Thefoljowing ex-

"t|i|jriment8 fully confirm this conclufion.
,J'\^^ iiojhHo;^ ik

Farther expe-^ Sect* IV. I filled half a tube six inches high, and a little

rimentsto more than a quarter of an inch in diameter, with a con<eii-
^ '*

trated solution of nitrate of copper. Into the other half

i poured very gently a solution, not ver|V.4ens^»; of pyre
and perfectly neutral crystallized |iHi?At|J <5t,f,fii|yer.

, n^ith

tiie latter I had mixed a little alcohol, to diminish its spe-

. :cific gravity; and thus I was enabled to place the two li-

-v-j^uids in contact without mingling them. That in the lower

..part of the tube was of a tine blue colour; that above was

Arborizationi sclear and colourless. In the middle of the latter, that is

ofAilyjer , ,^. about an inch and half down the tube, I placed a small

* ^ i->
;,^;^ylinder of copper, which, soon began to precipitate me-

-Jsm ow: ic l^liJc silver in the form of very delicate and fine garli^nds.

"w«u lliV/ ,;,,jThese chains of silver flowers gradually approached the

blue solution of copper, and, in twenty-four hours after

'•SDiipped with they had reached it, I had the agreeable surprisje Jo see

^daopper« .ii' >;>;their extremities covered with particles of copper, the.co-
Uloi at iSlsm „, _

r- i
• l r t ,

•
. 1 IJ ..

i bluori* noif ;!our ot which was pertectiy aistmct, so that tliey could, not

ci£jKi>:>t,iq i;^ confounded With those of silver^ Th« tree of Diana,

.,^^l>jch ij^ |;pis experiment appeared to have been trans-

-: i<|riafli^4 AntOf,the garden QjiVtlieflespe^^^ accjtiited in

four- dayajtiredocj'easg x>f a qi^artej ^f .«4V WH*h>vtl^,^M)lour

. and
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and''*^t¥n?ftcoHon4 of wliich were unquestionably those of

t'Vjyjp^V'.'' This ex perimeut T repeated, employini^ a cylin-

dt^r bt" zinc instead o\' copper, and tiien the precipitation

6f* the copper ut the extremities of the brunches of silver

iv*i hi iith hi 6re '

kpeedy^ >

"Hfence it evidently follows, 1st, that the arborization of Arborization a

metals, precipitated in the i)erfect state from their solvents, of'pafS"^ef.
is ftrfhied by superpbiition of their particles on one another: fected by gal-

2(Uy, that, since neither copper nor silver has of itself the ^^n'*"**

power of reviving the metal contained. in nitrate of copper,

these two metals were rendered capable of producing this

ieffcct only in virtue of a current of galvanic eiecUicity,-i;Qr^ ^x ^ ,:>!»,

suiting from theirmutuai contact.'- \:^n*{ia!ftr.'a «r if*fii«?/rr Winant/^* ,

The following is a farther proof of the truth of this Farther proof,

induction, Etftablish a communication between a plate of

copfWr^add a plaife'/of silver, both well polished, by one of

their extremities, and immerse the other two extremities in

a solution of my salt of copper, in such a manner that there

shall be the splice bf an inch between them. After leav-r,,^* tsxfjit ^

mg them thus foiii- and twenty hours, the silver will be SilVrf cbaled

distinctly covered with a coat of cop|)er, and the other me- ^^"^ copper-

tal will be oxided*. To render this effect still more evident,

I place a few particles of nitrate or sulphate of copper,

slightly moistened, between a silver coin and a plate of

copper, both previously well cleaned with acid. I then tie

them, oi- compress them together, and leave them for a few

hours. On separating them, the ^lir^^tWi'lir be fouiid'^up^

vered with a coat of metallic copper, very distinguishable

by its colour. It is a curioqs fact, that a salt with an An earthy or

earthv or aikaiiue'base may b^ eniployed instead of -a salt ^'^*'''"e
salt

^ .:. » , »- . . ,' . , 1 .J -between the
of copper; but in this case it is obvious, that the acid ot two metals

the salt first takes nu ^ little of the copper, and then depo-
^^^^ answer.

* iir'^WMWtohV'^o'flirst'oBs^Wl the Chemical action of two me- hisnotneces-

tti\\xh pla'tes Imiriers^d in solutions of different metals, supposed, that ^ary that the

oiie of them must possess the property of precii)itating the metal in so-
J5Jf„'*s*|,JJJ,jj°'^'

solution, in order that the other might coat itself "'ith it al>;o by means
precipitable

of a conducting power. The experimtnt I liave related howeter proves, by theoihef.

that this is not a necessary condition; and we may obtain in a few mi-

nutes the revival of zinc, by placing the sulphate of his metal moist*

<^ned with water between a plate of zinc Sind a plate of copper.

sits
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sits it on the silver. It follows from these facts, .that tlae

galvanic electricity excited by the contact of two metals is

sufficient, to effect the precipitation of a metal held in so-

lution, which would not have been precipitated by iither

of the uietals taken separately. -
•

. .;

Theory, of the Sect*\m It novr remains to solve the two- problems' in

composition
Sect. I. Perhaps the reader will have already remarked,

ot water. that they are nearly the same as present themselves in the

galvanic decomposition of water, and that they may be

all solved on the same principles. On this account I think

it necessary to recapitulate in a few words the theory I

gave of the latter phenomenon in a short paper in the Ann,

de Chim. for April, I8O6. I first proved, that water, tra-

versed by a current of galvanism, becomes oxigenized at

the positive pole, and hidroguretted at the negative pole.

Though the contrary has been presumed ; and though it

has been said, that it becomes neither oxigenized nor hidio-

garetted; my recent experiments appear to me evidently

to confirm the piinciple I have announced. 1 will relate

only two. ^'fiiuoij^i.i

Proofs that the a. Hidroguretted sulphuret of barytes, exposed to the

water isoxi- action of the pile, affords gradually round the positive pole
jenizedat the

, ,

^
.

°
, . -

•. . 1
•

i i_

positive,and an abundant quantity of a white precipitate, which has

hidroguretted jj|| |.jje characters of sulphate of barvtes; while the liquid
at the nega- . ,

•
, ,

•
1

*

, » i 1 ,
•

tWepole. round the negative pole becomes evidently clearer, and ulti-

mately colourless.

b^ If the galvanic current traverse, an alkaline solution

of indigo, niade by means of some disoxigenizing sub-

stance, immediately there is formed at the zinc pole a

precipitate of a hne blue colour, which is capable of being

completely redissolved, if ths respective places of the two

jpoles be changed*.

Water, when Sect. W. Water becomes a real secondary pile while it

galvam2ed,be- experiences the galvaiiic action. On this occasion we maycomes a se-
1 1 r« .»

condary pile,
recollect the remark of Volta, that a piece of wet paper,

each extremity of which touches one of the poles of the

pile, retains for some minutes the chauge Teqeived, even

* In these trials I have never immersefl the poles, by which term I

meari the conducting -jvires, more than four or five lines below the surface
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wkenvjtfjs no longer in contact with the apparatus. Pure

wa^erikiauxTurved tube, which has been placed in the gal-?

vanic circuit, likewise retains for a short time the power
of contracting the muscles of a prepared frog. I conceive Mode in

therefore, that its galvanic decomposition i» effected in the ^^i^h itsde-
"

1 1 r. composition 19

followmg way. Let us suppose a thread of water formed effected.

of three integrant particles, fig. 10, each composed of two

atoms of oxigen, represented by ®, and one of hidrogen,

represented by h: and let it be observed, that what is said

of this thread may be afterward applied to any quantity
of this fluid.

The moment a galvanic current is established, the ele<?tric

polarity manifests itself between the elementary particles of

the water, so that they appear to be the complement of the

pile in action. Now since the oxigen is attracted by the -J-

or zinc po\e, and hidrogen by the — or copper pole, we are

naturally led to infer, that each of the two principles re-

quires, at the instant of its production, an electrogalvanic

state opposite to the poles which attracts it; and as this

reaiioning maybe extended to ail the particles of water in

the direction of the galvanic current, it follows, that, if we

take them two by two, the homogeneal principles will re^

pel each other, and the heterogeneous principles attract :

feach other, alternately*. Thus as soon as the oxigen,
®

,

passes to the state of elastic fluid in consequence of the

attraction of the pole endued with vitreous electricity, its

hidrogen A, by virtue of this electricity, repels its similar h\
and euters into combination with the oxigen, */, of the ad-

jacent particle; at the same timeVi', being repelled, transmits

irts movement to the homogeneous atom, h'\ anditse If unites

with the oxigen, ''» o^ the third particle, the hidrogen of

which, h', must finally assujne the state of gas, since it

is in immediate contact with the poje chafged with resinous

electricity. In the whole of this process, it appears, the

particles of water at the extremities of the conducting

thread are alone decomposed, while the iptermediate ones

reciprocally change their component principles in succe$»

sion, but without altering their nature. This theory agrees

* The idea of this polarity, analogous to that which exists in the pil»,

I conceive distinguishes Ihe axplanation 1 here giye from any other.

completely
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ebmpletefTy with the facts, which prove beyond questidn;*Vhkl
the water becomes oxigenizcd at the positive "pol^/anifHi-

drooruretted at the negative: for, since the oxi^jjeti 6f th'fe

whole quantity of water traversed by the giilvanic diifreiit

tends incessantly, to proceed toward the pole endned witb

vitreous electricity ; and the hidrogen is similarly affect^ji

With regard to the wire charged with resiiioiis i^leiftriVfty ;

it evidently follows, that the water mnstbecom^6xl<;eniii«l
at the zinc pole, and hidroguretted at the copper pole.

This consis- Seci^VU, In this theory of a chemical phenomenon
tent With the

, . . -
, ,

.
, ^ «- . > i . i

laws of che «very thing is conformable to that law of affinity, by which

micalaffinity. 'th6 radius of its sphere of action never extends beyond the

distance of apparent contact. The effects of this at-

tractive power however tnay become serjsible at a distance,

whett it is transmitted by dissimilar particles; as the effects

of repu'lsiou may be by the tninsmission of the corpuscnlar
action by similar particles. Elastic bodies, that possess a

certain mobility analogous to that' of thfe particles of a

liquid, afford a striking example of a tratismitted motion,

transmiued
which does not become sensible, till it has reached a certain

inoti->n ia me- distance from the point of its origin- If a hall of ivory,
chamcs.

suspended by a thread, be let fall against a row of similar

bdlls, suspended in the same manner, and in contact with

each other, the impulse given to the first will be immedi-

ately comipunicated to the second, from which it will be

transmitted to the third, and so on to the last ball ; which,

receiving the motion, and having nothing to communicate it

to, will fly off with a force equal to the primary impulse.

7 *ort slfij This well known law of mechanics may be happily applied
- '

b:9ibi<>} in all chemical phenomena, where the object is to explain a
" '

force, the effect of which is become sensible at adifctonce.

theory of the Sect. VIII. The theory of the galvanic decomposition

precipiution of water, which I have just explained, is that of the preci-
of one metal

pj^ation of metals by One another. With regard to the
»y another. ^

•'., ., ,tii'i- x
revival of the first particles of the metal held iii soUilfon, 1

shall offer but one remark in the ne?ct section, since Ber-

thdllet and Vauquelin have klready treated the stlbj^ct' in

•ueh a superior manner* : but from the facts and reasonings

• Essay on Chemical Statics, to1.1I, p. 421
3 an4 Anuale?-de,Chip?Je,

iven
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given i^bQ^eiftitt, is impossible to. doubt, thut the eubaequ.ePt

inetttllic urborization is owing to an electrogalvaiiic polarity^

whioli
isj, estabjislied between the elementary particles of

tbe liqi'ifJ ^oWP''>y*^d between the precipitant metal and the

ext,reqiitit;8, of that which is precipitated. The oxidation

|jk|»4.^yival manifest themselves in thjs proce?>« at a di^ance

q^e.PrJess considerable, accoiding to the progress of %}i^

arborization ; while all th'e intermediate compoirtnt particles

of the liquid, in consequence of this polarity, undergo a

niu^ual exchange of their elementary principles* If it were
whyth««lciN

required to render visible the poi^itive electricity of the pre- ttjcity does wot

cipitant metal, the extremity z' of which, fig. 7, "^ig^it be
^^^j^gj^^^^

**"

made to communicate with a sensible electrometer; it

should be remembered, that this is impossible, because the

met^l is immersed in the liauid, and the revival of that in

the solution is effected in Consequence of the galvanic circle

being then closed, so that it is in the state of a pile, the

two poles of whtch >communicat;e by rneans of a conducting

substance. The fine experiments of Volta show, that the

contact of two metals is sufficient, to excite a current of lo <>;.rtixl

€5i^ctricity ;
- and} all^tjial ilJustrious philosopher <J«tnon-^^*'^''^y^'^J

titrated with plates is perfectly applicable in this case to the .•ns-'

dementary particles of water. It is sufficient therefore,

for the complete solution of the two propositions in my first

i.fection, to conceive the idea of an electric. [)olarity esta-

bliiibed between these particles as often asthey are attraclfd

by polar electricity*.'* -

; r - ,rG
-

:'.•

, ,,:,ifft, IS^,-,: A^it-'qhol containing any t?i4ali^c Wt, a^ acfi- Alcoliolic so-

. twtftjfif v^^^*>'*«if»M#'^f'» powerfully pppe^es thevpreciprta-
lutions ©f me-

. lion of the metal that i» held in solution, whether a piece of
pjtared like

zinc be Jeft in it, or it be galvanized. This appears to me aqueous.

, 4« proRC, that the elelectric polarity manifests itself between

the component particles of the tt?rt/er, ind not of tlieoar/c/^, __

4S I was myself inclined to think some time ago. At prei!*s<f>n« *«»a Iw*

sent I am of opinion, that the precipitant metal acquires
' ' -^

the positive state by contact with the oxigen of the water,

aod that it attracts this oxigen f^om bei,ng Ih
^h| oj^Cteite

• This expression appears to me well adapted to designate paTvanU
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btate : the hidrogen being on the contrary repelled, because

it also acquires the vitreous electrity, attracts^ for the same

reasoQ the oxigen of the metallic oxide held in jsolution by
the acid uud water ; whence it foUov^s, that the metal, being
divested of its oxigen, imibt reappear in its perfect lustre.

Qtiaiuity of ^ circumstance not to be forgotten in this explanation, but
caloric in ati to which I cannot at present assign its just value, is the vari-
oxide piobd- , ,

. , ,
. •

I I 11' -1 T

biy proporti-
^ble quanti|ty at caloric retained by metallic oxides. It

onate t«> the
appears probable to me, that this quantity is in the inverse

the metal. ratio of the oxidability of the metal. The following is the

manner in which Berthollet expresses himself on this head

in his excellent Essay on Chemical Statics, vol. II, p. 382.

BerthoTlet's
**
Oxigen retains a larger or smaller quantity of caloric in

lemark jts combination with metals, as well as in those it forms with

other substances. On this depend some of the properties,

that distinguish oxides in their relation to combustible sub-

stances. Those of gold, silver, and mercury, retain a great

deal; whence their compounds with ammonia detonate

either by a slight rise of temperature, or even by com-

pression. The oxide of copper, which also is rendered

capable of decomposing ammonia by an increase of tem-

perature, produces however no drtonation; which shows,

that the oxigen in it is much more def)rived of caloric.

The oxide of silver detonates more forcibly than that of

gold, or of mercury ; so that the oxigen appears to retain

more caloric in the former, than in the latter.*'

questionecT by Brugnatelli, whose sagacity is generally acknowledged,
BrognatelU. objects to this theory, that we observe no evolution of caloric

ivhen silver is revived by means of copper; and thence he

concludes in favour of his own theory of' therraoxigen.

This observation appeared to me so decisive, that I had com-

pletely adopted the opinion of Brugnatelli in this respect.
Evolution of However, reflecting one day on this interesting subject, I re-

ways percep- collected, that a thermometer, placed under a receirer in

'iWe : which a vacuum is made, is but little affected by the cold

produced^by the dilatation of the air, and it occurred to me,

that the calonc, which is extricated in the precipitation of

one metal by another, may be so quickly absorbed by the

9\irTound»ng bodies, as not to become sensible. Hence I con-

ceiredj th^t its dispersion might be preveuted by dihiibish-

U
inff
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iiig. the bulk pf tliese bodies. To prove this, I made a but it h in the

saturated solution of pure nitrate of silver, crystallized and r^'^'^a'of sil-

p , 1 • 1- -.1 1 111- 1
• ver by means

perfectly neutral, in aistilled water ; and with this ftolntion of copper in a

Ifilled a vpry tWn tube, 108 mill. [4'25 inchefe] long, and 7 ^hin slender

miJL [2'75 lines*] in diameter. After satisfjint^ myself,
that the solution occasioned no change in blue paper, I let

fvkU to the bottom of the tube a small cylinder of well

cleaned copper, 14 mill. [5.5 luies] lon«;, and 7 mill.

[^^'75 lines] in diameter. Immediately the cylinder was

covered with a forest of Diana's trees, and on touching- the

correi>ponding part of the tube the heat was very sensible,

HMV'ing substituted a zinc instead of a copper cylinder in ^

another experiment, the effect was much more considerable ;

and. what appeared to me very singular w^s, that, in pro-

portion a,s, the bulk of the silver arborization Increased, I

^vas obliged to move m\' fingers towards its extremities, to

be able to feel the heat. These experiments appear to me
to prove, that the quantity of caloric evolved in the preci-

pitation of meta/s by one another is equal to the difference

that^exists betw^een ,
the caloric that was containe'd in the

oxide of the metal revived, and that which is absorbed by
the oxide ©f the precipitant entering into splp.tiqp.

;j^^<?^)^.- J^5^Mfy>rem|^insf<^r. m^to.re^ dJffi^Ml'Two objecti.

ties» that may be objected to the preceding theory, which onstothethe-

embraces almost all the chemical effects of galvanic electri- ^^^'

city. I proceed to the first*
^.,^,;^

fl. It has been observed, that, \vhen the two poles arexhelst
immersed in separate glasses filled with water, no gas is

evolved, because the communication necessary for the dis-

charge of the pile is interrupted. To remove this obstacle,

we have only to immerse two fingers of the same hand ia

the two glasses, and immediately tl'-e gasses will appear.
This observation has been the stumbling block of all theories, ans-vrered,

t^i|;,V',ajsi,highly puzzling to explaiii.ist, what l^eeame qf the

bidrogen in the glassjn which the zinc pole evolved pure

o^igfen ; and Sdly, what on the other l.and became of the

qxigen.^ii the glass in which the copper pole equally evolved

pure hidrogen. A little sagacity, and a clear idea of the

establishment of the electrogalvanic polarity between the

ej^a)entary particles of w4ter, ^yill sglye this first difficulty.

Jit)
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SO fdr a» to find in' it a new ronfiirnation of the'tnrth of the

theory heve j^iven. Lt*t us lir;^t tuke the srruplest case, and

supiwjse, that we have ei<tabli»!)ed the comiTmnication be-

tween lilt' two
gl:».sses of water by means oisr piece of wet

paper Or linen. It is evident, that in this'cabe the water
.contained in these two substances alone produce? tfie com-

m;*nication ; since the iiuen and paper, when tborougldy

dry, comport themselves as nooeouductorg^ or at least asi

badly conducting substancesi. Thus lher« is nothiujj here

to perplex us, except a delusive appearance i and every

thing ought to go on, as if the poles were immersed in a

siuj^le vesisel of water. Now let us substitute our fingers

instead of wet paper, and consider, tbat all the muscular

parts of an animal are imprej^nated with an abundant

quantity of uqueous fluids, the elementary principles of

which are equally capable of acquiring the galvanic pehtrky,
and consequently experiencing the same successive ex-

change as those of tlie water contained in the pa|>er. These

considerations are sufficient to show, that, in the experi-
ment which at first sight appeared incuHipHtible with our

theory, every thing is in reality conformable to it. The

property of almost all imperfect conductws impregnated
with moisture, to become secondary piles when they are

placed in the circuit of the secondary pile of Volta, proves
the real existence of the electrogalvanic polarity between

the particles of water: but what evinces^ that the commu-
nication between the water in the two glasses is established

SioFely by the aqueous humours with which our organs are

impregnated, is, if we substitute for these orj^ans a dry

substance, though a good conductor, as a wire of gold or

platina, the developement of hidrogen and osigen both

will immediately take place in each of the two vessels.

2d objection b. The second and much inferior difficiilty consists in

rfcconnling for the difference perceived between the dccom-*

position of water produced by an electric machine, and that

effected by the pile. In thelirst the two principles of water,

"KtH »0 « according to Dr. Wollaston, are always evolved mixed togn-

.\Ji*rr,'j .-ther 5 wliil4j tb€ pile separates them in a pure state, and at

«»^crpd, '^ distance from each other. The reason of this no doubt

is, in thedpctrofhotive apparatus the two electric fluids

- «je imrnediutely in cQUtjict, whence follows an uninter-

rupted
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rnpted«kctric polarity, capable of generating a siniili«'

polarity between tl>c elemeots of w^ter ; while iu ail elei-r

trical machines, and even in the Leydeu phial, tlie tw©

electricities are always separated from one amsther by ««

insulating body, as glass, air, resin, &c. Insulated e!ec*

tricity always acta at a distance, and i];;iides
with great

swiftness over the stirface of conducting bodies : the gal-

vanic fluid on the contrary, which n»i«j:ht be more appro-

priately termed polar electricity, «cts on the same substances

only whex\ m contact, and by transfdrminjr them into secon-

dary piles. This annlog^' of uction at a distance and in Gratiutioa

contact is observed likewise between the attraction of the
^j^^^^^J^^'^^^^

feenvenly bodies «nd chemical nfljnity ; which is the mor«
jiity.

remarkable, as there is no inconsibtrncy in considering the

light, that proce?iHls fro«i those stars that form a pait of th-e

imi verse, as an effect of electricity.

It ^pp<*ar8 to me probable, that, in the galvanic decom- Wlien ^ater

position of water, each of the two component principles o^l^. pru'.cmhfl

this liquid combin'cs intimately with the electric fluid of oombint? -with

that pole, by which it is attracted; and tiiat they ar^ botii
^^^j^j^J*^^'^*"*^

c6nvefted into th« elastic state in 'C0nsequ^nc^e of thts com-

bination. If this were <iemon6trated, the lioht produced Hvnce^Tie

in the combustion of hidrogen gas would also be explained |'"^*^""
^'''"*

fey'the jiroitipt reunion «fth« twd ^leetnc flufidsj set fVe^r

'•«'« a/Jtt^Tf-o T0<* dt>fdw rUi#f
.DJi>iiu

ji "i^r ycf 'fl'^i'i^ii

rb L ^tih-^o '^3iii i<^ .'ini' . r
-

^'•'Hun^^iiqinc

Ohiervtttions mthe Effects of Magnesia, in preventhgnn hi'

creased Formaimn of Uric Acid ; with some Ueniarks on

the Composition of the Urine. Vomrmmicattd (i// Mr.

William T. Brandi!, F.R.S., to the Society for the Im' >

provement of Animal CMmistrt/, and by them ./« iihe

R. n<ytMfeV irt<:iuirie8l- ^If^'tfc^' fuactioni-^f •

thecaioulnin

aVotbacHj^ftritl his discbvfery oiFliiililHS pn^iiw^ M^tiyt^- ccmt^LLnu

Abridged ftotn tte PhiU ?»aB«* fioT; 14LQ^^«13$U Ar ^,ef
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AYoidcdbypre- diac portion into the circulation of the bloo(3*, led hi^m to

lormatlLn^of consider, that the generality of calculous complaints might
Mricacid. possibly be prevented by introducing- into the stonnach such

substancefe, as are capable of preventing the foniiation" of

uric acid; and that this uiode of treatment would have

many advantages over the usual method, which consists in

attempting to dissolve the uric acid after it is formed.

Magnesia He consulted Mr. Hatchett on the substance most likely

pwpose*^*^"^
to produce this effect, and asked if magnesia, from its inso-

lubility in water, was not well adapted for the purpose, as it

\»©uld remain in the stomach, until it should combine with

any acid, or be carried along with the food towards the

pylorus.

Mr. Hatchet knew of nothing more likely to produce the

desired *^ffect ; and on putting this theory to the test of ex-

periment, it was found Vjy a very careful examination of

«ssl:iownby the urine, that in several instances, where there was an in-

ejcpenende, creased formation of uric acid, magnesia diminished it in a

much greuter degree, than had been effected by the use,

and that a very liberalone,of thealkalisi in thesame-patiefit.

This circumstance led Mr. Home to wish for a more com-

plete investigation of the subject, and he requested me to

aissist him in the prosecution of it. Since that time many
opportunities have occurred of carrying on the inquiry

on several oc- *^^*'''"» ^"^ attendance on patients, labouring under calculous

qasions. complaints.

It is proposed to lay the results of our joint labours ber

fore this Society, with a view to establish a ftict oiiso much

importance in the treatment of th^se diseases. • I? ^ n

The four following cases include the princi^l'varietiiei

of the disorder, which have been met with, and are therefofc

selected from among many others, to prevent unnecessary

repetitions. In each of them the urine was occasionally

carefully analysed. w fiiswiocr «>tw<

Istcare. Case I, A gentleman, sixty years of age, who had' bewi*'

in the habit of indulging in the free use of acid liquors,

had repeatedly passed small calculi composed entirely of

uric acidj his urine, irnmediately after being voided, de»

. «iP«j|^jr*ans. ^€08. See JournaljOYol.XX, p.S74,aiwl XXI, 103.

.' i
'

posited
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posited at aM tiqaes a consirieruble quantity of that sub^

btanc€, iu the forni of a red powder, and occasionally in

larger crystals, ^

Nine drachma of subcarbonate of soda, dissolved in water

highly irapregnated with carbouic arid, and taken in the

course of ihe day at three doses, appeared to have no effect

whatever on the formation of uric acid
; the red sarid wa»

deposited as usual, and the small calculi continued to form.

On account of the inefficacy of this niedicine, he was

advised to try the vegetable alkali, and three drathms of

subcaibonate of potash dissolved in water, slightly im-

pregnated with carbonic acid, were taken at similar in-

tervals, .zuioriy.

The deposit of uric acid in the urine was now sotiieWl1i«t

diminished ; but during this free use of atkalis, which with

little interruption was persevered in for more thanf ayeais
the small calculi still continued to be voided. ; ;?

The magnesia was then tried, fifteen grains being given

three times a day in an ounce and half of infusion of gentian.

In a week the uric acid was found to have diminshed in

quantity, and after the first three weeks it was met ^vith but

occasionally. The use of the magnesia was pervsevered in

for three months, during which time no calculi were voided,

and there was no material deposit in the urine^ *-i^>-Jjta»»KJ^q'.

This patient was extremely subject to heartbiirn, •and h«.-

likewise complained of a sense of ^feight and uneasiiiess

about the region of the stomach, both of which symptoms
have disappeared.

Case 11, A Gentleman, about 40, during four years ^ 2
had occasionally voided considerable quantities of uric acid,

in the form of red sand, and had once passed a small cal-

culus. He took carbonate of soda dissolved in water highly

impregnated with carbonic acid for some time; to whicii

pure potash was afterward added: but with little effect.
*

Recourse was then had to magnesia, twenty grains of

which, taken niijht and morning, for six weeks, removed all

the superabundant uric acid, though he put himself under

no unusual restraint in his" mode of livingk < . z ,

Case ill. A gentleman, 43 years of age, after taking q^.^ ^^

v^blent e'xei'cise on horseback, i»a<< seized With^ ^ain intfie

*^iit<jf] right
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right kidney and ureter. In the course of the night he

passed a smnll uric calcalus. Having had recourse to sodu

water with little benefit, he took twenty grains of magnesia

every night. His urine not being^quite free from red sand

m the course of three weeks, he took an equal dose of mag-
ucbia every (norniug, and in a month after this his urine was

perfectly liealthy. In about three months the uric acid

again made its appearance in the form of red crystalline

sand, and was again removed by the use of the magnesia

night and morning for three weeks,

Casc4«. CaselY* A gentleman, aged 56, after recovering from a

severe fit of the gout, voided constantly a large quantity of

mucus in his urine, a symptom which he hud never before

noticed. There was also, occasionally, abundance of red

sand, consisting principally of uric acid, but he had never

voided a calculus.

His bioniach was uncommonly weak, he was often affected

witli heartburn, and un almost constant pain in the neigh-

bourhood of the right kidney. He had been in the habit

of taking tincture of bark, and other spirituous medicines,

from a belief, that the pain in his right side arose from

. I
, gout in the stomach.

He bad already attempted to use the alkalis, which had

produced such unpleasant sensations in the stomach, that

he could not be prevailed upon to try them again in any
form.

Under these circumstances, he readjly acceded to a new

plan of treatment. He was directed to omit the use of spi-

rituous medicines, and take twenty grains of magnesia,

three times a day, in water; but this operating too power-

fully upbn the bowels, the same quantity of magnesia nas

taken twice a day only, with an addition of live drops of

latidannm to each dose.

This plan was pursued without intermission for three

weeks, and he received considerable benefit, as far as con-

cerned the state of the stomacli, and pain in the region of

the kidney. The urine, which was examined once a week,

was also, on the whole improved, but it occasionally de-

posited a very copious sediaient, consisting of uric acid,

With a variable proportion of mucous secretion.

After
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After a farther continuance of the use of the tnaErnesia for

thrte weeks, the orine was often much loaded with uric

acid and mucus ; but these appearances, which hefore the

use of the magnesia were constant, are now only occasional^

so that the disposition to form a redundant quantity of uric

acid id much diminished: it is also deserving of remark,
that there has not been the slightest symptom of gout from

the time of the last attack, which is more than a year back,
a longer interval of ease, than this patient has experienced
for the lai^t six years.

He has now omitted the regular use of the magnesia, but
on i>erceiving any unpleasant sensation in the stomach, fee

returns to it for a week or ten days, and then again leaves it

off.

From the preceding cases it appears, that the effects of Remarks,

magnesia taken into the stomach are in many respects dif-

ferent from those produced by the alkalis in those patients

in whom there is a disposition to form a superabundant

quantity of uric acid.

With a view to ascertain their comparative effects on

healthy urine, when taken unde/ the same circumstances,

the following experiments were made.

Experiment 1. On Soda,

Two drachms of subcavbonate of soda were taken on an Action ofiub-

empty stomach at nine o'clock in the morning, dissolved in carbonate of

three ounces of water, and immediately afterward a large urine.

cup of warm tea.

In six minutes, about one ounce of urine was voided} in
*

twenty minutes six ounces more; and after two hours, a

siiuilar quantity.

The first portion became very turbid, within ten minutes

after it had been voided, and deposited a copious sediment

of the phosphates, in consequence of the action of the alkali *•

upon the urine. It slightly restored the blue colour to

litmus paper reddened with vinegar: the alkali therefore

was not merely in sufficient quantity to saturate the un-

combined acid in the uriue, and consequently to throw

down the phosphates, but it was in excess, and the urin<p

was voided alkaline. -^

Vol, XXVIII. Feb. 1811. K The
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The urine voided after tweoty minutes also deposited a

tploud of the phosphates; but the transparency of that

^voided two hours after the alkali had been taken was not

disturbed.

Here, therefore, the effect of the alkali upon the urine

was at its maxiinuu), probably in less than a quarter of an

hour after it had been taken into the stomach, and in less

than two hours, the whole of the alkuli had passed off,
;,

ISxperimeht 2. 0« Soda, with excess ofCdrhbmc AHd,

Action of the The same quantity of soda, dissolved in eight punce8 of

supercarbo-
water, very highly impregnated with carbonic ^cid, was

ihe urine. taken under the same circumstances as in t||^ former

experiment, and the urine was voided at nearly similar in-

tervals.

The. separation of the phosphates was lefs distinct, and

less rapid. In two hours after the urine had been voided,

there was asraall deposit, composed principally of phosphate of

lime ; there was also a distinct ptllicle on the surface, con-

sisting of the triple phosphate of ammo^nia and magnesia.

This appearance, produced by the escape of the, carbonic

acid, which had before retained the ammoniaco-magnesiau

phosphate in solution, and which now occasions its deposi-

tion on the surface, is by no means uncommon, even in the

mine of healthy persons : in the present instance, it appears

to prove, that carbonic acid passes off from the stomach by
the kidn^es, for after taking the alkajis in water very highly

impregnatedwith it, the pellicle is uniformly produced, and

is also much more abundant and distinct, than under any
other circumstances.

Potash similar 1" similar experiments with potash, the results were in all

in its action, cases as similar as could be expected in researches of this

nature,

JExperiment 3. Ow Magnesia,

Action ofmae- Magnesia wns taken, under circumstances similar to tho«e

npsiaoothe. of the soda in the former experiment: in the quantity of
urine. ba^ i^ drjachm, it produced no sensible effect upon the urine

4^i"M^S;lb^!:<^i^**l^. 4?yv, i^^3>^;^ HI^^" in the dcse of a

drachm
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drachm at nine o'clock in the morning, the urine voided

ot twelve o'clock bectime slightly turbid : at three o'clock

the effect of the magnesia was at its maximum, and a dis-

tinct reparation of the phosphates took place, partly in the

form of a film, which when examined was found to be the

triple phosphate of ammonia and magnesia, and partly in

thestatie of awhile powder, consisting almost entirely of the

triple phosphate and phosphate of lime.

The effect of large doses of magnesia, in producing a

white sediment in the urine, is very commonly known, and

has b^en erroneously attributed to the magnesia pasising off

by the kidnies.

These experiments show, that magnesia, even in very

large doses, neither produces so rapid an effect upon the

urine, nor so copious a separation of the phosphates, as the

alkalis; on this its value as a remedy in calculous disorders

seems materially to depend.

Experimmt 4. On Lime,

Two ounces of lime water, taken in the morning upon Action of lima

an empty stomach, with a cup of milk and water, produced
°" ^^® """®-

nd effect whatever. ^

A pint of lime water, taken at four intervals of an hour

each, {)roduced a slight deposition of the phosphates at the

end of the fifth hour. The arine voided at the third hour
was n6t at all affected ; at the fifth hour, the effect appear-
ed at its height, but was not nearly so distinct as from small

doses of soda, notwithstanding the insoluble compounds,
which lime might be expected to form with the acids in the

u»ine. , '

The unpleasant taste of lime water, the qU^rttity in

which it requires to be taken, on account of the small pro-

portion of the earth which is held in solution, and the un-

certainty of its effect, are circumstances which render it of

little use, excepting in some very rare cases, where it has

been found to agree particularly well with the stoiuachi
•

The effect of carbonate of lime upon the urine was much Action of

less distinct than that of lime water : at times it produced no chalk ou th*

xY L 1 I
• • 1

'

1- 1
urine,

ettect, but when taken in very large doses, a slight deposi-
tion of the phosphates was produced.

K 2 Tliese
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The resultj

were uniform

in tliree indi.

vHluals. .

Other sub-

stances tried.

Action of car

bonic acid on
the urine.

Sometimes
useful.

*

Tliese experiments ^vere repeated upon three dififerent

individuals, and there was always a unifbrmity in the results*

When the medicines were taken some hours after food

being received into the stomach, their effects lipoh the itriiic

were retarded, but not prevented.

The effects of many other substances upon the urine

were examined into during this investigation, but they
varied go ranch according to circumstances, that no satis-

factory results were produced.
As it is found in the foregoing experiments, that the

effects of soda on the urine are moditied by the presence of

carbonic acid, the foUowingexperiment was made, to ascer-

tain, wbether auy sensible effects are prodiiced by that acid

on healthy uriJ?,

Twelve ounces of water very highly impregnated with

carbonic acid were taken upon an empty stomach at nine

o^clock in the morning. At ten o'clock about eight ounces

of urine were voided, which had a natural "appearance; but,

when compared with urine voided under common circum-

stances, was found to contain a superabundant quantity of

carbonic acid : this gas was copiously given off when the

ufine was gently heated, or when it was exposed under the

exhausted receiver of an air pump.
In a patient who had a calculus of large dimensions ex-

tracted from the bladder, composed entirely of the phos-

phates, and whose stomach did not admit of the use of

stronger acids, carbonie acid was given in water ; it was

found peculiarly grateful to the stomach, and upon examin-

ing the urine during its use, the phosphates were only voided

in solution, but when at any time it was left off, they were

Toided ia4be form of white sand.

Chentvical

theory Viibte

10 change.
'

VIII. '

Observations and Experiments 07i the Nature of Oximuriatic

Acid, and its relation to Muriatic Acid, by J. Murrat,
Lecturer on Chemistry, Edinburgh,

•

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

JL HE theories of chenaistry^ iresting on evidence n ot

strictly dempBStrative, are^ jiab|e. to^ftetjijeajt modification

from
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fram the progress of discovery. Opinions however more Oiinions of

unexpected have seldom been announced to chemists, than
i^e mu^rlaticft

those lately advanced by Mr. Davy with regard to the con- oximuriatic

stitution of muriatic and oximuvldtic acids—that the latter
^^'"^

is not a compound of muriatic acid and oxigen, but a sim-

ple substance, and that the former is a compound of this

subitanpe with hidrogen. The more general principle con-

nected with these opinions
—that oximuriatic acid is, like oxi- important as

gen, an acidifvintj element, which forms an extensive series introducing a

of analogous compounds with mflammables and metals, principle,

leads still more directly to the subversion of the established

chemical systems, and to an entire revolution in some of the

most important doctrines of the science.

Opinions so novel and important claim attention ; and

this is not less due to them from the authority on which they

are advanced. They derive too an additional interest from

their connection with a part of chemical theory at present

involved in much obscurity—the relation of water to the anJasconnect-

constitution of some of the gasses, and more particularly fation^of w\ter

muriatic acid gas. Having been favoured some time ago totheconstitu-

i of «on

gasses.
by Mr. Davy with the Memoir, in which these speculations Jj^n

of «ome of

are announced, I have had it in my power to submit to

examination the evidence on which they are supported, and .»

to prosecute an expenmental mvestigation to which this led. -

Jcht;

Some account of the results of these researches may not be

unacceptable to your chemical readers; and to Mr. Davy,
I am confident, 1 need offer no apology, for bringing under

review a question of such interest, and at the same tiqie of

such a nature, that when surveyed under different aspects it

may suggest very different conclusions.

The common phenomena, with regard to the production The common
of oximuriatic acid, and its apparent analysis, admit of phenomena

explanation equally on the established theory, and on that
eiJ^Jr tha)rjl

advanced by Mr. Davy. It is necessary therefore to take

notice only of those, which are more peculiar; and, suppos*

ing your reader* acquainted with Mr. Davy's memoir, I shall Facts consideiw

confine these observations to the facts, which he has Sitated ed as mostfa-

as favourable to his opinion. Mr. Davy
^

When oximuriatic acid gas and hidrogen gas are mixed ^ ^^
. . -

in nearly equal volumes, they act on each other, and are en- muriatic acid
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muriatic acid

gas

oximuriatic lirelycou verted into muriatic acid gas. This experiment

acjdan
hi ro- ^j^ Davy regards as synthetic, the oxinanriatic acid and

hidrogen forming he supposes the muriatic acid by their

combination. There is obviously however another mode of

not decisive: accounting for the result. Regarding oximuriatic acid as

a compound of muriatic acid and oxii^tn, the oxigen may
be supposed to combine vxith the hidrogen and form water,

while the muriatic acid remains in the elastic state. Mr.

Davy has remarked indeed, that, when the gasges have

been rendered as dry as possible, there is no sensible depo-
sition of water; but no difficulty attends the supposition,

that this may arise from the portion of water which is formed

being retained in combination with the acid gas.

cr ths decom- Oximuriatic acid gas decomposes sulphuretted hidrogen,

phuVatted hU* sujphur is deposited, muriatic acid gas is produced, and, when

drogen by oxi- the gasses have been previously dried, the condensation Mr*

Davy found is not equal to ^V* This decomposition, in

conformity to his hypothesis, must be supposed owing to

the hidrogen combining with the oximuriatic acid, and

forming muriatic acid. According to the common theory
the results must be ascribed to the oxigen of the oximnri-*

atic acid combining with the hidrogen and forming water,

which the muriatic acid holds combined with it; and the

experiment presents nothing inconsistent with tliis explana-
tion,

or that of am- Ammonia, it is well known, is decomposed by oximnri-
monia by the

^^-^ ^^-^^^^ ^^ ^y j^^g stated, that, in making this expe-same gas: ,

•' ' » n r

riment, he has found, contrary to what has been asserted,

that there is no sensible production of water; there is a

condensation of nearly the whole acid and alkaline gasses,

nitrogen gas remains, and dry muriate of ammonia is

formed. The experiment therefore affords no evidence of

the existence of oxigen in oximuriatic acid, but neither is it

inconsistenfwith that hypothesis ;
for the water, that^, in con-

formity to it, must be supposed to be formed, may exist in

combination with either or both of the principles of the

compound salt.

or the cases Gay-Lussac and Thenard have proved, it is remarked by

i«pro ured ^^» Davy, by a copious collection of instances, that, in

from oximuri- the usual cases where oxigen is procured fiotu oximuriatic"^^^
acid.
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acid, water is aUvays present, and muriatic acid is formed ;

and as oximuriatie acid, he adds, is converted into muriiatic

acid g;is by combining with hidrogen, it is scarcely possible

to Hvoid the conclnsion, that the oxigen is derived from the

decomposition of wt\ter. Such facts however admit equally

of explanation on the supposition, that the oxigen is derived

from thedecomposition of the oximuriatie acid,butthat water

18 necessary to aid this decomposition by the affinity it exerts

to the muriatic acid. They are not therefore of themselves

more favourable to the one hypothesis than to the other.

When muriatic acid gas is acted on by metals, the acid or the action of

disappears, and hidrogen gas is produced. In these cases '^*^^'*
^^^ "^"7

Mr. Davy supposes, that the muriatic acid is decomposed,
its oximuriatie acid combines with the metal, and its hidro-

gen is evolved, and accordingly the compounds formed dre

the same he remarks as those produced by the direct action

of oximuriatie acid on the same metals. But this explana-
tion rests on the previous assumption of the truth of the

theory, and the phenomena are equally explained by sup-

posing the hidrogen to be derived from the decomposition

of the portion of water combined with the acid in its gase-

ous state, the oxigen of this water combining with the me-

tal, and the oxide thus formed uniting with the real acid..

It is true, that this production of hidrogen takes place even

when the muriatic acid gas has been previously exposed to

substances having a strong attraction to water, so as to

bring it to its driest state; but the same explanation m4jy

still be given, for when the acid is in this state it can only
be affirmed, that a portion of water has been abstracted

from it, not that the whole has been withdrawn. As the

water is removed from the acid gas, the affinity by which

the remaining quantity is retained must progressively in-

crease in strength, until it equal or exceed that of the sub-

stance attracting it; when of course its abstraction must

cease. The phenomena then afford no decisive proof of

IVJr. Davy's hypothesis, for before the explanation givert of

them in conformity to that hypothesis can be received as

exclusively just, it must be established by prior and inde-

pendent evidence, either that muriatic acid does not contain

combined water, or that it is a compound of oximurititic acid

and hidrotjen. If
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or the inability lithe compounds formed by the actidn of oximiiriatic

^enfrom^com-
^^*^ ^*® ^" metals, or inflammables, contain oxigen, as thfy

pounds formed must on the common hypothesis of the constitution of that
by the action of

^pj^ ^^ supposed to do, indications of it may be discovered
oximuriatic

.

' ^

acid gas on in- in the products of their decomposition, and thus evidence
flammables.

j^j^^ 1^^ gained of the existence of oxigen in that acid,

With the view of determining this Mr, Davy instituted se^

veral experiments. From the substance formed for exam-

ple by the action of oximuriatic acid gas on tin, he endea-

voured to procure oxide of tin by the addition of ammonia;
and from that formed by the action of the same acid on

phosphorus, he endeavoured by a similar method to obtain

phosphoric acid. But in neither case was the experiment

successful, the ammonia remaining in the combination, and

forming products possessed of very singular properties, and

in particular very difficult of decomposition. Still it may
be remarked these experiments do not preclude the suppo-
sition, that oxigen may have existed in these combinations;

for, as the compounds were not decomposed, it cannot be

affirmed precisely what is their composition. They afford

it ia^ true no proof, that oxigen had been communicated

from the oximuriatic acid; but neither do they give any
.9d' vW£</> rJV<>of, that this had not been the case. They may be com-

pounds of the oxigenated metal or inflammable with muri-

atic acid and ammonia; and the difficulty of decomposing
them, and abstracting the acid so as to discover this oxi-

genated base, may,^ in common with all the preceding facts,

be ascribed to the peculiar relation of this acid to water^,

the absence of that portion of it necessary to the constitu-

tion of the acid gas preventing its disengagement from the

bjiase, precisely in the same manner that the same acid can-

not be expelled from the dry muriate of potash or soda by^

a concrete acid, unless water be supplied,. .- , .

The singular There is one fact, which Mr. Davy has established, eipr:)

fact, that per- tremely singular; and which appears more conclusive against
fcctly dry char-

,

'

"^

,
. , . ..... ,7

coal win not the hypothesis, that oximuriatic acid is a compound ot mu-.

decompose ox- viatic acid and oxigen. If charcoal j freed from hidrogen and
i muriatic acid .

^^
, .. • •^- •

i_ u -l j z

gas more in n^.oisture by intense ignition m vacuo, be heated even to

favour of his Ajrhitepessin oximuriatic acid gas, it p/oduces oo change in

ypot lesis .

.^ , J5{gV i(J ,9xim^rjatic acid be ft compQUiid of oxigen with

^.^j
muriatic
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inunutic acid ; aiid especially if, according to the cdtcmon

opi»io», this pxigen is retained in combination with tb« acid

by an affinity comparatively weak ; charcoal might be su'p-

pot^ed capdbk^ of abstracting it, at least with as much faci-

lity ag.hidrogeiJ, !wbich there is no reasttn to believe has a

stronger attraction to oxigen. On the common hypothesis

there appears no caaye why it should not do so ; and the

fact seems favourable to the theory, that hidrogen causes

the disappearance of oximuriatic acid, not by abstracting

oxigen from it, but by combining with it, and converting it

into muriatic acid. It is this, experitnent accordingly, Mr.

Davy has added, which " led me to doubt ©f the exist-

enceof oxigen rn that substance, which has been supposed

to contain it above all others in a loose and active btate."

I may first remark with regard to this singular fact, that but -why Aoes

it presents an anomaly just as great according to the new
"^^j^^^^^*^^.^^*^

as according to the old hypothesis. Oximuriatic acid is with this nc^

considered in the former as a printriple belonging to the actdifying

,

^
,

^ o »
principle <

same class as oxigen, which like it exerts powerful attrac-

tions to inflammable substances, and which is not inferior in

energy of action. Why therefore should it hot like oxigen
combine with charcoal ? a,, : >

But farther it appears to^ me^ .that a solution may be Probably "be*

giv^n-of this diffieplty; that this nfiparent anomaly is con- f^"^^ n6thirtf

neeted with the preceding facts; and that the theory of it form the \»at6r

is to be derived from the peculiar relation of muriatic acid essential to ih«

. , . .
,

, .
, . ,

constitution of
to water. -Admitting that water combines intimately with.the muriatic

this acid, and.that it is essential to its transition to the elas-^cid gas,

tic form, it is obvious, that, when charcoal is heated in

oximuriatic acid gas, although it might attract the oxigen,

and jcombine with it, there is no source whence the portion

of wa^r. essential to the production of the inuriatic acid

gas can be supplied ; the absence of this water therefore

prevents the transition to the state of muriatic acid, and of

course prevents the decomposition of the oximuriatic acid,

and the consequent oxigenation of the charcoal, ft is pos- and pcrliaps

sible even that this may be aided by a similar necessity, ^"^
^^
'^

^^^

though to a less extent, of the presence of water to the^ t ^-j^^m .
-

constitution of carbonic acid; as there are facts, which ren*
'^ "

d&r it probable, that a portion of combined water fexists in

Xhk
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this gas, and is necessary to its transition to the elastic form.

Ill treating charcoal in oximuriatic acid gas, all the circum-

stances are thus unfavourable to the oxigenation ; as the

products of this, the muriatic acid, and the carbonic acid,

both require water to tlieir constitution, while there is no

Want of what source whehce it can be supplied. There is another prin-

p^^fngliffinit *^^P^^» which also probably operates in givinpj rise to this

probably too apparent anomaly. When a metal is placed in oximuriatic

operates m this ^^id gas, its oxigenation is probably the result of that sin-

gular kind of chemical action named disposing affinity,

being promoted, according to the language usually em-

ploj'^ed to express this, by the affiiiitj*»of the muriatic acid

to the metal in its oxidated state. The combination of hi-

drogen with the oxigen of oximuriatic acid is in conformity
td the same law probably promoted by the attraction of

muriatic acid to water. But this cause does not operate

when charcoal is heated in oximuriatic acid gas, for there

is tio sensible, or at least no forcible attraction exertetji be-

ttv^een muriatic acid and the product of the oxigenation of

charcoal, whether it be carbonic oxide or carbonic acid.

Hehce too chjircoal is not acted on by liquid muriatic acid,

while metals are oxidated and dissolved liy it.

This anbmaly Of this phenomenon therefore, apparently so singular,
not so easily ^^ explanation, which I conceiA^e is satisfactory, may be
3<;coimtel for .

i -i •
»

•

«>9 Mr. Pavy*s g^ven, while it VemaiPis an anomaly on the opposite theory j

hypothesis. f^j.^ q^ the assumption that oximuriatic acid is an acidify-

ing principle having a strong attraction to inflammable

bodies, no cause is assigned, Avhy it should not combine

with charcoal, as well as with hidrogen, or with metals.

Th3 question It will probably now be apparent, that all these facts are
is therefore, connected with the general question, whether water com-
•whether water

^ ^ ^

'^ ... ,.
be essential lobincs intimately with muriatic acid, and is essential to itk

theconstitu- constitution in the elastic state. On the assumption that
Von of muna- ... . .

tic acid gas. thjs is true, they are capable of being explained by the

common theory of the reliction between muriatic and oxi-

muriatic acid ; on the denial of this proposition, the theory
Mr. Davy has proposed affords another mode in which they
are accounted for. But neither of these hypotheses (for as

such only can they be ri?garded) is established by these facts

to
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to ihe exclusion of the other, and botb, therefore, stand pre-

cisf'ly on equal grounds.

Comparing them for a moment under tliis point of view, Unity and sim.

tlie unitv and bimpliGity of the common theory are much in P^'^uy of th«

n I
• •

1 1 M- -11 1
• common

its favour. 1 here is 8onve improbabuity mtho hypothesis theory,

of two acidifying principles distinct from eacli other, but

exerting similar chemical agencies. The explanations which

this involves of the combinations of tbc&e principles with .n-

flamniables and metals, and of the relation of water to them,

are extremely complicated; while on the more simple

system opposed to this, nothing more is required than the

assumption, if not proved, at least not improbable, of the

existence of a portion of cpmbmed water in muriatic acid

gas. And instead of any generalization, there is in the for-

niation of the hypothesis, that oximuriatic acid is an acidi-

fying principle, an evident adaptation to the phenomena

peculiarly related to this question ; since it does not appear,

that this principle enters into tlie composition of any acid

but the muriatic, or gives rise to uciclity in combining with

any substance hut hidrogen.

Ifistead of leaving the subje6^, however, on these general Modes of de.

grounds, it were desirable to gain more conclusive evidence, cidingthe

There are two modes of proof,, by which the question may
b© deteTmined. Either it may be shown, that muriatic acid

dpes, or does not contain combined water; or it may be

proved, that oxigen does or does not exist in oximuriatic

acid. It is ouly necessary, that the fa6ls, on which the con-

clusion with regard to these propositions is to rest, should ,

not be capable of being accounted for by the one hypothecs
as well a& by the other; and to attain this is extremely dif-

licult from the facility with which both can be adanted to

the phenomena.
Thus no proof would appear at first view more decisive Argument

of the existence of combined water in muriatic acid uas, and ^/^^
water be-

',
\

, , , \
'^ mg necessary

the tiecesfiity of this to the transition of the acid to the elastic to the decom-

form, than that afforded by the fact established by the ex- P^^'^'onofa
.

"^ muriate by an

periments both of Gay*Lussac and Thenard, and of Mr. acid iBcoueiu-

Davy—that if a dry muriate, muriate of potash for ex- ^'^®"

ample, be heated with a concrete acid, as the phosphoric or

boracic, it is not decomposed, nor is any muriatic acid gas

diseo-
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flisengaged; but if a little water* be added, very abundant

Tapours of the acid immediately arise. The obvious con-

clusion from this is, that water is essential to the constitu-

tion of the muriatic acid gas. Yet this is avoided by suppos-

ing in conformity to Mr. Davy's hypothesis, thdt dry
muriate of potash is not a compound of muriatic acid and

potash, but of oxirauriatic acid and potassium ; and farther

supposing, that the water added is decomposed, its hi-

drogeu combining with the oxirauriatic acid, and convert-

ing it into muriatic acid, and its oxigen changing the

potassium into potash.
Indireet argu There are some indirect considerations, however, from

extstenceof^
which the existence of combined water in muriatic acid gas

-water in the may be inferred, or which at least give probability to such a

^njt
muriatic

gupposition. Thus it is obvious from the facility with which

this acid when in the gaseous state is condensed by water,

and from the large quantity of it that is absorbed, that an

affinity of considerable strength exifts between them* In

consequence of this affinity the acid in its gaseous state

must retain a portion of water combined with it; and frpm

the law of qhemical attraction so well established, that

quantity adds to its force, it follows, that this water M-ill be

retained in combination with a strength of attraction pro-

gressively increasing as it is abstracted ; and that a portion,

therefore, must probably remain, in the driest state to

which muriatic acid gas can be brought.

Theproba- The supposition, that muriatic acid contains combined

)nhtyofthJs water, and that this is essential to its gaseous state, is

saiengthened .

fey th« analogy rendered more probable by this influence of the coml^matjon
©f carbonic ^f ^^ter beinsr established with regard to other elastic
%CKi sas«

fluids, where there is not the same ambiguity. Carbonic

acid cannot be easily expelled by heat, or even by the

action of an acid, from native carbonate of barytes; while it

is expelled from the artiticial carbonate with facility ;

though the only difference between the carbonate in these

forms is, that in the qne it contains a portion of water, and

i« the other it appears to contain none. And accordingly,

if water be appTied to the native carbonate, it favours itsi

cTecom position, and the expulsion of the carbonic acid. In

tliii case 18 'clearlj'"' established the influence of water with
'• ' ' '*^

regard
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regard to carbonic scid, and its transition to the elastic state;

and this cannob be explained by any hypothesis similar to

(hat, by which the analogous influence of water with regard

to muriatic acid is attempted to be explained. It renders

more probable, therefore, the explanation in conformity to

the common theory with regard to this acid inferred from

similar facts. It taay be added, that the affinity of muriatic-

acid to water being evidently stronger than that of carboniG'

acid, the former in its gaseous sVdie may be presumed to

retain a larger quantity combiued with it than the latter.

The other mode of proof, whence this question may be proofof the «i«

determined, is that relating to the existence of oxigen in
»^tencG of oxl.

oximuriatic acid. The facts from which this has usually riatic acid not

been inferred, either by the apparent formation or decorapo- ^^^''i'

^^^^^*

sition of the acid, it has already been remarked are am-

biguous, as they admit equally of explanation on Mr.

Davy*6 hypothesis* The obje6l is to obtain proof not liable

to this ambiguity, and one train of investigation occurred to

me, whence I imagined such proof might be obtained.

The cause which I have assigned for charcoal not being DecompoiU

oxigenated by oximuriatic acid is, that the portion of water
jionoftheacid

necessary to the constitution of muriatic acid ga« is not af-
wjth ihe addl*

forded. If water, therefore, were supplied, theoxi^enation '^°'*°^^^^^'

1 11 nil • 1 .• , gWesimper-
ought to take plac*^. 1 here is some reason to believe that feet orambi-

this is the result, but from the state of aggregation of the guoua results.

charcoal, it is not easy to conduct the experiment, so as

that it shall not be either imperfect or ambiguous.
But there is another form under which it may be made. Argument

and with regard to which indeed the facts are already partly ^J?c™^^^

ascertained. If oximuriatic acid gas, and any of the varieties carburettea hU

of what are named carburetted hidrogen gasses be mingled J°*^"^-°[J^*

together, it is known from the experiments of Cruickshank, and carbonic

that a mutual action is exerted, either immediately if the*'^^*^**

electric spark is taken in the mixture, or more slowly if

they are allowed to remain in their mixed state; and in

either case, if the due proportions are observed, they are,

entirely converted into muriatic and carbonic acids. Ifhe

explanation of this according to the common theory is ob-

vious; the carbon and hidrogen of the inflammable gas re-

ceiving oxigen from tJie oximuriatic acid, carbouic a^id a^d^^

watir"
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water are formed, and this water must be supposed to be

retained in combination with the muriatic acid, into

which the oximuriatic is converted. But it does not

admit equally of explanation on Mr, Davy's hypothesis.

The oximuriatic acid may be supposed indeed to combine

with the liidrog-en of the carburetted hidrogen to form

muriatic acid. But whence is the oxigen derived, which

converts the carbon into carbonic acid? The result, in

strict conformity to the hypothesis, ought to' be the con-

version of the oximuriatic acid into muriatic acid, and

the deposition of the carbon in a state ana!a<^ous to char-

coal. This is indeed the result when some of these gasses

ai*e acted on by a certain quantity of oximuriatic acid ;

but when the quantity is hirger, the product is uniformly
carbonic acid.

^ . 'i'here appears to me to be only one source of arabiguity

source of am- attending this experiment, and that probably a very trivial

b;guUy Qjj^^ rpi^^^ inflammable gasses, which have been regarded
as binary compounds of carbon and hidrogen, are probably
rather ternary compounds of carbon, hidrogen, and oxigen ;

and on this supposition it iriay be said, that, while the

oximuriatic acid combines with the iiidrogen, and forms

muriatic acid, the carbon and oxigen of the inflammable gas

auswered. remain in union, and form carbonic acid. This explanation
however implies the existence of a miich larger quantity
of oxigen, than there are any grouiids for supposing does

enter into the composiLton of these gasses. It besides fails

to account for the large qtjantity of oximuriatic acid that is

required. Little more than one measure of oximuriatie acid

gas to one measure of hidrogen is required for mutual satu-

ration« so that the whole is converted into muriatic acid gas.

But not less than four measures of oximuriatic acid gas to

one measure of carburetted hidrogen are necessary to produce
the full change into carbonic acid

; and if less be employed,
there is either a deposition of charcoal, or a formation of car-

bonic oxide. Now this quantity cannot be required merely

fo*- the saturation of the hidrogen contained in the carbu-

retted hidrogen, and what other agency can it be supposed

to exerts by which it produces the conversion of the car-

bon
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bon into carbonic acid, than that of communicating

oxigen ?

The experiment however it occurred to me might be made Carbonic oxi<T«

in a manner free even from this ambiguity. Cruickshank
J." actd^gas'les

observed, that, when carbonic oxide is mixed with oximu- notchanged by

riatic acid gas, on taking the electric spark in the mixture
j,

there is no detonation produced, nor any sensible change.

This must be ascribed, on the common hypothesis, to .the same

cause as the nonoxigenation of charcoal in o>;imuriatic

acid gas
—the absence of that portion of wuter, which is

essential to the constitution of muriatic acid gas. But he
though tl^ey

observed, tliat, if the two masses were mixed together, a «re by standing

mutual action is slowly exerted, and after twenty four
**

})ours they are converted into carbonic and muriatic acids.

Now this Is a fesult different from what the view of the sub-

ject I have given would lead to expect, and apparently tOQ

in Opposition to the result obtained when the action of

the electric spark has been employed ; for there is no ob- ,

vious cause why the oxigenatioii of the cavbouic oxide

should be effected in the one case, more than in the other.

This difference it appeared probable depended on the This differ-

Hgency of water. When the electric spark is taken in the
^"q^3*J,7^"o

mixture of the passes, even though they may not hivve the preseace of

been previously dried, the quantity of water within the
^''^^^^'

sphere of agency of the spark is so inconsiderable, that the

action is not favoured. But in the slow action the whole

water diffused through them can operate successively, and

therefore witii more effect, so as to admit of at least a

partial oxigenation, and if tl;e gasses have been passed

through water into the bottle in which they are allowed to

remain mixed, (ihe manner probably in which the experi-
ment was performed by Cruickshank) the film of water ad-

hering to the internal surface may render the action com-

plete. To ascertain if this supposition were just, I made
the experiuieiit in the following manner.

Two measures of carbonic oxide gas, and two measures Experiment t«

and a half of oximuriatic acid> each having been previously ^^^''^'"
*^'*

,

*' r » 1 no two fassf^

exposed to muriate of lime, were mixed together. The made as dry as

mixture could not be passed through quicksilver without P^'"^*'*'*^
^jo'^*!

. . .

' — P ^
tojjKther 24

Uie quicksilver bemg acted on by .the acid, so that a por- hours v»uhout

tion
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being decQm* tion of it adhered to the sides of the jar, and Corttinuing i<»

^^ act on the acid mij^ht counteract any action on the carbonic

oxide. To avoid this, the mixed gasses wer6 introduced

into a caoutchouc bottle connected by a tube and stop-cock

with a jar containing dry mercury. On turning the stop-^

CQck, and suddenly campressing the elastic bottle, the gas
descended into the jar, and depressed the mercury without

acting upon it, this action being prevented still more

effectually by a little pure carbonic oxide having been pre-

viously introduced into the jar. The stop-cock being shut,

and the jar being also closed at the bottom, the mixed gasses

were allowed to stand 24 hours. At the end of this time

the green tinge of the oximuriatic acid gas was perfectly

apparent; the stop-cock being turned under quicksilver, a

vei'y slight diminution of volume, not exceeding fV of the

wbole mixture was indicated by the entrance of a portion of

quicksilver equivalent to this. On transferring to water,

there vras no immediate absorption, but the oximuriatic

ucid gas was gradually condensed. The residual gas was

then transmitted through lime water in a long narrow

tube, it communicated a milkiness to the surface, so slight

»s to be barely perceptible ; this was removed on agitation,

and did not appear on a second or third transmission. The

vesidual air was found to be carbonic oxide, both by the test

of oximuriatic acid aided by water, and by being converted

by combustion into carbonic acid. In this experiment then

the carbonic oxide had scarcely been acted on by the oxi-

muriatic acid, and the very minute quantity of carbonic

acid that appeared to be formed must be regarded as owing
its origin to the impracticability of abstracting water en-

tirely from the gasses, or to the presence of a small propor-
tion ofhidrogen in the carbonic oxide,

but they were I now mixed carbonic oxide and oximuriatic acid in the

decomposed gaj^ie proportions as in the precediner experiment, and al-
jn this time, , ,. ,

• • i , , ^ • •

if a little water lowed a little water to remam m the bottle. On opemngit
were admitted, under water after 24 hours, the carbonic oxide was found to

merely passed
be converted into carbonic acid, and the oximuriatic acid into

through water, muriatic acid, so that after agitation with lime water to absorb

the former, scarcely any sensible quantity of elastic fluid re-

mained. The same result was obtained when the gasses were

merely
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merely transmitted through water into the bottle, tUe

small quantity of water diffused through them, and ad-

hering to tiie olass, being sufficient to promote their mutual

action.

The rationale of both experiments
is obvious. The cir- This readily

cumstance of there beins no mutual action in the first ex- accounted for

Ml 11 PI by ihe com-

periment must be ascribed to the absence ot that water nion iheory,

essential to the constitution of inuriatic acid. In the second

experiment this is supplied ; hence the transfer of the oxi-

gen from the oximuriatic acid, and the consequent forma-

tion of muriatic and carbonic acids. But they do not but not by Mr.

appear to admit of an equally satisfactory explanation on I^^^y'** -i

Mr. I>avy*s hypothesis. For the peculiarity that carbonic

oxide suffers no change in the first experiment no cause

can be assigned, but that oximuriatic acid has no tendency
to combine with carbonic oxide or its base; and this is an

evident anomaly on the assumption^ that oximufidtic acid

is a principle exerting like oxigen powerful affinities to in- ^

flammable bodies. To account for the agency of the water

in the second experiment it must be supposed, that it

suffers decomposition, affording hidrogen to the oximuriatic

acid, and oxigen to the carbonic oxide. But there are no

just grounds, whence this can be inferred. Water is not

decomposed by oximuriatic acid gas, or by carbonic oxide

gas ; there is no reason to conclude, that its decomposition
can be effected by their action when they are presented to

it merely in a niixed state; and the more obvious operation

may be regarded as the real one, that it acts by its affinity

to muriatic acid.

But even this source of ambiguity I supposed might be .

obviated by making the experiment under another form. I tending farther

mixed toi>etber one measure of carbonic oxide gas, one mea- ^° obviate the

n . ^, . . 1 *,. n • ambiguity.
sure of hidrot^en pas, and two measures and a halt of oxiinu- „.j\ •

1 1
• 1 J • Hidrogen mix-

riatic acid gas, each previously having been exposed to muri- ed wiiii the

ate of lime, and introduced them into ajar in the same man- ^'^v gas-»es pro-
.< ', rt . rr»i •

/• L • moted their
ner as in the first experiment. 1 he green tinge of the oximu-

decompoii-

riatic acid gas gradually disappeared, and after two hours '^ion>

exposure to clenr day light was not apparent. On opening
the jar after 24 hours under quicksilver, a diminution of

volume, less as the gasses had been completely dried, was in-

VoL. XXVUl. Feb. 1811. L cheated
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dicated. Ori transferring it into water a farther diminution

took place, the water filling rather more than half the jar#

On passing the gas through lime \vater it communicated to

it an abundant milkiness, and this repeatedly. A small

portion of air remained, which on approaching a lighted

taper to the orifice of the tube exhibited a weak flame.

though there in this experiment then the greater part of the carbonic
-was uo source oxide bad been converted into carbonic acid. On repcat-
of oxigen to .^ . .

, f . ....
form the car- '"g it With rather a larger proportion of oximunatic acid,
bonic acid, on three measures and a half to one measure of carbonic oxide

hypotheris.
""^ **"^ ^^ hidrogen, the changes were similar, but even

more perfect, the residual air being scarcely, if at all, in-

flammable. This result appears to be conclusive in proof
of the existence of oxigen in oximuriatic acid, and to be

free from the ambiguity which attends the experiment
where water is employed to favour the action of the gasses.

Hydrogen only h supplied, and how is its agency to beex-

, plained i On the one theory it laaay be conceived to form

water by attracting oxigen from a portion of the oximuriatic

acid, and this, favouring: its transition into muriatic acid,

promotes its farther decomposition, so as to afford oxigen
likewise to the carbonic oxide, aud convert it into carbonic

kcid« But IB the opposite theory, although it may be as-

sumed that the hidrogen will convert the oximuriatic into

muriatic acid, what is to produce tt^e oxigenation of the

carbonic oxide > Jld sHt s'lo i»;;«i^if;-

A mixture of Cruickshank had foafid, thet nc> explosion is produced
carbonic oxide by the electric spark in a mixture of carbonic oxide and

»ticacid gas
oximuriatic acid gasses. To confirm the preceding results,

expos, d lo the I repeated this experiment with a due attention to the

fo Vsmin^' object I had in view ; one measure of dry carbonic oxide,,

The ca bonic and two measures of oximuriatic gas being subjected to

oxide remain- the action of the electric spark over quicksilver for fifteen
*!cl unchanged. . , ^.^ , .

'

,

^
,

minutes* INo detonation was produced, nor any sensible

- effect, farther tha)i a diminutiou of volume to the extent of

half a meastire from the action of the quicksilver on the

'idximuriatic acid. On removing the excess of oxirauriaiic

' aicid gas, by water, the residual air occupied almost ex-
'

iictly the volume of one measure; when transmitted

through lime watef it did not render it milky ; it burned

with
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^ith the blue flame of carbonic oxide, and was converted

into carbonic acid. In this experimefnt then the carbonic

oxide had evidently sustained no change.
I now put into the tube one measure of dry carbonic A similarml*^

oxide gas, one ineasure of dry hidrogen gas, and three mea-
^^Jj^J^^Jj ^f hi-

sures of oxlrnuriatic acid gas. On transmitting the electric drogen, ex-

spark there was an instant explosion with the production o^Kg^ ^sscsdfs.

a whitish vapour, and diminution of volume. On remov- composed,

ing the tube into water the vapour was condensed, a slight

tinge of oxi muriatic acid remained, but this was boob re-

moved with farther diminution of volume by ths action of

the water. The residual air occupied scarcely one measure,

and by the test of lime water was found to be carbottic

acid with a small portion of atmospheric air. A similar

result without any remaining excess of oximuriatic acid was

obtained on using rather a larger proportion of hydrogen.

Here the ullimute results are the same as in the ex- xhis confirms

periments on the slow mutual action of these gasses,tind
ihe precedinj

the same explanation is to be given. There is the same *^^^ *"* ''^

difficulty too iu accounting for them by Mn Davy's

hypothesis; for although the hidrogen might convert a

portion of the oximuriatic acid into muriatic acid, there

is no source whence the oxigen, which has converted the

carbonic oxide into carbonic acid, can have been obtained ;

and the results according to that hypothesis ought to be

merely the di^-appearance of the hidrogen, and the forma-

tion of a portion of muriatic acid, while the carbonic oxide

with about half of the oximuriatic acid remained unchanged.
There is only one mode, in which the force of this con-

q,.
.

elusion drawn from the results of the experiments in which the conclu-

hidrogen is employed, whether in the slow action, or in sions drawn,

the detonation by electricity, ran be attempted to be ob-

viated. It is that of assuming, that the carbonic oxide is

not converted into carbonic atid previous to the admission

of water, that it forms with the hidrogen and oximuriatic acid

a ternary compound whichdecomposesthewater, and attracts

its oxigen and hidrogen, so that the carbonic oxide becomes

carbonic acid, and tfve oximuriaiic, muriatic acid. But this

is a supposition, which, were it advanced, would be alto-

gether gratuitous, and had recourse to merely to avoid a
-ratuitous

t 2 digJculty;
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difficulty ; for there is no evidtfnce of the formation of such

a cum pound from any phenomena, which attend the expen-
and In great merit. This objection too was in a great measurw obviated by

ated

'

introducing into the electric fluid, previous to the admission

of water, a sHp of dry litmus paper: it instantly received a

bright red tinge, a proof of the production ©f acid.

The experi-
^" making these experiments I was assisted by my friend

men ts often Mr. Ellis ; they were often repeated, and every attention

peated vrUh ^^*^* P^''^ ^® ensure accuracy. The carbonic oxide was ob-

similar resnlts. tained first from dry chalk and zinc filings ; and'lest this

should contain a little hid rogen, which might be a source

of errour,^ more particularly in the experiment of the slow

action of the gasses, it was afterward prepared fron^ native

carbonate of barytes and iron filings. The oxirauriatic acid

was prepared from mruriatic sicid and oxi»mnriate of potuijh.

The influence of Jight in promoting the action of the oxi-

rnuriatic acid on the inflammable gasses was strictly attend-

ed tOy the mixture in the ditferent experiments being always

exposed for tiie same lengtli of time to the clear li^ht of day,

u „ From these experiments there appears to be sufficient
Hence "we r ...
have sufficient evidence of the existence of oxigcn in oximuriatic acid;

?he^*^x*^*t

^^ ^"^ ^ "^^5" reu^ark, that carbonic oxide is peculiarly calcu-

©f oxigen in lated to afford this evidence without that ambiguity, which
oxmiuriutic attends the action of oximuriatic acid on other inflammable
acid, .

"

. .

substances, as in these the substance which is formed enters

into combination with the muriatic iOcid, andthe nature of

these compounds becomes the subject of hypothesis. In

the aciion of oximuriatic acid on potassium, for example,
•a substance is formed, which according to the common

theory is a compound of oxide of potassium (potash) with

muriatic acid ; but which, according to the opposite hypo-

tliesis, is a compound of oximuriatic acid and potassium :

and it is not easy to submit it to any experiment, from

which H may be determined which of these vievys is just.

But in the case of carbonic oxide, the muriatic acid, having

no great attraction to the product, does not combine with

It; its nature therfore is discovered, and the obvious pro-

«fuction of it from the carbonic oxide proves, that oxigen

must have been communicated, a«d that it could be so only

from the oximuriatic acid.

In
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In reflecting" on other cases of chj^mical act'on exerted by Farther evl-

oximuriatic acidon iiifiamnnable substaaces, there appeared ''^*')ce
from the

, .
,

.
,

.
, ,

. V ,
action of oxi-

to be one, in wh.ch nearly the same advantage niio-ht b« ex- nmriaiic ucitj

pected. From its action on sulphur a compound is formed, g^sonsulphur,

which, in conformity to Mr. Davy's hypothesis, is com-

posed of oxii muriatic acid and sulphur; but which, ac-

cording to the other, consists of sulphur in some stat€ of

oxidation, and muriatic acid, free Cr nearly so from water.

But when sulphuretted hidrogen is acted on, a difierent andonsul^Uii-

result may be expected; the hidrogen receiving oxi^n '^^^^^*^'^*^'

from the oximuriatic acid will form water, which favouring
the production of muriatic acid, oxigen will likewise be
cominunicated to the sulphur, and convert it into sul-

phurous or sulphuric acid; to either of which the muriatic

acid exerting no strong attraction, their production will be

apparent. When oximuriatic acid gas and sulphuretted

hidrogen gas are mixed together over water, it is known,
that a rapid diminution of volume takes place, and sulphur
is deposited. Mr. Davy has stated the results more fmi*

nutely, excluding the agency of water. The two gasses,
'

previously dried, were mixed in equal volumes; the con^

densation was not ^V» sulphur which seemed to contain a

little oximuriatic acid was formed on the sides of the vessel,

noyapour was deposited, and the residual gas contained ^^
of muriatic acid, the remainder being inflammable.

This result appeared to me to arise probably from the pro- Different re-

portions of the two gasses, the quantity of oximuriatic acid '"^^^ ^"^^^^ ^'^-

not being sufficient to afford oxigen to convert both the hi- Jons of °die

drogen into water, and the sulphur into sulphuric acid ; gasses.

and the hidrogen sufiering the oxigenation most rapidly, so

that the sulphur is deposited without being acted on. If

a sufficiently large proportion were employed, it seems to

follow from the preceding reasoning, that the oxigenation
of the sulphur to a certain extent at least ought to take

place, the formation of water from the oxigenation of the

hidrogeri favouring the transition of the oximuriatic to mu-
riatic acid. Proceeding on this principle I

oji^tained the

following results from experiments varied with regard to

the proportions. When one rneasure of oximuriatic a^id i part oximu-

gas was mixed over water with two measures of sulphuretted "*'** gas and 2

Vj aulphuretted
hidrogen, hidrogen.
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hidrogen, copious dense fumes were produced with a depo-

sition of sulphur on the sides of the jar, and on the surface

1 oxim. tcid,
o^ the water rendering it turbid. When these proportions

2 «ulph. hi- were reversed, there was also the production of a dense
*'°^ *

vapour and a deposit of sulphur ; but the water, which was

at first rendered turbid, soon became transparent as it rose

in the vessel, the film of sulphur disappeared, and the en-

Oxim. acid gas
tire gas nearly was condensed. When oximuriatic acid gas

TcceWed in ^^s allowed to escape from a retort into sulphuretted
tulph. hidr. . . ... j i

hidrogen gas m ajar, a very dense vapour was produced as

each bubble of gas broke from the surface of the water,

.Rulphur was collected on the surface, and the water was

Sulph. hidr. -^^.tljte
turbid. Wheji the experiment was reversed, the oxi-

reccnved in xnuriatic acid gas being in the iar, and the sulphuretted hi-
oxim. acid gas. , ,, i . . , • • i i

drogen allowed to escape into it, a whitish vapour was also

..produced as each bubble of gas broke, but much less dense

^^d less in quantity, and there was scarcely any deposition

,^f sulphur; obviously owing to this, that the sulphuretted

^-.^idrpgen from its inferior specific gravity rapidly diffused

ritself through the nciass of oximuriatic acid gas, which thus
'

ficting upon it in large quantity pjEigenated both the hidrogen
• and the sulphur, while in theother mode the reverse of this

happened*. , ..

Experiments Xo exclude- the lageno^^pf water^ me nqcaspre of sulphu-

Tasses repeat- J'^ttedhidrogen was admitted into an exhausted tube, and

cd in different afterward three me.ai5ure6 pf oximuriatic add gas. A whit-
torms,

,^^^ Vapour immediately spread through the tube, but it was

not very dense, nor was there any: 4epc^siJUon .ofi^qlpbur ;

Singular phe-
* A 8'j%U1ar' app^rance pr«sented itself in thes^ fxperimente.

nomenon. As e^ch bubblis of oximtwfckticacid gas broke in the sulphuretted hidro-

•' g^, there w*s an > explosion with a vivid fla',h, cf light, though no

.. evident combustion attends th^ direct loixturc of the two gasses, ard

there was no simiLt appearance when the ?iilnhurettt:d hidrogen broke

"|n successive bubbles In ihe oximurinic acid gas. The difference may be

^'tJWlng prircipaliy tolhe mfluence of th<- sp'^cjfi'^ grawity of thegassea as

above explained, the oximuriatic acid, when introduced into the sul-

phuretteJ hidrofc en, from its greater density not diffwi^iog iiself, and

j
Iherefore acting in a more concentrated state ; partly alio perhaps to a

slisht change produced on oxtmariatic add by transmission through

fratcr.

"
,

'
' '-* and
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and the air in a few minutes regained its transparency. On

introducing the gasses in equal volumes into the tubea^Very

dense vapour was produced, with a copious depositiotv of

sulphur. The experiment was repeated in another form.

Oximuriatic acid g^as was introduced intda glass globe with

u stopcock, and expanded by heat so as to produce a par-

tial exhaustion. On admitting sulphuretted hidrogenh in

•mall successive portions, a very slight vapour was at first

produced, and it soon disappeared ; but on the subsequent -'?*^-««
* *

admissions it became more and more dense, Part of thfe

residual air, after having regained its transparency, wag

expelled from the globe by heat ; and on admitting a fresh

portion of sulphuretted hidrogen, there was a copious depo-
sition of sulphur on the sides of the globe. This however i

after some hours had in a great measure disappeared. On

turning the stopcock under water, there appeared to be

little diminution of volume, a small portion of water only

entering the narrow tube of the stopcock ; but when this

was diffused through the globe by agitation, on again

opening it water rushed in so as nearly to fill it. It had
'

therefore been filled with muriatic acid gas which the water

instantly condensed ; and as there was little deposition of

sulphur it may be concluded, that the greater part of it

had been converted into sulphuric, or partly perhaps into

sulphurous acid. The water was acid Jind gave a precii-

pitate with muriate of barytes. The results pf tjiese ex-

]&eriments thus sufficiently accord with the supposition, that,

when sulphuretted hidrogen is acted on by oxiojuriatic acid,

the sulphur receives oxigen ^rhen thp due proportion of acid

is employed.

All the facts connected with the subject of the preceding General

researches appear in the present state of the investigation nations,

to lead to the adoption of one of two general systems, each

of wliVtfh involves several subordinate propositions necessarily

4!onnected. In the one—that proposed by Mr. Davy, oximu-

riatiq acid is regarded as a simple substance, and muriatjp

acid as a compound of this substance with hidrogen. In the

other—oximuriatic acid is held to be a compound of muri-

atic acid and oxigen ; the composition of muriatic acid it-

self it nn'kQQwn^ but it is supposed to have a peculiar rela-

tion
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tioti to Waiter m consequence of which they combine inti-

mately, this combined water powerfully modifying the

affinities the acid exerts. In the former system oxi muriatic

acid is supposed to form anextensiveseriesof compounds with

inflammable and metallic bases ; muriatic acid forms another

order of compounds with these bases in an oxidated state;

hnd the forrrier of these compounds are converted into the

latter, when water is communicated to them, by the water

being decomposed, its Oxigen being transferred to the base,

and its hidrogen to the oxirauriatic acid. In the latter

hypothesis the facts connected with these combinations are

fexf)ltii'ned by supposing the one order of compounds to be

composed of muriatic acid free from water combined with

inflammables and metals in an oxidated state: the difficulty

bJT decomposition, the character by which they are dis-

tinguished from the common muriates must be abscribed to

the absence of the water essential to the existence of muria-

tic acid in an insulated form; and the changes they sufier

from the communication of water must be supposed to arise

^rOta thechanges it produces in the chemical powers of the

fecid. In the latter hypothesis the only difficulty which

appears to me of importance is that arising from this pecu-

Only anomaly liar relation between muriatic acid and water. It undoubt-

theorv" '^^^7 presents an anomaly in chemical theory; for although
there is no difficulty in supposing from the evident affinity

which exists between these bodies, that the acid in its elas-

tic form may hold a portion of water combined with it, it

is not obvious by what agency this water should be so essen-

tial to its existence in this^ form, or Should hove so important
an influence on its chemical powers. All the other pheno-

«reiia however appear to admit of explanation on this hypo-

thesis, and if the conclusions I have ventured to draw from

the preceding experiments be just, it is supported by more

nrhich presents direct evidence. The peculiarity with regard to water must

subea'^T'"^
therefore be elucidated by farther investigation, and it pre-

search. tents an interesting subject of research.

I have the honour to be,

Sir^ yours, &c.

Questions
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IX.

Questions on the Nature of Water. In a hellerJrom a

Correspondent.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
SIR,

VV Il^l-you permit a yonnf^ Tyro in chemistry, to solicit

information throngli the medium of your Journal, upon a

few observations of some of your celebrated oheoiists^

which have excited his attention, and unsettled his idcRff. **

In the last edition of Mr. Parkes's Chemic^dl Catechism,

p. 106, is the following- note. " Some recent speculations
** of Mr. Davy seem to involve the conclusion, that wa* ji^g pa^ufg ^^
" ler is not a compound body, but the ponderable base^ater.

** both of oxi^frt and hidrogen gasses, pssirming either of
•* these forms according to its electrical states. See
"

Murray's Chemistry 2d ed. Vol. IT, 136; or Mr. Davy's
"

paper in the Phil. Trans, for 180S."—Now there is not

in Dalton's New Chemica'l IPhllosophy, or in the 6th edi-

tion of Dr. Henry's ^Elements of Experimental Chemistry

(botb very recently published) any mention of any such an

idea;—the latter considers ^?'c?fog^n as a metallic body> in

a statf: of opposite electricity to oxigen ; for, like other in-

flammable substances, it is naturally in a state of positive

electricity, and he distinctly says, that the two gasses have

different bases, oxigen and hidrogen ; and that vrater is a

compound, not of the two gassed, but of oxigeu and hi-

drogien.
' ' ' -^ -

In the Ist vo^.-^ of Dr. Henry's Elements, p. 223, last

edition, ""he says,
** AVhen friction is applied to the ^lass

*'
cylinder of anelectrical machine, the electric fluid flows

** to it from surfonnding bodies, and th.ence passes to the
**

prime conductor, in which it exists in a greater than
*< natural quantity. All then that is effected, by the
" action of the machine, is a disturbance of the natural
•*

quantity of electricity in bodies, or a transfer of it from '

** spm« to others, in consequence of whicli,! while the latter

'*
acquire a redundance, the former become proportionally

And he adds,

to have several ad-
•*
vantages

**
deficient in this quantity of electricity,

in a not^,
^^* This theory appears to me te
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Questions on
"

vantages over the hypothesis, which supposes tivo different

JwTte"**"^^

°^ "
**"'^* Hf ^^^<:^ricUi/, capable by combination of iieutra-

**
lizinjif each other. The only moditication, 1 would propose,

'*
is a slight change of lefms ; and the adoption of thofe

"
suj^gested by Mr. Cuthbertson, viz. condensed ni\A rare-

"
Jied, instead of positive and negative, electriGity"—and

yet Dr. Henry, not only in the instance before quoted, but

in the subsequent parts of his valuable work, upon this

jtibject, ol>serves, throughout, the distinction of positive
and negative electricity*.

In page 173 of Mr» Parkes's book is a note, in which he

insinuates, that, as Mr. Davy has discovered that what h
termed oxigen is the principle of alkalescencey as well as of

acidity^ the term oxigen is improper, and that kidrogen
would be a more unobjectionable term.

If any of your correspondents will favour roe with remarks

wpon these points, 1 shall feel myself under great obliga-
tions to them.

J am, Sir,

Your constant reader,

A. B.

Cheltenham,

. 'J!he hypothesisi that water constitues the base of oxigen

jind hidrogen, is by no means new. It was thus that Dr.

Priestley, and others who maintained the doctrine of phlo-

giston, accounted for the appearance of water in Mr. Caven^

di&h*s experiment of the combustion of hidrogen with

oxigen. Some have even considered water, as the ponder-

able, base of all the gassfs. The opinion, however, that

water is a compound of oxigen and hidrogen^, has long bee^

generally admitted ; and though Mr, Davy observed, in

the paper alluded to, that his experiments at that tim^

seerned in some (degree favourable to a modified phlogistic

theory, yet a constant reader must have seen, that he con-

sidered this opinion hy ho ijoeans supported by bis suh-

^equent experiments. C,

* When t wrote the'fofcgomg, 1 had not seen the article in your last

Jourrtalodi rt!e'elect(ic effects of friction,

X, Bemarks
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Remarks on Mr. La Place's Theory of Ca'pillary Action.

In a Letter from Thomas Knight, Esq.

ToMr.NICPIOLSON.
SIR,

.MONG the ohiections that may be made to Mr. La '^^j «''•**» t*
- T n Plate

Place's theory of capillary actiou, tiiere is puej that 1 should

be glad to take notice of, through the medium of your va-

luable publicatiou.

The errour alluded to (as well as many others) I have

indeed pointed out, in an "Examination of Mr. La Place's

Theory," published about a year ago: but it appears, from

the present number of the Monthly Keview, that what I

very clearly expressed has been totally misrepresented. /

hope It h'dL^heewmisunderslOud*. - m; r

It is convenient, in Mr. La Place's view of the sobject, Action of ^

to consider, separately^ the action of a concave "i^'^^^^'u^, ^^^'^^V^^.^w
and that of a fluid mass with a plane surface, on a slender a plane sur-

columnof fluid.
face consider.

--^jc-"* *^*1 separately:
This author shows, in a satisfactory and iillfyeniDtis man- butthesame

uer, that, by the action of the meniscus, the column is "^°^^
^^

^^^^7*'

. soning appli''

ur^ed upwards. Now, the same mode of reasoning that is cable to a

applicable to a ineniscius, must also be applicable to a mass
J"^^^

of auj

ofany other form. ,That very yc^w^ reasoning ought, there-

fore, to have been employed in determining the action of

the n^ass vith a plane surface: and thus it would have been

found, that by ijiis also the colutnn is xwg^d upioards,
'

Instead of this, Mr. La Place, by a process of quite athoughMr. L.

different kind (which the Monthly Reviewer esteems vastly
endeavour*

•

^
.

•'

,. . ^ to show the

.simple a,nd ingenious), attempts to sho\v, that this mass with
contrary.

a plane 'surface urges the column downwards.

The falsehood of which mUy be proved in a moment; for, His^ouv

if we consider any point in the mass, it is easy to see that it
' ^'^^'

will urge the column neither way, or will urge it upwards:

and this, by Mr. La Place's own reasoning which he had

used \vhen treating of the meniscus.

• The author patses over every material argument in the examination}

iuid has the prud-Jiice not lo defenU Mr. L» flake's g^nstx^ theory.

I affifm^d,
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I affirmed therefore before, and I affirm with the snme
boldness^* again, tliat, by employinj!^ reasonings totally

opposite in cases exactly similar, Mr. La Place and Mr.

Haiiy did virtually coutrudict in one passage what they had
said in another.

It is asserted by the Monthly Reviewer, in the course of

his pleasant observations, that,
" If they had been guided

**
by conceptions as vague and uncertain as those of their

**
examiner, they would to this time have been wandering

" in errour."

His faults I will show briefly, that, if they had proceeded according
true, from a |^ those conceptions, they would have obtained the sayne
compensation i i i

•

of errours. results, thougri in a manner somewhat different ; consist-

ently, and without arriving at truth by a compensation of

errours. Instead of making the mass with a plane surface

urge the column downwards, with a force K, tliis letter

would have represented its action upwards, which add-

ed to the action of the concave meniscus, in the same

direction, would have given the whole force, with which

H
the column is urged upwards, n K H——*• So that,

o

from this method, there wohld have arisen ultimately, by
the principle of a canal, the equation

^ ^
2 VR ^ RV "^

^ ^ 2\b ^
b'J

which, by transposition, is the same as the one now given

by La Place, (in p. 19 of his work) and must necessarily

lead to the same results.

To conclude—If Mr. La Place had found his fundamen-

tal equation in the manner I have pointed out; and, instead

of making the whole column support itself, had truly

shown how it was held up by the tube: there would not, I

think, have been any thing to object to his theory f.

I am. Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

Papcastle, Dec. Sth, 1810. THO. KNIGHT.
* Mr. La Place makes it to be urged doivntvards by a force =K —

^ . where 1 use his notation,

P
+ 3ut thm it would hsive been a different theory.

XI,
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XL
On Muriatic and Oximvriatic Acid, in Answer to Justus*

In a Letterfrom Mr. John Dalton.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
SIR,

JL OLTR correspondent who signs himself Justus in your
last number seems to possess considerable acquaintance

^"
"*"!"'^*'*^

with the subjects of his animadversion ; but in regard to ticacid.

oximariatic and muriatic acid at page 72, his data are de-

fective, and the principles of his calculations are to me alto-

gether unintelligible. If he will explain the manner of his

CHlculatiou, I shall probably on some future occasion reply
to liis different inquiries and observations.

I remain, yours,

J. DALTON.
Manchestery Jan, '2.0th, 1811.

XIL
An Analysis of FluorSpar, By Thomas Thomson,

M. D. F. R. S. E*.

J[^
HE mineral called fluor-spar has been long known, and Fluorspar

valued on account of its beauty, and the ease with which it

can be turned on the lathe into various ornaments and use-

ful utensils. It occurs chiefly in veins, and very frequently

accompanies lead ore. Some of its properties have been

described more than a century ago, as, for example, its

phosphorescing when heated, and its corroding glass when

mixed with sulphuric or nitric acid. But it is not forty

years since its composition was discovered by Scheele, who

demonstrated, that it is composed of lime, and a peculiar

acid, called fluoric. Chemists now distinguish it by theorftuateof

nameof fluate of lime.
^""^•

Hitherto, no chemical analysis of this salt has been pub- No accurate

Hshed, except a very incorrect one by Kirwan and Gren, ^^'^'y^*' ^* '*

which has been ascribed to Scheele, though I cannot find

it in any of his dissertations on fluor-spar. By that analysis,

it is made to contain 27 per cfwf of water, a proportion very

inconsistent with the properties of native fluate of lime,

* From the Txansactions of ihe Wernerian Society.
which
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f^xpeiimenU
on it.

Digested in

iitric acid.

edly wiih car-

bonate of pot-
ash.

JOO grains di-

gested in sul-

j|>hurlc acid>

which, when stronj^ly heated in a wind furnace, loses at an

average only ^^^th part of its weight. The obvious iu^-

ciiracy of the analysis' given by the authors ju8t mentioned

induced me, to make a set of experiments on it last sum-
mer (1807). I selected the purest, transparent, colourless

crystal, which I found by repeated trials to be very nearly

pure fluute of lime. When reduced to a fine powder, and

digested in nitric acid, I found in the acid only a little

lime, owing doubtless to the partial decomposition of the

fluate, and minute traces of iron and lead: these two me-
tals I detet'r^ecl, by evaporating the nitric solution to dry-
ness, heating it to redness, and then dissolving the residue

in muriatic acid. The colour of the solution showed the

presence of iron, and a few needlcform ciystals of muriate

of lead were deposited after the solution had stood for some

days. The fiuate, which I used, had been dug out of a

lead mine in Northumberland, and small crystals of sul-

phuret of lead were here and there to be seen in it. Proba-

bly some one of these had escaped my attention, and, by^

being mixed with the fluate which I used, occasioned the

appearance of the lead, which, however, did not amount

to j^^th part of the salt, and therefore could not occasion

any sensible errour in the subsequent analysis.

1 first tried to decompose the fluate of lime, by fusing it

with twice its weight of carbonate of potash in a platinum
crucible. Only a small portion of the fluate was decom-

posed. I was, therefore, obliged to repeat the fusions very

often, washing oflpthe alkali after each operation by means

of water, and then dissolving the carbonate of lime formed,

in muriatic acid. Fatigued with the tediousness of this

method, and despairing of an accurate result from the great

number of succcrssive solutions, I abandoned it altogethe/,

and adopted the following method, much more expeditious

and equally precise.

. From a mass of flu or spar, which I had ascertained to

contain no sensible portion of foreign matter, t separated

100 grains, which 1 reduced to powder, and digested for

some hours in a platinum crucible, with rather more than

an ounce of pure concentrated sulphuric acid. The mix-

ture was then evaporated to dryness, and the crucible ex-

posed
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posed for an hour to a strong heat, in a wind furnace. To
ensure the complete decomposition of the flnor, the mass

was reduced ta powder, and treated a second time in the

»ame manner with {mother ounce of sulphuric acid. The save 15^ 6 of

residue, which was white with a sli<^ht shade of red, proved
s"lp^ateof

on examination, to be pure sulphate of lime. It weighed
'

156-6 t4rain>.

No*v, it has been ascertained by the most careful experi- consequemly
ments, that sulphate of lime, thus violently heated, con- contained

tains 43 per cent of lime. Of consequence, the whole 67 34 grs of

quantity of lime in 156-6 grains of sulphate is 67*34 grains.
^*''"^^>

This is obviously the whole lime contained in 100 grains of

fluor spar ; and since that mineral contains no sensible por-
tion of water, the remainder of the 100 must be fluoric

acid. Hence flnate of lime is composed of.

Lime .' 67-34 aud 32-65 fta-

Fluoric acid 3 2-66 ont acid.

100-00

This result differs very materially from the analysis al-

luded to in the beginning of this paper, which makes the

amount of the acid in the same weight of spar, only l6

grains, and the lime 57 grains; the remaining 27 grains

being considered as water. Bat from the care with which

my experiment was conducted, I flatter myfelf, that the

result which it exhibits is verv near the truth*.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS
Mrw George Singer's course of Lectures on Electricity History and

and Electrochemistry will commence on the 7th of Febru- practice uf

ary, at the Scientific Ir^stitution, Prince's Street, Cavendish eiecUicity,

Square. They embrace not only all that has formerly been

done, but the most recent discoveries of Mr. Davy, and
Mr. De Luc's analysis of the Voltaic pile, an account of
which has appeared in the present and two preceding vo-

lumes of our Journal.
^

St. Thomas's and Guy\ Hospitals,
The Sj)ring Courses of Lectures at these adjoining Hos- Medical Lc<v

pitals will commence the bei;inning of February, as u^ual. tare*.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Mr. Moore's and Mr. Gsegor's communications were loo

late for the prcstnt number, but will appear in our next ; as

will Mrs. Ibbetson'son the corollas of flowers.

* Since the precedinjj paper was read, 1 h^ve seen an analysis of fiaor" The resnh

spar by K.laproth, iu the 4lh volume of his Beifrago, conducted in u very r.^rees viih
diffoent maimer from mine, but leading to alnibst ihe very same re' Klaproti^.

suit. He found fluate of lime composed of 67t Hmr, and S'-J j aciJ —
quantities '«hich coincide with miiia, wiitiin less «hari 1 per ten'..——
Nov 18U9:
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ARTICLE L

€n the Motion of Rockets both in Nonresisting and Resisting

Mediums. By W. Moore, Efq.

(Covtinuedfrom vol XXFIL, p. 285.^

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
Sir,

N iTjy last paper on Rockets I ascribed the invention of inYention of

those now used by the English to Colonel Congreve :—My "^""^^X f^ck"

asseition rests in the fact that this gentleman has been

rewarded by government for the discovery; and my bwn

conviction, that, anterior to such reward being granted,

VouXXVIil. No. 12d.—Mae. 1911. M a proper
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a proper enquiry could not but have been instituted con-

cerning his pretensions.

I herewith send you a further continuation of my essay

on the motion, &c. of these machines, which 1 hope will

be found worthy your acceptance ; »nd am.

Sir,

Your much obliged humble servant,

W. MOORE,

Royal Academijt Woolwich,

Jan. 1811.
'

Pjtop. IL

To determine the path of a rochet near the Earth^i surface^

neglecting the resistance of the atmosphere.

Path of a If during the time the rocket was on fire, the weight of
rocket in a

nonresistinj
the whole mass remained conftant, the path of the rocket

medium. would, by mechanics, be a straight line: but this being

not the case on account of the continual wasting of the

matter which feeds the flame of the rocket, the accelera-

tive force of the body will be different at every instant ;

and therefore, since the accelerative force of gravity (as we

will suppose) is constant to the height which rockets gene-

rally ascend, the rout of the rocket will consequently be a

curvilinear one.

Now, although gravity acts to impel the rocket from a

straight course, yet it does not hinder the same from arriving

at
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tt a line parallel to the direction in which that force it

exerted in the same time that it would have done by the

single action of its own impelling: force. Therefore, in or-

der to determine the curve which the rocket will describe

under the true circumstance of its motion, let us suppose
that if gravity had not acted, the rocket would have arrived

at C, Pi. V. fig. 1, in the line of its first direction A C in

he time t. Then in this case we shall have (Prop. 1.) the

b c
tpace described in the time ^, namely A C zz x zz x

Sam

Or multiplying by --—
(zz suppose Q) and calling the

coefficients of the several terms of the series A, B, C, &c. ;

it will be Q x iz i* + A <^ + B i* + C f
» + D <• +

&c. ; which reverted into a series of jc is I
~ Q ^ *

L^H^. Q ,?
8

. Q ^ x* 4- &c.) ; the time of describ-

ing the distance x along A C from the commencement of

motion.

+ &c. -qi X
(x^^ 7-Q'

* +—i~^- ^ *' +
3 A B — 2 A* — C

Now C D (y) being the distance descended by gravity in

the same time ; we therefore get ^ V y (omitting the ^t) ^or

the time of the rocket's describing C D by the force of

gravity : and consequently \ \/ y zzQ* x ( ^*
^. 0=

5A*— 4B^^^xX + Q x'' 4- &c.
J

Hence, knowing the equation which subsists between

AC and C D the track which the rocket describes may bfr

drawn ; for it will only be necessary to give some value to

X in order to determine the corresponding value of y, and
to lay off this upon C D drawn perpendicular to A B,

I
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and thqs finding several point? of the curve, tbc curt«

itself may be described .

We have here supposed, gravity to act in parallel lines,

wl^ich 16 not strictly true ; but the distance to which a

xoci^et ranges on the earth's surface being 8o very amall

compared with its circumference, the errour arising from the

contrary supposition will iu>t iu any material degree affect

<^ur conqlusiono.

pnop. in.

Tq find the velocity of th^ rocket in the curve at any given

instant.

Velocity of a In the preceding diagranv let A C n x, and A D rz r being
rocket at any ^he space described by the rocket in the time t : Then call-
giYcu time.

ing the velocity at C f— 6 X hyp. log. (Prop. 1.)

V ; the velocity at D, in the curve, will be expressed genie-

rally by ~t— , following from the laws for the resolution of

motion. Now by the laws of falling bodies in vacuo C D
r:

g" I* : and putting A: and / for the natural sine and co-sine

(to rad. 1.) of the angle C A B of projection ; we shall

have A B =: / x, C B n A: x, and D B (the ordinate of

the curve) -zzk x^-g t"^. Therefore k zz ((Jc x — 1g t f)*

+1-^ and M= y^ =
('lil±iii^l£££il)i

X V. Again by the theory of variable motions x

zz V / . Consequently r — I !—-—
:

-2 '- \

X V =
(^V*

/* + (/b V ^ <2g <*)y
-
Q^h*

X (hyp. log.

—^—y +
(/t

6 X hyp. log.
—^ 2 ^ ^'iV

the velocity of the rocket at D ; which wants no correction :

because whtn v n o, / z: o, and the whole vanishes .

tkerefore
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therefore* =: (l^ b* X (hyp. log:.

" ^
) 4-^4

\ \ ° am— cty
o m x, N't

When the angle of projection is go*, / z= 0, and A =r 1 :

therefore v in this case will be 6 X hyp. loj^.
—^ am — c t

t g t ; as determined in Prop. 1 : and when A ir 0, or the

action of gravity is 0, the velocity of the rocket in its rectili-

near path is 6 X hyp. log. which agrees vrith what

has already been observed.

Prop. IV.

To find the horizontal ravge of the rocket, having the

angle of elevation of the engine, and the time the rocket

is on fire given.

Let D, fig. 2. be the place of the rocket when all the Horizontal
^'ild-fire it contains is just exhausted ; and C Wjand C n range of a

the measures of the velocities of the rocket in the directions
^°^^^'*

A C and D I, the latter of which is a tangent to the curve

at D : then by trig. sin. Z C n ?« (= w C JB
—

I D B) z=

Cm • ^ rf^
C »i

77— X sm. Z C win z= -— X co-sin, of the angle ofC n L>n *

V^l at C
elevation of the engine

-
^.^^' ^^ ^ ^ co-sin. of the Z

CAB. Whence calling the velocities at C atid D, V and
V (computed from the 3 Prop.) we have sin. Z I D B =
V— y co-sm. Z C A B. Since, then, we have found the

Z I D B, it will be easy to determine that part of the range
denoted by B L. For the curve from D being a parabola

D H z= , and V E =: -~— ^from the laws of proiec-

tiles in vacuo) ; where 5 and u represent the sin. and co-sin.

of the Z I D H = Z i D B — 90" ; consequently V :f =
VE + EFziVE + DBzz ll-!l + kx-^gt^ ; whereof

X i« given by the first proposition.

Again,
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Again, by the nature of the parabola V E : V F : ; E H«

:FL« zz^^l^ ^('IJ^l+kx^gtA', and F Lit

^ ^(V""*"
^^ "~

5^''0
Whence A L the entire

range (:rFL+ B F + AB) =: ^(^^ + A;x—^/'V

+ •\- I X which vras required.

For an example in numbers : suppose the engine from

whence the rocket is thrown to make an angle with the

horizon zi 45° : and let all other things remain as in the first

proposition. Then w, the velocity of the rocket in the

curve at the end of its burning n (/« Z)^ x (hyp. log.

m
m

Vx
(^A:Z»4-Hyp. og. J^^— 6^yy= v/ 4479024

+ 4080400 zz -v/8559424 zz 2925*6 ; and sine angle I DB
=— X co-sin. Z C A B = 2993

X co-sin. Z C A B
2925-0

= 134* 6' 38". Whence angle I D H =z 44* 6 38"; the

Tjat. sin. and CO - sin. of which are '6960172 and '7180251

rz ^and w respectively : and the values of the letters in the

above expression for the range collectively qreas under.

Whence the range itself is

readily found zi 273116-2$
feetor 51*72657 miles.

s
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the time of its burnings and the weight and dimensions of

the rocket ; to find the height to which it will rise in the at-

mosphere if thrown perpendicularly, and aho the velocity

acquired at the end of that time ; the law of resistance being

supposed to vary directly as the square of the velocity; and

the lamincE of the composition to fire uniformly and to burn

parallel to the rocket's base.

Put w =: weight of the case of the rocket and head

c = weight of the whole quantity of matter with

which it is filled

a zz time in which the same i$ consuming itself uni-

formly
n zz 230 ozs.

s zz 1000

d — diameter of the rocket's base -B

x z= P D the space the rocket describes in the

time t

V zz the acquired velocity in that time

Rz: the resistance of the air to the rocket when mov-

ing with a velocity of 6 feet per second

Rw*
Then 6* : «* : : R :

-rj-
the resistance at D; and conse-

quently* wed*— (m ) Tj^- (see Prop, 1) will be

the motive force of the rocket at D in this case ; and

i ——-^ 1 the accelerative force. Therefore
[am'^ct)b^

^. {*ned*6*—Ri;*) 2^a/* ^ ..= 2g/. =
l~ZTl)b^

2g.;orput-

ting <2ag'Ksned b'^zzhy ^ag^—k, am 6* z: /and c6*

, ,. , . ht —kv^i . J , .

:=/!, we shall have a; — — 2 ^/ ; and / v—p t v
I —— p t

=z ht — A; i;* /'— 2 ^ / f
'

+ 2gp tt'; and further, putting

h-^^gl zzq to render the expression as simple as possi-

ble. It will be /«w— pt*v
— qi \- kv"^ t -\- ^gptt'zzo;

where r may be determined in terms of t as follows ;

Assume v = A f + B <* + C t^ + D < + E <* -f &c. :

then making t'z^ 1 ; we have v = A -f 2 B * -f 3 C <* +
4D

167
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4 D <* + 6 E '* + &c. : and substituting these in the {-ven

equation it becomes as below ; namely,

16 =:/A4-2/B<i-3/C/*-f 4/D/*4-5/Ec'*-f &c.
—^J<v=: — p A/ — 2pBi^— SpCt^— 4/) D/*—. &c.

—qt^^q
* v*i = — * A* I*~2A- ABi»— (2 A C + B*)

2gptzz <lgpt

By adding which we evidently obtain

o zz o o 6

Whence, equating the homologous terms, to find the

quantities A, B, C, &c. they become

A=l
_ pq^2 gpl^

i7^

_ p*q^2gp''l+kg*

T\ -^ P^9 — 2qp^l-\-Qkpq*— Zgkpql

_ ^5kp*q*'^52gkp^ql-{-Sk^q^+\2g^kl*p*-\'\2p*q'^24lp*q

&c. &c.

Therefore the fluent required \svzi-rt 4-
^

-? / ^U^4-

p*q^2glp^+kq* p^q-^<llp^q-\-okpq^~^<2^klpq
^^

t + —
1 +

35fepV~32jrA;p^<jr/-f 8A:^9H-12ff*A;/V*+12j0^y—24/p^7

l'-4- &c. And hence the space x is readily found zz— t^-\-
2 »

pq— ^glp ^f . p''q
—

^glp'''\- kq''^^^ p^q^ <2lp^q-\-<2kpq*

i —-^*' + &c. ; where, making tZ2a\n both expres-

sions, the values of t> and x as required by the proposition
will be determined.

Scholium.
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Scholium.

In this solution, the resistance of the air to the rocket's Schotiura.

motion ^s supposed to vary directly as the square of the ve-

locity ; an hypothesis which experiments disprove when ap-

plied to military projectiles with cannon balls: but it is to

be apprehended, that in the motion of rockets the deviation

from this law is scarcely to be regarded, since, what lakes

place in the flight of shot and shf;!ls to violate it, is in a

great Pleasure obviateJ i:. the rockets, by the extreme heat

of the flame that rushes iVom them; this rarifying the am*

bient air promotes the motion of the particles striking

the head of the rocket towards its hinder parts; and

since it is only the immediate motions of such particles

backwards that can cause the law to obtain (for it would

obtain correctly, if, after the impact of the particles they
had no power to impel others lying before them, but either

glided off from the surface struck, or had their force anni-

hilated by it at the moment of striking) it is to be expected
that the conclusions here brought out which are grounded
on this law of resistance, will be found to agree pretty cor-

rectly with the results determined from experiment.
But if they should not, let then the law of resistance be

as the nth power 6f the velocity ; and the method of solu-

tion will remain precisely the same as before. For it is

only the fourth equation in the preceding process, namely*
k d" t'

— &c, that will vary or become aftected by any devi-

ation from the law we have assumed ; and therefore when
this shall have been settled by experiment {the only way
in which it ever can be settled), and the absolute resistance

determined in any one case of velocity, and the real strength
©f the rocket composition ascertained ; then, and not till

then, shall we be able to off*er any unerring rules to the mili-

tary practitioner.

lU
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]>i«Mclkm of

II.

The h^atttifi'f Tint of Fhivers acquired by the same Mfuns
that paint the Rainboio. In a Letter from Mrs, Ag^^
Ibbetson.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
Sir,

S I mean to dedicate the present year to the consider-

rtic eoioUa of titJon of the interior of plants in general, 1 cannot better

•awfits.
>jegin it, than by givin<^ to the? public the dissection of the

corolla offiowers, a subject in itself so very curious, that I

scarcely know any in botany (where utility is not concerned)

that more merits the attention of the inquisitive. By taking

the petal of each different sort of flower, and splitting it,

drawing off the upper and under skins, &nd leaving only

the pabulum or middle part to be examined singly, and

then magnifying each skin alternately, the most exact

result 18 gained ; which 1 shall now lay before you. j.

lV4ak ./ ff(
"^^^^ petals of flowers owe none of their beauty to the co-

•is. derive their lour that paints them, which is, when drawn off, dull and
Ve«»ry ftom

^e^d:'. i)or do they owe their brilliant tints to the skin that
t«e a^jueous

-^

I»itk4e& m covers them : but the greatest part of their loveliness is de-

jiabulunn. j-jy^^j {^otn the buhhles of waff^Vy that compose their pabu-
lum. Receiving the sun's rays they are enlivened and

brightened by the reflection and refraction, from those

drops of vtater, and from that spot of light seen in every

bubble of water, and striklni!^ to the focus underneath them ;

by which means the whole flower would at times be a blaze

of light, had not nature, to soften it, covered the petal

with an upper and under skin, which curtails their dia-

znoudhke rays, and leaves them only a lightness and beauty
unequalled. Uncovered they would resemble the rainbow

farmed by the same means (though coloured by the division

of light) : but, shaded as they are with a gauselike matter,

tbey acquire a more chastened tint, and are equally delight-

fttl, without being oppressive to the sight. It must be re-

«;ieHjbered, that I treat anly of flowers which have regulaf

petals.
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petals, and touch not on the cryptogamiae, or any that pOi-

ses8 not those direct parts-

Taking the corolla of flowers in this strict sense, they Five >iniis. of

may be divided into live different sorts: the thin petal, such <^°'o^^*-

as the rosa ; the n»oist petal as found in the hyacinthu9 \ the

velvet denoted by the viola tricolor^ and sweet scabious ;

the thick petal by the magnolia and lilium ; and lastly, the

everlasting-, by the xerHnthemum.

The petals of most flowers differ from leaves in many re- petal» differ

gpects, but particularly in one essential point; in leaves the from leaves im

1 1 .
• .J J .u 1 / r *u ''^eir colour

coloured part is within, and the upper skm (even ot the ^ej,j_ externals

darkest leaves) is white ; but in flowers, the coloured part

is without, and the white is within ; for almost every flower

(the orange excepted) have their pabulum or interior

white.

Most thin petals (which I shall first describe), have, like
jj^j^^ ^^j^

the rose, when its upper surface is peeled off and examined, j, ^

an extremely thin skin, in which are tiny bladders of pink

liquid, woven in a sort of gauselike texture. But when

this is taken off, it displays a pabulum of white or rather

water bubbles, to which nature, (to lessen the brightness,)

has added two circular white lines, which give a tenderness

to the pink impossible to describe. The common violet is ^,
- , .

, .111 ,
The common

Tormeu in the same manner; but the darker colour and violet.

thicker skin lesssen the sparkling of the water.

To prove that bubbles of water are the cause of the
£xp«?r5mem to

beauty that flowers generally transmit, either in vivid flashes, show how

or tender tints, to the retina; take the dullest colour that "'"^'\'^?^°"''*,
are brightened

was ever painted, and, tilling a small glass bubble with wa- by the sun's

ter, let the rays of the sun fall through it on the colour, '^^^ transmit.

and it will become the brightest and most beautiful imar water,

ginable; and exactly resemble the tint of flowers. It was

this discovery, that made me more than live years ago dedi-

cate a whole summer to dissecting the petals of flowers,

which I suspected to be beautilied and enlivened by water,

I then proved my ideas were just, that their tints were

formed by colours transmitted through water, and like

clouds and the rainbow owed their perfection to this cause ;

but 1 bhall recur to this subject at the conclusion of my
letter.

Ti»«

I
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Moi*t petal. The second or moist petal is so filled with water, that \l

only excites our astonishment how such a thin gauselikc
matter can contain such a quantity of liquor; and yet the

flower reposes on the iiand without wj^tiing it. No person
can expmine it, and not see that it owes its sparkling ap-

pearance to the water it contains ; for when we look at it in

the sun, it almost daz2l^s the eyes. When I said that

flowers owed the beauty of their tints to the bubbles, 1 did

not mean all their cbarnas: there are other arts by which

they shine, and well deserve that encomium our blessed

I_K>rd bestowed :
" not Solomon in all his glory was arrayed

like one of these."

VeWet petal. Thfc velvet petal I was long discovering the formation of.

I saw it differed from every other, yet could not understand

how, as it was evidently in the upper surface ; for when thi»

vras taken off, its pabulum resembled that of the rose : but

putting it a little sideways in the solar microscope, I soon

Its structure. f<>und out the secret. A vessel extremely diminutive is car-

ried up and down in a scallop, as at a a, PI. V, fig. 10, and

each of the upper points divided. Why this produces such

extreme softness, it would be very curious to inquire. The
fact however is certain ; it is by this means we make velvet,

chenille, &c, ; it is this that causes such extreme softness in

feathers in general ; in miniature painting it is this makes a

•trokc so much softer than a dot; and is it not the down on

the cheek of beauty, which gives so exquisite a softness,

that paint must directly destroy ? 1« is that the ray of light,

instead of being repelled or absorbed, is reflected down the

scallop, and therefore declines by degrees? It is curious

that our method of making velvet should be precisely the

same by which these flowers are formed, so that the study-

ing of nature would have taught us that art. But how

many secrets may she not teach, if she was pursued with

aridity! To proceed, this scallop is found in every flower,

which has this velvetty appearance, though in some it is

deeper, in others less deep, and therefore not so soft: still

it is always a scallop.

Tliick petal.
The next petal I am to explain is th^ thick. It is com-

posed of a thick but double surface skin; the pabulum

having fourteen or sixteen layers of extremely diminutive

round
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round bubbles, placed in rows. If the sun falls on the

magnolia, when the surface is taken off, it will shine like so

many little stars. Sometimes the upper skin is in round

bladders, sometimes long; but the former produces the

most brilliant appearance. These thick flowers always def-

ray the soonest, as the little water they contain is quickly

evaporated.

The everlasting in its name declares its nature. Unlike Everlastinf

all the rest, it retains a part of its beauty, and owes it to its

being coloured by a powder, instead of water, I found

little else in the bubbles, which are long, and have a very

thin pabulum. But to show, that some of our flowers may
owe their beauty to other contrivances beside water, I shall

name a plant common in the fields, which greatly adorn*

them, and is known by the vulgar name of butterflower, the

ranunculus. The petals appear to be varnished; but this

arises from a powder, which exactly resembles calcined

magnesia, and lies between the pabulum and njjper skin.

This is easily proved to be the cause of its shining appear-
ance ; for in the claw there is no white powder, nor is ther«

any varnish. The powder in the everlasting flowers is pro-

bably formed in ihe same manner, and of the same nature*

which will account for their not decaying: though the ra-

nunculus does not last, because the pabulum under th«

white powder is full of water, which is not the case with the

everlastings.

1 shall next describe the means by which these thin trans- Manner in

parent flimsy bodies are sustained and strengthened, so as
^^ sup^porrSi Jt

to bear much pressure, and to preserve their elegant shapes strengthened,

often in spite of wind and rain. In describing the forma-

tion of leaves in a former letter, I mentioned two sorts o£

vessels belonging to them, the nourishhvg and spiral vesseis ^

they equally belong to the corolla, and enter it up the claw

of the petals, the latter forming always the middle stroke^

while the noui'isinng vessels adorn each side: see PI.,VI,

fig. 1. It is a beautiful provision of nature, that those mu*-

cles that serve to turn, to open and shut the flower, iu short»

to manage it in every way, should also be its means o^

Rtrengtli ; for the spiral vesseU being in their cases very sti^

and itrong, «»lten compared to a petal, certainly 9€rv« tlii»

doublet •
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^dtbuble purpose: and it is curious, that in some petals (the

thick for example) where the thickness supplies the place

of support, the spiral wires are often found without a case.

It is in watching these little minute circumstances we come

at the secrets of nature; for when we place her in unnatural

situations, to understand her intentions, we only draw con-

clusions to deceive ourselves. No one would for a moment
i doubt, that these spiral wires governed the petals, who

would watch them for hours as I have done for days toge-

ther. I have seen a flower suddenly contract its muscles,

even before the rest of- the corolla could obey the motion;

seen a sudden cold air draw them to breaking; or seen them,

expand with a hot sun, or on being breathed upon, till they

Muscles of could no longer obey any impulse. I know not any better

lowers, means to show their muscles, than exposing flowers either to

a very hot fire or an icehouse ; both extremes act equally. The
moment they contract with violence, so that each muscle is

seen through its cover; then relaxing at once, they hang like

mere wet rag, having neither form nor strength, and decay

directly. On examining a dying flower, it will be found,

that it is the muscles which draw the petal together, and

not the skin. I know no better flowers for showing the

power of the spiral wire, than the deadelphian tribe. The
art with whirh the banner of all peaflowers is contrived has

always excited my admiration. How admirable the manage-
ment! and when, as in the visia faba, the case would not

be strong enough to distend it, there is formed a double

and treble layer of vessels, which form a strengthening piece

for the whole, and which the case surrounds. Observe the

strength of the keel, when the finger is passed over it; how

admirably it is contrived to withstand both wind and rain,

and to form a hollow in which the stamens and pistil are

sheltered from every danger. Who can examine the wing;*

of the lathyrus, and not be struck with astonishment at the

art it betrays ? how much thinking would it cost a mechaiiic,

to invent such a contrivance ! and how poor, how coarse,

would his execution have been 1 Can any person see wit!^^^

out admiration the petals of the iris susiana, and the ele-

gance of tho^e folds ? But I should never have done if I

expatiated on all the forms and shapes I have so often con-
•

l«iinplated with delight, and dissected for the sake of ad-

toirinff
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tniring the conldvanceof the whole: it is only to be con^

ceived when seen. But to my dear countrywomen in parti-

cular 1 would recommend such employment : I am most

anxious to interest and excite to study those of my own sex,

who ure still ignorant how much pleasure is attached to the

developement of the human mind. The e contemplation*

are not puerile, as many may think; they apeak to the

heart.

Let me now turn to the rainbow, and endeavour to show jronnation «^

how exact the resemblance is. It would be superfluous the rainbow

here to enter into a detail of the manner in which the rain-
colounnfi«^*

bow is formed by the refraction and reflection of the solar flowers,

tay8 by drops of water ; and since we know this to be the

lase, what should prevent flowers, farmed of little else from

receiving part of their hues by this means, while the colour

given them is increased and embellished by the water it in

seen through, and the sparkling light, which passes into

most petals and adds to their beauty ? To try the efl^ect I

got a quantity of extremely small glass bubbles of water

blown for me, and placed them as in a petal
—in rows. AU

though infinitely larger, yet they appeared a petal extremely

magnified. I then covered them with a gauze, painted to

represent the flower, and truly did it imitate the sort of

brightness and brilliancy it was intended to represent.
In the Jacobean lily the surface is formed of an extremely Jacobwn !Uy-

thin skin of red liquid, but the pabulum is composed
of round bubbles of yellow water, which together appear

orange; but what causes that fiery bright spark, which ani-

mates the whole ? the prismatic scarlet, which proceeds
from that point of light the circular ball always gives, and
which sparkling, has puzzled so many botanists? This is

easy to be seen when the upper surface is taken ofl'; for

it then really dazzles the eyes. What causes the orange L,]y and
tint in the lily of that colour, or the crown-imperial? Its cf<^wa-imp»v

first skin is red, and its next green. I appeal to any painter
*^ '

to say, whether these will make orange? and yet the flower

is truly so. What causes that exquisite tint of green \u

the andromeda pulverulenta, for the upper skiu and pabu»
lura are all white ? probably here it is reflection, which it

•ften is, at the bottom of a flower, ox the deepening of a bud*

The .
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The bud alters not its colour, but its situation is^hanijed,
r:\intsnotto and much will depend on this. How many times have I

ffOfnthe"iuices
^^*^^^ ^^^ ^ *^"^ >" ^ flower, and found nothing in the least

«f flow SIS. to resemble it? 1 was once extremely fond of painting,

and sought in flowers for colours their beauty tempted me
to think I should find. But how mistaken I was ! I ac-

cused my own awkwardness; but, after many trials, wai

assured, that the deception was in the flower, which owed

little of its beauty to the liquid that inflated it, on the con-

trary I was then convinced I must seek for the cause elsewhere,
• for in no one instance did the liquid of the flower serve

even to stain the paper of the same colour as the flower;

and when used, some chemical aid, some process to brighten
and preserve, must be resorted to; for it is always dull and

poor, so that no one could guess its origin ; a proof, that the

flowers owed not their beauty to the liquid colour, but to

Changes in something that aided and enlivened it. And drying flow-
flowers when ^^B 1 what things are they when done? they are not only

bad in themselves, but of the most fatal consequence to

botany, where flowers are consulted; fOr they change their

colours, get hairy, and undergo many more alterations,

which deceive, and cause the most unpleasant mistakes.

Sxnell of flow- As to the scent in flowers, it is very easy to trace their

contained in secretions, being in bladders, and always divided from the

bUd^ers, Other juices (as in leaves). They are generally fixed be-

tween the upper skin and pabulum ; though in some few

flowers (as in the geranium) they are to be found in the

scallop of the petal. The scent is in every flower an oil,

and must be extremely strong, when such diminutive blad-

ders can so perfume the air ; if we could gain it pure, it

which have would not want any chemical aid to strengthen it. It was

foTlarfi'po^es"
^^^« bladders that used to be taken for the largest pores

in flowers.

Difference be- I have now given a short sketch of corollas in general,
tweenperspira- j |^ jj ^^^^^ therefore by a few observations on the porestiou and eva- • ^

poratioo. observed in flowers ; and endeavour to show the extreme

difference in botany between the two terms perspiration

and evaporation. If I had published this letter two years

ago, which I was on the point of doing, I should have

Twoiomof **i<^> *s all the botanists do, that there were two sorts of

poreu
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p<Mi*e<»
ii» flowers. But I have now too deeply studied the pores ?up^jo««il

um to- be lou-er deceived. There are certuinly none. ^[^
"°^'^'^» ^"*

either lai*^e or small, above or belbw the petal. ^I'ake the
Rose leaf c-j-

pHtal of a rose, and, drawing ott' the upper siiriace, divest- Tered wuh a

iiij^-
it of as much pabulum aa possible, lay it on your iiuger, ^,ij"*g'"f

**

the under part uppermost; with a clean soft rafj rub the por«8,

part as long as you see any mark; and then place it on

the
i^lass of the microscope. If, on being magnified, it

shows any black pieces, rub it again, and they will all dis-

appear; and you will iind its pinholes were merely the

impression of the apertures in the pabulum, which showed

through a skin of such extreme fineness, that it can be

compared only to gold beaters bkin; and that the surface

of the petdils is formed of this, and extremely thin pink
coloured bhnklers, in which no pores are to be found,

that are visible even with the solar microscope. Du Harael found also oa

ihouMit he had found this sort of /slvin on the inside of the *^^ ".^^\^^" ?^
• II' T 1-' i*' 1- the rmd 01

rmd ot trees and all plants: I pefore proved his conjecture tree? and

true in this respect; which put an end to the possibility of P'^"^*»

branches and stems perspiring ; but I had no idea I should

fjfid this skin in flawiers. 1 have now in my sliders thirteen andapparentif

sorts of this skiiij' which keeps well, taken from suchdifter- *^" all flow ei».

rent orders antl classes of flowers, that I must believe it iit

universal in all. Perhaps, but for this skin, these thin and

flimsy flowers would never be able to bear any heat^ and

the water in them would directly evaporate. It is very as-'

tonishing to consider how it can be preserved in such delicate

shapes. That there are airholes I do not in the least doubt. But it hai

though they cannot be perceived; for we have proof, that auhoiei.

vapour constantly escapes : but certainly no water, for a

fluid requires a much larger aperture. Therefore in flow-

ers perspiration and their imbibing the dew drops are both

mistakes. I have no doubt the hairs carry water, and the

dew, to the interior of the petal ; but, that no water can pass

through the skin, which I have just described, I have th«

most positive proof.

Flowers give out no oxigen, but yield a great deal of Flowert yield

other air, of so bad a quality that no candle can barn in it,
"c» "^ '?<*""•

J***'/ 7 . . .

^" aaotic kir

mid which does not diminish nitrous acid. It is howevci cunt.unu:t;

extremely moist ; and in the varioui trials I hava made, to
"^"'^^^ moat-

Vol. XXVUI—Maivch, i6ll. N eaJwavour
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endeavour to ascertain the quantity of mcisture ibrmtcl In

tins vapour, wljich plants constantly yield, I have always
been foiled, from the quickness of the evaporation. 1»

weighing- leaves, I fold them in blottinij paper, first ascer-

taining its weight: but though the leaves have often lost

near oiie thirtieth of their weight in two hours, yet the paper
has scarce gained one third of that thirtieth : which, consi-

dering the dilTerent weight of air and water, is nothing,
and certainly less infinitely than the moisture in that vapour,

?!ants yield That plants yield vapour only, and that the moisture is

7apour on y.
^.^^^^ difficult to be separated from the air, is easily proved,

by the method in which it is generally received. Put a plant
fresh out of the ground, first wiping of tlie watery crypto-

gamiae that may grow on it, and place it under a bell glass,

and in an hour or two it will cover the interior with dew :

but leave an opening in any part not so big as a sixpence,

and no moisture will be found. Why is this ? because in

the first pk;ce, the air being pressed by the quantity of

oxigen that pours from the plant, is by this pressure forced

to give out its moisture ; and the fluid, being detached from

the air, is attracted by the glass, to which it has great

affinity. But when the oxigen vapour has the power to

escape, not being pressed, it retains its moisture, and both

leave the'glass in the same condition in which they quitted

thej'pores. Sol found it in weighing the leaves, which I

have tried in every manner possible: the blotting jjaper was

not pressure sufficient to detach the moisture, and the paper

absorbed but little, though the leaves had evidently lost so

much vapour.

Plants do not ^^ former letters I endeavoured to show, that the

peripire. watery cryptogamise and the vapour just mentioned were

taken for the perspiration of plants : every trial, every

year's study, convince me still more of this truth : that

plants do not perspire. That they yield a quantity of va-

pour, I never doubted—but who, that has ever dissected or

studied plants, can confound the terms of perspiration

and evaporatioji together, in botany at least ? Perspiration

is the iiisuing of water from pores formed for the pur-^

pose. It was said by all the advocates of perspiration, to be»

accekrated by heat, retarded by cold, and ascertained*
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by measurement : whereas eraporation is air and waterijiixed,

issuing from pores so very diminutive, that no eye, even

aided by the.^olar microscope, can see tliem. It can nei-

ther ie accrelerated, nor retarded ; nor can it be ascertained,

^since*tt4isaijpears as fast as it is collected for the purpose).

1 before showed what the watery cryptogamiae were, by Watery cryo-

drawings of many plants of the sort; nourished by the togamiat al-

d'ews of the atmosphere ; and 1 think it will be granted me, ^J^ ^jj"
that perspiration could not have stalks, whicb most of

these watery bubbles have. It is curious they should

always turn milk-white.

Flowers in hot climates (at least most of them) are thick Adaptation of

in the petal, probably to <juard the muscles from heat. To P'^"^^ ^^ ^^e

i)1hc6s where
trace the effect of heat and cold in plants, to trace different they are to

climates in their productions, is the most delightful study ;8^'^^*

and one congenial to this, my present employment. Who
can dissect the betula, and not be assured it is formed to

endure the extremities of cold ? Formed of 14 or l6 sepa-

rate rinds (not barks) something like the skin I have before

described, with a powder between each, how could frost

approach it ? Who can dissect the water lily with its large

ftnd prpminent air vessels fluted, and with vacuities ma- '

naged like the fish either to raise it in water or depress it,

and not be sure it is formed to live in that element? Who
can dissect the boletus, formed like a sponge, and guarded
in its interior, without seeing it is to grow in caverns and

underground ? or the ^x/r^me alpine plants, with their watery
and open vessels, that they want little more than the dews

of the atmosphere, and are not to depend on their rocky

heights for food? But it is impossible long to dissect

plants, and not see there are certain marks and indications,

that give proof of all this,

I am, Sir,

Your obliged servant,

AGNES IBBETSON.

Eji-planalion of the Piatis,

Plate V. figs. 3, 4.—Rose pejtal : %, 3, Ppiper skip,

pink; fig. 4, pabulum, wl»ite.

XV -3 Fieri. ^,
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Figs. 5, 6.—Violet petal: lig. 5, upper skin, purple ; fig#

6, pabulum, white.

Figs. 7, 8, f).
—Crown-imperial and orange lily i: fij;. 7,

first skin red ; next, fij^. 8, tlie net, green ; and nnd'er^^eath,

fi]j. 9, the pabulum of a dirty yellow white ; which tp^^ethej:

make the flower of a beautiful rich orang;e,
"

Figs. 10, 11.—Jacobean lily : fig. 10, the upper skia,

red ; fig. 11, pabulum, yellow bubbles, imparting its Jiery
tint from the divifion of light in them.

Fig, 12.—The heartsease, cut in thickness to show the

rows at top and bottom of the petal.

Fig. 13.—The thick magnolia petal, cut in thickness,

but not so much magnified.

Fig. 14.—Everlasting flower cut in thickness.

P/a^eVl,fig. 1,—'The banner of the bean flower, x .t

'spiral vessels.

Fig. 2.—A case holding the spiral vessels, with the nou-

rishing vessels at the side.
'

Fig. 3.—Petal of the rose.

Fig. 4.—-Wing of the lathyris flower.

Fig. 5.—Keel of a lathyris, x spiral vessels.

III.

Analysis of a Soil containing free Muriatic Acid, and

Muriates of Soda, Lime, Alumine, Magnesia, and Man'

ganese, jBy fAeiiet). William Gregok.. Communicated

hj the Author*

Saline matter /j^S I was passing through a lane, in my neighbourhood,

some months ago, I was struck with the appearance of

some saline matter on the soil, which formed the base of a

hedge. This soil was what agriculturists, I presume,

ort a compact would denominate " a compact yellow loam."—It was not

yallow loam. « j^arf^ ground''' ',
for the road had been evidently cut

Situation. through it.—The spot is situate in the middle of a hill, of

gradual ascent, in the parish of Merther, in the county of

Cornwall, about a quarter of a mile from the river, wliich

flows through Tfessilian bridge, which is a tide river. But,
-

- if
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if we may jnclge from circumstances of situation, this soil

is removed beyond the reach of any direct or assignable

influence, which the river can have upon it. I collected a

sufficient quantity of this soil with a view of examining it

at my leisure.

It lias a peculiar smell—distilled water, tliat had stood Treated with

upon soaie of it in the cold^ instantly reddened litmus paper.
^° * water,

I extracted all that was soluble in this soil by distilled wa-

ter. A portion of this solution was gradually evaporated in and partof th«

a retort: what came over into the receiver, examined from "o^"^'"" eva-

11 -It f pt>''ated,
tmie to time, proved to be pure water, untd the contents ot

the retort were reduced to a small compass, and bei^an to

assume a thick consistence: then the fluid, which distilled
yielded muri-

orer, acquired the properties of an acid. And the modes atic acid.

of proof usually resorted to announced the acid to be the

muriatic.

The common reaoents, employed upon another portion Tests indicat-

of this solution, indicated the presence of the sulphuric ^\
^
T^^""

. , plmnc acid,
and the muriatic acids, of lime and of some other earth or lime and other

earths, and of the oxide of some me^al. For liquid ^^r'^^s, and

1 • •
an oxide.

prussiate of potash, when dropped into it, caused an abun-

ds^pt greeniih white precipitate ; and spirituous tincture

of galls, after a time, produced a turbldness, and a green-
ish gray matter was deposited.

The solution is, at first, colourless and transparent: if

it be evaporated, it gradually contracts a brownish hue:

and vegetable extractive matter is deposited on the sides of Veg^etable ex*

the vessel. Sulphate of lime is first separated. When this
pf^^j^ ofiime

substance has ceiised to be produced, beautiful crystals of

muriate of soda make their appearance: when these, by muriate of

farther evaporation, have been exhausted, the remaining'
fluid cannot be brought to ]>roduce any other crystallized

salt. It has a brownish tint, its transparency is in some

measure impaired, and it strongly reddens paper stained

blue by litmus.

'If some of the solution be evaporated nearly to dryness. The sokition

alcohol digested upon the mass separates sulphate of lime f^'i*P"'»'e'^>

and muriate of soda. What the alcohol has dissolved con- :,ddcd.

fists of muriates, and vegetable extractive matter, for the

fluid is brownish. It strongly reddens litmus paper. .
*

If
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If this solution is mixed with water, and ammonia dropped
into it, an abundant brownish matter is thrown down ;

the clear decanted fluid, which is no longer rendered turbid

by ammonia, yields up a small quantity of lime to the

carbonate of ammonia. The matter, wliich auunonia has

precipitated, becomes dark brown by ignition. Various ex-

Oxide of periments prove, that it consists of the oxide of manganese,

mangancRc, jj^^j l_j^g eartlis alumina and masnesia. The sails, then,
alumine, and °

magnesia.
w nich this sod contains, appear to be sulphate of lime, and

ContentB of the respective muriates of soda^ ^limCy alumina^ magnesiay
the soil.

gjj^ manganese. It contains, also, r nriatic acid in a dis-

engaged state, and vegetable extractive matter.

Analysis to 1 wished to form some jud<(ment as to the quantity and

prononi'ons'^"^
relative proportion of these salts in a given portion of the

soil. With this view, I extracted all that was soluble by
distilled water in sixteen ounces of soil previously freed as

much as possble from stones. Tlie solution was gradually

evaporated, until no more sulphate of lime would appear.

It was washed with alcohol mixed with water, collei:ted and

dried it rz 13*76 grains. When, upon farther evaporation,

the muriate of soda ceased to crystallize, the fluid was

poured off", and the salt washed with alcohol. Upon evapo-

rating the alcohol mixed with water, a small quantity of

raviriate of soda was obtained. The whole quantity of mu-
riate of Soda amounted to 117*25 grains. What was poured
oif from the last salt obtained was added to the residuary

fluid : and ammonia vi'as dropped into it, as long as it pro-
duced any effect. The brownifli precipitate was catched

upon a filter. It required a much larger quantity of dis-

tilled water to edulcorate it sufficiently, than I could have

expeftcd. After exposure to a low red heat, it zn 13*8

grains
—carbonate of ammonia precipitated a small quantity

of lime from the remaining fluid. This carbonate of lime

was dissolved in muriatic acid ; and iu the state of dried

muriate it scarcely amounted to two grains.

Muriatic acid. Ihe fluid, thus freed from earthy and metallic substances

by the means of ammonia, was rendered slightly acid by

pure nitric acid, and assayed by liquid nitrate of silver.

The muriate of silver, which was precipitated, was sufiici-

^tly edulcorated. It was dried by being placed, during
jBeveral
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several hours, in a silver crvicihle upon heated iron. It rr

142*8 gvifuis, equivalent to Q-S '8 ©f muriatic acid.

The 13'S t^rains precipitated bj'-
ammonia were boiled to

dryness in a ley containing 20 grains of potash; and the

matter remaining in the silver crucible, whicli had resisted

the action of the potash, after exposure to a low red heat,
~ 8 jjniins.

What the potash had dissolved was separated by muriate Alumlne.

of ammonia from its solvent. .It was alumina^ and must

have amounted to 5*8 grains. The 8 grains of residuum

^bove mentioned became, by ignition, ofa dark brown colour.

Sulphuric- acid did not apparently net upon it, until a small

piece of sugar had been added. The sulphuric solution

was decomposed by perfectly saturated carbonate of am-

monia added to excess. After the precipitate thereby

produced had been separated by the filter, and sufficiently

edulcorated, phosphate of soda separated from the clear

fluid the tiiple salt of magnesia first noticed by Dr. VVol-

laston. it
—

3*9 grains, which, according to the calcula-

tion contained in Dr. Marcet's very inge-nious and scientific

analysis of the Brighton waters, indicate 0*74 of magnesia,

which reduces the remaining substance to 7 "-6 grains. It

had all the properties of manganese. What proportion of Manganese,

acid the muriates of alumina and manganese respectively

contain, has not, I believe, been accurately ascertained.

I should not have considered the facts above detailed as A^lmilar soil

,
ob-erved seva-

l)eing worthy of record, if I had not coupled them with ral ytarsa|;cx,

the recollection, that, several years ago, I had examined a

soil, which I have reason to think contained predse-y the

same saline iubstances as the subject of this letter. Muriate

of alumina is not, indeed, mentioned in my notes upon it,

out the results of the experiments which 1 then ujade agree

so exactly with what I have recently observed, that I hiive

not the least doubt, that muriate of alumina was present

also, with the other salts. 1 did not then detect it, as' iu

the then state of chemical means, it was not so easily disco-

verable. That soil contained also a free acid, and the muJ
riate of manganese, with the other suits, which I have be-

fore enumcriited. It differed, in one respect, from ffiat

which I lately examined: in haying a much larger quantity

of vegetable extractive matter mixed With it**" Tile *^pot

where
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feTcntcpn
irilw' distant

from this.

where that soil was found is about a mile tVom the town of

Helstone, and it is distant above seventeen miles, in a di-

rect line, from the spot described in this letter. It is po^si*

ble, that this sort of soil may frequently occur, although
it has, I believe, been unnoticed—the ()resence of a free

acid and the muriate of mant^anese romniunicate to it pro-

perties, by which it may be quickly and easily recog-

WILLIAM GREGOR.
Creed, Jan, l6, 1811.

An accurate

knowledge of

the oxides of

iron of great

injporlnnce in

chemistry.

and chemists

differ much on

the subject.

BerthoHet as-

serts, that ox-

igen may
combine «'Uh

a metal in any

proportion,
from the jni-

rniuim to the

Uiiixinriumt

IV.

Observations on the Oxides of Iron, with a Discussion of
their lKature\ hy Mr. J. H. IIjlssenfratz*.

JJlRON is the most useful of all metals ;
and is that which

is most generally met with in all the substances we know.

It is found in them either in the metallic slate, or com-

bined with oxigen. Chemists separate it in the state of

oxide in most of their analyses ; sometimes indeed they

obtain it in the metallic form, but in this case it always

retains a portion of the carbon employed in its reduction.

The proportion of oxigen combined with the iron before

and after analysis, in the oxide previously existing, or in

the oxide obtained, has long teen the subject of a dis-

cussion, which has occasioned errours in the estimations of

products, from the little agreement that has existed and

still exists among chemists.

The celebrated author of the Chemical Statics is per»

suaded,
" that the proportions of oxigen in metals may

vary progressively, from the limit at which combination

tirst becomes possible, to that at which it has attained its

highest degreef". 4 A chemist whose opinions are of great

weight, Proust„ endeavours to establish the principle, that

metallic oxides, and that of iron in particular, have but

* Annales de Chim. toI. LXIX, p. 113. For a vahiable paper on

this subject by Dr. T. Thomson, see our last volume, p. Si 5.

I Sutique che^i. torn. 11, p> 37j0.

two
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two degrees of oxidation ; one at a minimura, the other I*rOu»t, that
-. rri, II r J.-1 r ^ • there i« no

at a maximum*. ThenarcL known lor the accuracy of ois y^j^^ ^^^^ j^

experiments, asserts, that there are three sorts of oxides of these iwo pro-

iron ; the white, the green, and the redf. Z't'l^^At
Acoording to Berthollet,

" the oxidation of metals, and proportions

the properties of the oxides they form, depend on the f^/^^^""®»r r •' » but may be

Strength of their affinity for oxigen, their power of cohe- more than

«ion, their fusibility, their volatility, the degree of oxi-^^®*

dation they are capable of attaining in consequence Qf
Jcn]i«jeti

these qualities, the condensation the oxigen undergoes in

them, and the quantity of caloric it contains."

Now as the affinity of oxigen for metals, as well as their

cohesion, fusibility, and volatility, must vary in proportion

to the quantities of this substance already combined with

theui, it follows, that ** the coynhi7iation of oxigen (in metals)

7nay vary in them, and even indejinitely , from the point when,
tlie force of cohesion losing its })reponderance, oxidation

becomes poflible, to that point where it ceases to be so,

unless the mutual affinity of the two elements be assisted by
some other affinity, which extends the limit of oxidation

farther."

Proust deduces his two degrees of oxidation from the Argument? ^f

colour of the precipitates obtained in solutions of iron on

the addition of prussiates, alkalis, gallic acid, and hydro-

sulphurets.

Thoroughly saturated prussiate of potash precipitate!

from its solution iron at a nhinimum in the state of white

precipitate, which afterward becomes green ; and it preci-

pitates iron at a maximum in the state of blue prussiate.

Alkalis precipitate oxidulated iron from its solutions in a

green oxide, which gradually turns black : iron oxided at

a maximum they precipitate red : and when a solution con-

tains iron in both these states, the red is precipitated first,

and the black afterward.

Gallic acid produces no change in solutions of oxide oF

iron at a minimum; that which is at a maximum it preci-

pitates black.

Ann. de Chim. voK XXIll, p. 85,

jl*
Ann. de Chim. yoI. LVI, p. 57: or Journal, toI. XIV, p. SS4,

SuIphuretteiL
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Suphiiretted liidrogcn produces no effect on solutions of

iron at a minimum ; while fn doliitions where the iron is at

a maxinium oF OJcidation it is decomposHd, reducing the

iron to the state of oxidule.

lliose of Thenard distinguished these three kinds of oxides by the

action of alkalis, of gallic acid, and of prussiates, on solu-

tions of iron ; particularly on the solutions in sulphuric

acid.

Frotn their solutions in sulphuric acid alkalife precipitate

the oxide of iron at a iniuimiira white, the oxide at a me-

dium green, «nd the oxide at a maximum red. These

three oxides maty be separated in succession from a solution

irt which they are nhixed.

The gallic acid precipitates nothing from solutions of iron

oxided at a minimum ; from sohrtions in which the iron is

Oixided it a fftediam it throws dovtn a green gallaie ; from

that in which it is at a maximum a blnck gallate.

Lastly, the prussiates arc blue and green with iron oxided

At » minimum ; green and blueiah with that which is oxided

at a nnedium ; and blueish and blue with that which is at a

maximum.
Bti^holt ton- Mr, Bucholz having mfide some observations on the white

rard^^s white* ^^^^^ ^^ Mr. Thenard* J and attempted to maintain, that

oxide as a it was nothing but a combination of black oxide and sul-

subsulphatc,
pj^^-i^, ^cid ; the learned French chemist has pointed out a

which the lat-
pvocess, in a note published in the Bulletin des Sciences of

\erts. ^h^ Philoriiathic Societyf, by which the white oxide of iron

may be obtained pure, and freed from sulphuric acid,

llie pr.:>i>orii- The learned author of the Chemical Statics mentions

rot g^vcTby^^
none of the proportions of oxigen in oxide of iron. Indeed

Bertl.ollet, according to his principles he could have pointed out only

those of the two extreme terms, that at which the combi-

nation becomes possible, and that at which it attains the

highest degree ; but to make knowti these two proportions

\*e must be precisely acquainted with these two ex-

li'<*t1ies.

)»r Titnard* Thenard contents himself with giving the characters of

Journal fuer die Chemie undPhy^ic'k. Berlin. No. 12, p 721.

f Nouveau Bulletin, ann. I80d, No. 5, p. 96.

tbe
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the three species of oxide he admits, without attempting

to determine their proportion of oxigen.

The celebrated author ofthe System of Chemical Know- Proportions11 • r • assigned br
ledge, tourcroy, announces, that the proportions ot oxigen, jro^.croy,

deduced from the experiments of the illustrious Lavoisier,

are, for the|oxicIule, from 25 to 2? parts of oxigen to 100 of

iron ; ard for the oxide, from 40 to 49*«

Prou. vlio has defended with so much acumen two de- Pfoust,

grees of saturation of iron only, the one at a minimum,

the other at a.maximuraf, carries the quantity of oxigen

in the former as far as 28 to 100 of iron, in the latter to

48.

Mr. Bucholz, a German chemist of deserved reputa* and Buchsls.

tion, who has lately attempted to determine the propor-

tion of oxigen in the two degrees of oxidation^, states the

minimum proportion of oxigen at 30 to 100 of metal, and

the maximum at 42.

Frorri this diversity of opinion on the degrees of oxida- The diversity

tion, and the proportions of oxigen in the different oxides, betweeri"them

b»Btvveen chemists Equally celebrated for their skill and their led to tlie fol-

precision in analysis, I conceived it might be of use to pive "^^'"f
^^'^'

r « » o t) mination ot

a succinct account of the attempts that have been rnade what has bfea

to solve this question, which is of essential importance to "^^"f
'^'^ ^^'*

chemists. This is the only motive, that has led rrie to pub-
lish the following abstract of the experiments that "have

been undettakei^, to attain a knowledge of the oxide of

iron, and determine its different degrees of oxidation.

Of the methods of oxiding or disoxiding iron, by means
principal me-

of which the proportions of oxigen, that combine with ihodsemploy-

this metal, may be determined, the six following are the
ij^j^,

principal that have been employed : 1st, oxidation by the

action of air and heat: 2d, the reduction of oxides of iron,\

either by the action of heat alone, by that of heat and

*
Syst. de Conn, chim, torn. VI, p. ICO and foil. English transl. p.

214andfol.

t Ann. die Chim. torn. XXIII, p. 85. Joxirnal de Phys. 1804, torn,

II, p. 33.

J Jour, flier die Chcm. and Phys. Berlin, No. 12, p. 696. and fob :

Journ des Mines, No. 131, p. 361 andfol. : or our Jvurnal, yo1.XXV»
p. 353.

carboDy
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carbon, or by that of heat and hidro^en : 3d, oxidation

by other metallic oxides : 4th, by water ; 5th, by ac)ds ;

siiid, 6th, by nitre. I shall examine the results obtained

by each of these methods separately.

1st Method, Oxidation by air andjire,

Schseffer appears to be the first chemist, who observed.Simple calci-

Eafion by

Gnyton,

LaTt-)5/cr,

D&xso,

that iron increased in weight by ex}»osure to the air and

heat*. He remarked, that this increase, utter a complete

caVcinatiou, was one third the weight of the iron, conse-

q^uently 33*3 to 100 of metal.

Guy ton repeated Schpcffer's experimentf . He found,

that iron filings calcined in a Hessian crucible, under the

muffle of an open furnace, increased ^f|-, or 27'4 to 100

of irop. J^teel filings, burned in the same manner, in-

creased 38'58 per cent.

Lavoisier, calcining iron filings in the same vvay, ob-

tained four oxides, which had increased respectively 30, 32,

32*41, and 33 on the 100 of wonX.
Mr. Darso calcined iron repeatedly, taking it out, and

triturating it in a mortar, after each time of exposing it to

the fire. By these means he obtained oxides, which in-

creased successively 20, 30, 3G, 40, 45, 50, and even 56 -

on 100 of iron filings^.

I repeated with much care the experiment of Mr.

Darso, but could never obtain more than 42 on 100 of

iron filings without stirring them while calcining, and 45

with stirring themjj : which leads me to suspect some

errour in Mr. Darso's results.

Bucholz calcined iron filings in a crucible, exposing
them to a red heat, and stirring constantly. The iron ac-

quired an increase of 24 to 100 of the metal.

an<l Lavoisier Lavoisier, repeating the experiment of Ingenhousz, who

again. burned fine iron wire in oxigen gas, burned iron turnings

Swec!ish Transactions, 1757.

f Digression acad6mi:juc, Essai sur le Phloglstiqne, p. 8.

J M6m. de TAc. des Sciences, 1782, p. 525 andfol.

^Journ. de Phys. 1806, torn. II, p. 294: or Journal, vol. XVII, p,

221, 267, 328.

8 Ann. de Chim. toI, LXVII, p. G09 : or Journal, toI. XXVI, p.

Ha5Fcnfrdtz,

B«clio!z,

147

m
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in a vewel under ajar filled with oxig^n ga?, and standing

over mercury. He found 100 parts of iron increubcd to

135 or 13t) in one e3?p^i;iinent, and to 13:i'4l4 in another*.

This dilferenceof^ results in similar ex perimwts, show* Remarks <m •

the great difficulty of executing them properly :. ancl;«intf)0s>*
^lenls^*'

'^"*

all that have been mentioned inine is the only one, in winch,

the iron appears to ha.ve been carried to its maximum of

calcination; us that of Mr. Darso, though indicating a

larger proportion of oxigen, 1 conceive to have been inac-

curate. In my experiments iron pxided at a maximum ap-

pears capable of being carried as far as 45 of oxigen to 100

of iron, or about 31'1 of oxigen to 68*9 of iron, which

may be called in round numbers 31 per cent of oxigen.

,As to the other experiments, which cairy the oxidation

to 24, 27, 30, 33, and even 38, we may presume, that

portions of metal not yet completely calcined still remained

among the iron, for on triturating the iron, after each <'al-

cinatibn it was observed, that little nodules of iron remained a

long timet which the oxigen had not attacked*

2d Method. Disoxigenation of the oxide hy heat alone, and

hy heat and carbon or hidrogen.

Attempts have frequently been made, to carry back the Attempts t«

oxide of iron from its maximum by calcining: it stron£i:Iv, *"'*^'?^^
°'"'

y "
»/•

*

gen fr(»ia tb«

either alone, or with substances that have a stronger affinityoxides, ny

than it has for oxigen.

"

heat aUm^,

Mr. Berthollet asserts, that, on calcining red oxide of by fierthollef,

iron in porcelain tubes, it gave out no portion of oxigen

when exposed to a powerful heat, though its colour appeared
to change from red to blackf.

Fourcroy too asserts, that on calcining oxide of iron no Fowrcror,

oxigen was evolved ; but he pretty constantly obtained car-

bonic acid, when the oxide assumed a black colour*.

Mr. Bucholz, in the paper alreariy quoted, observes, Br,cl:ol,£,

that red oxide of iron being exposed in Hessian crucible*

to the action of a powerful fire, the weight of the cruci--

bles and oxide was diminished a few grains. Thi^ loss, 'if

• Trait6 61cm: de Cbim. torn, I, p. 41.

t Jqucn, do Phys IfiOo, toI. II,^p. 5iiJ.

X MC-m.' et Ob». dV'Cbunr'p, 102, lOi.
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k can be ascribed to oxlgen di»engtiged from the iroti}

would be about 6 per cent. „ .,oS

Fourcroy, calcining i44 grains of oxide of irow.i)lS<([

porcelain crucible hermetically closed, found that the ap-

paratus had lost 60't) grains, though the lute was fustd,
aud the lid united to the crucible by an earthen glass.

These different results in experiments, that may be con-

sidered as similar, leave some doubts on the conclusions,

that Bucholz draws from his. In fact, the crucibles h«

employed were vitrified ; which shows, that they had

been exposed to a higher temperature than Ithat in

which they were made. This increased temperature of

the crucibles therefore leaves the cause of the loss of

weight, which the crucible and oxide had undergone, a

matter of doubt. It may as well be ascribed to water re-

maining in the earth of the crucible, as to oxigen disen«

gaged from the iron.

Bucholz also endeavoured to diminish the oxigen in the

oxide of iron by triturating and heating it with substances

containing carbon ; for instance, carbonate of ammonia,

supertartrite of potash, wax, lampblack, and succinate of

ammonia. With the first three the oxide experienced only
an imperceptible diminution and reduction ; and with the

others the diminutions tvere very variable. With the lamp-
black one portion of the oxide had undergone no change,
while another was reduced to the metallic state.

The oxide and oxidule of iron may be completely, dls-

oxidated and reduced by heating or fusing them with sub-

stances containing carbon and hidrogen.

At Moustier we fused with charcoal a variety of oxidn-

lated iron in dodecaedral crystals from a mine in the valley
of Aost. This ore, which contained 0*98 of oxidule and

0'02 of silex, yielded a button weighing 76. If no silex

had been present it would have weighed 0*775. Supposing
the metal to have retained 0*005 of carbon, it would follow,

that this oxidule contained 30 of oxigen to 130 of iron.

Two oxidules from the isle of Elba, one assayed at the

laboratory of the Practical School of Mining, the other at

the laboratory of the Council of Mines, registered No.

263, yielded 0*72 of iron. The first contained 0*05 of

foreign
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foreigtt matter.: and if we may suppose the seconcl to have

contained the sume quantity, and each of the buttons to

have fetiiined O'Ol of carbon, it would follow, that these

oijiidules were composed of 33 oxigento 100 of iron.

Priestley and ChauBsier both disoxidated iron by raising it and with hi.

to a hi^h temperature, and thus exposing it to tlie action
!'''"^p^ ^'|'/

•f hidrogen gas. Amedee Berthollet has since announced Chaussier, A,

the same result in a paper read to the Institute for I8O7. Bertholkt,

As neither of these gentlemen has pointed out the diminu-

tion of weight of the oxidule in those experinaents, Mr*

Charbaut, a pupil at the Practical School at Moustier, and
^jj^^^j^^^j ^^^

myself repeated them in the summer of I8O7. We found, Haffenfratz.

that 11*58 grains of oxidule of iron from the island of Elba

lost in reduction 3'34 grains ; whence it would follow, that

140*53 of oxidule contained 40*53 of oxigen to 100 of iron;

supposing it to be perfectly pure, which is very probable;

though of this we are not certain, as we did not analj^se

it.

From these experiments we may conclude, that it is very Remarks on

difficult, if not impossible, to carry back the oxide, t'itlier
'^Ij^T^^^^'i'^"'

by means of heat alone, or of heat and carbon, to the state

of oxidule. From the reduction of the oxidule of the

valley of Aost by charcoal it would appear to consist, takino^

the nearest round numbers, of 77 "'O" and 23 oxigen.

At the conclusion of these observations we will examine,

to what the difference between the oxidules of Aost and Elba

ig ascribable.

3d Method. Oxidation of iron hy metallic oxides.

Iron has not yet been oxided by the help of any other Oxidattofi of

metallic oxides, that have less affinity than itself for oxigen,
'run by oxides

,
of other mt-

but those of arsenic and mercury; becauss these two \ne- ^^u,

tals, when disoxidi'ted, evaporate at a high ternpeiature.

Guyton fused in a closed crucible equal parts of iron and by Guyton,

pxide of arsenic. The latter metal
evaporated,

and the

iron was oxided. The increase of weight was 27*1 on 100

of iron,

Lavoisier fused iion both with oxide of arsenic and oxide and Laroisi-r.

Dif Acad. DUs. sur le PhJggi'^tiqtie, p. 1^9.

of
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of mercury. He found, that in these two iVimiiR tliflr woif

increased from 35 to 40 per cent. In the table whlc'h follows

his paper he gives the increase of iron by avsirtiic at 30 of

oxigcn to 100 of metal ; and in hi3 Eleiaentar}^ Treatise of

Chemistry he quotes au experiment, in which iron treated

with oxide of mercury gained 32 per cent.

Ko accurate It is not easy to deduce from these experiments any po&i-

^"JniwnVrora ^^^^ conclusion res|>ecting the proportion of oxigen in. the

^e&«. two dei^rees of oxidation, because, 1st, the quantities df

oxigea combined vary too much : 2dly, the state of the

oxide after oxidation was not accurately ascertained : 3<i\f*

it is not certain, that the arsenic, which has a great affinity

for iron, did not carry away some of it when volatilized. It

appears too, that Guyton, in his experiment, did not mix

a, fcufficient quantity of oxide of arsenic with the iron ; for,

according to t]m experiments of Proust*, the white oxide of

this metal contain but 33 of oxigen to 100 of arsenic;

whence the 100 parts of oxidecould only have yielded about

t25 of oxigen to the iron.

ManUl eih

op ft.

4th Method, Oxidation of ironby water.

Oxidafyia of T'he black oxide has long been prepared in the shops,
»f«"

^y
^'»tc''' nhder thename of martial ethiops, by putting iron filing*

into a bottle full of water, shaking the niixlure from time

to time, and opening the bottle after every shaking, to let

out the hidrogen gas evolved. To accelerate the process*,

Rouelle proposed to acidulate the water with vinegar,

Crohaic with a, little witricacidf,

Lavoisier found, that iron filings gained an increase of

30 or 35 percent by agitation in pure water ; and the same

if the water were acidulated^.

Cavazzely, on oxiding iron by means of water, obtained

an oxide increased 35 per cent on theiron employed§,

Bucholz, repeating ^he 4Jxperiment of oxidation by
water alone at the common temperature of the atmosphere.

LaTuibier.

CftTJizzely.

Buchalz.

• Journ. de Pbys. 1799, torn. II, p. 150.

t Ana.ji^ChUn. vol. XXXI, p. S33andfol.

X Ac. des Sciences, 1 782, p. 543 and fol.

"

^ Ann. 4e Chim. vol. XLIJI, p. 94.

remarked.
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remarked, that the oKide was covered with a crust of yellow

oxide, while another part was m the btate of black oxide.

The great Tarlatiou in the weight of the oxide obtained These exptri*

by this method, and the observation of yellow oxide formed
a^^Q^nJ

^
on its surface, show, that nothing can be dednced from ex-

periments of the kind,

Lefebvre, Stoutz, and myself, when in Carinthia, satis- Water assisted

fied ourselves, that red hot iron immersed in water decoiii* ^ "*

posed it ; the iron being oxided, and hidrogen evolved*.

The illustrious Lavoisier, taking the hint from this experi-
*^*^^^''*^*

mentj heated little bits of iron twisted spirally in a copper

tube, and passed the vapour of water through them while

red hot. The water was decomposed, and the iron oxided.

The iron had increased in weight 31*38 per cent. The hi*»

drogen gas, which he collected and weighed, was found to

be in the proper proportion for forming water with the oxi-

gen combinedf .

Bucholz, repeating the experiment of Lavoisier by pass- Buchtlz.

ing the vapour ol' water through iron filings heated red hot

in a close vessel, obtained a black oxide containing 76*7 of

iron and 23-3 of oxigen.

The result obtained by Lavoisier appears accurate, and

that of Bucholz rather too low. It is to be regretted that

this process was not oftener repeated, but I shall notice this

rt^sult again, when recapitulating those that may be consi-

dered as accurate.

fTo be concluded in our next.J

V.

Some Remarks on the Ohservaiions and Experiments of Mr,

Murray on the Nature of Oximuriatic Acid, and Us Reld*

(ions to Muriatic Acid, By Mr. John i)AVY,

I

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
SIR,

T is generally admitted as a furtdamerttal priAcipTe of Substaflcwfiof

modern chemistry, that all bodies not yet decompounded
'^'^'"**^*'^ **

• Mem deTAcad. des Scieiices, 1781, p. 475.

t Traite *l6m. de Chim. torn. I, p. 92 arid fol.

Vol. XXVIIL—Mar. 1811. O «re
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be deemed are to be considered as simple substances. In this respect
simple. j.|^g lihlogistic priiicipaliy diilers from the antiphlogistic

J^wn'the
^"^

^octrioe: the former is hj'^p6thetieal,.the latter theoretf^af.

phlo^i^tic and The plilof^i*itic hypothesis in its most pc'rfect foVnij as ad-
antiphlo^istic y^y^^^^ by Mr. Cavendish, could not be confuted: itwassim--
doctrme. /

pie, luminous, and perfectly well adapted to explain all the

^. phenomena of chemistry ; but it was still an hypothesis. The-

DifFerence be- ory is a history of generalisation and facts, hypothesis is a se-

and'^h '-mh7
^'^^ ^^ suppositions. Mr. Murray does not observe thisdis-

sis. tiftction, he makes promiscuous use of the two words.

Sometimes he speaks of the theory, and at other tirti^s of'

the hypothesis of Mr. Davy. I think it necessary to point

out what to me appeared a loose mode of expression. It is

of main importance, that expressions of facts be iiot mis-

represented. It is of great consequence, that things be

hot termed notions—that theory be not considered as spe-

culation.

Mr Davy's Before I examine the objections of Mr. Murray to Mr.

r^"^hypoiheti- ^^^v'^ conclusions, I shall endeavour to show, that these

ca!. conclusions are not tainted by the slightest admixture of

hypothesis. With this object in view I beg leave to reca-

pitulate a few leading circumstahces.

Formation of IMuriatic acid gas is formed by detonating together equal
muriatic acid volumes of oximuriatic gas and hidroo-eu aas ; anfl, if the
gas from oxi- . . ,11 ^

muriatic and experiment is correctly made, there is no condentation at-

hidrogen. tending their union*. ^

Metals form The metals combine immediately with oximuriatic gSs,

peculiar com- and form with it a peculiar class of compounds, many of

oximurirtfc
^^^^^^ *^G decomposeti by water; and when this occurs, a

gas; metallic oxide and muriatic ayid ^as are always produced.

and the same When the metals of the fixed alkalis, or the common
compounds metals, mercury, iron, tin, and zinc, are heated in muri-
wiih muriatic -

. , , '1*1 1 1 t<> ,- 1 1

acid gas, hi- »itic acid gas, hiorogen gas equal to one halt of the volume

drogen being of theacid gas consumed appears free, and substances are pro-

duced exactly similar to those formed by the direct union of

The quantity
^^e same metals with oximuriatic acid. In these experiments

of hidrogrn there is no difference in the proportion of hidrogen eras li*
Plot at all at-

^ ^ ^
Z'

I have, seen this experiment mad* a, number of
titles,

in
vess^els

ikat had been eartiausted, and over mercurr, and with similar results.

berated
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h^mt^^: )f^
is not^J[e8S^.^when

the ad^^ gas has been prevL fected by the

pusly ei:pqsed ^o the action of salts having, a strong attrac- P'^<^"<^t<>f

tion for water: nor is it greater in relation to the quantity
of muriate formed, when liquid muriatic acid is used.

When metallic oxides are acted on by oximuriatic gas, Oximnriatic

oxigen gas is evolved ; and when acted on by muriatic acid
nietaror!^^

gas, water is produced. In the one instance the oxigen oxide, andex-

diseneajjed is the exact quantity contained in the oxide :
^^'^ ^^^

T^l' -

and in the other case, the water produced has as much muriatic acid

hidro'^en, as existed in the muriatic acid gas, and as much g^"^'^^'<?rppi'>y-
.

^
... ., -1 •' ed, combines ,

oxigen as the metallic oxide contained. with its hidro-

Such I conceive are the principal facts, which constitute g^n>an<if^«nns

the foundation of my brother's theory, that oximuriatic gas j^^ Davr*»
is a simple body. He combines this gas with hidrogen gas theory.

and forms muriatic acid gas. In his theory muriatic acid

gas is a compound of oximuriatic gas and hidrogen. He
combines oximuriatic gas with sulphur, phosphorus, and

the metals: and in his theory, the resulting substances

are compoi^nds of the inflammable and metallic bodies re-

spectively, and oximuriatic gas. Here w^e perceive no sup-

position, but a simple expression of facts, and this I hum-

bly conceive is pure and genuine theory.

Having stated my opinion respecting Mr. Davy*s views, Mr Murray'^,

I shall proceed to examine Mr. Murray**. This gentle-
"'' ^^^^ "'*^ ^^^'

man is of the old opinion, that oximuriatic gas is a com-

pound body, consisting of muriatic acid and oxigen ; that the

muriates, substances formed by the combustion of the metals

in oximuriatic gas, are composed of muriatic acid and me-
tallic oxides: and likewise, that the constituents of the

compounds resulting from the combustion of sulphur and

phosphorus in oximuriatic gas are the respective acids of
these two bodies and muriatic acid.

Let it be kept in remembrance, that Mr. Murray does not Mr. Murray's

mean, when he speaks of muriatic acid, the rjonderable "»"'"'*^'c acid

„ .. ,., ,-ii • nor, the who}«
part ot muriatic gas, which combined with ammonia, con- ponderable

stitutes muriate of ammonia. The idea he attaches to the V^'^^^}'
"»'>ri*»

word is very different, for he says, that water is absolutely

* ^

necessary to the existence of muriatic acid in the gaseous

state; that muriatic acid has not yet been decomposed ; ai;d

that it has an impoirtant and an atiomulous relation to wa-

O 2 W,
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ter, the investigation of which presents an interesting sub-

ject tov lllqul^3^

but iBomethfn^ What, it may be naturally asked, doefiMr.oMiifMy/oii*
contain ui

derstand by n^uriatic acid? as he baa given po definition

•» of the word, 1 cannot say positively in what sense he use^

it. This is certain, it does not signify muriatic "as, but,

I should conceive, that part of muriatic gas, which com-
bines with metallic x)xides, and with the phosphoric and

sulphuric acids. But the question now is, what is this

which has ne- pecular substance ? Has Mr. Murray examined it in itfc

Twbeen ol>- insulated state ? has he described its properties ? or has anv

rite, ,.. .. tJnie^mvst ever obtamed it? The answer 1 may venture to

assert is in the negative. To speak plainly my sentiments,

muriatic acid gas, on Mr. Murray's hypothesis, appears to

tee/ttt' be a compound of water and an unknown basis,

and the muriates compounds of this unknown basis and

3ri«l i=? thcTf'- metallic oxides. And thiSf if I am not greatly mistaken
fore hypotbtti- \^ j^y opinion, is speculation in tlie strictest sense of the

word. '.:/.;,
It is evident, that, whilst the basis is • unknoiwi*; it :'t«

merely an imaginary substance. If this hypothesis should

be preferred to Mr. Davy's theory, there should be for

the sake of consistency a revolution of chemical doctrine.

ai,f!onapar Plilogiston should triumph, and recover all it's forni^r

ton'^^^^*** diKfiities. The arguments advanced in support of the

simple nature of muriatic acid, might be used m defence

of the compound nature of the metals. It has been already

observed, that Mr. Cavendishes hypothesis of this kind is

Mr CaTen-
ft^Hy adequate to explain all chemical phenomena. This

thesis
''^^' ^^^^^^^^^^ philosopher considered the metals and inflamma-

ble substances as probably compounded of unknown bases

i-. and phlogiston (hidrogen), and the metallic oxides and

^./ acids as probably compounds of unknown bases and v^ater*.

Examination I ahull no lotiger delay examining the objeclions made

ray's objecti- ^y ^^^' Murray to Mr. Davy's theory, that oximuriatic gas
ons to Mr. Da- is a simple body, having relations similar to those of oxigen
Tjst eory. ^^ ^j^^ u»etals and inflammable substances. Mr. Murray
Improbability /4^eraarks,

" tiiat there is some impri>babiiity in Ihei^hypo*
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theswAof'tii^o abidifying- principlps distinct fiom each other, of twoacidify-

botextei^inp similar cheniicul agencies," . p. 131). It jg '"^ '^"'*"P **

gwieraUy admitted, that the only lei^^itimate mode of rea- of no weight

soninjj in the experimental sciences and In chernibtry in par-

ticular, i« that of induction. We arc not to judge of

Mr. Davy's views, I humbly conceive, by considering their

probability or improbability a priori, but by a reference to

facts. I bfcv leave to take this liberty. Oximuriatic acid
Analogies be-

is attracted like oxigen by the positive and repelled by tween oxigen

the negative pole of the Voltaic battery. Combined with
aticacid.

hidrogen oximuratic acid constitutes muriatic acid. Com-
bined with sulphur, phosphorus, and some of the metals^

it iorms peculiar compounds, possessing the property of

jpieutralizini>; ammonia*. It may be objected, that these That the com-

compounds do not change vesretable colours from blue to pounds of the

, ^, 1 -..T • 1 1 . • 1 T> 1-1 latter do not
r«o. (jranted. j\ either does prussic acid. But this change redden vegeta-

is affected by sulphuretted hidrogen, which there is every
hie blues na

reason to believe contains no oxigen, independent of that

snaall portion which probably exists in sulphur. The
action of oximuriatic acid on vegetable colours, and in-

deed all the chemical relation* of this substance, are ano-

malous on the old hypothesis; for the sulphuric acid in

its most concentrated state very slightly reddens dry lit-

mus paper: and I find, that acetic acid does, not redden it

Mall, when freed from water by long digestion with fused

imuriate of lime. Are not all these facts sufficiently deci-

sive in their bearings to authorise the conclusion, that

oximuriatic acid is an acidifying principle, similar to oxi-

gen ?

To avoid all verbal controversy, I candidly acknowledge. Properly no

that 1 consider the acidifying principle as a mere arbitrary p^Jn'cf \e*^

term. Oxigen strictly speaking can with no more pro-

priety be said to be the cause of the acidity of sulphuric

acid, than sulphur. But if the term is to be still con-

tinued in use, we can only apply it to oxigen and oximuri-

-atie acid, as these two substances are the oidy ones known
to enter into ihe con)position of a great variety of bodies

having analogous acid properties.

* The onlir alkali on which thej can set without double decomposition.

Mr,
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Want of ac- Mr. Murray is of opinion, that tlie want of action ber .

Han between t^^f^Q charcoal and oxirnuriatic gas fs an; anomaly, in Mr,
charcoal and „

, , ,
•

, ,
; .

, , , , ,
•

oxirnuriatic l>avy s theory, which does not exist ui the old hypothesis.

K^* To account for this fact he has recourse to a predisposio'^

affinity, and to the supposition, that water" is necessary to

the existence of the muriatic and carbonic a(.'ids in a o-aseous

state. And he remarks, that, as water was not present

when the experiment was made on the ignition of charcoal

by Voltaic electricity in oxirnuriatic gas, it followed, that

no alteration could be produced, that no oxiiuuriatic gas

could be decomposed, or any muriatic or carbonic gas

formed. This reasoning would have been less unobjection-

able, were it less hypothetical. Mr. Murray doesruot

prove, that the muriatic and carbonic passes contain water;

he supposes that they do. The only fact advanced in fa-

Water sup- vour of this constitution regards carbonic acid gas. It i^

posed to be ne-
^,^11 known, that the native carbonate of barytes diflierg

cessarv to car-
. , . . .

bonic acid gas from the artificial in being indecomposable by heat alone;
from Its assist-

^j^J that this difference ceases, when the action of fire is
ing the de-

compoiition assisted by steam or aqueous vapour. Mr. Murray sup-
of native

c^r- p^jges, that steam produces the decomposition by entering

rytes; into union with the carbonic acid, and forming carbonic

acid gas. I should conceive, that he would not have

adopted this supposition, were he acquainted with Mr.
but this it does Berthollet's observations on barytes. From this gentle-

the^eaatri'ni^
man's experiments it appears, that the water does not com-

a fusible hi- bine with the acid, but with the earth, which it converts
'^*^'

into a fusible hidrate, and thus liberates the carbonic acid,

wliich immediately escapes in the gaseous state*.

Argument of Thougb Mr. Murray has not endeavoured to demonstrate
Mr. Murray ^]-jg presence of water in muriatic acid gan, he has at*
for the exist , , ,

, .
i i i •

i -.tt-

lence of water tempted to show, that this probably is the case. When
in n.uridtic

jji^. y^'id gas has been exposed to the action of substances

strongly attracting water, Mr. Murray observes,
"

it can

only bir affirmed, that a portion, of water is abstracted frwn

it, not that the whole of it has been withdrawn. As the

Water is removed from the acid gas, the aCiuity.-by which

the remaining quantity is retained must prodigiously ipr

• 'Memoires d' Arcuneil, torn. li, p, 17.

crease
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—
."^.ni ^^'•(.rjiirr :..':'"' : •>

'r. v,:t v.- -;

crease in strength, until it equals or exceeds that of the

subitancie'attractirjtr it; when of course its abstraction must

cefe!^,"' |y,'f35l ^If thisstatement be correct, it necessarily proves that
it,

toilows, that muriatic acid may exist as a i^as m ^o"^"^'"«-
(ijfferent pwii

'

tion' with different proportions of water. On the suppo- ponions:

sit^on'that it doiels contain water, experience proves the

dontrary-^for the proportion of hidrogen gas produced from ^"' metais in

muriatic acid gas acted on by different metals is always the fr^^m i, ^Yiq

same, whether it has been exposed to the influence of drying
same quantity

salts! or not. I readilv admit, that muriatic acid gas has _
^^ '"og®"--.,.,. "

» • /.
Certain ga.^ses

important relanons- to water, and a strong attraction lor haveimpor-
this fluid ; so too has fluoboracic acid gas: but I cannot ^"^'^^ relations

II ^7 1 1 • / 1 • • . , to water.
allow the same relations and attraction to the muriatic acid

of Mr. Muri^^y-^anhhaginary body, that I confess I am

altogether* ignorant of. Moreover the strong affinity of^
muriatic acid gas for water is no more in favour of water .

being one of the constituents of this gas, than the strong
attraction of potassium and sodium for oxigen is for the

existence of otigen in these metals.

'When Mr. Davy concludes, that oximuriatic gas has Oxigen and

rel'dtions similar to oxigen, 1 do not understand, that the
gasTnaroeoss

i?^pre$sioh implies an e^act similarity between the at- but notin^all

tractions of these two substances, but merely a general ['^^P'^^*^^"^^^'

analogy, such as the metals, or the inflammables have to

^ach other, Which allows of their being classed together. Explanationof

""If I nridy be permitted to o^ive my opinion, I should sav, "'^'"''*^^
^^^^

_^, ,.
. / i. 'i ,

iiott(»beex-
^e'nave no right to expect irom a theory the explanation of pecied iVom a

'ultimate facts. And the fact in question (the want of action tlieory.

bet'i^eehchtircoal aud oximnriatic gas,) is one of this kind.

ft is one of those, which constitute as it were the axioms

"of" th't science. For my own part I am glad, that it is

not tort« fed by hypothetical explanation.

rjti»tll4avin^ti<*oasidered the reasons adduced by Mr. Murray Mr. Muifay*jj

for dissentmg from Mr. Duvy^s theory, I shall proceed to 11^,^1^^^^^
examine the results of the particular experiments, which

this g'^nthenrfart considers toore favourable to the old hypo-^
^
thesis than to the new views. '

Mr. Murray is of opinion, that the experiments of Mr. Conversion of

Gruickshank on the analysis of carburetted hidrogen gasses ami 'carburet

by oximuriatic gas are hostile to Mr. Davy's theory: as ted hidrogea

wheo
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f:asses into car- when the proper proportions of the two gashes we^^ i^^^

^.^"j*^*",^

"^""
there was found to be a complete con version o^' the w|j49Jp

into carbonic and muriatic acid gas. In
;fn.s\(ver

to t|\i8>

notal\vay« objection it is only necessary to qbserve, that
jj[, haj;eiC4f4?f;

the fact.
fully repeated sorue of these experimental ,ipnji^lvii,ig t^e^detQ-

nations over recently boiled mercury, and never obtain^4

carbonic acid gas though oximuriatic gas in great escesjj ;rtcUS

employed. No regard wj^s paid to the influence of ,vvi)i^er

by the original author, tlierefore nothing can be inferred

from the experiments of Cruickshank, but what is, perfectly

agreeable to Mr. Davy's theory* The j)resence 9f water

is neglected by Mr. Murray : to him the only cause of auv?

"biguity in the result appears to arise from tli? sfpa^ll .pojjtio^^

of oxigen, vrhich he supposes these gasses contain, and frofll

Tvhich carbonic acid gas n^ust be formed, wiien the hidr<}gen

is separated by oximuriatic gas. >98Iki

Action of oxi- To avoid this source of ambiguify he^ has had r^ course to

munatic gas carbonic oxide. He has repeated the experiment of Mv.
en caroonic ^

. . . .

'

,
.

oxide Cruickshank on the action of oximunaty; gas pn.this com-

pound, and has confirmed his results. He has veyy satis-

factorily proved, that no change takes pW e iu the ,tw;0

gasses when water is entirely excluded ;
and that, wjthoiit

the agency of water, no carbonic or mt^-itjitjc acid .g^^i^Js

formed. The conclusion he draws frpiQ this, fiiptj; J* liflc

favour of the old hypothesis. He takes it for granted, rthi^t

** water is not decomposed by oximuriatic gas:" oxigen

therefore he observes can only be »fForded to ].hp j^jjrbonic

oxide to convert it into carbonic acid by the decomposition

of the oximuriatic gas. It appears to me, that, even on

Mr. Murray's own statement, his conclusion is gratuitous,

an insufficieut It is not sufficient for his purpose to prove, that some car^,

proof, bonic acid is formed, but that the whole of the carbonic oxidtsf

•inceitmay is converted into this acid. For there is no improbability
bemherwise jj, the supposition, that some carbonic acid might be pra^>

*

duced by the formation of a triple compound of oximnriatie^w

acid, hidrogen, and carbon. The oil resulting from the

union of oximuriatic gas and olefiant gas i& a substance Qf ,

thi^ kind ; and we know qf several analogous caseft in
chci?^

inistry. Ir>dependent of what has been just said, have iveu.

not the most indubitable evidences of the decoffUJoaition of i

water
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WiitftT bS^'*dkiinuriatic gas ? Pass this gas and steara tbgetner Water rdeeoH»-

throu^ii a tubt^ heated to redness, oxigeu gas will be P'O- muriatic cSl
duced, and muriatic acid gas formed. Detonate this gas
nr\d hidrogen gas together, and a similar formation of

"
.ija c*

muriatic gas will take place. With these facts in view*

ivho can hesitate in asserting, that water is decomposed by
6ximuriatic gas, that its bidrogen is attracted by this sub-

stance, and its 6jcigencoiv«fqUently set free ?

Since charco:d has tio action on oximuriatic gas, is there

any anomaly in the want of action between this gas and car-

bonic ojtide? and since oximuriatic tj^as alone decomposes
water, is there any thing unexpected in this effect being
more readily produced by the joinl attractions of oximuri-

atic gas and carbonic oxide ?

Mr. Murray, to obviate every objection that might be Carbonic acirJ

raised to the formation of carbonic acid eas wben Water P'"'',^"'^.^^
^'°*

. , 1 . 1
carbonic- ox- V

was present, made mixtures ot carbonic oxide, hidrogen, ide, hiHrogen*

and oximuriatic ^as, over mercury, which were exposed to ^"^ *^*^™""''^

III 1 J 1 . • 1 TT 1
^^^ K^^ OVtX>'

the solar ligbt, or detonated by an electric spark. He used mercury,
water for absorbing the muriatic j^^as formed, and con-

stantly found great part of the carbonic oxide converted into

carbbnic acid.

I have assisted Mr. Davy in repeating these experiments; DilR».rent re-

our mode of operating differed principally in this respect, byMr. DaTv.
we used ammoniacal gas instead of water for removing the

muriatic gas, and we have obtained, probably in conse-

quence of this, very different results. I beg leave to tran-

scribe the account of one of the experiments, given by Mr,

Davy in a note at the end of his Bakerian lecture for 18 lo!.

•' We found that 7 parts of hid '

ogeh S parts of gaseous ^n cxperi-

oxideof carbon, and 20 ]>arts of oximuriatic gas, exploded nift»t «fh^ ^^

by the electric spark, diminished to about 30 measures, and
calomel was formed on the sides bfth^' tube. ^On adiJintr

'

dry ammonia in excess, and exposing the remainder to. .wi !w;.iwiaa«

water, a gas remained, wiiich equalled more than 9 mea-

eurefe, rind whitih ixM gasedus 6Xide of carbon, with no'

Tri6re impurify'^^ than might Be exj^edtetl in" the air in the

gasses and the nitrogen expelled from the ammonia." Tti

another experiment conducted in the same way as the last,.

a mixture ot 22 measures ot oximuriatic gas, of 8 hidro- rlment.
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gcq gns, and of 10 carbonic oxide, was inflamed by art'

elcclrie spark over recently boiled riierciiry^* ^I^bere W'dl'^'

diminution produced equal to 6 measures, ati'd some cato-^'

mel formed. After the addition of animoniacal gas, linA'

the subsequent uddition of water, there remained ratner

more than 13 measures of unabsorbable air, wliich bi|fnt
with the same coloured flame as carbonic oxide. We have
made this experiment several times, tnid always obtamed
similar results*,

I>)|ference of Jt appears therefore evident, that the formation of car-

fpuuted for.
^0"^^ ^^''^ in ^I''* Murray's experiment must eitlier have

been owing to his haying,used water, or to the gasses em-

ployed containing oxigen. Indeed he states, that there

was a residue of common air in one of the experiments,
which he considers of the npiost decisive nati|re^,. 3JijjQw.jit

is

well known, that carbonic acid gas. is formed, when car-

bonic oxide and atmospheric air 'are detonated together*
We are not at a loss therefore to account for the difference

of the results of Mr, Murray's experiments, and of those

which we obtained.
|n

feyour
of

«j^|^g former were in opposition to Mr. Davy's theory, and
Wr, Davy's , n ,

'
• i ,

ih^oxy,
^^ repetition they are not lound ta oppose it; and thus,

instead of invalidating Mr, Davy's coricliis|i.on^s, they have

quite a contrary tendency ; they prove, that his theory will

bear close examination, and that the facts, which at first

* The carbonic oxide used was procured from native carbonate of

t>arytes and iron filings, and the oxiniariatic gas from hyperoximuriate of

polash by strong muriatic acid; the first portions only were preserved,

which appear to he nearly pure oxinmriatic gas.

^*w. cViscovef- Since this paper was written, Mr. Davy has discovered that there ax-

ed compound ists a very curious gaseous compound of oximuriatic gas and oxi.gcn,
©1 oximunatic ^hich may be formi-d from hyperoximuriate of potash by diluted mu-

J ^ ridtic acid, assisted by a low heat : Pos<ibly Mr. Murray's gas may have

contained this substance, which we have found will convert caibonic

pxi'Je into carbonic acid. When /Jr^re oximuriatic gas isused, the resulfis

are as above stated.

From the particulars relating to this compoimd of oximuriatic gas anjd

oxigen, described by Mr. Davy 'm his paper on the subject jn^t rea4,tp

the Royal Society, taere are such, addiiiojial proofs of oximuriatic g?^s

being an undecompounded body, as must, I conceive, cairy conviction to

:hOftP"«^h^$J;^U.adhei;^^p
iheold hypotkesis.

appesirh

^Sf
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iappear inimical to it/ do, when minutely investigated,

afford additional proof of its accuracy, and of the incor-

ftctness of the old hypothesis.

Mr. Murray was confinned in the belief of the existence of Mr. Murrliy^^

oxigen in oxiiij^uriatic gas from the results of some experi- ^^jfhoxi^ut^
ment which lie made with this substance and sulphuretted ticandsul-

hidroo-en yas. He states, that when a small quantity of the P^"''etted Jii,

latter is admitted into a ^lobe containing a large quantity of

the former, no deposition of sulphur takes place ; and only ^

a slight cloudiuebs is produced, which soon disappears, and

leaves the gas as transparent as at first. It is Mr. Murray's

opinion, that sulphuric acid, or probably sulphurous acid

gas, is formed, besides the muriatic acid gas. I shall

silently pass by the experiments of this gentleman in which

water interfered, for obvious reasons. And before I com-

ment on the above result?, I ask permission to mention those,

nhich were obtained by Mr. Davy and myself in repeating
this experiment in diflfcrent forms. On adding 3 measures These repekV-

of dry sulphuretted hidrosren to 6 measures of oximuriatic ^^
^^ ditFer^*

• •
, , •. 1 , • 1 forms,

gas in ajar over recently boiled mercury, there was a vjvid

inflammation, a condensation equal to 2 measures, and a

slight deposition of sulphur. The colour of the gas was

not entirely destroyed, but it soon disappeared, and the

sulphur at first precipitated was no longer visible; but its

place was supplied by a fine amber coloured dew, similar

to the oximuriate of sulphur of Dr. Thomson, and there

was a farther condensation equal to 2 measures. The mu-
riatic ^as thrown into the air had not the slightest smell of

sulphurous acid gas, but it had the peculiar one of oximu-

riate of sulphur; and the water, by which some of it had

been absorbed, produced only a slight cloudiness with

muriate of barytes.

From these results it appears, that muriatic acid gas and ResuTts.

oximuriate of sulpl^urare the only substances formed.

We have ascertained by direct trial that oximuriate of Oximuriate ^
sulphur rises in vapour in muriatic acid gas. For the acid

;„ var)our"in

gas, after confinement over mercury in contact with this sub- muriatic aicik

stance, had its very peculiar smell, and alfected muriate of S***'

barytes with a cloudiness,

Fr^ra Mr. Murray's account it appeared probable, th^t Gaseous "tri|^

t a gaseous
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^^ '^^

compoim'! i^ gaseoui} triple compound of oxiniuriatic-«<;4f]« hi^jw^ep^
prooa y or"^-

2^(j sulphur, wag formed in liis experiments, us be takes

no notice of the appearance of any condensed fluid on the

Exne'imert to
*'^^^ ^^ ^'^ vessels. To ascertain uhether this was the case,

asicenain this, we have operated upon large quautities. Three cubic

inches of sulphuretted hidrogen, allowi^d to [wss from a

receiver with suitable stop-cocks into a tube containing 6

cubic inc'hes of oximuriatic jj;as, inflamed as it entered ; %
very tU^ht cloudiness was produced, whith soon disappeared?;

«nd there was an immediate formation of oximuriate of

sulphur, which condensed on the interior of the tube, and
was not redissolvcd by the iBuriatie acid g»»> tWugh heat

was applied. - '-
,, ,

- i. r.

Precipitations [n respect to. Mr. Murray's results I have i^nly to,observe,

barytesac-
tbaj as he absorbed the muriatic acid gas by water ia the

counted i9r, very vessel in which the experiment was made, the solution,

thus formed, should, as it iudecid did, occasion a copicius

precipitate with muriate of barytes. It is now a well

known fact, that the sulphuric and muriatic acids are formed

by thedecompositioji of oximuriate oi' sulphur by water.

Habits ot 0x1- ]t may not perhaps be impertinent to the subject to

suip'nnTGus state, that the relation of sulphurous acid gas to oxirtni-

acidgas. riaticgas is precisely a naloe(ous to that" of th^ gsivseoijsoxid^

of carbon. I ascertainetl some months ago, that the two

gasses previously dried admitted into an exhausted gltissglobe

ijfmaiip together without any alteration taking pl«ce^^t5^
tfeat if a little water be present, muriatic adid gifelaiy^

sulphuric acid are quickly formed.
*

u^,. y. u v?^

I have examined with that freedom, which the subject

required, Mr. Murray's objections to Mr. Davy's theory.
The oUl hypo- j^j his iftseoious defenceof the old hypothesis. An hypo-
thesis not SUf-

. "^ ,, . . -1 -n 1 • /
hcient, to ex- thesis, 1 humoly imagme, inadequate, \u admitted, t6

plan) al) the
explain all" the phenomena, and iiicoi^sistent with many
well authenticated facts.

'

T<^^ iHia'Strat?^ this ab^rtT<>ui

let it be granted, that Mr. Murray^'o voiding all sourteS

of inaccuracy, obtained carbonic acid gas by detonating
h'\& iDiKtui-e of oxiiiluHatic g6^, hidtbgeti j^sr, l^i^'' cWi^

bonic oxide. Mr. Murray aUoivs^, that rtliii^tflVc^ ^^Itt
,

is^ incapable of existing in a gaseous state without com-

bined water: and I have stated facts, which appear. "to

me
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me, to deqaou^trate, that, if muriatic acid gas does con-

tain water, the pvoportion is not variable, but uniformly
thfe SSrtri^ J that the *m£illiest quantity cannot be abstracted

witfk)ut detjtroyinfij the gas, and cannot be added without

condensing it and forming liquid muriatic acid. In the

giv<m i'hstance the hidrogen combines with the okirauriatic

gas,' forming comrfion muriatic gas, a compound according
to hypothesis of muriatic acid and water; there is no super-
fluous water produced, only the exact proportion necessary

to render the acid <^aseou8 : it is impos«ib1e, therefore, that

the other part of the muriatic acid, which surrenders it/

oxigen to the gnseous oxide of carbon to form carbonic?

acid gas, can become gaseous; water is necessary for thisr

4barig£i^.fti)d no water, but th«t confined in th« rturiafit

acid gas already formed, is present. Yet it does beromie^

according to the expt^riment, muriatic acid gas, which is a

coutradiction, and by itself amounts to a proof of the

inaccuracy of the hypothesis.

Mr. Dalton, in the second part of his *'
System of Che- Mr. Dalton

mica! Philosophy," adheres to the old opinion of oximu- *f!'^'^'
'^ *''•

. . . . .old system,
riatjc gas being a compound of muriatic gas and oxigen.
In this respect he agrees with Mr. Murray; but his ideas buthis Weas

concernin"; muriatic acid eas are very different from those "^""'^^l^-

of the latter gentleman. According to Mr. Dalton, muri- from Mr.

atip acid gas itself is a simple body, containing no water, ^^^^^^f^'

To account for the hidrogen produced when potassium His sMpposi-

and sodium are heated in this gas, he supposes, that these ^'°"

metals are compounds, that they consist of the tixed

alkalis united respectively to hidrogen, which hidro-

gen is liberated, when muriate of potash and soda are

made in the circumstances just mentioned, I cannot pre-

tend to say, v/hether, when he adopted this hypothesis, he

^as aware of its consequences ; whether he was acquainted
'

.,.

with the fact, that there is no singularity attending the

action of the metals of the alkalis on muriatic acid gas,

and that tin, zinc, iron, and mercury, produce u similar

separation of hidrogen from it. The necessary conse-

quence of this view, if followed fairly, to its full extent,

is^theadoptioo of the doctrine of phlogiston^ It is not my leads ic. rhe

Mii^^jti^}^^)Lj),fjiac^4h« merit': of Mr. DullOu's speculations renvJ yi ibt

tmyy iuofi:r*r 3)s1js tii: I mention

oj .tasqqa ibiriw ^yiiMt b^JMa '^md I bi»«
*

is»3-

9m
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^Mogutkc ^oc* I naeation them merely as they offer a coutra&t to Mr. Mur-

ray's. The instances of these two gentlemen show the na*

ture of hypothetical reasoniiii^, and its tendency, when

followed, to draw the, ablest philosophers into difficulties,

I am, Sir, with great respe(?t.

Your very Ijumble servant,

JOHN DAVY.
London^ Feb. 9, 1811.

VI.

An Estimate of the Heighty Velocity, and Magnitude of the

Meteor, that exploded pver IVeston, in Connecticut, .Decern-'

her the \Ath, 1807 : with Methods of calculating Observa^

tions made on such Bodies. By Nathaniel Bowditch,
A.M. A. A. S. and Member of the Philosophical Society

held at Philadelphia.

/'Concluded from p. 97.^

Observations at Wenhanii Weston^ and Rutland.

Account of ^OME time after the appearance of the meteor, I went with

ikMsappearance ]\|(., Pickering to Mrs, Gardner's house in Wenham. wl^ere

H Wenham. she had observed the phenomenon. She informed us, that

on the morning of the fourteenth of December, 1807, whvn

she rose, she went toward the window of her chamber,
which looks to the westward, for the purpose of pbscrving

the weather, according to her invariable practice for maHV

years past. The sky was clear, except a few thin clo.uds in

the west. It was past day-break, and by estiaiatioi) abovit

half an hour before sunrise, or seven o'clock. The metepr

was immediately observed just over the southern part qf the

barn in her farm yard, nearly in front of the window ; Jts

disc was well defined, and it resembled the ^i9Qi)^o niuch,

that, unprepared as Mr&. Gardner's mind wi^s^f"^ ^ |)hej:y>-

menon of that nature, she was not at first aware, that it was

pot the moon, till she perceived it in motion, when her

^st reflection (to use her. ow.q words) was—where is the

moon going to? The reflection however was hin\]|y made,
when she corrected herself, and with her eye followed th<^

Vgdy with the closest attention thVpughout its whole course.
'' ^" ' " ' "

It
^t^mmt-'t^
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It moved ic-a' direction nearly parallel to the horizon, and

disappL'jired behind a cloud to the northward of tlie house

of Samuel Biaiichard, Esq. The true azimuth of the Azimuth-^ of

fiouth part of the burn from the place of observation is
^.Q^^^figQ,!^

N. 107" 59' W. its altitude 3^* 25'. The top part of the

buildintj^ is horizontal. The azimuth of Mr. Blanchard'a

house is N. 148° 22' W. These buildings were useful in

determining nearly the limits of the azimuths of the meteor.

The azimuths were obtained by observing with an excel- Method of oil*

lent theodolite the difference of the asiimuths of the gun ^^^"^"fi.*^'®"'*

and object, and finding the sun's azimuth by his ©bserved

altitude. The same method was made use of in obtaining
the azimuths of the meteor. The angular elevation of the Elevation and

meteor above the horizon appeared always greater than that azimuths of

_
, ,

-
,

'

V 1
•

I.' 1 f • o „themeteof
of the barn 3 25, and Ips than that ot a tree in iront of from these ob«

the window, along the branches of which the meteor ranged ;'®'^^'^'^°"^*

the altitude of the top of this tree was 7* 10'. These fixed

objects served to determine the altitude of the nieteofj

which is the most important element in the calculation, to

a considerable degree of accuracy. After the theodolite

was carefully adjusted, Mrs. Gai*dner directed the telescope

attached to the instrument towards that part of the heavens

where she first saw the meteor; the true azimuth wa§

^ 106* 54' 54" W. Altitude 5° 50' 40". The azimuth of

a second place where it was seen was N 117° 35' 54" W.
Altitude as before. The azimuth of a third place was

N 132'* 15' 54" W. Altitude 5° 29' 40". The azimuth of

the place of disappearance was N 144° 33' 54
"

VV, Alti-

tude 4° l' 40"*. All these azimuths fall within the litnits

mentioned above, but the two last are undoubtedly too

great. For a great circle passing through Wenham and

Weston is inclined fo the meridian of Wenham by aft

angle equal to 125° 18' 38 ", and as the two last azimuths

exceed that quantity, they fall to the southward of Westoh,

which cannot be correct, because the meteor disappeared

before it arrived at the zenith of Weston, as was observed

by Judge Wheeler. It happens fortunately in the present

*jj«|,In the following caliulatioris the allpwances made for refraction, in

the above observation;-, were *' 50", 8' 50", 9' and 10' 10" making the

alutudes respcciiTely 5* 41' 50", 5'^^41'S^'^, i^^^SO' ^0", and S'° ^f ijt".

inatunct.
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instance, that the other places of ohservation at Weston

aud Rutland are so situate with respect to Wenhani, that

a considerable errour in the azimuths at Wenham would

not materially affect the result of the calculation rtiade for

determining the height or direction of the itieteor, as will

appear in the following calculations. Mrs, Gardner sup-

posed the meteor to have been visible about half a minute.

How long yI- in its progress it was occasionally obscured by thin broken
able. clouds, which intercepted the view of it several times. No
Velocity, train of light was observed to accompany it. Its velocity

did not appear to be so great as that of shooting stars.

Its colour was more vivid than that of the moon. The

place of observation at Wenham is in the latitude of

42' 40' 15" N, and in the longitude of 70* 50' 15" W from

Greenwich.

Appearance of By the observations of Judge Wheeler at Weston, pub-
tW meteor at

ijj;|,^j ^^ l\^^, interesting" memoir of Professors Silliraan and
Weston. ^. ^ ^

"

Kingsley, in the sixth volume of the Transactions of the

American Philosophical Society held at Philadelphia, it

appears, that on ihe fourteenth of December, 1807> at about

6h. 30', A, M., ** numerous spots of unclouded sky were
**

visible, and along the northern part of the horizon a space
** of ten or fifteen degrees was perfectly clear. The atten*

" tion of Judge Wheeler was tVrst drawn by a sudden flash

** of light, which illuminated every object. Looking up
** he discovered in the north a globe of tire, just then pass-
*

ing behind the cloud, which obscured though it did not
**

entirely hide the meteor. In this siluntion its appear-
" ance was distinct, and well defined, like that of the sua
" seen through a mist. It rose from the north, and pro-
** ceeded in a direction nearly perpendicular to the hori-

•*
zon, but inclining, by a very small angle, to the west,

•' and deviating a little from the plane of a great circle,

** but in pretty large curves, sometimes on one side of the

**
plane, and sometimes on the other, but never making an

«*
angle with it of more tlvan four or five degrees. Its ap-

**
parent diameter was about one half or two thirds the ap-

*•
parent diameter of the full moon. Its progress was not

* so rapid as that of common meteors and shooting stars.

** When it passed behind the thinner clouds, it appeared
*'

brighter
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**

brighter-ihaii before; and when it passed the spots of

" clear sky, it fliished with a vivid light, yet i^ot so intense

*^ as the lightning of a thunder-storm. Where it was not

«*' too much obscured by thick clouds, a waving conical

** train of paler light was seen to attend it, in lenj^th about
**• 10 or 12 diameters of the body. In the clear sky a brisk

** scintillation was observed about the body of the meteor,
" like that of a burning fire-brand carried against the
•* wind. It disappeared about 15 degrees short of the ze-

*•
r.ith, and about the same number of degrees west of the

"meridian. It did not vanish instantaneously, but grew,
**

pretty rapidly, fainter and fainter, as a red-hot cannon
** ball would do, if cooling in the dark, only with much
*' more rapidity.

—The whole period between its first ap-
•*

pearance and total extinction was estimated at about 30
" seconds. About 30 or 40 seconds after this, three loud
•* and distinct reports, like those of a four-pounder near

" at hand, were heard. Then followed a rapid succession
,

** of reports less loud—so as to produce a continued
"

rumbling. This noise continued about as long as the

"
body was in rising, and died away apparently in the di-

** rection from which the meteor came."—Mr. Staples

observed, "that when the meteor disappeared, there were
•*

apparently three successive efforts or leaps of the fire

**
ball, which grew more dim at every throe, and disap-

**
peared with the last. From the various accounts which

** we have received oi'the appearance of the body at differ-

l
** ent places, we are inclined to believe, that the time be-

^ ** tween the disappearance and report, as estimated by
*'

Judge Wheeler, is too little, and that a minute is the
" least time that could have intervened." The latitude of

Weston is about 41° 15' N, longitude 73° 27' W from

Greenwich, but there is a little uncertainty in both these

quantities, though not enough to affect |UiaterialIy the re-

•ult of the calculation.

jj'
The observations made at Rutland were procured by the Appearance of

kind offices of Professor Hall, of Middlebury College, Ver- R^iJ^^r'
*'

mont, to whom Mr. Page communicated his vsiluable ob-

servations in a paper, expressed in the following terms.

<* I was at the west door of my house on Monday morn-

Vol. XXVUL—March, 18U. P "
inj.
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"; ipg, the fourteenth of Decc^mber, 1807, about day-^ig^t ;

** and perceiving the sky suddenly illuminated, I raised my
•«

eyes, and beheld a meteor of a circular form, in the
**

southwesterly part of the heavens, rapidly descending to.

" the sooth, leaving behind it a vivid sparklingHrain of
**

light. The atmosphere near the south part of the horizon
'* was very hazy, but the passage of the meteor behind the
** clouds was visible, until it descended below the moun-
**

tains, about twenty miles south of this place. There were
" white fleecy clouds scattered about the sky, but none so

*' dense as to obscure the tract of the meteor, I n<Av la-*

*,* ment that I did not make more particular observations at

** the time, and I should probably until this day have con-
*• sidered it to be what is commonly called a *faUivg star,*

** had I not read in the New York pnpera an account of the

t* explosion of a meteor, and the falling of some meteoric

^f stones near New Haven, Connecticut, which, by recur-

**
ing to circumstances, then fresh in my recollection, I

** found to be on" the same morning that I observed the

** ineteor at Rutland, I am indebted to my learned friend,
" Dr. Samuel Williams, for his aid and direction* in ascer-

**
tainingthe situation of the meteor, when 1 hrst observed

*:? it^and.its course, and also for the order of my observa-

*^Mo^ff, Form, circular. iJfcpiifwc^e, less than a quarter
'

** of the diameter of the moon. Co/owr, red vivid light,
'*

Taiit or train of light, about eight times thfe length oi its

" diameter at the least, projected opposite to its course.

** Azimuth when first observed, about 9' 30' west of the

** meridian. Altitude vihen first observed, abput 18° 30'*.
** Descent to the south part of the horizon, west of the nie-

*<
ridian, by estimation 7 or 8 degrees. Motion, very rapid,

•*
probably thirty seconds in sight. Place of observation,

**
Rutland, county of Rutland, and btate of Vermont, la.

** fitude 43" 36' N, as ascertained by Dr. AViliiams; longi-
* ti-;e west from Greenwich [72" 58' 15'] as ascertained by
** Mr. Bowditch, by calculations made upon observation

•• of' the solar eclipse of June I6, I8O6,'* In a letter,

Tihich accompanied the preceding paper, Mr. Page ob-

•la making use of this allUud<*,'S* for refr»cUon t^a« Siibtraci«d^

^\-r:r -f i8v 27',
•-::.. ^ ,^:.; .-l

servifd,
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c^fve(5, tha! Tiis recollection of the meteor was pretty dis-

tmct, and that he was enabled to determine its situation by
the position of certain known objects.

Deductions from the precedinff observations.

, The observations made at Wenham, combined ipi various Calculation*

ways with those at Rutland and Weston, by the methods
^Xg^obJerr-

given in the preceding problems, furnish the results con- ations.

tained in Table 1, in which the j^iven quantities are marked

with an asterisk. These quantities are varied a few de-

grees in the different examples, for the purpose of forming
an estimate of the change in the calculated place of the

meteor, from any supposed errour in the observations. In

the two first examples are combined (by Problem 2) thfe

azimuth and altitude observed at the first appearance of

the meteor at Rutland, with various supposed altitudes at

Wenham. The 3d and 4th examples are like the first and

second, except in a small change in the altitude and azi-

muth at Rutland. In the fifth and sixth examples, the

first azimuth and altitude observed at Wenham are com-
bined (by Problem 1) with the azimuth at Weston, sup-

posing it in the 5th example to be north ; and in the 6th

IN 3** W. The 7th and 8th examples contain the results

from combining the same Wenham observation with the

azimuth at Ttutland, supposing it in the 7th example to be

N 170" 30' W, and in the 8th N 173' W. From the 9th
to the 1 2th examples, the same calculations are repeated
with the second Wenham azimuth and altitude. In the

13th example, the azimuth and altitude at Weston, at the

time of the disappearance of the meteor, are combined with

the altitude at Wenham, supposing it 5°: in the three fol-

lowing examples the calculation is repeated with small va-

riations in the values of the given quantities. The azimuths

at Wenham, calculated in the 13th and 14th examples, are

made use of in the 17th, 18th, and 19th, with the corre-

sponding assumed altitudes at Wenham, and the azimuth
at Rutland at the time of the disappearance of the meteor,

supposing it to be N 172** W in the 17th and 18th examples,
and N 170° 30' W in the igth.

It appears by this table, that in the 5th and Gtli examples
P i; ihe
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Cafctt!i<ion«5 aUituefeof the fii'^tioir at Weston was about 16** 5()\ and in

from the pre- the 9th and 10th about 3G\ Now if the meteor al^peared-

at Weston to describe a great circle, beginning at the nortl*

part of the horizon and terminating at a point having the

azimuth N 15° W and altitude 75* (which was nearly the

case by the observations of Judge Wheeler) the azimuth

corresponding to the altitudes 16° 30' and 36% would be re-

spectively 1° 11' and 2* 53', as is easily found by spherics*

The places of the meteor corresponding nearly to the azi-

rout'hs »*^ ii' and '2'^ 53', are given in the three right hand

crvlumns of the tal>le opposite to those examples.; these

Cjuantities !> ing fouod by proportipnt Thui by the pth and

6rh examples, the latitudes corresponding to the azimuths

0' and 3* are 42° 3' 6" and 42° 2' 15 ", varying^!" by a

change of 3" of azimuth; hence the
latitude^^cofresponding

to the azimuth 1* 11 'is 42* 2' 46", or 42" 2' 45"» as in the

table, Th^ .^^^^^"^ Ctuantities. were calculated in the same

manner. The azimuth of the meteor at Wenham at the

tifne of disappearing was not far from 123° 30' or 124°, as

is evident from examples 13, 14, 15| and,l6. Mrs. Gard- .

ner supposed the meteor to have been visible considerably

south of this point, tvhich could not be correct for the rear,

sops stated in the former part of this paper. By taking the .

second and third azimuths and altitudes of the meteor, a^

estimated by Mrs. Gardner, and finding b;^, proportion, the-

altitude corresponding
to the azimuth 1 23' 3,0':i9|r Ij^j4%>a9d.

allowing 9' or 10' for refraction, the altitude will be found,

to differ but few minutes from 5° 30', which is made use of.

in the 14th example. I'he estimated altitude wpuld hare

been found nearly equal the same, if the four observations

at Wenham had been taken into the calculation, by tb?

usual method of interpolation, explained by Sir I. Newton

in the Princip. Lib. 3, Lem 5*. The results of the 14th

example are assumed in the right hand coluras of Table I,

and in Table 11, as the true values at that time ; and it is

eiden t, that the latitudes and longitudes thus found must

be nearly correct, since the meteor disappeared almost in the

ziiihfi^pf Weston, and a considerable errour in any of the -

^tfrmitt^hg A for the aiiniuth at Wenham, and a for thecorre-pondinj

a'tlt»f<^f correcie-l for refraction, expressed in degrees and detimal.s, the

f<,rmnlB y,( Newton give.s a = 5-6972''—0-0009488. (.\-- 106- 90") (A—
,l^"'^0'*5-^()'0^07O12^ (A-.!0G^1*)CA-.U7-60«5.|A—

132
26").^

"' '

. , obhervation«v
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oi^serVations woald not materially affect tli6r 'result," as ap- Calculations

pears by com pan nt^ cxaraples 13, 14, 15, a^n^ '1(5. 'This from the pte^.

latitude and longitude a^jrees nearly with that' obtiuii^d^in
atiVus^

" ^"^"^

the 19th example, by combining the azimuth and altitude

at Wenham with the azimuth 170° 30' at Kutlaud ; from

ivhicli^t' appears probable, that the azinnuth of the ineieor

at Tlutland, ut the time of its disappearance, must have

been about 170° 30', and the corresponding calcvfatfd alti-

t4tti<at at' that '|)lace 5" 45'* ; but, by Mr. Page's observa-

tions, the azimuth of the meteor at the time of its disap-

pearance was 17-2'* or 173°, being about 2° greater than by
the pi'ebedihg calculations ; and it seems reasonable to

itiake the patiie allowance on the first azimuth, observed at

Rutland. This correction being made, the azimuths be-

coVne 168'' 30' and I70" 30', and the altiudes 18' 27' and

5*^5', corresponding respectively to the first and last obser-

vations at Rutland. The azimuth correponding to any
intermediate altitude may be found sufficieutly near by

supjjosing the variations of altitude and azimuth to be pro-

pMh5hk!^8 'eSeti'^^h^r. lii^thVs \Vay the azimuths cbires-

pohdirig'to the altitudes of 6° 30' and 7° 30't would be re-

spectively 170" 23' and 170° 14'; which are rather less than

the azimuths made use of in examples^ li and 7« The

changes to be made in the results of these examples, for

tiiis small diflerence of azimuth, may be easily estimated

by comparing those examples with the 12th and 8th. In

this way were found theassumed values, corresponding to those

examples, given inthe right hand columns of Table I. By
tcfking the mean of the assumed values in Table I, corre^- /

ponding to the examples 5, 6; and 7, 8; also the mean
of those deduced from examples 9» 10; and]], 12; there

will be obtained the altitudes, latitudes, and longitudes of

the meteor, marked in Taihle If, as the most probable values

cdtreponding to th^ tinies <dt tliie* AVst and seconct o^^t^rvfi-

tidrismadeat VA'enhaiii.

* Mr. Pope states, tliat he saw the meteor till it descended below^ th*

TnV>vintains ;
but as it was hazy in ih« dirtctioii of the meteor, and the timts

«ai|y in the morning, it must have been difficult to deierniine by observa-

tinnxKe precise pcuut of Ms dirfapiiearance. Ti.e above method of calcU'

ia'ing the alti.ti'ide mu>tgive it vory nearly corect.

+ These arc n« arly ihe altitude? at Rutland at thfi time of the first two
observations ai Wenhaiii, a» aiJi)ears by Examples 7, B; il, 12. An
•fVo'nfbr several minuies in these altituiies would hardly cause any fea-

sible change in the calculited azimuth? at Kutlaud.

At
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Calculations At the first Rutland observation the meteor was not seen
from the pre- at Wenham, since the azimuth at V/enham at that time

wIo'ik!

° ^^"^^^
^^^^ probably less than 84** (as appears by the first four exam-

ples of Table I) and the iirst observed azimuth exceeded

106"; so that there can be no very accurate estimate of, the

situation of the meteor at that time. However, as the

altitude of the meteor observed at Wenham, and its calcu-

lated altitude above the level of the sea (found in Table II),

did not vary much during the time of its appearance at

Wenham, it is highly probable that no change was experi-
enced from the time of the first Rutland, to the first

Wenham, observation. The precedin<j^ method of inter-

polation gives for the azimuth 83' 14' 59" at Wenham, a

corresponding altitude at that place of 7* 43'*. This alti-

tude with the azimuth at Rutland 168* 30', and the corres-

ponding altitude 18° 27') give the results in Example 2,

Table I ; which, with an increase of 3' 12
"

in the longi-

tude, are assumed in the right hand columns of that table

and in Table II, as the place of the meteor at the first

Rutland observation. This addition is made to the longi-

tude, because the mean longitudes assumed in Table 11

exceed a few miles the results from the corresponding Rut-i

land observations in Table I.

A mistake of 1° in the observed altitudes at Wenhdm
ivould produce an errour of about 2^ miles in the calcu-

lated height of the meteor ; but the effect of this source of

errour cannot be great, since the observed altitude must
have fallen between the limits 3*^ 25' and 7° 10', corres-

ponding to the heights of the barn and tree ; as was observ-

ed above.

With the altitudes, latitudes, and longitudes of the me-
teor given in Table 11, and the latitudes and longitudes of

the places of observation, were calculated the distances of

the meteor inserted in Table II, to give at one view the

results of all the observations.

• This azimuth and altitude were found in the following mapner.
With the azimuth at Wenham, estimated in Example 1, 79° 53' 46",
was calculated, by the preceding formula of interijolation, tlie corres-

ponding altitude at Wenham. The difference between this and thesup,
posed altitude 6° SO' was tailed the errour of this supposition. The
operation was repeated with another assumed altitude, as 8% and the er-

rour of this supposition found. By these errours a corrected altitude was
calculated by the Rule of False; and by repeiting the operation a few

times, the above azimuth and altitude were obtained.

TABLE
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ACCOUNT or TilE METEOR SEEN IN V0^NEC;rH^U1^,

TABLE II.

Places and Distances of the Meteor at the Times of the (('afferent Obstrva*

tions, as determined by the mean of all the Calculat'wiii.
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which would make its
velocl^

about Qg- miles per second, and iuveloci-

bv both observations. In a similar manner the distance, , i,«

passed over, whjlo vi-^ible at Wenham, was about 52^ miles,
,^^^

and if the duration of its appearance was 30 seconds, as ^_^^

Mr»i Gardner estimated if," the velocity corresponding
would be II ^ miles per second ; this would have been more

'

,

than doubled if the extrtme azimuths at Wenham had beea - -

made use of without correfction. From these results it ap-

pears probable that the velocity of the meteor exceeded 3

miles per second* We may form an idea of the greatness of

this velocity, by observing that it is fourteen times as swrft
"

as the motion of sound, and nearly as great; as that of a >n ':o p>-,ii.'-^-

satellite revolving about the Earth at the, Sfinjp distaticei
""

and if a body were projected in a vertical direction with

about double the velocity (the air bein^ supposed not to

resist) it would proceed beyond the sphere of th^, Eafth's trfjio^I <ji b"*

attraction. \

In estimating the magnitude of the Body from the pr^- Its magnitude*

sent observations, no very accurate result is, to be expected,
since the apparent diameter was not exactly measured by

any of the observers. The observations that were made
serve however to prove, that the body was miTch larger,

than the whole mass of stones that fell near WestoriTas will

be evident from the following- calculations, Mr, Page sup-

posed the apparent diameter of the body to be about one

quarter part of that of the uioon, or about 8'. The great-

est observed distance of the meteor frorn B-utland was J62

miles, the least 57 mil^s. The diameter of the meteor

corresponding to those distances and the angle 8' are nearly-

^ and 4^ of a mile ; and, by this observation, the real dia,-

meter of the meteor must fall between those limits. Judge;
Wheeler supposed the apparent dianieter to be half or two-

thirds of that of the moon, or between l6' and 2i', Thei
least distance of tlie meteor from Weston was 20 miles, the -

greateft 1 13 miles. The least diameter corresponding to the

distance of 20 miles and angle l6' is -^V ^^ a mile, or rather .>

w^sj-i^q ••wq'.

491 feet; the greatest diameter, corresponi^.ing to the disrv? «jj td'w*

tance 113 miles, and angle 24' is nearly |; of a 19)1e^ ^tlj^^^,
the limits furnished by this observation are nearly ^V and ^^
of a mile. Mrs, Gardner supposed the diameter to be

eqnal
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equal to that,^thc iijwon, q|^.2' ; this, with the extrenlf

distances at Weiiharn, l^^and 167 miles, furnish thft

limits \\ and 1^ miles, frhis last estimate exceeds the

others considerably; this may be owing in pairt to the smalts

ness of the altitude^ the object, which .probably made, ii

appear larger than/t would otherwise have done, from the>

same cause which mukes'the moon appear largest when near

•the horizon. The least of all ttie Hmiis of the diaineter vf
the meteor is 491 ^et. A body of

^Jris magnitude and of

the same specific gravity as the stJftne th^t fell at Weston

(which weighed about 225 pounds to a cubic foot) would

contain a quantity ofnnatter exceeding in weight 510" miU'iovt

of tons. If the specific gravity were the same as that of the

air at the surface of the Earth, the Quantity of mafter

would exceed two thqfi&tind tons: and if the specific gravity
were the same as XlakiQ? the air at the height o&the meteor

(which by the usuajmile for l)arometrical admeosurements

19 about -jVth pan of that at the'surliice of the Eurth) the

quantity of matter would exceed fifti/ tons. Either of

these estimates exceeds by faV the ypeight of the whole mass

that fell JieaT Weston, which, by the accounts published,

rfoes n^cppear to have been greater than halt a ton, and

woul^not form a sphere^of twcf feet diameter
Cjf

the same

specific gravity as the stone, a^was observed by professor

Day, in bis valuable paper on tne origin of meteoric stone^-^

A sphere of this diameter, seen at the distance of the

meteor from W'enham, would hardly be visible without the

assistance of a telescope, since its apparent diameter would

not exceed two thirds of a second. These reasons seem
•pptientjj did

gtrongrly to favour the orrinion, that by far the greater part
i>ot fall to the „ ,

=» •'

. / .

'

•'.
, ^ 7,.

*
,

Ilaith. of the mass continued on its course without falling to the

Earth, and the gradual disappearance of the meteor, as

observed by judge Wheeler, is agreeable to this hypothesis.

As it is but within a few years, that observations of these

meteors have been carefully made, we have not yet sufficient

data for a well grounded theory of their nature and origin ^

none that has yet been proposed is free from difliculties.'

The greatness of the mass of the Weston meteor does not

accord either with the supposition of its having been formed

in our atmosphere, or projected from a volcano of the

Earth

The whole
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EaTtli or moon ; and the striking uniformity of all the

masses, that have fiillen at different places and times (which

indicates a common origin) does not, if we reason from
'

the analogy of the planetary system, altogether agree with

the supposition, that such bodies are satellites of the

earth.

VIL

On Muriatic and Oximnriatic acid, in Reply to Mr. Daltok.

In a Leterfrom a Correspondent.

To Mr, NICHOLSON.
SIR,

^Y object in " the remarks on the nature of potassium Remarks on

and sodium, in answer to Mr. Dalton,'* which you did me ^Xm.""*"*
the honour to publish in your number for January last, was

not so much to advance any thing new, as to state fairly tlie

arguments used by Mr. Dalton to prove those bodies to

be hidrurets; and the facts, which induced Mr. Davy to

place them in the class of metals. It is not my intention to

pursue that subject farther in this communication, as I feel

satisfied, that even the splendid talents of Mr. Dalton,

(should he honour my animadversions with a reply) will not ..\-

be sufficient to controvert the deductions drawn by Mr.

Davy from his experiments on these bodies—Indeed I should

not have troubljcd you now, had not Mr. Dalton called on

me, to explain my data, and mode of calculation, respecting
the muriatic acid, and oximuriatic gasses. As to my data

behig defective, and the principles of mi/ calculations ttni«- Principles of ;

telligihle to Mr. Dalton, I can only say, that I have taken tl'ewriter»8

the former from Dr. Henry's Elements of Experimental

Chemistry, 6th edition, 1810, (a work dedicated to Mr.

Dalton) where in a table at p. 499» vol. II, I find the spe-

cific gravity of muriatic acid gas given as 1*430, according
to Brisson—-and 'pSQ according to Kirwan, Here is so great
a ditference, that, not knowing which to choose, I referred

to
* '"

'
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Spec. grav. of to the article ** Muriatic Acid" in vol. I, p. 446, where I

iruriatic aciii
fji^^j i^^g weight Stated with respect to common air, as 1*73 to

1*00—Considering this therefore as Dr. Henry's own opi-
' nion of its real weight, I assumed it as one basis for my

calculation. I am »uare that Mr. Davy, at p. 245, Phil.

Trans, for 1810, states the weij;ht of 100 cubic inches of

muriatic acid gas, at 39 grs. which gives its specific gravity
as 1*258—and from the acknowledged accuracy of that

gentleman's experiments, I am inclined, on farther consi-

deration, to adopt his estimate, which also nearly aj^rees with

Spec.grav. of ^^'^i of Biot and Giiy-Lussac. With respect to the specific
oxigengas. gravity which I have assigned to oxigcn [l'12o] I acknow-

ledge an errour 1 have inadvertently fallen into, from not

remarking, that Mr. Davy's estimate of the weight of 100

cubic inphes of that gas, viz. 35"06 (vide Henry's Elenjents,

p. 178, Tol. I,) IS given at the temperature of 55% and that

consequently at 6o° it would be but 34.7 (as stated indeed

^
iti the same paragraph), which gives its specific gravity,

i'lig"; and also I will farther allow, that (leaving ri 25 for

oxigen) the number 90*72 should be 92*4. I must apolo-

gize to you. Sir, as well as to Mr, Dalton, for these inaccu-

racies; which arose from the necessity I was under of put-

ting my thoughts to paper in greater haste than I should

have done, had not other avocations claimed the time I would

gladly have spent in their revisal. As to my mode of rnl-

Modeofcal- culation, it is simply this:—Mr, Chenivix's estimate of
cu}ation.

^]^g composition of oximuriatic gas, (viz. 77*5 muriatic acid

+ 22-5, oxigen) is given by weigfd. To reduce these to

proportionate quantities by measure, I divide the specific

gravity of the heavier gas by that of the lighter* I multiply
the quantity oi the lighter by the quotient, and add the

sum to the quantity of the heavier gas.
—And I then say,

as the sums so added, are to either of them, so is 100 to

the proportional quantity^ required. Thus 7-7-—— 1'537 X
22-5 =34-5 4- 77*5 =z 112. Then 1 12 : 34-5 : : 100 : 30-8

rz the quantity of oxigen in 100 parts of oximuriatic gas,

on the old hypothesis, by measure. Consequently this

quantity would take twice its bulk of hidrogen, and the

whole that would disappear on detonation, would be 30*8 X

Tfae corrected ^ =: 924. If these data be true, my inaccuracies have

been
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been rather against my argument than for it; since the cor- data m«re fa-

rected nunpvbers give a still larger diminution, thari I ^ad
J^^^^^^^^^j^"

before asserted ought to take place. But taking the

specific gravity of muriatic acid gas, after Mr. Davy, at*^

only 1'558, and that of oxigen at 11 19, still the dimiriutiotl-

ought to be greatly larger, than what really occurs, wheft^

100 parts of oximuriatic, and an equal bulk of hidrogen

gaages are detonated together, if the former contained oxi-

gen. In thi»c*se, It should be in 200 parts 73*8, a propor*i^

tiou considerably more than ^. This indeed approaches to.H

what Mr. Dal ton says he should have expected ; but hovT

can he reconcile even this difference with the real dimiiiu- , »i.*"jq<i

tion that happens, and still support the old hypothesis?
' '

^ *-

Whatever data be taken, I think the argument is decisive, ?

in favour of Mr. Davy's views.

X cannot close this communication without expressing my The real

wish, that some philosopher, who has leisure, ability, in- ^^*^^" ?,^ ^^!^ 1111 gasses stUl anj
dustry, and instruments adapted to the labour, woiold make important de-

the real ype%ght. qf, the ditterent gasses, in their perfectli/ dry
*'^^'"*^"**

staUt Xhe ©b^fcfeooi'
his investigations. It is a subject of ma-

terial consequence, in many experiments of the refined

nature that chemistry now happily begins to admit of, and
most desirable, that they should be correctly ascertained ;

for as the case stands at present, specific gravities of these
"

bodies may be found in our elementary works so widely

differing from one another, that a man arguing for victorf^';,*

rather than truth, may select data almost at will, as best

Ijappens to suit his purpose.—That this is not mv case, I

trust you and Mr. Dalton will readily believe: for I beg,
to assure that gentleman, that irulh only is my object, andsq
if he can bring forward /ac/s, that prove his arguraent«^:^

correct, I shall be one of tlie first to acknowledge their
'

justice, and to thank him for having rescued me from er-

rour.—I coul4 noV^^liie again subscribe myself,

ydut,aadVr«li5ml>le servant,

feB. \%\\.
.,.,,0- J^'STi;

: VIL

t
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bladder.
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fore described

by the amthor.

Another spe-
cies since dis-

cevered.

Terjr rare.

VIII.

On Cystic Oxide, m new Species of Urinary CalcuJuit> B^i«
William Hyde Wollaston, il/. D. Sec. R. S.^ <

JL HE principal design of the present essay is to malte

known the existence, and to describe the leading properties

of a new species of urinary calculus from the human blad*

der; but I shall at the same time take the opportunity of

correcting an inaccuracy or two, that I have observed in

my formier communication on this subject. (Phil. Trans.

1797.)

I, on that occasion, took notice of five kinds of urinary

calculi,

1. The Hthic acid, since called uric acid, originally ana-

lysed by Scheele.

2. The oxalate of lime, or mulberry calculus.

3. The phosphate of lime, or bone earth calculus*

4. The ammoniacal phosphate of magnesia.

5. Thefusible calculus, which consists of the two last spe-

cies combined.

It is now about five years since I first met with anotlier

species, evidently differing from each of those before de-

scribed. It was in the possession of Dr. Reeve of Norwich,

who obligingly gave me a portion of it for the purpose of

examining its chemical qualities. It had been taken from

his brother when he was five years old, and at that time was

covered with a coating of phosphate of lime very loose in

its texture, and consequently very soon separatedf. This

species is probably very rare: for, although 1 have omitted

no opportunity of paying attention to any urinary concre-

tions to which I could have access, I have, to this time, seen

Phil. Trans, for 1810, p, 223.

^ . , + I ara informed, that another stone formed afterward In the bladder
Stone with a ,'.^ ,iujj- •,_ ...
hollow centre. ^^ '^^^ ^^* ^"'^ ^^^"^^ he died m consequence, without submitting to the

operation a second time. The stone found in his bladder after death

consisted principally of uric acid, but was peculiar in one respect, as its

centre -vras hollow by the removal of some more ^olable substance, ot-

Which the nucleus had consi5ted.

only
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only one otlier specimen of the same substance. This last ^

U in a collection of calculi belonging* to Guy's. Hospital,

j^iven by Mr. Lucas, sur^^eon to that institution, having
been formed partly by his father, and partly by himself^ .

in the course of their practice; and accordinj^ to the pre- i.

sent arrangement, (which, it is to be hopod, will not be
altered) the calculus to which lallude may be found by refe-

rence to No. 46 of that coilecbon. It was extracted by the-

usual operation from a man of 36 years of age, of whom*; !

no record is preserved, except that, his name was Williaia-

Small. It weighed, when entire, 270 'grains.

In appearance, these calculi resemble more nearly the
Descri^tioa •l^

triple phosphate of magnesia than any other calculus ; but ^**

they are more compact than thatjpompound is usually^ found

to be: not consisting of distinct laminae, but appearing as;

one mass confusedly crystallized throughout its substance.

Hence, instead of having the opacity and whiteness obaerr- ; i

able in fusible calculi, which consist of -a number of stnall

crystals cemented together, these calculi have a yellowish

semitransparency ; and they have also a peculiar glistening

lustre, likethat of a body having a high refractive density.

When this substance is submitted to destructive distilla- Results of iU

tion, it yields foetid carbonate of ammonia,,, partly fluid, <^8t^i«t«on*

and partly in a solid state, and a heavy foetid oil, such as .

uswally proceeds from animal substances; and there re-

mains a black spongy coal, much smaller in proportion

than is found after the distillation of uric calculi, ,

Under the blow-pipe it may be distinguished from uric^'^^'^7 <*f '^»«

acid by the smell, which at no period resembles that of s^jjfr iim

prussicacid; but in addition to the usual smell of bur-ned -'-1

animal substances, there is a peculiar foetor, of whicJ%«l^

cannot give a correct idea, as I know no «mell wl»*rch it ca».Peculiar smell,

be said to resemble.

This species of calculus is so readily acted upon by the Acted on bv

g-enerality of common chemical ayents, that its character "*°^' cheniicai. ^

may perhaps be most distinctly marked by an enuuieration
*

;

of those feeble powers, that it can resist.
' >

-

It is not dissolved (excepting in very small proporllon) by ^ceptions.

water, by alcohol, by acetic acid, by tartaric^ acid^,1by.:<5i-tfs^ , ^•,»
trie acid, or by Kuturaled carb^nate.of ammonia. ^ ***

iil

The
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Solrents.

Acid.

Alkaline.

Precipitates
isom acids

aid alkalis.

The solvents on the contrary, are far more numerous. It

is dissolved, in considerable quantity, by muriatic acid, by
nitric acid, by sulphuric acid, by phosphoric acid, and by
oxalic acid.

It is also dissolved readily by pure alkaline menstrua : by

potash, by soda, by ammonia, and by lime water. It is

even dissolved by fully saturated carbonates of potash or of

soda. Accordingly, these alkalis are not so convenient for

the precipitation of this matter from acid solutions, as the

carbonate of ammonia, which is not capable of redissolving

the precipitate, though added in excess.

For a similar reason, the acids best suited for its preci-

pitation from alkaline solutions, are the acetic and citric

acids. But the tartaric acid may occasion an appearance
of precipitation, by forming a supertartrate with the alkali

employed.
Forms crystals The combination of this substance with acids may be
witk acids, made to crystallize without difficulty ; and they form slen-

der spicula radiating from the centre, which readily dis-

solve again in water, unless they have been injured by being
in any degree overheated.

The muriatic salt is decomposed by the heat of boiling

water, on account of the volatility of the acid, and the rest

•

are easily destroyed by a greater excess of heat.

The salt formed by combination with nitric acid does

not yield oxalic acid, and does not become red, as the uric

acid does, when similarly treated ; but it turns brown, be-

coming gradually darker, till it is ultimately black.

When the combinations with alkalis are evaporated, they
^

leave small granular crystals ; but as I was desirous of ren-

dering my experiments as numerous as a limited quantity

would permit, the portion which I could employ in any one

experiment was too small for nie to attempt to determine

the form of such crystals.

When a hot solution in potash was neutralized by distilled

vinegar, the precipitate did not immediately take place,

but formed gradually during the cooling of the liquor in

minute crystals, some at the surface of the fluid, and others

. _ . ^ attached to the sides of the vessel. The only definite form,

aal crystals',
which I could observe, was that of flat hexagonal plates;

but

aad with alka

lis.

Precipitated
from potash

by vinegar
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but I could discern nothing \vbich enabled me to judge of

the primitive form of the crystal. On the surface of the

calculus belonging to Gov's Hospital, e^ome minute crys- perhaps cubit

tals may be discerned of a different shape, being nearly
^^«n pure.-

-

cubic. And it is possible, that the hexagonal crystals may
owe their figure to a small portion of alkali remaining in

combination.

From the ready disposition of this substance to unite Combined

with both acids and alkalis, it would appear to be an oxide ;

^^^ oxigen,

and that it does, in fact, contain oxigen, is proved by the

formation of carbonic acid in distillation. The quantity of
".J^"®'*"

oxigen present in the calculus is not, however sufficient to

give it acid properties, for it has no effect on paper coloured

with litmus.

I am therefore inclined to consider it as an oxide ; and Cystic oxid«.

since both the calculi, that have yet been observed, have • t
been taken from the bladder, it may be convenient to give

'"^
'

it the name of cj/stic oxide, which will serve to distinguish

it from other calculi ; and as this is unlike any other term

at present employed in chemistry, it is to be hoped, that it

will not be thought to require any alteration.

Since the period of my first essay on gouty and urinary Mulberry cal-

concretions, the general results contained in it have been ^" "^*

confirmed by others, and 1 believe are incontrovertible.

But I am under the necessity of acknowledging a mistake ia
;.

the analysis of the mulberry calculus, though not of much

importance. An acid is mentioned to have arisen by sub-

limation, and it was supposed to originate from a partial ^,. _ ^

decomposition of the oxalic acid. But since pure oxalate

of Time yields no such sublimate, it most probably arose

from a mixture of the small quantity of uric acid in the cal-

culus then under examination.

In the analysis of the triple phosphate of magnesia, there Mistake in tha

is another mistake of more consequence. In mv selection analysi-. of tbe

trom numerous experiments tor ascertaming the presence of
phai?? cf raag.

phosphoric acid, I gave the preference to one in which ni- ^^'"'*

trate of mercury was employed, on account of the facility of

extracting the acid from the phosphate of mercury by heat

alone. But since the whole of the phosphoric acid- is not i

precipitated by nitrate of mercury, sulphate of magnesia
YoL.XXVill.-MARCH, 1811. q will
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will not be formed on the addition of sulphuric acid, and

the magnesia cannot be obtained separate by the same pro-
cess.

led to another. It may have been in consequence of this oversiirlit, that a

mistake on that subject has occurred in the succeeding vo-

^ lume of the Transactions.

Calculus of a A calculus is there described, which had been taken by
dog

suppo^d ^j.^ Thomas from the bladder of a doi- ; and a series of ex-
to «ontain lime

^ ...
periments are related, from which it was inferred to consist

of superphosphate of lime, and phosphate of ammonia.

But from the appearance of this calculus (which was exhi-

bited to the society at the time when the paper was read) I

was much inclined to think, that the nature of it was mis-

taken ; and upon full consideration of the experiments,

they did not appear to me conclusive.

\vas afterward ^ therefore, obtained a portion of the calculus, and, by
proved to be a ^jje following process, the earth contained in it was proved to
compound of . ^ ,

i. i ii i»

magnesia.
consist almost wholly oi magnesia.

It was dissolved, with the exception of a very small re-

siduum, by distilled vinegar.

The whole of the phosphoric acid was then precipitated

by acetate of lead added to excess.

The liquor was then poured off, and sulphuric acid was

added, which precipitated the excess of lead, and at the

same time formed sulphate of magnesia in solution.

By evaporation to dryness, the acetic acid was removed,

and by subsequent increase of heat, the sulphate of am-

monia, and excess of sulphuric acid were expelled.

The residuum being then dissolved in water, and the

iiquor suffered to crystallize by spontaneous evaporation,

.there remained a quantity of sulphate of magnesia, that

weighed rather more than the quantity of calculus taken

for the experiment.

Superphos-
^^ ^^^^ evident, therefore, that in this instance the cal-

jjhate of lime cuius examined did not consist of superphosphate of lime ;

perhaps never
^^^^ there 18 some reason to doubt, whether a compound,exists ma

^ i i i
• <» r •

cAlculus. *j.^^***^
^^ *^ very soluble m water, ever lorms a part of, urinary

-concretions.

P event'on oH'- Although the treatment •f diseases is not in general a

calcuiouscom- fii subject to occupy the lime of this society, there is never-

pbiats. theies*
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theless one suggestion, with respect to the prevention of
,

calculous complaints, so nearly connected with my present

subject, that I think it may deserve to be recorded.

Since the white matter contained ii the urine of birds, Uric acid In

which is voided along with their dung, has been remarked
J'^Y^i'^g^i

by Mr. Vauquelin, to consist principally of uric acid, I have

paid some attention to the different proportion in which

this matter is voided by different species of birds, to see

how far it accorded with the different qualities of their food.

And I found, that in the dung of the goose, feeding wholly seems pro-

oa grass, the proportion did not seem so much as -j-J^^ ^i*
portional to

the whole dung. In that of a pheasant kept in a cage, and of animal food

fed on barley alone, it was about y^ part. In that of a ^^^' ^*^^>

hen, having the range of a garden and farm yard, and

consequently procuring insects, and possibly other animal

food, the proportion was manifestly much greater, and com-

bined with lime. In the dung of a hawk, fed upon flesh

alone, the quantity of matter voided in a solid state bears

but a small proportion to the residuum of uric acid, that is

left by the urine when dry. And in the gannet, feeding particularly of

solely on fish, I have observed the evacuations in some in- fisii.

stances to be mere urine, for it contained no solid matter

excepting the uric acid.

It seems, consequently, deserving of inquiry, what changes Hence calca-

might be produced in the urine of any one animal, by such lousandgoutr,.,. J. . ..*^ persons should
alterations ot diet, as its constitution would permit; for as prefer a ve^e-
far as any inference can be drawn from these varieties, which ^*^^^® ^•^^^•

naturally occur, it would appear, that persons subject to

calculi, consisting of uric acid, as well as gouty persons, in

whom there is a redundance of the same matter, have much
reason to prefer vegetable diet: but that the preference

usually given to fish above other kindi of animal food u

probably erroneous.

Q « IX.
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IX.

Com])arative Analysis of Gum Resins: hy Mr. Hewrt
Bkaconnot, Professor of Natural History) Sfc,

f Continued from vol. XXVII, p. 37O.J

Art. II. Analysis of Gamboge^

I.I,

frodttctfi of itf

Aisiillation.

Cull.

Effects of heat Sect. I. JLF gamboge be exposed to the flame of a candle,

on gamboge, it swells up; and burns like a resin. Heated in a capgule

it emits a peculiar smell, softens, and is decomposed before

it melts^

Fifty gram. [772 grs.] exposed to distillation produced

Istj a brown water, containing empyreumatic acetic ucid:

2d, a small quantity of a light oil:

3d, afterward came over in considerable quantity another

oil, heavy, thick, and brown.

In the retort remained a light coal, weighing 8 gram.

[l23*5 grs]. It was incinerated with difficulty, and left 5

decig. [7*7 grs] of ashes, which yielded 2 cent, [0*3 of a gr.[

of potash in part sulphated, 4 cent. [0*6 of a gr.]of phos»

phate of lime, 6 cent. [0*9 of a gr.] of carbonate of Urae,

and 3 dec. [4*6 grs] of quartz sand, containing a little

charcoal, and some traces of oxide of iron. ISo ammonia

was found in the liquid products.

Sect. II. Twenty gram. [309 gr*»]
were treated with hot

alcohol and filtered. What remained on the filter, after

being well washed with alcohol, was a grayish substance,

that dried with difficulty, and was then brittle. In this state

it weighed exactly 4 gram. [61*7 grs]; had a faint taste, or

was nearly insipid; and dissolved entirely in water, except
a decig. [1*5 gr.] of impurities. The solution reddened

litmus. Evaporated to dryness it left a transparent, friable

residuum, resembling the high coloured gum ©f the plum-

tree, burning like it with little flame, and leaving a consi-

derable quantity of a compact coal, in which was some

phosphate of lime.

The alcoholic solution was red. Evaporated to dryness
it

Camboje
treated with

alcohol,
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it afforded l6 gram. [247 grs] of resin. Tins was trans-

parent, red, without any perceptible taste, and pretty de-

cidedly electric by friction. When powdered it emitted a

pecnliar smell, and assumed a bright yellow colour.

On pouring water into a saturated solution of thw resin precipltatadby

in alcohol, there is a sensible evolution of heat, and a uni- ^•'^*^'^»

form, yellowish, milky liquid is produced; while most other

resins are precipitated from alcohol in clots.

Sect, III. Solution of potash acts very quickly on the and acted on

resin of gamboge, particularly if heated. The result is a ^^ potash

red liquid of an oily appearance, in which the properties

of the potash are neutralized. On evaporating this com-

pound almost to dryness, it crystallizes like the solution of

aloes.

The soap or saponule of this resin is of a deep red ap- Soap from it.

preaching to black, and feels greasy between the lingers.

When dried it is friable, and resembles a resin. It has the

taste of rancid fat, leaving a slight sensation of acrimony at

the root of the tongue. It is easily soluble in water, with-

out rendering it turbid. Acids precipitate this solution in

auch abundance, that the whole becomes a thick coagulum
of a fine yellow colour. Lime-water throws down from it

a fine orange coloured precipitate. Earthy salts and most

solutions of the white njetals likewise produce yellow pre-

cipitate* in it. It precipitates sulphate of iron brown, and

nitrate of copper green.

Sect, IV. Ten gram, [154*4 grs] of the resin of gamboge Th« resin

were put into a retort with 80 parts of strong nitric acid of ^.^^^V^
the shops. As soon as the retort felt the heat of the fire,

red vapours arose, the intensity of which sodn disappeared.

The first product was returned into the retort, and the

operation continued, till the matter was dissolved, and the

solution reduced to the consistence of a sirup*. On cooling
a mass of lamellar crystals was formed, enveloped in a vis-

• The product of this di-,ulIation, being thoroughly saturated with Product o/

chalk, and distilled anew, yielded a slightly acid liquor, of a very pun- the dittilU-

fent smell, and bitter to the taste. Alkalis gave it a lig'U yellow tinge.
*'®"*

On adding sulphate of iron to this niix'.ure a precipitate was formed, —

which was completely soluble in acids j
so that there was no prussic acid

in this liquid, but 1 am not fully acquainted wUh its nature.

cid
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cid matter. The whole being diluted with a quantity of

water, a gediraent was formed, which, when well washed

and dried, weighed 1*3 gram, [20 grs],

FrodBcl. This matter is of a yellowish colour, and bitter taste. It

is partly soluble in boiling water. On cooling the solution

grows turbid, and lets fall a portion. The iiltered solution

is of a reddish yellow, froths when shaken, reddens infusion

of litmus, is rendered of a deeper colour by the addition

of an alkali, and forms a slight precipitate alter some time

with sulphate of iron.

On burniug coals this substance does not melt so easily

as the resin, diffuses a fragrant smell, and leaves a great
deal of coal.

It combines very well with potash and spirit of wine,

forming with them transparent red solutions.

Nitric acid, heated gently with it, dissolve it, without

occasioning any sensible alteration. Water produces a co-

pious white coagulum in the solution.

A resinoamer. From these properties I think I may fairly consider this

substance as a particular species of soluble factitious resino-

amer, combined with a yellowish resiniform substance in-

soluble in water.

ProdHceofth* The acid liquor and waters of elutriation were boiled
nioiierwa

^'^'•^^^j,^ ^^^ drive off any nitric acid that might rettiain; and

the residuum was diluted with water, in which a small

quantity of potash was dissolved, which separated 4 dec.

[6 grss]
of the yellow resiniform substance. The liquor

being again boiled down, then treated with alcohol, and

filtered, left 1 gram. [15*4 gr.*-] of very white superoxalate

of potash. The alcoholic solution produced on evaporation

3 gram. [46'3 grs] of bitter matter, soluble in water, and

containing malic acid.

Th? resin act- SecL V. I diluted some of the realn of gamboge in fine

ed on by «xi-
pQ^^jgP ^j^j^ water; and passed into it a stream of oximu-

muriaticgas. . . . ,
• m .i i ^ • r .

rittic acid gas, to try its enect on the colour; and in tact

it destroyed its fine yellow. The milky liquor being boiled

down, then diluted with water, and filtered, left on the

filter a substance, which was washed with boiling water,

till what came off would no longer redden litmus. The fol-

lowing were its propprties.

It
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It is pulverulent, of a pale yellow colour, and without Properties of

any perceptible taste. It crackles between the teeth like^^^® P''^^"^^*

an insoluble salt, and boiling water will not dissolve it. It

is very little fusible, and emits no smell, till it begins to ^

be decomposed ; but if it be set on fire, or thrown on burn-

ing coals, it emits punj^ent fumes of muriatic .acid.

Weak acids separate nothing perceptible from it ; but with

concentrated acids charcoal and muriatic acid are produced.

Combined with potash the compound has a pleasant

soapy smell, and nitrate of silver throws down from its

solution a precipitate partly soluble in nitric acid.

I distilled 6 gram. [92'6 grs] of this substance in a «rnall Distilled.

retort, which was heated to redr»ess. The product was col-

lected in a few decigr. [about ^ of an oz measure each] of

vater, vvhich, being examined toward the end of the distilla-

tion, was very sour, and had the smell of muriatic acid.

To this water I added nitrate of silver, which produced a

copious curdy precipitate of muriate of silver. This pre-

cipitate weighed 5*4 gr. [83*4 grs], which would contain

1*35 gram. [20'84 grs] of muriatic acid, according to the

proportions given by Bergman of 25 acid to 75 oxide*.

In the retort were left 2*1 gram. [32*4 grs] of a tumid

coal.

Hence it follows, that 100 parts of this acidiferous resinous

substance were composed of

Dry muriatic acid 22*5 ^" com:onenfe
^, 1 parts.
Charcoal 35

Oxigen, hidrogen, and carbon • • • • 42*5

)00

Sect, VI. Thus it appears, that gamboge is a true gum- Gamboge a
'^^

. .
,

true gum.r«-
rcsin, since we find in it a y)eculiar resm very well marked, tin.

and a gum resembling that of many of our fruit trees.

• This certainly estimates the acid too high. From 19 to 19-5 per

«ent of acid is the most that can be allowed, according to the experi-

ments yf icte'-al of th« most eminent modem chemists. C.

Art.
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Art. III. Analysis of Euphorhium.

EupboTbium Sect. 1. The Dutch have their euphorbiutn from Mala-

'?nts^'^^^^"'
bar, where it flows from the euphorbia antiquorum ; that

used in England is from the euphorbia cunariensi«*, whirh

furnishes the euphorbium used in France, as Mr. Braconnot

had an opportunity of satisfying himself, by finding several

branches of the tree among the specimens he examined.

Actionofheat 5*^0/. II. Euphorbium, when exposed to a gentle heat,
*" **•

softens easily, and loses a twentieth of its weight in moisture.

Boiled in wa- I boiled 4 gram. [6l*8 grs] in 100 gram. [1544 grs] of dis-
^^^'

tilled water. The filtered liquor left an insoluble substance.

Properties of which, when dried, weighed 3 gram. [46'3 grs.]. What
the passed through was of an amber colour, and had a bitter

taste with a slight degree of acrimony,
folmion. This solution reddened infusion of litmus. Oxalate of

potash threw down from it a pretty copious precipitate of

oxalate of linie. Nitrate of lead formed in it a white pre-

cipitate entirely soluble in distilled vinegar. Lime-water

rendered it turbid, and occasioned a yellow precipitate,

which vinegar dissolved.

Boiled in alco- Sect, III. A. I boiled 20 gram. [308*f5 i^rs] of euphorbium
'***•

in 90 gram. [1389*6 grs] of alcohol at 36* [spec. grav. 0-837],

which was sufficient to dissolve all the parts capable of so-»

lution. This solution filtered at a boiling heat left a sub-

stance on the filter, which, after being well washed with

alcohol and dried, weighed 6*4 gram. [98*8 grs.]

Deposit from B. Haviug mixed together the alcoholic solutions, which

Iuftdin'*^°*

^"
^'^^ ^^^"^^ turbid on cooling, and let them stand at rest

for two days, a considerable quantity of a white, granular,

and somewhat gelatinous substance was deposited, which,

being washed with alcohol a«d dried, weighed 47 gram.

[72*5 grs]. It still retained some alcohol, which being
driven off by heat, only 3*4 gram, [52*6 grs] remained,

similar to wax. This substance was seraitransparent, capable of being in-

dented by a hard body, softened readily between the fingers,

was almost wholly volitalized on a redhot iron, and com-

* According to our college,who have readmitted it into their Jast Phar-

^acQj:opiay from the euphorbia officinarvm. C.

ported
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ported itself like bees wax, wViich it p-seinbles in smell when

tuelted or burned. This wax of euphorbiutn retained a

slight detrree o*' acrimony, no doubt because it had not

been sufiiciently washed with alcohol. I made a taper of

it, wiiich burned with a veiy clear flame.

C. The 6*4 grasn. [988 grs] insoluble in alcohol [A] were xhe matteim"

heated to the boiling point in 100 gram. [1544 grs] of dis- soluble in al-

tilled water. The filtered liquor left behind little bits ^^ter

of wood and thorns, which when dried weighed 2*7 dec.

[4-17 gr.s].

D. The aqueous solution (C), being evaporated, formed and ctapa*

a varni<>h on the surface of the glass. On evaporating to
^^^^ '

dryness a brittle substance was obtained, which separated
in micaceous scales, did not attract moisture, and weighed
4*1 gram. [63.3 grs], which I perceived at once to be malate

j](.]^Qd maldie
of lime*. In fact, on heating this substance with diluted of lime.

sulphnric acid, I obtained, 1st, very white sulphate of

lime, which, after being washed and dried, weighed 1'6 gram.

[247 g's]: iidly, an acid, which alcohol dissolved, and from I

which it separated 5 dec. [7 grs] of sulphate of lime.

The solution, being evaporated, produced 2 gram. [30*83

grs.] of malic acid, retaining a little sulphuric acid, which

was separated by barytes,

Malate of lime therefore appears to exist in tolerable This mistaken

quantity in the milky juice of the euphorbias; and it was ^°'' 8""^

this salt, which the older chemists mistook for a gum in the

euphorbium of the shops, and which Mr, Laudet has con- and extract,

founded with extract.

E. The alcoholic solution (J5), being evaporated to dry- More wax ob-

ness, left a residuum weighiijg 8*3 gram. [128 grs]. This '^'^^'i*

was treated with cold alcohol, which dissolved the resinous

parts, and farther separated 4 dec. [6*2 grs,] of wax,

F. This solution being evaporated afresh, a resin was ob- Rosins mixed

tained, that attracted moisture from the air in a small de-
'^^Ij^jj''^''''^

°^

gree. This was owing to the presence of malate of potash,
which I obtained by heating the resin with distilled water.

When well dried it weighed 4 dec. [6*2 grs.]

1 hare already made known, that the ricinus, which is of th6 family
of euphorbias, contains raalic acid, neutralizing a large quantity of pot-

Uh and lime.

G. The
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Properties ©f

Uie resin.

Component
parts of eu-

phorbia in.

Myrrh dip-

tilled alone.

Coal.

ANALYSIS OT MYRRH.

~ G, The resin of euphorbium has a reddish transparency,
and extreme acrimony, whence it may be considered as a

violent poison. It becomes electric by friction. Alkalis have

no sensible action on it. Sulphuric acid dissolves it cold.

Treated with nitric acid at a heat of 20° [77* F.] It softens,

grows yellow, and begins to decompose. By increasinj^ the

heat, a complete solution is obtained, which, when evapo-

rated, yielded a great deal of yellowish resiniform matter,

a soluble resinoamer substance, and some traces of oxalic

acid.

Sect. IV. From these experiments it follows, that 100

parts of euphorbium are composed of

Water i 5

Wax 19

Woody matter 13*5

Malate of lime 20.5— potash

Resin 37

Loss • . • • 3

100

Art. IV.—Analysis ofMyrrh,

Se6l. I. Thirty gram. [463-2 grs.] of myrrh gradually

heated to redness in a retort yielded 10 gram. [154.4 grs.]

of an empyreumatic, heavy, brown oil ; 10 gram. [154*4 grs.]

of a red liquid, that changed sirup of violets green, yielded

ammonia when mixed with potash, and acetate of potash

mixed with oil when evaporated.

The coal left in the retort occupied less space than the

myrrh itself, was compaft, iridescent, shining, and weighed

7*25 gram. [112 grs.] Being icinerated it produced \'Q

gram, [24*7 grs.] of white ashes, which furnished by elu-

triation 7 cent. [1.08 grs.] of sulphate of potash mixed with

a small quantity of subcarbonate.

The part of the ashes insoluble in water dissolved com-

pletely in nitric acid with effervescence, carbonic acid being

evolved mixed with a little sulphuretted hidrogen, arising

no doubt from the decomposition of a small quantity of

fulphat€ of potash by the lime and carbon. The nitric so-

. ... lutio»
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lution contained nothing but lime, which was separated

entirely by subcarbonate of potash.

Sea. II. A. Fifty gram. [772 grs.] of niyrrh distilled
^^l'^\,^'

witli water yielded a product having the smell of the myrrh, water,

and in which floated a little volatile oil.

B, The residuum of this distillation being thrown on a,

filter, the liquid was a long time in passing through. The

matter that did not dissolve was well washed with boiling

water.

C. The several liquors, being mixed aed evaporated to Gum,

dryness, left 23 gram. [355 grs.] of a red transparent gum,
bitter to the taste.

1. This gum reddened infusion of litmus. Iw properties,

2. Treated with boiling water it dissolved only in part.

What remained was a substance of a gummy appearance,

and was perfectly insoluble even in dilute acids. It was

bulky, became brittle when dried, and afterwards swelled

up in boiling water without dissolving. This insolubility

acquired by the gum of rayrrh appears to be owing to heat.

3. The gum of myrrh yielded by distillation subacetate

of ammonia, some oil, and a coal, which incinerates very

easily compared with those of animal matters.

4. Treated with dilute nitric acid, and gently heated, it

gave out carbonic acid gas mixed with nitrogen ; a yellow

flocculent matter was deposited, which soon disappeared;

and, the liquor being evaporated, oxalic acid remained,

mixed with malic acid, and a bitter yellow matter, which

did not detonate.

5. Oxalate of potash threw down oxalate of lime from

the solution of the gum.
C. Lime-water in excess did not alter its transparency, so

that it contained neither malic nor phosphoric acid.

7. Neither decoction of galls nor oxirauriatic acid occa-

siuned any change in it.

8. Several metallic solutions, as those of lead, mercury,
and tin, form copious white precipitates in the aqueous so-

lution of this gum.
- The precipitate produced by nitrate of lead in 23 gram.

[355 grs.] of this gum dissolved inVater weighed 20*2 gram.
3118 grs.]. It was of a reddish colour, like myrrh, and

Remitransparent
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apmitransparent. Boilinpj water only divided it; but, on

adding gradually weak sulphuric acid to a very slight ex-

cess, the clots disappeared, and it was filtered. What re-

mained on the filter, when well washed and dried, consisted

of 5*3 gram. [81*8 grs.] of sulphate of lead, containinjr

4 gram. [6 1*76 ^rs.] of oxide; which had been combined
with l6 gram. [-247 grs.] of the gum, that were reobtained

by evaporating the liquor separated from the sulphate of

lead. This gum, which retained an excess of acid, yielded
neither malic nor phosphoric acid when treated with alco-

hol ; which led me to suspect, that the lime contained in

the gum of myrrh is saturated by acetic acid ; and perhaps
also by carbonic; for, if sulphuric acid be poured into a

•olution of this gum, a slight effervescence takes place, and

a precipitate of sulphate of lime.

We see from what precedes, that the gum of myrrh is

not entirely separated from its solvent by the nitrate of

lead; since of the 23 gram. [355 grs.] only l6 [247 grs.]

fell down with the oxide. This must have been owing to

the nitric acid set free; for a salt of lead surcharged with

oxide, as the subacetate, precipitates almost wholly the so-

lution of the gum of myrrh, and entirely, if a little alkali

be added to the mixture.

The part inso- ^' What remained on the filter [B,] was heated with al-

luble ill water cohol, which dissolved all the resinous parts, and left be-

alcohol. hind a ioft, transparent, substance, insoluble in boiling

water, and weighing when dried 6 gram. [92.6 grs.]. It

had all the properties of the gummy matter already men-

tioned.

Resin pro- E* The alcoholic solution (/>.), mixed with the spirit
duced. used in washing the filters, yielded on evaporation 1 1*5 gram.

[177*6 grs.] of a brown resin, with an aromatic bitter taste

like that of myrrh.
It"! properties. 1. This resin softens easily between the fingers, melts at

48" R. [140** F.], and does not become electric.

2. It emits an aromatic smoke while burning, and yields

on distillation the same products as resins.

3. With potash it forms a kind of soap, the aqueous so-

lution of which passes turbid through the filter.

4. On 5*5 gram. [85 grs.] of this resin of myrrh were

poured
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poured 33 gram. [509.5 grs.] of nitric acid at 38**, which

turned the resin blackish. The mixture being distilled

emitted red vapours, but not very abundantly. After hav-

ing obtained a product of about 20 gram. [309 grs.] from

this solution, the retort was removed from the tire. A re-

siniform substance of an Okrange colour floated in it, which, . ,,,.v.

when washed and dried was of a pale yellow, and weighed
1*5 gram. [23 grs.]. It was pulverulent, bitter, not very

fusible, partly soluble in water, and formed with potash i^

saponaceous compound, which dissolved very easily in water,

giving it a red colour, without any diminution of its trans-

parency. This resiiiiform substance contains a great deal

of carbon, and is sensibly altered by nitric acid, which only

dissolves it. In other respects it comporti itself like the

resin of gamboge treated with nitric acid.

The nitric solution, on which this substance floated, being

evaporated to dryness, left a residuum, which being well

washed, furnished 1 gram. [15*4 grs.] more of the resini-

form substance, which had been kept dissolved by means

of the nitric acid. Lime-water in excess added to the wa-

ters of elutriation separated 1*2 gram. [18*5 grs.] of oxalate

of lime mingled with a small portion of malate. The super-
niitant liquid contained a bitter yellow matter.

Sect. III. From these experiments it follows, that myrrh My«rh consist*

consists principally of a gum different from the common gum/
° *

kind, the leading properties of which are

1, To acquire a degree of cohesion from the action of Its chief rha-

heat, when its solutions are evaporated, which renders it
'*«^*"s"***

partly insoluble in water :

2, To give out ammonia when distilled, and nitrogen gas
when acted on by nitric acid ; which gives it an affinity to

animal substances :

3, To decompose solutions of lead, mercury, and tin,,

and unite with their oxides.

Myrrh contains likewise about 0*23 of its weight of a very

fu«ible bitter resinous matter-

{To be continued.J
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SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

Royal Society of Edinburgh,

Kckyal Society \J/N the 7th of January Sir George M'Kenzie continued
«t Ediuburgh. j^j^ account of the Mineralogy of Iceland, and described

some very curious geological facts.

On the 21st he concluded his mineralogical detail, with

an interesting description of Mount Hecla and other volca-

nic districts. In this paper Sir George made some remarks

which tended to place obsidian and pumice in a conspi-

cuous point of view, as relating to the different theories of

the Earth, and clearly proved their origin to be igneous, a

position which has hitherto been denied by Werner and his

pupils.

On the 4th of February Dr. Brewster read an ingenious

paper on the loss of the comet of 1770.—Sir George
M'Kenzie described some remarkable hot springs in Ice-

land. To one of these he gave the name of the alternating

Geyser, as it spouted from two distinct orifices evidently

connected within, but only from one at a time, the opera-

tions of which alternated with those of the other at regular

intervals of time.

On the ISth Professor Playfair read part of a Biogra-

phical Tviemoir of the late John Roblson, LL. D. and Pro-

fessor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh.
Mr. Allan communicated a letter from Dr. Henry, of Man-

chester, describing the position of some singular masses of

a substance apparently composed of wax and resin, which

had been laid bare by a late overflow of the river Mersey, a

little below Stockport, about three feet under the soil, and

supposed to be the refuse of some manufactory, of which

no other vestige or recollection now remains.

Geological The First Volume of the Transactions of the Geological
'**^''^^y*

Society, in 4to, with many plates, is in the press, and will

be ready for publication in the month of May next.

TO
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Philochemicus does not seem to be aware, that the ob-

ject of the galvanic troughs he mentions was to get rid of

the cement, all the disadvantages of which vecur in the

plan he proposes. Any danger to be apprehended front

the use of earthenware or glass may readily be obviated by
the simple and cheap defence of a case of common wooc^.

With regard to the use of the word particle, when he de-

fines it, in one place, the smallest portion of any com*

pound substance into which it can be resolved without

decomposition; and, in another, the smallest portion of any

compound body, which we can procure by mechanical

means ; these two definitions are obviously not consistent

with philosophical precision. The fact appears to be,

that the word particle, or small part, a word with a cer*

tain laxity of signification in common use, cannot well

therefore be confined to one precise and definite meaning
on all occasions; but like many other terms, will have its

exact sense to be determined in general by the context.

L. O. C.'s paper will be inserted the earliest opportunity.

As a request formerly made appears not to have been

seen, or to have been overlooked, by some of ray more

recent correspondents, I beg leave to repeat it. It is, that

they would leave in their manuscript a margin for the in-

sertion of the side notes. It is also desirable, that, when

a paper requires drawings for its illustration, none of it

should be written on the back of the drawings.
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ARTICLE I.

Observations and Experiments on the Alkaline Metalloids: by
J. Murray, Lecturer on Chemistry, $^c., Edinburgh.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
SIR,

Jl HE speculation with regard to the nature of the metal- Berthollef's re.

lie bases oF the alkalis, which I venture to submit to your ma^ks
on wa-

reuders in the following pages, occurred to me some months '

ago, on perusing a paper by Berthollet in the 2d volume of

the Menioires D'Arcueil, on the existence of combined wa-

ter in potash. Having only lately had it in my power to

perform the experiments connected with the investigation,

I now transmit to you a general account of the results,

which may not perhaps be without interest in the present
state of chemical inquiries.

In the memoir to which I allude, Berthollet relates expe- which cannot

riments, which appear to prove, that potash prepared by
^"^ expelled br

the usual process contains a considerable proportion of wa-

ter, from which, while it exists in an insulated state, it

cannot be freed by the application of heat. The heat at

Vol. XXVHL No. 129—April, 181L R firit
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first dissipates a portioYi of the water ; but in continuing the

application of it, the potash itself rises in vapour before tlie

whole of the water is expelled. Hence Berthollet found,

that potash in this state yields, when it is mixed with iron

filings, and exposed to a sufficiently elevated temperature,
a large quantity of hidrogen gas. From this it appears

evidently to contain water ; and from the results of its com-

bination with muriatic acid he infers, that the quantity
amounts to 13*64 in 100 parts of potash which has been

kept in fusion until it rises in yapour.

This apparent- Admitting this, it appears to lead to concluaions incom-

ble"^'^h t'h'' patible with the theory, which has usually been received,

theory of the of the decomposition of potash by galvanism. In ihii de-
decom position

composition oxigen is given out at the positive side, and

galranism, potassium appears at the negative side; and according to

the theory given by Mr. Davy of this experiment, this is

owing to the decomposition of the alkali—.the potassium ie

its base, and the oxigea the principle, with which this bast

had been combined,

as the water But if the existence of water in potash be admitted, the
should be results are not conformable to this theory. This water,
decomposed, , .• i i i mi' • • r
butnohidro- there can be little doubt, must sutler decomposition from

gen is evoWed. the action of galvanism upon it, its oxigen will be evolved

at the positive pole, and its hidrogen ought to appear at

the negative side. TSo such evolution of hidrogen however

is to be observed in the common mode of making^the expe-

riments; and Mr. Davy, by whom it has been executed

with so much care, and on so large a scale, has remarked,

that at the negative surface there is no liberation of elastic

fluid, nothing being produced there but the metallic globules.

It appears therefore to follow almost as a necessary conclu-

sion, if the existence of water in potash be established, that,

since hidrogen does not appear in its insulated forrti, it must

enter into the composition of the metallic matter, which

appears at the negative side; and of course a different view

must be given of the operation from that which regards it

as a mere decomposition of the alkali.

Simplest mode Tliere are several modes of investigation, by which the
of iiiTcstigat inquiry with regard to this may be prosecuted. The sira-
irif this point. ,

*
. , , ,

• , ,• t . , i

plest experiment however, by, which light may be thrown

OR
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on it ; aiul which, as it appeared not difficult to execute

with nccuraoy, I preferred ;~'\s to ascertain the nature of the

product of the oxi^eiiation of potassium. It was ascertained

by Mr. Davy, that, when potassium combines with oxigen,

it forms solid, and apparently unusually dry potash. Now if

potassium is simply the bat.e of the allcali, forming it when

united with oxij^en, the potash formed in this way must be

the pure alkali; there is no source whence any water can be

communicated to it, and of course it cannot contain that

portion of water, which is essential to the potash prepared

by the common process. But if it be found to contain

water, it may be inferred, that hidrogen had existed in the

composition of potassium, which, combining with oxigen

during the combustion, formed this water.

Mr. Davy had perceived the importance of the inquiry Mr. Davy's

with regard to the presence of water in potash, and endea- <^^'c"^3tion
of

,1 •
, .

• oil !> ,
^htf dryness of

voured to determine the relation ot the dryness or the pot- potash formed

ash formed from potassium to that existing in some of its *[®^ potas-
siuni

saline combinations supposed to be free from water. Ber-
*

thollet liad inferf^ed, that potash which had been in fusion

parts with 13*89 ^f water when it enters into combination

vith muriatic acid. By converting potassium into muriate

of potash in muriatic acid gas, Mr. Davy obtained results,

whence he inferred, that the alkali, which Berthollet had
taken as a standard, contains Q per cent more water than tliat

existing in the petash formed by the combustion of potassium

in muriatic acid gas, so that the fused potash of Berthollet

contains consequently near 23 per cent of water; and he

adds, that, from his own observations, potash kept for some

time in a red heat contains l6 or 17 per cent of water, taking
the potash formed by the combustion of potassium as the

dry standard.

These conclusions however become uncertain in conse- liable to uncer- '

quence of the different theory, which Mr. Davy has pro-
^^^"^^®^*

posed on the action of muriatic acid gas on potassium ; they
are liable too to the uncertainties, which arise from the diffi-

culty of estimating the quantity of water in muriatic acid,

and the subject must be investigated under another form.

The following appeared to me to be the simplest mode of
Cgirparison of

experiment, that in which tlie conclusion is most direct,
*^^® °®"^''*"

2 ' and
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and the investigation least liable to errour—to determine if

ash and potash there 18 the same quantity of real alkali in the potash
from potassU _ iii -p ^ii
um. tormed by the oxigenation or potassium, and in the potash

prepared by the usual process, and which has been kept ia

fusion, by comparing their powers in neutralizing an acid.

The difference I dissolved 10 grains of pure potash prepared by the usual
ery trivial.

process, which had been kept in fusion in a low red heat, in

half an ounce of water, and neutralized this by the addition

of nitric acid previously diluted with 20 parts of water:

165 grains of this diluted acid were required for neutraliza-

tion. The dry product of the combustion of potassium was

then dissolved in water, there remained undissolved a mi-

nute portion of matter—On removinj; this and weighing it,

the remaining solution required for neutralization of the

above diluted acid a quantity which was equivalent, t a

mean of several experiments, to 169*5 grains to 10 grains

of the product, supposing it to have been free from any

any intermixture of insoluble matter. Here then the same

quantity of acid was required for neutralization as nearly

as can be expected, for the difference of 4*5 grains of

an acid so much diluted on so large a quantity as 169

grains is far from being equal to the difference, which ought
to have been found, were the product of the combination

of potassium the real alkali, free from water ; and is indeed

so trivial, that it may nearly be neglected.

That this would be the case might nearly be inferred a

priori; for in decomposing potash by galvanism, there is no

appearance of the water which it contains being dissipated.

Either that water therefore in its entire state, or its base,

must exist in the product; its oxigen, according to the lat-

ter supposition, being given out; and of course when that

product is again converted by oxigenation into [)otash, the

water must be found in this potash .

An interesting experiment in confirraation of the above

results would be to submit the dry product of the oxigena-

tion of potassium to the experiment made by BerthoUet on

common potash—heating it with iron tilings to ascertain if

it affords hidrogen. This I intend to do, when 1 have pro-

cured a sufficient quantity of potassium to admit of the

experiTuent being made with accuracy.
- • From
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From the present investii^ation it appears to be established, Potassium ap-

that potassium contains hidroeen. This rests on two facts; parer.tly con-^

^ , , , . , • t • • tains hidrogen.

Jirsty that potash, which is proved to contain water, gives out

no hidrogen, when converted into potassium by galvanism;

and secondly, that potassium in combining with oxigen
forms potash containing water,

Gay-Lussac and Thcnard, soon after the publication of
fjypQtheses of

Mr. Davy's discovery of the metallization of the alkalis, Gay-Lussac,

proposed a different theory of the process from that which Dait^n
'

he had advanced. They considered the new metals as

compouiids of the alkalis with hidrogen. Mr. Dalton has

embraced this view, partly from the consideration of the

presence of water in fus^d potash, and partly from the con-

sideration of the levity and volatility of potassium. The
facts above established, it may be supposed, are in con-

formity to this theory. They may no doubt be explained

by it, while they seem not reconcilable to the hypothesis of

Mr. Davy. I would propose however a different view,

equally adapted to these phenomena, and as it appears to

ine more conformable to analogy,

I would suppose with Mr. Davy, that, in the production Mr. Murray's,

of potassium and sodium, the potash and soda are decom-

posed; the oxigen, which I also suppose combined with

them in these alkalis, being disengaged at the positive side.

But instead of regarding them as the real bases of the al-

kalis, I would consider them as compounds of these bases

with hidrogen. While the alkali is decomposed by the

galvanic action, the water it contains must equally be de-

composed ; the oxigen of both will, in conformity to the

law which regulates galvanic decomposition, be attracted

to the positive side, and at the negative side the metallic

base of the alkali will be evolved; and the hidrogen of the

water, being there also in conformity to the same law disen-

gaged, will in its nascent state combine with that base.'

The potassium or the sodium is the product of this combi-

nation. The theory of the proiluction of these substances in Themetal-

the decomposition of the alkalis by iron at a high tempera-
'°"^^ formed

ture, in conformity to these views, must be obvious—the nje ium of

iron attracting the oxigen both of the alkali, and of the ''"Q" probably

water, an4 the hidrogen of the water combining with the reaf
smXIprojior.

njetallic
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tionof hidro. Aictallic base, the potassium obtained by tliis procesb has
8^^ been observed to have a greater specific gravity, than that

obtained by the action of galvanism. This has been as-

cribed to a slight alloy of iron, whicli has not however been

detected. It is not improbable, that it may be owini^ to

it? containing less hidrogen, a quaijlity of hidrogen being

disengaged in the process by which it is formed, while no

fevolution of this principle is observed in the pro 1 action of

potassium by galvanism. The whole hidrogen of the wa-

ter therefore, which existed in the potash, will not be con-

tiiined in the potassium formed in this way; and to this may
be owing that slight superiority of alkalitie strength, ob-

served in the above experiments, of the potash formed from

potassium.

One or other of these theories—either that proposed by

Gay-Lussac and Thenard, or that which I have stated, it

appears to me must be adopted; and the latter further ap-

pears to me in several respects preferable to the former.

Arguments in There is no analogy in favour of the assumption, tlmt the

favour of the alkaline metals are compounds of the alkalis with hidrogen,

thesis,

^ '^^°" ^^^ rather an improbability. There are no grounds whence

we can infer, that the common metals are compounds of

what we at present regard as their oxides with hidrogen;
and unless we make this assutciption* there is an iiiiproba-

bility in the hypothesis, that the alkaline metals, which

have all the mecailic properties, are compounds of this kind.

An analogy can be traced connecting the earths with the

common metallic oxides, and a similar analogy connect*

the alkalis with the earths. This leads to the conclusion,

that all these substances are of similar chemical constitu-

tion; that the earths and th« alkalis therefore, like the

metallic oxides, are compounds of metallic
'

bases with

©xigen.

The hypothesis I have advanced is in conformity with

both the-e analogies; it has therefore all the advantages,

which belonged to the theory given by Mr. Davy; and,

independent of the above facts, which appear to be subver--

pive of that theory, it has some advantages which Mr.

Pavy's cannot claim. In particular the levity of the alka-

line
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line metalloids, which has always been refirardecl as an

anomaly, may be supposed to arise from the presence of

hidrogen.

That these substances should retain metallic properties, No reason why

supposing them to be metals combined with hidrogen, can-
^J'^'^og^"'' '

, . ,
• • jr. 1^1- V should destroy

not be regarded as an objection. ii»tiammables in uniting nietallic pro-

with metals do not altogether subvert, and frequently even perties,

do not materially modify the metallic properties. Steel,

the compound of iron and carbon, has all the qualities of a

inetal. Snlphuret of iron has the lustre, opacity, and hard-

ness of a metal; and tjulphuret of lead or galena has nearly

all the external properties of lead, and is heavier than seve-

ral of the metals. Phosphuret of copper has a high degree

of metallic lustre and hardness, and is susceptible of a fine

polish. With these facts, there is no difficulty in the sup-

position, that, from the combination of hidrogen with metals,

the general metallic properties may not undergo much

change. Besides, hidrogen may be itself a metal, and these if not itself a

may 'be alloys.
"^^^^^•

If these conclusions be just, it follows, that the metals Metallic bases

which are the bases of the alkalis are still unknown to us in ^^ the alkalis

. . . rr.1 I
•

/• 11 , ytt unknowrt
their pute state. The same conclusion lollows perhaps to us.

with regard to the metallic bases of the earths. Nor is it

impossible, that some of the common metals may contain

hidrogen. These conclusions, it must only be remarked,

rest on grounds altogether different from the hypothesis

which has been proposed, that hidrogen is the common No proofs,

metallic principle, and have no connection with it. It is !^^^ hidrogen
IS the general

a conjecture supported at present by no species of proof, metaliicprin-

I do not suppose, that hidrogen is essential to the consti- ^'P^*-

tution of metals ; but merely, that in common with other

inflammables it is capable of combining with them ; and

accorcting to this opinion there must exist in the alkaline

roetals, metallic bases independent of hidrogen.

The peculiarity which distinguishes the alkalis, regarding Solubility in

them as metallic oxides, and which undoubtedly presents *f'*^
"^ ^^'^

, ,, . ^ 1 1 •!•. • alkali!, consi-
an apparent anomaly—their great solubility in water, may ^ered as ox-

be owing perhaps to the attraction which their bases have to »*^"'

hidrogen; for the affinities of a substance to a compound,
to water for example, it is probable according to Berthollet*s

views .
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Views of affinity, are the modified affinities of that sub-

stance to the elements of the coinpomid*. If the alkaline

metals be admitted to exert an attraction both to hidrogen
jind oxigen, but more energetic, as their chemical relations

evidently show, to the latter, it will follow, that the more

powerful affinity will tirst be exerted, or the metal will

combine with oxigen. But when thjs is diminished in force

by the approach to saturation, the weaker affinity, that

to hidrogen, will be capable of being exerted with equal
effect— the attraction therefore of the oxidated base or

alkali will now be exerted both to oxigen and hidrogen, in

other words to water, with which it wilj combine. If the

bases of barytes, strontites, and lime, be procured pure,

they may be expected also to contain a portion of hidrogen,

though perhaps lo a less extent than the alkaline metals, as

in their stale of earths they are less soluble in water than

the alkalis—indicating, according to this view, a less strong
attraction exerted to hidrogen. There may thus be a series,

through the other earths, to the common metallic oxides.

Source of the -^"^ if this speculation can be admitted, we have the satisfac-

properties that tion of being able to point out the source of the peculiar prp-

alkMi^eaJthr pe»'ties, by which the alkalis, earths, and metallic oxides are

$nd metallic distinguished as subordinate divisions of a class; and of

farther showing, that the cause giving rise to these peculi-

arities is the same as t)iat which is the cause of the
ecjually

striking differences by which they are distinguished in their

simple or metallic for^n. The attraction of the real alkaline

metals to hidrogen gives rjse to their combination with it,

and this is the cause of the levity, and probably also of the

fusibility of potassium and sodium—the most striking pro-

perties by which they are distinguished from the common

roetals; and the same affinity to hidrogen is the cause of

the solubility of these substances, when oxidated, in water,

the property by which the alkalis and alkaline earths are

separated as an order from the common metallc oxides.

If this view be correct, it will ^Iso follow, that the metal-

loids obtained from the earths contaiuing only a small por*

I hate given at considerable length a view of this doctrine, which

affords so many refined explanations of m inure chemical phenomena, in

ihc Notd lo my System »f Chemistry, vol. J, p. 609.

t}oi>

oxides.
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tion of hitlrogen will be of intermediate specific gravity

between the alkaline metalloids and the common metals*

and that the earths themselves must have a degree of solubi-

lity in water, intermediate between the alkalis and the com-

mon metallic oxides.

1 am, with much respect.

Yours &c.

Edinhurgh^^lUtFeb. J. MURRAY.
1811.

II.

Cheap and simple Construction ofan Air Pump* In a letter

from a Correspondent.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

SIR,

AS you were so good as to publish a paper, which I sent Auempfsto

to you some months a<'o, on a method of ioininp- long or btut consifucta

metallic tubes, &c., Ihave taken the liberty of troubling you pump,
with the following account of some attempts, which 1 have

made, to simplify the construction of the air pump. Not

being willing to go to the expense of one of the best air

pumps, and at the same time equally unwilling to spoil my
experiments by a bad one; no other alternative remained,
than either to improve the old construction, or to invent a

new one. How far this attempt may have succeeded, 1

must leave to the judgment of yourself, and of your readers,

Tiie following plan was the first that struck me: Let 1st. consirut

A B. (Fl. VIj, fig. 1 and 2), represent the barrel ol" the
''°"-

pump ; C C the piston rod, which is to be made solid, either

of brass or steel, and accurately ground; and D the piston,

which is made to move air tight in the barrel, by means of

leathers as usual. The rod also moves in a collar of lea-

thers, a fl, and & 6, is a cup to hold oil—so far the construc-

tion is the same as in Smeaton's air pump. The alterati^u
which I haveipade is ip the valves^ which ^re of solid brass;

*

c ]«
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c 18 a conical brass valve, well ground into the top of the

barrel, on one side of the collar of leathers, and kept from

being thrown out of its place, when open, by a pin and a

small semicircle of brass, d is another brass valve, only
this must be made much thinner than the other, that it may
open with more ease by the condensation of the air below it.

This valve has a long wire, //, fixed to its under side ;

which wire, when the valve is shut, must project about | of

an inch below the piston, e e, e e^ are two cross pieces, hav-

ing a hole drilled through the middle of each, through which

the wire^// passes. (One of these is represented separate at

fig. 2, PI. VIII.) When the valve rf, is open, it is prevented
from flying out of its place by a small button, at the end of

the ^'ueff, g gig gi are the passages by which the barrel

communicates with the receiver. After the valves are fi-

nished, and fixed in their places, the top of the piston, and
the under-side of the top of the barrel, are to be ground
accurately to each other; so that when the piston is drawn
to the top of the barrel, there may not be the least vacancy
between them. The action of this pump will be as follows :

Arjionofthis When the piston is moving upwards, the valve d will

i^ump, ^i^y^ jjy ^^^ ^^^ weight, and by the condensation of the air

above it, which having no other exit, will necessarily open
the valve c in the top of the barrel ; and when all the air is

expelled, this last valve will also shut by its own weight;
and as the top of the barrel and the piston are ground to fit

each other, it is evident, that the whole of the air, above the

latter, must be expelled. When the piston descends, the

valve c (tig. 2.) will still continue shut, by its own weight,
and now also by the pressure of the atmosphere, and the

valve d will open, by the condensation of the air below it,

and in the receiver; air from the latter, therefore, will rush

through the passages g g^ g g, into the upper part of the

barrel, and will be expelled again when the piston is again
drawn upwards; and this expulsion of a fresh barrel full of

air, iBvery time the piston ascends, will continue, till the air

in the receiver is so far rarified, as not to be able to lift the

mcialljc valve d. It is now that the use of the wire/y will

be manifest, for by projecting below the piston, it is evident,

that it must reach the bottom of the barrel, sooner than the

piston
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piston does; and as the piston continues to descend, the

valve d ^viil be opene^l, by the pressure of the wire// against

the >}oitorn of the barrel, and the air in the receiver will ex-

pand freely into the barrel, ^^hrough the passages g ^, g g^

as rep'-efeievited in tig. 2. This air wil! also be expelled by
the ascent of the piston ; and th\s operation maybe repeated

as often as is thoui;ht necei-siiry. As the valves will not be

exnosed to much frictiom they will probably keep in order a

long time; and if the pump is well made, there seems to be

no impediment tc its producing a nerfeot exhaustion*. But

whatever care the workmen may take, it is probable, that

a rairnUe quantity of air will remain, and that in a state of

considerable condensation (under the collar of leathers)

between the pitjton-rod, and the top of the barrel; and also

between the sides of the barrel, and the upper part of the

piston : but this is a fault, to which every pump, I believe, is

liable. It niay also be objected, that, when the valve d is

opened, ty the pressure of the wire//*, against the bottom of

the barrel, the air, by rushing suddenly out of the receiver,

will occasion oscillations of the mercury in the gage: these

oscillations, however, must be very trifling, not exceeding

^ of an inch, as the valve d would open, were the pressure

greater than that of \
of an inch of mercury. All these

imperfections however, 1 hope, are completely obviated, by
the following construction.—

At figs. 3 and 4, A B, as before, represent the barrel, C C 2d constmc-

the piston-rod, D the piston ; a a the collar of leathers, b h
^'°^**

the cup to hold oil, c the expelling valve of brass, d the

valve in the piston of brass also, and g g, gg the passages

• It is obviously impossible, that the whole of the air in the receiver

should be taken out in this way, so as to form a perfect exhaustion, pro-

vided we admit the workmanship carried to the highest degree of accu-

racy, so as not to have the slightest imperfection. Suppose the barrel

and receiver to be of equal capaciMes. The first time the piston is drawn

up, the air in the receiver will expand to double its former volume, or

be of half 'heden-ity it was before. After the second stroke of the

pist«n, it will in the same manner be of half i4ie density it was after

the first. And thus the rarefaction will go on in a series decreasing in

geometrical progression, which can never reach 0, as the last term must

fcc half thf value of that preceding, C.

by
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by which the barrel communicates with the receiver. This

]>timp differs from the former in the following particulars:

first, in coram unicating with the receiver through the top

of the barrel: secondly, in having the valve, in the piston,

fastened to the end of the piston-rod: and thirdly, in the

bottom of the piston being convex, and the bottom of the

bjirrel concave. After the valve c and d are finished, and

fixed in their places; the convex and concave surfaces of

the piston and of the barrel are to be well fitted by grind-

ing; so that, when they meet, all air may be excluded from

between them. The reason for mating the bottom of the

piston convex, is, that the air may be prevented from lodg^

iDg between the piston, and the sides of the barrel; as the

leathers, by this construction, will reach the bottom of the

ban-el; for the bottom of the piston being convex, it will

have no assignable thickness where it comes into contact with

the sides of the barrel ; as is shown at k k, PI. VIII, fig. 3,

the dark part representing the leathers. This pump will

work as follows.—
When the piston-rod (fig. 3) is pushed down, the valve «l

will shut by the pressure ; and the air below it, having no

other exit, will be forced out at the valve c, which will shut,

by the reaction of the brass spring //, as soon as all the air

is expelled; and when the piston is again drawn upwards,
it will continue shut, for the same reason, and also by the

pressure of the atmosphere.—As the valve d is fixed to the

end of the piston-rod, it will be impossible to draw up the

piston, without first opening this valve; and by this means

establishing a communication with the receiver, as repre-

sented fig. 4, by the same means also, the oscillations of the

mercury in the gage will be prevented : during the ascent

oS the piston, therefore, the air will pass freely, through the

passages g- g-, g g^ into the lower part of the barrel; and

when the piston is again pressed downwards, the first effect

of the force applied will be to shut the valve c?, and the air

below it' will be expelled at C as before,

I have had a pump made of this latter construction, and

find it to answer my expectations, in every respect, as far

as. the principle is concerned ; but I have never been able,

entirely to prevent the different juncture of the pump
(whi^h
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(which W€r€ secured with oiled leathers, in the usual man« lisatllon

uer,) from leaking: but, even with this imperfection, the

mercury has frequently descended, in the siphon-gage,

to within ^V» ^"<i once or twice to ^^ of an inch oj^

the level. I have thought of a plan of obviating this

imperfection, (to which, by the by, every pump is more

or less liable) and shall be happy in communicating it to

you, if it answers my expectations. There is one objection,

which may be made to this pump; and that is, that the

valve d will be exposed to censiderable friction. This may
be obviated, in some degree, however, by making it of iron,

or steel, which is known to wear very little in brass; and

still farther, by fixing it loosely to the end of the rod, in the

same manner as the valves are fixed to the keys in Potter's

patent flutes ; or it may be entirely removed, at the expense

of a trifling inaccuracy in the pump : as follows. C, (PI.

Vin, fig. 3,) is the piston-rod, D the piston, andm a bra-js

plate, fixed to the end of the rod, instead of the valve d: lo
,

this plate a piece of leather is screwed, which is shaded

darker in the figure; this leather, when the rod is pub^hed

down, covers the hole g g, and prevents the return ol the

air into the upper part of the barrel. The hole rnay be

made so small, as not to contain, in a barrel of 10 inches ca-

pacity, more than '00001 of the air, independent of the size

of the receiver. I have had a pump constructed with a

vidve of this description ; and find it to answer perfectly well.

It may be farther improved, by fixing a small wire, or

valve, to the brass piece, (as is shown by the dotted lines)

which will fill the hole g g, when the piston is pressed

downwards : only care must be taken, that it do not project

so far, as to open the valve c in the bottom of the barrel.

The price of a single-barrelled pump, of this description,

(as represented, PI. ViU, fig. 1,) made by Messrs. Dollond,

will not exceed 10 guineas. It may also be made with two

barrels. It is evident, that this pump will also act as a

condenser, with a very little additional apparatus; which,

as it will not diff'er from that usually employed, it is unne-

cessary to describe. I must beg leave to add, that the

juncture, I formerly recommended, for bent tubes*, will be

» SecTol. X>wV,p. 584.

very
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very useful here, if secured by oiled leathers, at each extre-

mity of the connecting tube.

As the pump is entirely made of brass, and has no wood-

work ; it is very strong, and will no doubt last a long time.

I am, Sir,

Your constant reader,

L. O. C.

Query on cen- P. S. I beg leave to propose the following query, respects

tion^
""*"

''^S professor Wood's new theory of the diurnal motion gf

the Earth. As the effect of the centrifugal foice is, to cause

a body to fly off from the circumference in the direction of

the tangent ; when ar.y other force coincides with this, will

it not be increased ? and when any other force acts in a di-

rection opposite to it, will it not be diminished? Accord-

ingly, I have frequently obiierved, that the dirt, which

flies off from the upper semicircle of a carriage-wheel, when

moving rapidly, has a greater velocity, than that which flies

off from the lower semicircle.

I am aware, that a part of this velocity may be accounted

for in a different manner; but, I believe, the whole of it

cannot.

III.

On the Interior of Plants, Letter I. Bi/ Mrs. Agnes
[bbetson.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

SIR,

opinions.

« , VV HEN first 1 began to dissect plants, something more

should aTJid than twelve years ago, that I might not involuntarily imbibe

preconceived
.^j^y system, or feel ihe least prejudice for any particular

mode of thinking, but leave nature to write her fair history

on my mind, and tix her various appearances in strong cha-

racters on my memory, I avoided with the greatest care

all books of physiology; and it wat not till many years after

I had dissected and seen much of the course she pursues,

and habituated myi;elf to her forms and delineations, that

I ventured
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1 ventured to lee what others had thought and said on^ the

subject, and compare the realities with their opinions. It

was this mode of study, and no desire of contradicting

others, that was the origin of these letters; ray opinions,

were wholly formed by a view of the subject in nature,

and not in books; as I have but too often found, that

the eyes, if informed what they are to see, (if great care

is not taken to prevent it) will be assisted by the ima-

gination in seeing it. It has therefore been my constant

endeavour to take the picture from my eye, and not my
mind. Perfectly conscious also, that 1 have no pretensions to

fine writing, (having neither time nor abilities for it) I must

apologize to your readers for the homeliness of my style;

endeavouring always to lay before them in the simplest

language the exact truth —I pretend to no more.

How I proceeded to prepare myself for studying the

present subject it is necessary I should show. Having col- The author's

lected most of my specimens in the autumn, that I might ["J^\
,

°

get them in various ages of bud, I chose the logs of dif-

ferent trees and shrubs, which I could select both in tlie

nursery gardens adjoining, and in the gentlemens' grounds

around; and having suspended them in a warm room to

dry, I began in October to dissect, first stripping the rind,

I drew an exact picture of the undulations and situation

of the inner bark; then laying the wood completely bare,

and exposing the various buds in their different ages work-

ing their way through the woody fibres, collected in parcels,

some lowering to form a bed for the bud, while others,

rounded over its head, seemed as a shield to defend it fioiu

all pressure. Imitating this with my pencil, as well as was

in my power, I next divided the branches into two halves,

very gently extricating the pith, and leaving the line of life

alone pressing on the wood. Then are seen all the undu-

lations this part makes to accompany each bud, substituting

itself, whenever the pith is suspended, for the introduction

of new wood, and marking by a cross line the situation of

the fresh shoot. After drawing this also, with other wood

of the same plant, I split it, and planed it very smooth. In

thi» posture the stoppage of the pith is best seen ; a matter

of the greategt consequence to the plant. When this is drawn,

the
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the rtext and last step is tlie tearinj^ off the limb, exactly
as nature does it. Perhaps no appearance shows the forma-

tion of trees and shrubs, and explains their construction so

well, as this way of examining them; it often points out

the line of life drawn after the bud; shows many a bud

creeping through its nndulatin* prison; and above all ex-

eraplities that curious construction, which I shall soon ex-

plain by the name of the minor obstruction. These studies,

with n vegetable cutting taken from two or three different

parts of the plant under investigation, formed the specimens
from which I proposed judging of the interior of plants.

I have already drawn 86 trees, and 123 shrubs, in this man-

ner: but it is only the renewal of former labours, though
the last four months have more particularly been dedicated

to it. If I wished to recommend to my sex a complete
cure for the vapotirs, I could not offer them a better than

that, which, having employed me 13 hours out of the 24,

never gave me a moment's weariness. How, indeed, is it

possible to be tired of contemplating such wonders, and

discovering such miracles 1 Enthusiasm here is the natu-

ral consequence of seeing.

The first thing necessary to the explanation of the dis-

section of the exterior of the stem of trees, shrubs, and

The line of smaller plants, is, that I should ascertain the existence of
*"®' that important part, the line of life; which has by some

means missed the observation of most physiologists. Du
Hamel indeed (that excellent writer) observed, that all buds

proceeded from it, and recommends it to the attention of

future botanists. Linnaeus (whose «very hint is a trait of

genius and science) finding that all buds, and. all radicles,

proceeded from this part, and not seeing the line of life,

supposed it was from the pith they came; for the line of

life is only to be distinguished by a pretty strong magnifier;

but it is very easy to be discovered in all common vegetable

cuttings, and still more easily traced from that line, which

si\\ philosophers have agreed to own of the first consequence

in the plant, and which they call the impregnating vessels;

but which is the identical line of life, which 1 have repeat-

edly taken out without breaking IVom the stem to the seed,

Mnd from the embryo back again to the stem. Its identity

will
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will not therefore arjmit of a doubt ; though I must say it

would have appeared to me a greater miracle, that so im-

portant a part should do its office and then disappear, than

that it should continue its consequence throughout the

whole life of the plant. Besides, what would become of the It is essentia!

, „ 1 •
, ^ , • 1. -1

. J to the Titalitf
buds formed in the trees? It is a tact easily ascertamed, ^f every part

that no part can give life without being visited by this line; ofapJknt.

neither leaf nor leaf-bud, no part of the root, no part of the

atem, but where this identical vessel is found : it runs up
each bud to prepare it, as it does in the seeds, and the bud

becomes capable of giving life ; because it communicates the

same string. Is it not proved, when a leaf-bud by an igno»

rant gardener has been mistaken for a flower-bud in bud-

ding? Du Hamel in vain endeavoured to make them grow;
he bestowed the greatest care, but without effect; it was

impossible, for they would not cement, not having that line,

which first joins them together. Not so the radicle; pos-

sessing that line, which runs through it, if well managed,
it will grow with ease. Those large buds also, which the

roots of various plants throw up in the spring, such as the

peony, &c., if the root did not^end up the line of life, how

would they continue their progress? like an excrescence

they would decay and moulder away without bringing forth

buds. To fix the absolute certainty of this, is of the utmost

consequence to botany, particularly to physiology; I shall

therefore collect all the reasons, which acted on ray own

belief, and persuaded me of this truth : viz. that the lines

which run between the pith and the wood are really the

lines of life, without which the vegetable cannot exiit.

1st. It is the line from which all buds whatever take their Proofs ofits ex*

rise. 2d. It is the line from which all ra<licles shoot. 3d. '^^^^^c*^

It is that line, which in grafting and budding is first seen to

join. If the graft misses, this line turns black, and then no

power can save the plant. 4th. If in budding it has not

power or strength sufficient to join the new bud to the tree,

it dies, and the wood makes no more efforts to unite. 5th,

When in a frosty morning the apricots and peaches are hurt,
and you wii»h to know whether they will recover; open a few

flowers, and if the line of life is black, though the rest of the

pistil may be perfectly free from the taint, despair of th«

Vol. XXVIII.—APRIL, 18H. S greatest
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greatest part of your fruit : it never recovers after this,

though the female may be some time before it decays. Cth.

The flower bud will inoculate, but not the leaf bud. 7th.

The line of life is never found in any leaf, but those which

flower in the leaf; but here it is easily detected, meander-

ing as in a flower sttm. 8th. Take this line out of the bud

^vhen going to inoculate ; it is not a quarter of the bud, but

the bud grows not after such a dilapidation.
—

(It is the

same line I took out of the bean.)—Every other part of the

bud will renew itself, though badly ; but this deprivation is*

sure tokill directly, while in so young a state. It is this liae

in potatoes, that enables the gardener to cut them into in-

numerable pieces, provided an eye is there, they will grow :

What is an eye ? a little knot of this string, which may be

seen running from part to part. It is the same in all parting

roots: in vain you wonld endeavour to make any other part

grow, as I have often tri«d, but the smallest knot has the

eiFect. So important is this line to every plant, that it is

this which regulates theforra of its colour, it is this, which,

confining the pith, gives shape to the silver grain, or yearly

circles; if this (as in the nerium oleander, or zclamicum,)

runs into an irregular form, so al^o does the yearly shoot;

but if in a regular manner it shapes its course, as in the dog-

wood, or still more exactly in the ephedra disticha, then that

part of the plant follows its example with the most scrupu-
lous nicety. The line of life generally consists of two or

three rowsof circular vessels, often very differently coloured

from the rest of the plant, and generally yellow or a faint

green in the spring. It has a very peculiar juice, which is

thick and sweet, but often very bitter also ; and quite dif-

ferent from the juices of any other part of the tree; and it

becomes sweeter as it advances to the flower-branch, till it

is found almost honey. In the cryptogamise and in grasses

it is extremely conspicuous, as having (especially in the

former) fewer lines to confuse the learner. What more can

be said to prove its importance, except what relates to the

bud ? and to that I shall leave it; and turn to my next sub-

ject, mentioning that I include not in the present either

water-plants, bulbous-roots, cryptogamiae, or grasses.

Obiiruct'ions* • There are three different sorts of obstructions in all plants*

Thi
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The 1st 1 shall call the grand obstruction, to distinguish it. in plants.

It takes place only in two parts of the plant; that which ^^t grand ob-

1 •, -' iii'ij-j I siruction,

separates the root irom the stem ; and that which divides the
separating.

stem from the peduncle or flow^-r stalk. In both cases the ^^^
rooifrorti

1 , I V r. 1 • 1 > I.
^"* stem.

whole order and arrangement of the stem is so altered, that

a pupil, accustomed to find six parts in regular gradation in

its form, finds only three in the root of all the trees and

shrubs. In the stem there are the rind, the bark, the inner

bark, the wood, the line of life, and the pith : bat in the root

only, the rind, the wood, and the line of life. In some her-

baceous plants, and annuals, a row of bark is found and some

pith : this difference of the root does not take place imme-

diately, but by gradual increase of rows, within the compass
of an inch above ground ; for they are the parts which have

formed the seminal leaves, and the outwapd case of the

embryo, that now grow up increasing in the bark and inner

bark, till they arrive at the proper form of the stem; while

the wood of the root decreases in like proportion: for the

embryo growing up in no wise alters the situation of its

|3arts. That outward case, which formed the holders to the

seed, and the cotyledons, again, when out of the seed,

forms the bark and inner bark of the stem, returninf^ to the

part from which it came; so that nothing can equal the

beautiful simplicity of nature's designs, if we did not our-

Sflves load them with difficulties. The root is certainly a

reservoir for nourishment, which the radicles bring in quan-
tities, which is contained in the wood, and which it dispenses
to the tree by the means of the stem. The radicle is

formed of the same parts as the root, having the line of lit^e

in the middle, ready to dispense to any minor radicle.

The next errand obstruction is that of the peduncle ; 5d. grand ob«

dividini^ the flower stem from the branch, Linnaeus alone ^^'""^^^°"^^'

1 • 1 1 • 1 1
• • •

^ 1 1 > , . viding the
hinted at this; and so plain is it to be seen, that to look is flower steoi

to be convinced. Cut a slice from both, and compare
^'^^'" ^^»^»

them; and their arrangements will be found wholly differ-

ent. On examining the wood, it will appear to divide into

various little parcels, answering to the number of stamens

the flower contains; while the inner bark separates into the

number of petals; and the line of life, fixing in the middle,

generally denotes the figure and divisions of the pericarp,

S 2 I havt
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Middle ob-

struction.

Stoppage of

the ijitli.

ON THE INTEllIOR OF PLANts.

I have seldom seen this vary ; nay, even in compound
flowers of the 8ynq;enesian order, where the divisions are so

often repealed, and the compartments of each perfect flower

so very minute, the pin-holes of the stamen surround the

larger apertures of the pistil, and, accompanied by the

vessels appropriated to each petal, are as exact and as ex-

actly delineated as below the lar;^est flower, a campanula,
or a lilly. Let any person see a vegetable cutting of the

peduncle of a syngenesiaji superflua in a solar microscope,

and he will have no doubts. This is made still plainer by

the bursting of the vessels of a double flower, and the con-

fusion that ensues, one part growing for another, one on

another ; sometimes the wood escapes bursting, and then

the males are periVc* ; sometimes the line of life does its

office till it passes a second time into the pericarp, in the

way to the seeds, and then fails; and in this case all is per-

fect but the seeds, which do not vegetate. In my opinion,

it would be a much greater wonder to suppose such different

parts to be formed of the same matter, than to conceive that

each had its appropriate juices. But I mean not this as an

argument. I never allow myself to reason in this manner.

1 rely on experiment, observation, and dissection only, and

1 may say, without vanity, on a labour, few would submit

to ; and none can appreciate but those who know me.

Having described the grand obstruction, I shall now' show

the middle one. This is formed by the stoppage of the pith.

1 he pith is most properly esteemed a source of moisture to

the tree ; but when I come to show the manner of passing

of the buds, I shall prove a still more direct use for its

moisture. The pith stops in all trees at every new branch,

forming a piece of wood, which generally fills up nearly

half an inch, apparently to give the plant, by a great acces-

sion, strength sufficient to invigorate and produce healthy

branches. The ])ith therefore recoils, not only in the new

bud, but in the main stem also. But in smaller plants the

new shoot alone generates new wood, which appears an ac-

cession sufficient for such slender twigs ; where the pith oc-

cupies so large a portion of the plant: and in some annu^fls

and herbaceous yjlants the pith stops not at all, but is con-

tented with drav»ing the hue of the corners of the w6od

closer ;
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closer, sometimes adding a small fiece . to the interior, for

the puroosc of collecting iiourisbrnent. Tiere is, however,

a sort of h How plant, which fornv" a complete stoppage ;

but it generally grows in wet ground; and will be noticed

with water plants, in another letter. These varions differ-

ences very exactly regulate many important points belong-

ing to the construction of the interior of tlie stem, viz. the

quantity of new formed wood; the situation, manner of

passing, and regulation of the buds ;
and particularly the

formation of the minor obstruction, which I shall now

explain.

This last seems more particularly to belong to those plants, M?nor ob-

which, without stopping the pith, a little impede its prot^ress; J^'^uctioa.

and the curious construction of which is such, that, had I stoppage of

not already shown it in the French bean, 1 should have de- ^^ P'^^*

ferred mentioning it here, till better able to comprehend its

Mructure. 1 have found the marks which indicate the aper-

ture in the largest trees. In the Weymouth pine, and in

the silver fir, it seldom fails to give proofs of its excentri-

city, even at the exterior of the tree; but I never saw the

ball, except in those which are running plants, or at least

shaped like them; that is, that have the large shooting

branches made like the shoulder of a man, with a ball and

socket*. I at first conceived, that in these small plants the

branches were to turn on the ball ; but 1 have found many
specimens, where the limb was too firmly fix'd for this pur-

pose. I then conceived it the foundation for tendrils; but I

-have found it where no tendrils are : besides, it is too dimi-

i^utive. Not able to dedicate more than one figure to this

service, I must delay many extraordinary proofs of its ex-

istence; and mHny curious peculiarities of its structure, on

account of the buds, which demand all the sketches I can

venture to give. I shall only say therefore, that it is fixed in

,tbe under part of the branch, where no bud ever comes, but

^s defended with the greatest care.-^(See PI. IX, fig. l.)t

* I understand that I have been thought to commit my self in comparing"
a part of the seed to the breast of a bitch, havintr riisapproved at animal

comparisons ;
but it -vras a long analogs i found fault with, not a bimple

likeneiss in form ,
and surely there it a j^reat difference between such a

. one, and an analogy reaching to perspiration, circulation, and even per-

ception

f This, with some other figutei belonging to ihe present paper, ii ob-

In
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In my next, the reader shall know as much as I am ac-

quainted with, and that is but little.

Annual for- j^ all trees and shruhs, one row of new wood is formed

wood!"
"

^^^^ year; but this is not all, some new wood is always ge-

nerated to accompany each bu-l. Small plants, however,

the pith of which is little, if at all separated; and where the

line of life rnns from the middle of the pith in various vessels

to the exterior, all form two, if not three rows of wood each

\ear. Cabbage, and its oifspring-, also turnips, carrots, &c.,

ihow one for every time of floweiinj^, whether dilapidation

takes place in the part above, as in the cabbage aiid cauli-

flower, &c,, or not. The same accession of new wood takes

place in the i-oot also. There are many very extraordinary

points of construction in these small plants ; such as the

bastard vessels running often through the {)ith,
and across

to'the "Wood at the otherside; and innumerable other things,

which, belonf^jing- rather to peculiar plants, than to nature

in general, I shall therefore leave to the next letter, and turn

to my last and chief subject.

Puds pass On this subject, it is quite astonishing to me that any one

through ihe should differ, since the evidence is so exact and plain. If

we look at the floor of a room, a piece ofwood, a tree, i<;c., they

should all togetl'cr or separately teach us, that the greatest part

of the buds must pass through the wood; since there is no

wood that is not marked with them to the edge of the pith,

that is to the line of life. In one of my former letters, 1

gave a long account of the formation of the leaf-bud, men-

tioning how much it differed from the flower, or leaf and

Formation ©f flower-buds. Formed almost wholly of the bark and inner
ihe leaf-bud, ^g^k, and placed there, it is the lengthening of the threads

of the bark, which weave the leaves; and all tiie time they

are forming, the bud remains stationary ; nor do they draw

any assistance from within, except a little wood in the shape

of nourishing veasels, which surrounds the spiral wire. But

and of the ^^^y ^•l^'^i'^nt is the formation of the flower-bud. Botanists

flower.bud. have perceived this difference, and yet appear to derive them

both from the same source. Most physiologists have con-

sidered the bud as proceeding from that row of new wood,

bV'ged t« be deferred to the supplement, which will be published the 1st

of next month.

which
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which is formed each year next the bark. If so, how comes

the bud into the farther part of liie wood f The destination

of the bud is to spring without; and to this pajrt it will of

course proceed by the shortest road, so that, if it began at

the albumen, it would soon attain its situation. But the

flower bud, and leaf and flower bud, are really formed on

the line of life. When a bud is going to shoot, the Unepf
life forms a knot, and a quantity of albumen is directly ge-^>

,
nerated round it ; and the knot covered by a scale, \Vhile

this is doing, the wood is preparing for its reception. Some

parcels of the old wood, sinking before it, form abed ; and

others, rising above it, prepare a sort of arch over it, in the

middle of which it passes, as in a vaulted cave without hin-

dramce, or pressure. J have followed hundreds with a sh^rp
knife ; and if this is done without injuring the under part,

it will be perceived to shine below where the bud is to go,
as if varnished. Probably the line of life brings with it u

softening liquid for this purpose; and this line is placed

next the pith, that the latter might afford the bud plenty of

moisture to support and invigorate it in its tirst shooting, and

during its journey to the exterior of the tree. Besides, I

should suppose that moisture would much contribute to

bending the vessels of the wood into the shape required ;

basket-makers moiften continually their tvvigp, to bring them

to the necessary form ; and nature in this respect acts as the

basket-maker. The best sort of wood for seeing the pro-

gress of the bud is a pollard, cut for the second time. Best seen in^

and then taken off about February. The buds then P""*^^'

are springing from the line of life in numbers. 1 haye a

beautiful specimen of a willow, where, from the quantity
of buds egressing, the wood forms a complete scollop the

whole way. {^ee PI. IX, fig. 2.) It is probable, that these may
be the buds of the summer; though I have many reasons to

believe that a bud is not near sp long growing as is gene-

rally supposed. When the bud has arrived at its (destina-

tion in the bark, it ptops ; the leaf and flower bud to form

its leaves, which it does before the flowers ; and both to gain

those scales and clothing, that enable them to bear the out-

ward air ; and, if the air is not mild enough, they remain

till it is fit. Every accession of wood at the exterior, forms i^

sort
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sort of cradle for buds, where often two or three are found

resting, and completing their scales, and fitinj^ themselves

for their entrance into the world. It is this situation, that

has been taken for their birth ; but it is only their place of

repose after their long journey. In young wood there is so

much pith, that they have but little way to travel ; but in

."»ld wood it is very curious to behold the Itngth of way

through which they will go, the wood-vessels arranghig

themselves in the most exact order, to let them pass. In the

yew, where there are so many buds, they will continually

derange even the yearly or silver grain, and oblige this aUo

to prepare them a proper and hollow passage. In all plants

where the pith stops not, the line of life runs in the middle

of the pith, constantly making its way to the exterior, wjth

the buds. I have in some annuals, and some herbaceous

plants, good specimens, where the buds are passing in dif-

ferent directions. I shall give one of the malvas (See fig. 5).

Hard mortar At first it appears impossible, that so soft a substance as a

penetrated by l^ud should make its way through such a quantity of hard

aml"tone bya '"^^*^^''' but many instances have been known, where vine-

ang-tre«. buds have passed through the hardest mortar; and I once

saw the branch of a fig-tree, which had made its way through
Bath stone. But in the present case it is not the bud,

which forces forward : it is the wood, which in a far more

extraordinary way prepares for its reception, by the preced-

ing of even a softer substance than itself, albumen. With-

out absolutely saying so, we are very apt to set bounds to

the power of God ; and circumscribe it within our capabili-

ties ; yet every day's study should convince us, that it is

only little by little, that we can even comprehend the glori^^

0U8 works of the Creator ;
and the astonishing power he hus

shown in this beauteous world he has formed.

The bud will not permit any thing in the nature of wood

to turn it from its course, which is always the shortest line

that can be drawn from almost the centre to the circumr-

ference. I once saw a horse-sihoe, which had by some means

got into the wood ; the buds in vain essayed to pierce it,

they all died in the act of trying ; some of them made an

effort {being stronger) to pass round it ; but died also be-

fore they could reach their destination : at last the line of

life
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life began to form with a new pith, and the part, where the

shoe was, decayed ; but in this state the tree was cut down,

or it would have produced a still more instructive history of

the force of buds ; which had for three years contested the

point continually with this hard substance.

x\U that farther concerns this subject is more peculiar

than general; 1 shall therefore defer it to my second letter.

I was anxious indeed to clear my way, that, having laid the

foundation, 1 might proceed to the many wonderful parts,

which I shall hope to analyze in my next.

I am, sir,

your obliged humble servant,

AGNES IBBETSON.

Explanation of the Plates.

PI. VIII, fig. 4. The bud extremely magnified, the

wood passing over and under.

Fig. 5. Section of the malva, showing the bud on the

line of life [k) the two buds : [kk] the albumen in the her*

baceous plants, but it is seldom so regular in form.

When the bud is to be formed, the line of life makes a

knot ; this knot is directly covered with a scale, and both

within and without with the albumen, which grows ; and I

do not think there is any other increase of the bud, till it

arrives at its cradle in the bark.

It may be thought, that there are repetitions of my for-

mer letters, but to describe the outward part of plants, and

afterwards the inward, it is scarcely possible to avoid repe*

titions, anxious as I am to be perfectl}^ understood as I

proceed.
I have given also a specimen of a vegetable cutting of the

cactus, (tig. 6.) to show the curious manner in which the

buds follow each other, and are discovered on the line of

life. // the bud.

PI. IX, fig. 1. The appearance of the minor obstruc-

tion, and the sort of plants that more peculiarly show the

ball, exhibited in scrophularia. a the ball, bb the bud,

or, when it is wanting, the cradle where it reposes, c the

hollow of the pith.

Fig. 2. Appearance of the buds in a willow.

Fig:. 3.
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e. Fig. 3. A piece of wood torn oif the branch, showing the

ilpi»'or obstruction jubt below the pith.

.V ,^ig. 4. A piece of wood cut lengthwise, with several,

buds, ric?, travelling from the line of life to the exterior,

through the wood; ee^ buds travelling through in another

direction ; ff, the new wood, or albumen.

IV.

Observations on the Oxides oj" Iron, with a Discussion o^their

Nature, By Mr. J. H. Hassenfratz.

^Concludedfrom p. 1Q3,J

Fi FTH Method. Oxidation of Iron by acids.

j'onbya'cids
W E know that iron is oxided when dissolved in acids,

1st, from the gas that is evolved ; and 2dly, from the nature

and state of the precipitates after the solution. We will ex-

amine, by each of these two methods separately, what pro-

portion of oxigen combines with the iron, to promote its

soiution,

0/ the quantity of oxigen deduced from that of the gas
evolved during the solution.

CaTculation of According to the nature of the acids the gasses collected

ihe oxigen will be different. When the iron is dissolved in nitric acid,
from the gas i . , > . . • •

i >

evolved. the acid itself is decomposed, its oxigen unites with the

metal, and the nitrous gas, that was combined with it, is

evolved. In concentrated sulphuric acid too, the acid is

decomposed, and sulphurous acid is disengaged : but in

sulphuric acid diluted with water, muriatic acid, acetic acid,

fcc, it is the water that is decomposed, and hidrogen gas is

obtained.

l.avoisJer with Lavoisier dissolved iron in nitric acid, collecting and mea-
naricacid.

spring the nitrous gas evolved*. Having ascertained bypre-

vious experiments the quantity of oxigen, with which this

gas must be combined to form nitric acid, he thence de-

duced the quantity combined with the iron during its solu-

tion. He found, that the results were very variable ; and

» M€m. de V Ac. des Sc. 1782, p. 402 and following.

that
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that he obtained more or less gas, according to the tempera-
ture at which the experiment was made. From some expe-
iiinents he inferred, tliat the proportion of oxigen combined

with 100 parts of iron must be 32. In one experiment,
made between 25- and 30° of R. [88° and lOO** F.], 32*27

offtxigen combined with 100 of iron*. Notwithstanding
these differences, he conceived the quantity of oxigen com-

bined with iron dissolved in nitric acid could be carried only
to 29 per cent of iron.

It is difficult to efitiioate by this method the proportion of
objections to

oxigen in a constant state of the oxide, because, 1st, the ^his method,

proportions of gas obtaine<l vary with the temperature and

the degree of concentration of the acid ; 2dly, it is ex-

tremely difficult to obtain a uniform nitrous gas; 3dly, the

iron IS always oxided in different degrees.

Bergman f, having dissolved separately more than Bergman vtith

forty varieties of iron in sulphuric acid diluted with water, sulphuric and

and in hiuriatic acid, obtained with the former from

36 to 52 Swedisli cubic inches of hidrogen from the doci»

liiastic centner of iron, and with the latter from 15 to 51

inches.

Guj'ton quotes an experiment of Priestley, in which the rriestley.

English philosopher obtained 155*5 cubic inches ofhidrogen

gus with 27*55 [grs.] of iron; which would carry the quantity
of oxigen combined as fur as 39 7 parts to 100 of ironlj,

Lavoisier, haviiig dissolved 100 grs. of iron in dilute sul- Lavoisier,

phuric acid, obtained 110 cubic inches of hidrogen gas,

which would make the quantity of oxigen combined with

100 of iron 27*3.

Vandermonde, BerthoUet, and Monge, dissolved 21 vari- Vandermon-

eties ot" iron in sulphuric acid diluted with water. From the
^^^J Monre^

*

purest iron they obtained 78 ounce measures of hidrogen

gas, at the temperature of 12° R. [59** F,], and pressure

• lb. p. 497. t Analysis of Iron.

II
Not being able to turn to the passage in Priestley, as the reference is

to the EncycIop6ciie, I car.not verify the numbers here given. Mr.

Has>enfratz appears to have taken the numbers as representing Fiench

cubic inches, and French grains j
but supposing them to be English

inches and grains, whicli ib tery probably the case, the proportions will

no give more then 2/09 oxigen to 100 iron. C.

^8 iu.
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29 in. [99*8], which would make the quantity of oxigea
combined with 100 of iron 2f)*.

Vanquehn, having dissolved several kinds of steel in di-

lute sulphuric acid, oV^tained from 108 to 121 cubic inches

of hidroi^en gas ; whence the quantity ofoxigen combined

with 100 of iron would be from ^266 to 29*9 f.

f^Vom the products of hldrogen gas obtained by dissolving

iron in dilute sulphuric acid we must exclude those of

Bergman, which exhibit too great differences to deserve any
contidence ; and that of Priestley, which appears much too

considerable not to induce the suspicion of some errour, or

that great part of the iron was oxided at a maximum
:^.

The other exxjeriments lead to the conclusion, that the

quantity of oxigen combined with iron varies between 2(>'(5

and 29*9 to 100 of the metal dissolved.

Iron is seldom pure, always containing carbon, scoriae, and

sometimes oxiciule. The iron that gave Vuuquelin 121 cubic

inches of hidrogen contained 0*00633 of carbon, and

0*00626 of siliceous earth.

The impurity of iron leads to the presumption, that the

quantities of hidrogen obtained were less than would have

been produced, if the metal had been perfectly pure; whence

we may consider the greatest quantity of hidrogen obtained

as resulting from the purest iron: and that analysed byV^au-

quelin contained at least 0*01 of foreign matter, so that we

may carry the proportion of oxigen combined with 100 of

iron dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid as far as 30 without

danger. But, according to Thenard, the iron in this solu-

tion is in the state of white oxide ; whence the white oxide

must contain 30 of oxigen to 160 of metal, or consist of 77

parts iron and 23 oxigen.

Of the quantity of oxigen combined with iron ascertained by
the oxides contained in the solvtions,

Calculation of "^^^^ quantity of oxigen contained in tlie oxides separated
tse quantity from their solutions may be ascertained in three different

Vauquelin.

Experiments
to be exclu-

ded.

Conclusion
froni the

Others.

But iron is sel-

dom p lire

so that we may
estimate the

oxi^n at the

A^ghest.

Thenard's
white o^rtde.

• Miem. de r Ac. des Sciences, 1786, p. 1 66 and following,

f Journ. des Mines, No. 25, p. 29.

X Jf my conjecture, expresse*|l in a preceding ncte, be right, this ro-

mark on Priestley's experiment Is unnecessary. C.

modes
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modes : Ist, by distilling the solution to dryness, washing jn the oxides

the pi^cipitate, and drying; 2ndly, by precipitating the ^^^n'''**^^*'*'

oxide by an alkali ; 3dly, by precipitating in the metallic

state, by means of iron, the dissolved oxides of other metals,

the quantity of oxigen contained m which is already known,

1st Method. Lavoisier dissolved iron in nitric acid, eva-
^^^^ ^^V^*

porated to dryness, and obtained a red oxide, the weight of acid by Lavo-

which was from 40 to 50 per cent more than that of the iron ^^^^^'*

dissolved.

Bucholz dissolved iron in diluted nitric acid, evaporated Bucholz,

it to dryness, and kept it in a red heat for a quarter of an

hour. In three successive experiments the increase was 42

per cent.

Gaeniveau, mine engineer, writes to me from Paris, on and GuenU

the 30th of September, 180? :
" We also have been em- ^^^"'

ployed on the same subject (the oxidation of iron by the ni-

tric acid), and we conclude, that the oxide is composed of

100 metal with 44 oxigen. We employed the same method

as Mr. Bucholz." This experiment appears to have been

repeated in the laboratory of the council of mines at Paris.

Iron dissolved by nitric acid is commonly in the state of Part of the

red oxide. Lavoisier says, that, having calcined this oxide
befxpe^tedbr

to reduce it to the state of ethiops, it lost so much of its heatby Lavoi-

weight, as to retain no more than 25 or 30 of oxigen to 100
^^^^'

efiron*.

It is difficult to place confidence in this result of Lavoi- but this que-?-

sier: 1st, becanse there is no indication of his having taken
'"^"* ^'

the necessary precautions, to oxide completely the metal he

dissolved: 2dly, because, according to the experiments of

BerthoUet and Fourcroy, the oxide does not part with any
of its oxigen to retnrn to the state of oxidule, to whatever

temperature it be exposed.

It remains for us therefore to compare the two results of Comparison of

Bucholz and Gueniveau. As it is difficult for us to know
J^fjg^^

with certainty, whether the oxide of Bucholz did not still

contain some portion of oxidule mixed with it; and whether

the iron, which he employed, were perfectly pure ; every

thing leads us to prefer the second result, which gives the

larger proportion of oxigen. both however having taken the

- • M6rn. de r Ac des Sciences, i78?, p. 5.

same
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same precautions, and employed the same care in their ex- ^

periments, wewill leave itfor the present undecided, whether

100 of iron be mixed with 42 or 44 of oxigen in the red

oxide.

The oxide pre-
2nd Method, Guyton dissolved iron in nitric acid, and

cipitated by precipitated it v^ith salt of tartar. The precipitate, after
an alkali, by , . ,, , , i i • i i i • i

t5uyton, being repeatedly washed and dried, had increased 32'1 on

100 of iron.

and Lavoisier. Lavoisier precipitated the nitric solution of iron by cauf»-

"
'tic alkali, and obtained two different precipitates. 1st,

When the solution was weak, made without heat, and pre-

cipitated by pure caustic ammonia, this illhRtrious chemist

had a black precipitate, in which the weight of oxigen to

100 of iron was 30. 2dly, When the acid was concentrated,

and the solution promoted by heat, the iron received an in-

crease of 40 or 50 per cent, whatever were the acid em*

ployed; and this precipitate, after being calcined, retained

only 25 or 30 parts of oxigen to the 100 of iron.

Oxide of iron in sulphuric acid diluted with water, when

precipitated from its solution, and afterward dried in close

vessels, Lavoisier found to be in the state of ethiops, and

containing from 25 to 30 parts of oxigen to 100 of metal.

Probable This great diminution of the weight of the precipitated
courceof er* oxides obtained by Lavoisier miofht lead us to suppose, that
rour in Lavoj- -^

*. . .

sier's exp. some coally substances had got into the vessel containing
the oxide, and contributed to the reduction of part of the

oxide to the metallic state.

These expe»i-
^^ ^^ difficult to draw accurate conclusions from these ex-

nientsincon- periments, because it is not certain, whether, by virtue of

that chemical action of which Berthollet has proved the ex-

istence, a portion of the alkali had not been carried down by
the precipitate, and a portion of the oxide retained hy the

menstruum. In fact Fourcroy found, that the oxides of

iron precipitated by ammonia retained a portion of the pre-

cipitant.

Soluiio» of 3d Method. Bergman remarked, that 20 parts of steel

silvor precipi- ©f Osterby tlirew down 66 parts of silver dissolved in sulphu-
tated by iron , .,, f-ni ,-., ,i

by Bergman,
"C acid ; whence it toliows, that 100 parts of silver would

have been precipitated by 29 iron. From this Lavoisier con-

cludes.
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eludes, that 100 parts of iron w>ould take up 37*29 of oxigen

in this exeriment.

The result here depends on too many circumstances, jto Objections,

make known the proportion of iron contained in the oxide or

oxidule. In fact the quantity of precipitate compared with

the iron dissolved depends, Ist, on the quantity of oxigen

combined with the silver in the solution ; 2dly, on the pro-

portion of silver precipitated from nitric acid by mercury;

3dly, on the quantity of oxigen which mercury takes up on

being dissolved in nitric acid : and if these three data be liOt

strictly accurate, the final result cannot be determined with

precision. Proust says he has discovered, that silver may be Two nitrates

oxided either at a maximum or a minimum in nitrate of sil- o* silver,

ver* ; and hence we have a fresh source of errour in the in-

ference of Lavoisier.

Bucholz attempted to determine the proportion of oxigen Bucholz form-

in the oxidule of iron, by suppoainff that in the oxide to be ?^ ^^! p^otox-
. /

"^ * ^ *> ide of iron by
known. With this view he passed the vapour of water over means of heat

red hot iron, and obtained an oxide, which on trituration
^"^ ^'^^^^'

furnished a black powder. This, being subjected to the

action of muriatic acid, and to several other tests, w as found

to be an oxidule of iron.

This oxidule was dissolved in nitric acid in tlie same man- and converted

ner as iron, the fluid evaporated, and the residum kept at a !\
^"^^ perox-

11 *. r. 1 I
•

1 1 • 1
ide by nunc

red neat tor a quarter or an hour, when it had gained an ^cid.

addition of one tenth to its weight. This, on the supposi-
tion that the red oxide contains 42 of oxigen to 100 of iron,

would give SOfof oxigen to 100 of iron for the oxidule; and Calculations

on the supposition of the red oxide containing 44, the oxi-
'^®''° '"'^

dule would contain 31 to 100 parts of metal ; and 100 of ox-

ide [oxidule] would be composed of 7(>-3 iron, and 23*7 oxi-

gen, which agrees with the resultsof Lavoisier and Bucholz.

6th methot^. 0/ the quaniity of oxigen determined by the

decomposition of nitre,

Guyton projected equal parts of iron filings and nitre into ircncxtdedVy
a red hot crucible, washed the residuum repeatedly in boil- "^"'^' ^-^ ^"-'^

• ton

ing water, and obtained an oxide, in which the iron had re-
'

ceived an addition of 34 parts to 100,

Journal de Phvs 1799, vol TT,p £21.

t 2d I onW. C

Laroisier
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Lavoisier imagined, that the iron employed by Gayton
was not pure, because, in the experiments he made, he ob-

tained an increase of 45 to 100.

The difference between the results of Guyton and Lavoi-

sier is too great to allow us to deduce from these experiments
the proportions of oxigen contained in the oxide.

Conclusionfrom the experiments recited respecting thepropor*
tions of oxigen and iro7i contained in the different oxides.

The numerous experiments on the oxidation of iron, that

have been mentioned, and which were made by persons ce-

lebrated equally for their talents, sagacity, and precision,

may be divided into two classes. The first, executed at a

time when the science was not sufficiently advanced, to in-

dicate all the causes that might influence the results, are not

sufficiently accurate for us to make use of them. The

second, made with the care and precision, that the present
state of the science admits, ought seemingly to enable us to

determine the proportions of oxigen and pure metal in the

oxides, if not accurately, at least with so near an approxima-
tion to the truth, thai we may employ them with advantage
in those chemical analyses in which iron is present.

The proportion of oxigen in the led oxide of iron exhibits

some uncertainty. It was found to be 4(2 to 100 of iron by
Bucholz ; 44 by Mr. Gueniveau ; and 45 by Desrochcsand

myself.

Several considerations lead me to adopt the proportion of

45 of oxigen to 100 of iron, supposing the three experi-

ments, which give these different proportions, to have been

made with the same degree of accuracy ; according to which

the composition of 100 parts of red oxide would be in round

numbers 69 iron, and 31 oxigen.

Among the considerations that lead to the adoption of

this proportion, the following may be distinguished. 1st,

The method of oxidation by^lhe air assisted by heat, which

is the luost direct and simple. 2d, The difference between

the results of Bucholz and Gueniveau, 44 being nearer to

45 ihan to 42. 3d, The difference in specimens of iron.

Iron rendered impure, either by the union of carbon, by

oxidule remaining in it, or by scoriae, would receive a smaller

addition
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addition of weight from the coinbinaton of oxigen, than

iron ill a purer state. Now as Bucholz did not analyse his

iron separately, it is difficult to decide on his account, fii

the analysis there is an element very difficult to be deter-

mined m the present state of our knowledge, this is, the

tjiinntity of oxidule remaining. Now as, from these consi-

derations, we should regard the highest result as nearest ap-

proaching the truth, this leads to the adoption of 45.

The proportion of oxigen in the black oxide appears to Black oxid«.

vary between 30 and 31*8 of oxigen to 100 of iron. It is

30 in reducing the black oxides of the valley of Aost: it is

40 in reducing the black oxide of the isle of Elba with

hidrogen gas. On dissolving the black oxide in nitric

acid, the oxidule increases 10 per cent in passing to the

state of red oxide. From this experiment it is inferred,

that the black oxide contains 30 of oxigen to 100 of iron,

supposing the red oxide to contain but 42 of oxigen. If,

however, this oxide be estimated at 45, agreeably to our ex-

periments, the black oxide will contain 31*8 to 100 of iron.

Lastlvj it amounted to 31*38 in the experiment where La-

voisier oxided iron by exposing it red-hot to the vapour of

water in a copper tube ; and to 30*38 according to Bucholz.

There appears some difficulty in choosing between the re- Reasons for

sultsof 30 and 31*8 of oxigen to 100 of iron in the oxi-
[^1'"!"//^^^^^^^^^

dules, yet we think the higher ought to be taken, because, tion,

1st, the proportion derived from the oxidulated ores of the

valley of Aost is liable to various uncertainties, respecting
the identity of the mineral fused and the mineral analysed :

adiy, carbon always combines with the regulus, and it is

difficult to determine its quantity precisely : 3dly, it seems

more proper to ealculate the difference of proportion between

the black oxide and the red, by taking the latter at 45 than

at 42*. 4thly, of all the experiments, in which the black

oxide has been obtained, that where the vai)our of water

was employed is the most direct : 5tbly, considering the im-

purity of iron, the highest term of oxidation is always to be

preferred, when its state is well determined.

From all these considerations we shall presume, that the or 76 iron to

black oxide is composed of 31*8 oxigen to 100 of iron;
*'* **'^'Cen.

Vol. XXVni.—April, ISli. T whence
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whence it will follow^ that 100 parts of black oxide of iroH

ari^ composed in round numbers of 76 iron and 24 oxigen.
White oxide. ,N9, method of obtaining the white oxide of iron is yet

known, but tliat of dissolving the metal in an acid. When
the oxide thus obtained is precipitated, it immediately com-

bines with oxii^en to v^encrate black oxide, and frequently

red oxid« ; so that we have no method of finding the propor^
tion of oxigen in white oxide but by calculating from the

bjdrogen gas evolved during the solution.

in tliis way we found the proportion of oxigen to vary be-

tween 2t>*6 and 30. To choose between these two numbers,
taken from the experiments of Vauqnelin, we should know

the state of the iron d»jsolv:ed, and the mode in which the

solution was conducted. Calculating from the ditferent de-

grees of impurity io iron, we shall be led totidopt the pro-

portion of 30 ; yet, I think, it vvould be preferable to take

jthat of 29 of oxigen to 100 of iron, deduced from the expe-

riments of the French academicians, Monge, Vandermonde,
and Berthollet: because, 1st, it was the highest product

they obtained from 21 varieties of good iron, which they

dissolved: 2dly, they were particularly careful in measuring
the gasses they obtained; 3d!y, they reduced these mea-

sures to a uniform temperature and pressure, whence it was

easy to calculate the exact quantity of oxigen correspond-

ing ; 4thly, in the experiment of Vauquelin, which may be

considered as very accurate, the omission of the temperature

and pressure, at which the gasses were obtained, renders us

unable to compute exactly the quantity of oxigen.
5 ifonto From these considerations it follows, that the white oxidr

is composed of very nearly 29 parts of oxigen to 100 of iron ;

and that 100 parts of white oxide contain 77*5 iron and 22*5

oxigen.
Addition,

Difference be-
, ]VIineralQgistsknow,thatthereare very characteristic dijffer-

iween the na-
^.^j^es between the oxiduleof iron of the valley of Aost, which

tive oxides ox
i r •

i i j
Aost and Elba, the celebrated Ilai'iy designates under the nameof oxidulated

iron, and the oxidule of the isle of Elba, which he calls oli-

gist Iron. The primitive form of the first is the octaedron,

and it yieUU ablaek powdej' ; the primitive form of the second

* sa rhomboid, souiewhal acute, and it yields a red powder.

T esc two oxidules appear to differ in the former being
*lv*«)*^*» only

22 5 oxigen.
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only a pure oxldnle, similar to that obtained from the oxi-

dation of iron by water, the decomposition of which is as-

sisted by heat, and consistin»5 of 0»76 iron to 0*24 of oxigen ;

and the latter being a compound of red oxide and black oxi-

dulo of iron, in which the proportions of these two substances

are variable.

The powders of oxidulated iron, and of oxidule of iroa

obtained by heat and water, appear to be identical. We
have analysed several specimens of ore from the isknd

of Elba, and found in every one very variable proportions of

the two oxides. Of the two varieties mentioned in the pre-

redino^ ol)servations, one contained 33, the other 40 of oxigen
to 100 of iron. Some others, that we analysed both in the

tnoist and dry way, contained 35, 36, and 38 of oxigen to

100 of iron. One alone yielded us only 30, like the ore of

the valley of Aost: but we had reduced and analysed sepa-

rately two fragments taken from different parts of the same

specimen. '.

Among the fine crystals of the isle of Elba a great deal of

red oxide of iron is found; and it is principally in this *state,

that the ore is extracted for the smelting houses. In the

mines of the valley of Aost, on the contrary, the oxide is

much more rare, and the ore is pretty commonly extracted

for the works in the state of oxidule.

This addition 1 give only as a sketch, that may assist the These roerelv

mineralogist in his researches, and facilitate the discovery
^'^"^ ^o mine-

of the causes of the differences presented by these two gpe-
^^ ^^^^^^'

cies of iron ore, whicii the learned Haiiy had already di-

•tined with that sagacity, which he employs in all his laboura.

On the Parts of Trees primarly impaired hy Age. In a

Letterfrom T. A. Knight, Esq, F. R, S. to the Rt. Hon.
Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. K, B. P. R. S*

MY DEAR SIR,

N the first communication I had the honour to addr^s Ciafts last but
to you, (it was in the year 1795,) I stated the result of many f >r al>n)u«4

» Phil Trans, for 1810, p, 178.

'i' 2 fxperimentf
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expprimertts on grafted tree«, from vhicli I inferred, that

eath vitiifty ifm\ be proprtfi^ated vvilli suct'esfe duti-rtg a linttifwl

perrfiifl toftly; ^hd thut the grkft, or other dttacli^d part of

an old tree, or oM variety, csin never form that, which ean

with propriety be called a young- tree.

1 have subsequently endtavonved to ascertain which,

amorfg the varioiis> orga-ns that compose a tree, tirst fails to

execute its office, and thus tends to bring on the incurable

debility of old ag^e; and the result of the experiments ap-

pears sufficiently interesting, to induce me to commuiiicat*

an account of them.

Whatever difference exists between the functions of ani-

mal and vegetable life, there is a very obvious analogy be-

tween some of the organs of plants, and tliose of animals ;

and it does not appear very improbable, that the corres-

pondent organ, in eacli, may first fail to execute its office J

and satisfactory evidence of the imperfect action of any

particular organ can much more easily be obtained in the

vegetable than in the animal world. For a tree may be

composed, by the art of the graiter, of the detached parts

of many others ; and the defective, or efficient, operation, of

each organ, may thus be observed with the greatest accu-

racy. But such observations cannot be made upon animals ;

because the operations necessary cannot be performed ; and

therefore, though th«re would be much danger of errour in

incautiously transferring the phenomena of one class of

organized beiu^ to another, I conceive, that experiments

on plants may be, in some cases, useful to the investigator

of the animal economy. They raay direct him in his pur-

suits, and possibly facilitate hi* inquiries into the immediate

causes of the decay of animal strength and life; and on a

subject of so much importance to mankind, no source of

information should remain unexplored, and no lights, how-

ever feeble, be disregarded.

jVatuialists, botl: of ancient and modern times, have con-

siderf^d the structure of plants as an inveision of that of

animals; and liave compated the roots to the intestines, and

the leaves to the lungs, of animals; and the analogy be-

tween the- yegetablt' sap and animal blood is very close

and obvious..,. Tb€-.experiments also, of which I have at

different
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different periods communicated accounts to you, supported

by the i'dnta previously ascertained by other naturalists,

scarcely leave any reasonable grounds of doubt, that the

sap of trees* circulates, as far as is aj)pareritly necessary to,

or consisteiii with their state of existence und j^rowth.

The roots of trees, particularly iho&e in coppices, which No deficiency

are felled at stated periods, continue so long to produce, occastonrihe

and i'vkid, a succession of branches, that no experiments deaiy of trcci.

were wanted to satisfy me, thai it is not any defective action

of the root, which occasions the debility und diseases of old

varieties of the apple and pear tree; and indeed experience

every where shows, that a young seeiliing stock does not give

the character of youth to the inserted bud or graft. I, how- Plants from

ever, procured plants frona cuttings of some very old va- yning<;
c.f

• •
/. 1 . .-1 1. •

1 ,

old varienes of
rieties of the apple, which readily emit roots; and these the apple

plants at the end of two years were grafted, about two ©""^f^ed.

inches above the ground, with a new and very luxuriant

variety of the same species. These grafts grew vei-y freely,

and the roots themselves, at the end of four or five years,

probably contained at least ten times as much alburnum,
as they would have contained, had the trees remained un*

grafted. The roots were al<jo free from any appearance of

disease, or defect.

Some crab-stocks were at the same time grafted with th€ Golden pippin

golden pippin, in a soil where the wood of that variety
L'T-fted on

il^f^,

rarely lived more than two years : and i again grafted the crab on the '^

annual shoots of the golden pippin with cuttings of a ^.'^^*.
°^ ^*^®

jjl

young nnd healthy crab^tree, so as to include a portion of
'^'^^^"*

the wood of the golden pippin between the roots and

branches of the native uncultivated species, or crab tree;
and in this situation it grew just as well as the wood of

the stocV and branches. Some branches also of the golden with other ex-

pippin trees, which I mentioned in my former communi- periments,

cation of 1795, being much cankered, were cut otf a foot

above the junction of the grafts to the stocks; and were

regrafted with a new and healthy variety. Parts of the

wood of the golden pippin, in which were many cankered

spots, were thus placed between the newly inserted g\;afts,.

and the stocks; and these parts have subsequently become

perfectly free from disease, and the wounds, previously

made
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made by canker, have been wholly covered with new and

showe<l, that healthy bark. These facts, therefore, satisfied me, that the
there was no

debility and disease* of old varieties of fruits of this species
deftctiveac- ,j . . .

tion of th-? did not originate in any defective action of the bark or
bark oralbur- albiirnnm, either of the root, or of the stem and branches,

and my attention was consequently directed to the leaf and

succulent annual shoot.

Experiments
^ ^^^ crab-stocks were grafted with cuttings of the gol-

on the leaves den pippin, in a situation and soil, where 1 had previously

shoots, ascertained, that the wood of the goldin pippin rarely re-

mained in health at the end of a second year; and, as

soon as the annual shoots had acquired sufficient growth
and firmness, numerous buds of a new and luxuriant variety

of apple, whicii had recently sprung from seed, were in-

serted m them. During the succeeding winter, the natural

buds of the golden pippin branches were destroyed, and

those inserted suffered alone to remain : and as soon as ih!^

leaves of these Lad unfolded, and entered on their oifice,'

every symptom of debility and disease disappeared in the

bark and wood of the goldeti pippin: and each conti-

nued to perform its office, just as well as the wood -and

bark of tbe young needling stocks ^ould have done- under

similar circumstances. 1 made nearly the same experi-

ments on the pear tree, and with the same result.

Thesapclrcur I have endeavoured, in several former communications, to
lates through

p^^^-^ ^^^^ the sap of plants circulates throui^h their leaves,the leaves, as
" * ...

the blood as the blood of animals circulates through their lungs; and

lun^^s^'^

^^^
^ ^^^^ ^^^ subsequently found any facts, in the writings of

other naturalists, or in my own experiments, which militate

against this conclusion. I have also observed, that grafted

trees, of old and debilitated varieties of fruit, became most

diseased in rich soils, and when grafted on stocks of the

most vigorous growth ; which has mduced me to suspect,

tliat in such cases more food is collected, and carried up
into the plant, than its leaves can prepare and assimilate,

and that the matter thus collected, which would have pro-

moted the health and growth in a vigorous variety, accn-

mulaites, and generates disease in the extremities of the

branches and annual shoots, while the lower part of the

frunk and roots remain, generally, free from any apparent

disease.
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disease. I am, therefore, much disposed to attribute the The le»t«« th»

drsia/ics aud debility oK old age in trees to an inability to org»"s it«^

produce l<!aves, whicii can elficiently execute their natural

office : and to »ome consequent inaperfection in the circu-

lating fluid. Jt iii true, that the leaves are annually repro-

duced, aad therefore annually new : but there is, 1 eonceive,

a very essential difference between the new leaves of an old,

and of a young variety: and in support of this opinion, I

shall observe, that the external character of the leaf of the

Siitne variety at two, and at twenty years old, is very dis-

similar; and it therefore appears not improbable, 'hat

farther changes will have taken place at the end of two

centuries*.

If these opinions be well founded, and the leaves of trees

be analogous to the lungs of animals, is it very improbable,
that the natural debility o. old age of trees and of animals

may originate from a similar source?—This is a question, Longevity

upon which I am not by any means prepared to give an l>»^"t--pally a^^

•
1 ^ T u r -.11 n u 1 •. 1 feciedbythe

opinion: but I believe it will very generally be admitted, ^tate of the

th^it the human subject is best formed for long life, when lungs?

the chest is best formed to permit the lungs to move with

most freedom. I have also long and attentively observed

among our domesticated, animals, that those individuals

longest retain their health and strength, and best bear ex-

cessive labour and insufficient food, in which the chest is

most deep and capacious, proportionately to the length of

current the circulating fluid has to run ; and the same

remark will, I believe, be generally found applicable to the

human species, I am, my dear Sir,

with great respect, sincerely yours,

Downton, Feb, 26, TliO. AND/kNIGHT.
IgrlO.

The leaf of a seedling apple or peai-tree, when the plant U very Down on

young, is geneially almoFt wholly fr«e trom tlie pubr»cence or down, leaves a symj)-

whicli subsequently appears on its under surface
; and which Bonnet and ^^^ of <i<?-

Mr. Mirbel have supposed to increase its surface and jjowers. But
"^*

I feel little disposed to adopt this hypothesis, having observed, that the

leaves ef some new varieties of the apple, which have sprung from seeds

of the Siberian crab, have both surfaces nearly equally smooth j and rhat

these varieties grow faster, and bear heavier crops of ver^ rich fruit, tXvxii

an^ others, without being exhausted or injured,

vr.
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VI.

Remarks on Mr, DAlton's HypoihesU of the manner in

which Bodies combine ivith each other. In a Letterfrom
John Rostock, M.D.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
SIR,

.N the first part of Mr. I)alton*s system of chemical philo-
K^v principle soph}', he announced the existence of a new principle, ve-

" ^*
specting the manner in which bodies combine with each

other. At the time he went no farther, than merely to state

the outline of his hypothesis, refering to the subsequent

part of his work, for the fiicts and ex[)erinients from which

it was derived. The second part of the system being now

published, and a considerable portion of it being occupied
with details, which may be considered as dependant upon,,

or illustrative of the hypothesis, and the truth of it being

assumed as the foundation of a great part of Mr. Daltou's

reasoning, we may be fairly entitled to enter into an exami-

nation pf the proofs, which are adduced in its support.

In order to assist us in forming a clear conception of the

Different
gubiect, it may be desirable to refer to the different ways

modes of es« . *^, . ,

•'

, ,. , , ,, . ,
*

tablishinga
m which we attempt to establish a new hypothesis. We

new hypothe- m^y show, that it is consonant to the generally received laws

of physics, that it coincides with previously admitted facts,

and is deducib^e from them ; or, proceeding without these

previous steps, we may propose a ngw opinion, that is un-

supported by analogy or induction, and afterwards endea-

vour to substantiate it, by experiments an(i^ observations

made expressly for that purpose. To the latter of thesethe

term hypothesis more strictly applies, while the farmer is

more correctly denominated theory \ and as our plan of pro-^-

ceeding in the investigation of any truth must be consider-

ably different, according as we adopt the ope or the other

of these modes, it is of some importance to bear in mind

the distinction, which subsists between them. It will, \

think, be found, that Mr. Dalton's doctrine is altogether

hypothetical, or one which depends for its proof entirely

upon subsequent observations and experiments. By those

who
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who are in the habit af phitosopiiical investigation, it will

ijot be supposed, that any degradation of Mr. Dalton's doc-

trifje is intended by this statement of what I conceive tote

the corp**ct view, in which it ought to be regarded; some of

the most important discoveries of modern times have origi«

nated from mere hypothesis, nor does it appear that any

objection can be urged against the use of it, providejd only

we bear in mind the nature of the ground on which it is

founded, and recollect that its proof depends entirely upon

the strength of the facts that are adduced in its favour.

1 shall otier a few remarks upon the terms that are em- Remarks f^r\

ployed by Mr. Dalton, and first upon the word atom, which
J^^''^^'^*'"'^

hoids so prominent a place in his pa<ief;. Considerable merit^
is due to him for the clear manner in which this part of the

subje6l is brought into view, and th?s, i conceive, is in no

small degree owing to his having employed a term, the

meaning of which was established both by custom and ana-

logy, so that it could scarcely be misunderstood *, whereas

the words particle f, generally employed by the English

chemists, and still more, moie<:uIe1(.i employed by the

French, were obliged to be altered and retracted from their

popular acceptation, before they could be employed in a

scientific discussion. To the word tifiOwt'iio dfcjjiectJon eAh^

attach. I cannot, however, assent to the manner in which

Mr. Dalton has used the words ^iworj/, ternary, &c. ; be-,Binary, tern-

cause, I think, it is calculated to introduce confusion into ^"^y* ^'^'

chemical language. The words themselves are modern,

they are confined to the writing of the chemist, and were-

formed to express a peculiar constitution of bodies, yet Mr.

Dalton employs the terms in a sense essentially different

from that originally imposed upon them. I am not fond of

proposing new terms, being aware of the difficulty of in-

venting such as may be unexceptionable, yet I shall venture

on the present occasion to suggest, that binatCy trindte^ &c. Other ternrj

may serve to denote that the substance in question consists, J'J"''^^^*''^

^^^

of 2, 3, or more atoms, without the
liability to errour,

•
ArofAOSy insecabUis, indivisibilis.

•f"
Dih^inutive of pars, a little part,

"^
Diminutive of moles, a little mass.

that
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that is involved in the words 6?Mory, ternary y &c., which

refer, not to the quantity, but to the quality of the

atoms*.

After these preliminary observations, I shall proceed
to the subject moie immediately tinder consideration.

In the conclusion of the first part of hii^ system, Mr.
Dalton introduces a short chapter on chemical synthesis, in

Chemical syn-
^^ich he informs us, that ** one great object of h»8 work is

thesis.
*« to show the importance and advantage ot ascertaiouvj- the
** relative weights of the ultimate > articles, ooth of simple
•* and compound bodies, the number of simple elementary
•*

particles which constitute one compound particle, and the
'* number of less compound particles which enter into the
** formation of one more compound particle." He then

goes on to state, that when two bodies A and B are disposed

* I hope I shall not be thought hypercritical, if I point out an inaccu-

racy into which you have fallen, in your tianslation of Mr. Grotlhuvs*s

paper on metallic arborization, inserted in your last number. The follow-

ing sentence occurs in it j"
" Let us suppose a thread of, water formed

** of three integrant particles, each coiHposed of two atoms of oxigen,
"

represented by % , and one of hidrogen, &c." Knowing by the date

of the paper, that between 3 or 4 yeais must have elapsed since it was

-written, 1 was surprised to meet with the word atom in this connexion,
and was induced to turn to the original, where 1 found th« expression
to be;

" Consideroos un filet d' eau forme de trois molecules intc-

**
granles dont chacune soit composee d' oxigene, represent^ par § , <k

**
d'hidrogene ropresente par 1, &c." In works of science, particularly

where the language has been controverted, we should closely adhere not

only to the sense^ but, where it is possible, to the terms of the original.

Ann. €him. V. LXIII, p. 19, 20.*
•*

[Answer* It appears to me, that one great source of the corrup-

tion of language is the retaining the words of one language in what is

called a translation into another, without necessitj ; and that this has

been of late years a growing evil in our own, partly.from the carelessness

and partly from the ignorance of translators, which I have generally been

studious to avoid. To the word mo/ecw/e 1 have always felt a particular

objectian, not only because I conceive our English word particle to be of

the same signification, but because, when pronounced, its sound is liable

to excite a lurlicraus idea. Mr. Dalton*s recent observation, that he did

not understand the meaning of the word particle, induced me to employ
that of atom, to which 1 did not imagine any objection could lie. C]

to
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to combine, their atoms must unite in the following order,

ijeginninj^ with the most simple case.

*'
1 atom of A + 1 atom of B zi 1 atom of C, binary.

"
1 atom of A 4- 2 atomsoFB n I atom of D, ternary,

" 'iaiomsofA + J atom ofB = 1 atom of E, ternary.
**

I atom of A + 3 atoms of B :r 1 atom of F, quaternary,
** 3 atomsofA + 1 atom of B iz 1 atom of G, quaternary.

The author then proceeds to lay down some '*
general

rules," which, not being immediately deducible from the

foregoing statement, nor, as far aa I can j'udge, having any

previous analogies in their'favour, we must regard as specu-

lative positions, the proof of which is reserved for the 2nd

part of the work. The first four of these rules areas follows*

** 1st. When only one combination of two bodies can be
"

obtained, it must be presumed to be a binary one, unless
** some cause appear to the contrary. 2nd. When two cora-
*' biiiations are observed, they must be presumed to be a^

^'
binarr/'dn&ii tefnary, 3d. When three combinations are

"
obtained. We rriay expect one to be binary, and the other

** two /miary. '4lb. When four cbmbiuatiohs dre observed,
** we should expect one binary, two ternary, and one qua-
*•

ternary, &c." In support of these positions Mr. Dalton

offers no arguments, but resting their truth entirely upon
their intrinsic probability, he proceeds, without any hesita-

tion, to deduce from them the most important conclusions,

and such as lie at the foupdation of a
great part' of his sub-

sequent reasoning.

From the first of the above rules Mr. Dalton draws the Composition

two conclusions, that water is a binary compound of hidro* *'^^'*^^''' ^^^
, , ,

. •
, /, . ofamnioiua.

gen and oxigen, having the relative weight ot its two ele-

mentary atoms ideaiiy as 1 to 7 ; and that ammonia is a

binary compound of azote and oxigen, the atoms of which

have the weight of 1 to 5 respectively. But befpre we can

follow Mr. Dalton through this train of consequences, there

are some difficulties to be cleared up, which oppose our pro-

gress at the very outset. When bodies unite only in one pro-

portion, whence do we learn that the combination must be

binary ? Why is it not as probable, that water is formed of Objections,

two atoms of oxigen and one of hidrogen, of two atoms of

hidrogen
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Uidrogen pnd one of oxigen, or in short of any assignable
number of atoms of hidrogeu and oxigen? 1 do not ptrceive,

that Mr. Dalton has f^iven any reasou jn sujvport of t,his

binary combination, in preft^rence to all the rest, and 1 am
unable to conjecture what reason can be urgedjn its iavour.

If we feel a difficulty in assonting to the iirst of ihes*; rules,

still more shall we be inclined to hesitate, as we advance to

the more complex cases, wliich are stated m the L>nd, 3d,

siud 4th. It is obvious, that as there is more scope for vari-

ety in the mode of coinbinatiou, in the same ratio dots the

probability of Mr. Dalton's supposition diminish. It is not

necessary to enter into the consideration of the other "
gene-

ral conclusions,'* because the estimates which are formed of

the weights of oxigen, hidrogen, and azote, as laid down in

the first two, enter as elements into all the subsequent cal-

culations. We may therefore conclude this part of the in-

quiry by stating, that the positions respecting the weight of

the atoms of oxigen, hidrogen, and azote, as luid down in

the first part of Mr. Dalton's system, are entirely hypothe-

tical, are assumed without any authority either from analo^ry
or induction, and that consequently, they must rest entirely

upon such facts as the author brings forwards expressly for

their support.

Assuraptions The points which Mr. Dalton has here assumed, and
of Mr.Dalt«n. ,vhich remain to be proved, are the following. First, that

when only one combination of two elementary bodies can

be obtained, it must be binary ; 2nd. That only one com-

bination of oxigen and hidrogen, and only one combination

of hidrogen and azote can exist; 3d. That the ratios of 1 to

7, and of 1 to 5 express the relative weights of these atoms.

It may be confidently asserted, that these steps in the proof

are so intimately connected together, and that the last de-

pends so entirely upon the previous ones, that the least flaw

in either of them must utterly demolish the whole hypothe-
sis. I shall now turn to the 2nd part of the system, where

the author promised that the facts and experiments should be

Elementary detailed, from which the conclusions were derived. The

principle*. fir^t chapter is on **
elementary principles," oxigen, hidro-

gen, azote, &c, ; each of these individually forms the sub«?

ject of a short section, in which the mode of procuring them

is
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is described, and an outline is given of their chemical and

physical properties, but nothing occurs, either in the way of

proof or illustration of the **
general conclusions." We,

however, naturally expect, that we shall find the informatioti

ef which we are in search, when we come to the next chapter,

which professedly treats of compounds of two elements, and Compounds of

first of water. After giving a brief account of the ex peri- ^°^^^"^*"
^*

inents on the composition and decomposition of water, ex-

periments which have been repeated in various forms, by
the most distinguished chemists of France and England,
and respecting which the utmost pains have been taken

to ensure accuracy, Mr. Dalton remarks, that " the
•'

general result was that 85 parts by weight of oxi-

"
gen unite to 15 of hidrogen to form water." Tfi

this estimate, however, he does not acquiesce; he refers

to some objections that have been urged against it by Mr.

Humboldt and Gay-Lussac, whose reasoning on this sub-

ject he considers as *'
perfectly satisfactory," They con-

ceive, that in consequence of the aqueous vapour which

gasscs usually contain, a less quantity of real hidrogen mu&t

have been en) ployed, than was assumed in the calculations,

and they reduce it from 15 parts to 14'3 parts, increasing,
of course, the quantity of pure oxigen to 85*7. Mr, Dalton

adds, " the relation of these numbers is that of 7 to 1

nearly." He continues; "There is another consideration
*' which seems to put this matter beyond doubt. In Vol-
" ta's eudiometer, two measures of hidrogen require just
** one of oxigen to saturate them. Now, the accurate expe-
** riments of Cavendish and Lavoisier have shown, that
"
oxigen is nearly 14 times the weight of hidrogen ; the ex-

** act coincidence of this w th the conclusion above deduced
"

is a sufficient confirmation." Notwithbtauding the ac-

knowledged sagacity of the author, I cannot but consider

the above lemarks as totally irrelevant to the question under

discussion. The facts that are adduced refer merely to the

relation which the bulk of hidrogenous gas bears to its spe-

cilic gravity, and have no relation to either of the fundamen«»

tal points in Mr. Dalton's hypothesis.

Haymg now gone through the chaj^ter i.i \\h ch the pro- ^Y\^ ^.j^f.^^ ^
mi-jed facts and experiments are contained, it may be proper aot sip^o t

to
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the a«unip- to consider how far they substantiate and authorize the con-
xxQus.

elusions that have been deduced from them. Nothing, as

I can judge, has been advanced, which has the least reference

to the first position, that when only one combination of two

bodies can be obtained it must be h'mary. This therefore,

which is the foundation of all the arsjutnent, must be re-

garded as a mere postulate, unsupported by facts, and not

resting immediately either on analogy or induction. The
2d position, that only one combination of oxigen and hidro-

gen, and only one of hidrogen and azote can exist, rests

rather on a different foundation from the preceding. We
have never yet been able to produce more than one <ombi-

nation with each of these substances, therefore Mr. Dalton

concludes, that only one combination can possibly exist. But
it is evident that this is not a legitimate way of reasoning ;

it amounts to no more tljan a presumption, and that drawn

from our ignorance; and is in contradiction to the general

analogy of chemical affinities*. From what has been

stated I think it will be admitted, that Mr. Dalton's

hypothesis fails entirely in its two fundamental positions,

that one of them is entirely without support, and that the

other is founded upon a presumption which scarcely amounts

to a probability. In this state of the case we might perhaps
be justified in discarding the hypothesis altogether, or at

leabt in requiring the author to bring forward some direct

Are the conse- arguments in its favour, before we should pay any farther

^uences fairly attention to it. I shall, however, pursue a different course,Reducible
.

from the pre- and shall examine how far the consequences would fairly
Htises. follow from the premises, supposing that these were demon-

strated. Nor is this investigation to be considered as a mat*

ter of mere speculative curiosity, because, although the hy*>

•Although in forming his general conclusions Mr. Dalton assumes, that

only one combination of oxigen and hidrogen can exist, and from thfs

circumstance argues that water is a binary compound, and hence deduces

the weight ©f its atoms, o calculation^ upon which all the details of the hy-

pothesis depend, yet ui the 2d part of his system he endeavours to show,

that the fluoric, muriatic, oxitnuriatic, and hypctoxmuriaticacids are all

compounds of oxigen and hydrogen, and even forms estimates of the

number of atoms of each element which enters into their composition.

So dangerous is it foe the most acute mind to indulge in merely specula-

pothesift
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pothesis is at present unsupported by any evidence, yet it

implies nothing contradictory to reason or experience; so

that, if it appear that there areany number of facts which co-

incide with it, or that are conveniently explained by it, they
muat be considered as forminoj an indirect arj<unaent in its

favour. Now if we admit the truth of tlie hypothesis, so far

as respects the union of the two elements atom by atom, a

necessary consequence is, that the compound will be either

hinary*y or that the number of atoms in the substance

which exists in the greatest quantity will be some multiple

of the atoms existicig in the smaller quantity. I will take Compounds of

the example of sulphur and oxij;en. These bodies unite in sulphur and

. . . oxigen.
three different proportions, of which one must be binary^

i. e. 100 atoms of sulphur and 100 atoms of oxigen will

unite and form 100 atoms of some compound, which com-

pound we might a priori suppose would be that in which

the strongest affinity is exerted between the two elements.

In all the other compounds it necessarily follows, that the

number of atoms which exist in the largest quantity, must
be either as 200, 300, 400, or some multiple of ICO ; for it is

obvious, that the substances could not combine atom by-

atom, were the greater number of atoms to exist in the rati*

of 120, 150, or in any quantity intermediate between the

centesimal numbers. It seems the most natural to regard
the sulphuric acid as the ftiwary compound of sulphur and

oxigen, or that 100 atoms of sulphur and 100 atoms of oxi-

gen form 100 atoms of sulphuric acid. According to the

most accurate experiments, the respective weights of the

component parts of sulphuric acid are 100 parts of sulphur
to 136*5 parts of oxigenf, therefore the weight of an atom

of sulphur will be to the weight of an atom of oxigen as I

to 1*365, or nearly as 3 to 4. Let us now try how this sup-

position will coincide vvith the composition of the next com-

pound of sulphur and oxigen, sulphurous acid, 100 parts of

which are stated, upon the respectable authority of Dr.

• The word UnaTy is here, and in al! the ether parts of thi<i paper, em-

ployei in the sense which Mr Dalton assigns to it; but it is obvious, how-

much confusion may be introduced by the circumstance of there being two

different significations applied to the* same scienlific term,

fKlaproth, Gfthlen'fJwur. V. 109.

Thomson^
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Compounds of Thomson, to consist of 53 parts of sulphur and 47 of oxi-

ulphuraad jten, or 100 parts of sulphur to 88*6 of oxigen*. Now in

this case the proportion ofoxigen to the sulphur is dimi-

nished, thei-efore the 100 parts of oxigen, which entered into

the composition of sulphuric acid, will be combined with

a greater number of atoms of sulphur, and the next smallest

quantity with which they can unite is the next multiple of

100, that is 200. Sulphurous acid will therefore be com-

posed of lOOatoms of ox i gen, and 200 'atoms of sulphur.

Now supposing the weight of an atom of sulphur to be to

an atom of oxigen as 1 to T365, the weight of the two atoms

of sulphur in sulphurous acid will be to the single atom of

oxigen as 9. to 1*365, netirly as 6 to 4, so that 100 parts of sul-

phdroua acid will consist of 60 parts of sulphur and 40 parts

t>f oxigen. The third compound of sulphor and oxigen is

the oxide of sulphur, and this is stated, upon the same au-

thority with the lastf, to be composed of 100 parts of sul-

phur with 7 of oxigen. Here as before we are to taVe the

oxigfen as the fixed quantity, and to find some multiple of

100 which may express the proportion t)f sulphur. Now if

we suppose that one atom of oxigen unites with l.Q atoms of

sulphor, to form the oxide of sulphur, or that 100 atoms of

the oxide of salphur are composed of 100 atoms of oxigen
and 1900 atoms of sulphur, we shall find, by following the

same method of calculation, that the weight of sul|)bur to

that of oxigen will be very nearly as 57 to 4. With respect

to sulphur therefore it appears, that one case is favourable

to the hypothesis and the other adverse to it; for tlie ana-

lysis of the sulphurous acid rrtakes the sulphur to the oxigen
as 53 to 47> while the proportion of 57 to 4, for the oxide of

sulphur, agrees very nearly with Dr. Thonibon's estimate of

100to7+.

* Thomson, I. 87. f Thomson, I. SS.

:};
As llje oxide of sulphur has probably a real existence, and as the

numbers which D)-. Thomson has assigned fur its constituents coin-

cide remarlcably with Mr. Daltou's hypothesis, I have given it a place

in the calculation?, although my opinion is, that we have not yet s«f-

ficient grounds for forming an exact estimate of the proportion of its

elements, and the above coincidence is purely accidental. See Dr.

Thomson's paper in Nich. VI, lOl.

I will
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I will now apply the same mode of examination to the Compoundsof

compounds of oxioeti and carbon, carbonic acid and car- j^la^^^
^^'

bonic oxide. Accordinj^ to the hypothesis, one of these

must be binary; let us suppose that it is the carbonic

arid which is in this state, or that 100 atoms of carbonic

acid consist of 100 atoms of oxij^en and 100 atoms of

carbon. But the carbon in carbonic acid is to the oxi-

gen as 28 to 72, or nearly as 100 to 257, therefore the

atom of carbon will be to the atom of oxigen as 1 to 2*57-

In the oxide of carbon the quantity of oxigen being dimi-

nished, we must take some multiple of 100, to express the

ratios of the increased quantity of carbon. If we suppose
that two atoms of carbon unite to one of oxigen, it will make
the proportion 2 to 2'57. This will give the constituents

of carbonic oxide to be 100 parts of carbon to 128*5 of oxi-

gen, whereas, from the analysis of this substance we learn,

that 100 parts of carbon require 146 parts of oxigen to con-

vert them into carbonic oxide*. I have here assumed,

that carbonic acid is the binary compound, but I will novr

reverse the supposition, and make the oxide of carbon to

consist of 100 atoms of oxigen and 100 atoms of carbon.

According to this principle the weight of the atom of carbon

will be to the atom of oxigen as 1 to 1*4G, and proceeding
as above for the constituents of carbonic acid we shall

have 100 atoms of the acid to consist of 100 atoms of car-

bon and 200 of oxigen, making a ratio nearly of 1 to 2*9,

which give the constituents of carbonic acid to be 100 parts

of carbon to 290 parts of oxigen, whereas we find by ana-

lysis, that 100 parts of carbon require only 257 parts of oxi-

gen to be converted into carbonic acidf .

I will now examine in the same manner the compounds of Compounds* of

oxitcen and azote. I will, in the first place, assume that ^'^'^^"^'^ '""

nitric acid is the binary compound, and as 100 parts of azote

require 236 parts of oxigen to be converted into nitric acidt,

it follows that the atom of azote is to that of oxigen as 1 to

2*36. Nitric oxide receiving an addition of azote, the pro-

portion will be as 2 to 2*36, which will make the constitu-

tion of the oxide to be as 100 to 118, whereas it is stated to

• Thomson, II, 150. f Thomson, II, i49. % Thomson^, II, 163.
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be in the ratio of 100 to 136*. With respect to the nitrous

oxide, the ratio seems favounible to the hypothesis, for if

we suppose, that 100 atoms of oxigen are combined with

400 atoms of azote, to produce 100 atoms of nitrous oxide,

the proportion of the constituents would be in the ratio of
' 100 to 59» which is very nearly what it appears to be from

analysisf. Here, therefore, one case appears to be favour-

able, and the other adverse to the hypothesis.

I shall now re^verse the above calculations, and assume

that nitrous oxide is the binary compound, which Mr. Dal-

ton supposes to be the case. On this principle the atom of

oxigen will be to the atom of azote nearly as 100 to 1/0, or

as 1 to 1*7. The constituents of nitric oxide will then be in

the ratio of 100 to 1 17*6, and of nitric acid as 100 to nearly

^33. I have only admitted three compounds of oxigen and

azote, because, even although we suppose nitrous acid, and

oxinitric acid to be substances that are always uniform iu

their composition, q supposition which is at least doubtful, it

seems natural even on Mr. Dalton^s hypothesis, to regard
them as secondary compounds, formed by the union of a cer-

tain number of atoms of nitric acid with a certain number of

atoms of azote, in the one case, and of oxi<j^en in the other.

The facts do I shall not think it necessary to pursue this cxaminatioo

the h** mhe- ^^^ farther, the examples which have been adduced are suffi-

»!s, cient to establish the conclusion, that although the facts occa-

sionally coincide with the hypothesis, they more frequently

oppose it. it will perhaps be said, that these analyses arc

not correct, and I am far from denying that this may be

•the case, althouj^h I have purposely selected these, which

appear to stand upon the best foundation. But here we
must recollect the difference between a theory and an hypo-
thesis : had it been shown by a previous train of reasoning,

that Mr. Dalton's opinion was supported by any strong

analof^Vj or that any poweful arguments could be adduced

in its favour, we might then have been permitted to adjust

the facts to the theory. As the question now stands, how-

ever, we are to prove the hypothesis solely from the facts,

and therefore we are not to object to the facts merely be-

Thomson, II, 168'. f llb\L

caiise
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cause they do not coincide with the hypothesis. Mr. Dal-

ton must first prove, that the analyses are incorrect, and

must rectify them; he must then compare them with the

hypothesis, and it they generally coincide with it, he may
adduce thena as arguments in its favour. In the mean time,

takiiij^ the facts as tliey now exist, I think we are warranted

iu concluding, that they are not favourable to the hypothesis.

After this examination of Mr. Dalton's arguments in Atoms may

support of his opinion, I shall conclude with some farther unite in vari-

.
• .1 J • ^ y J.!, n ^ A

ous number*,
observations upon the same subject. In the tirst place,

althouuh it he admitted, that when bodies unite, a union

must take place between the individual atoms of which they

are cotnposed, yet it does not follow, that this union must

take place atom by atom, it does not follow, tbat one atom

of A must unite with one atom of B, or with two atoms of

B, &c. ; [ conceive it equally probable, that two atoms of

A may unite with three atoms of B, four atoms of A with

five atoms of B, in short, that any indefinite number of.

attms of A may unite with any indefinite number of atoms

of B. By this admission we should avoid one of the most

embarrassing circumstances in Mr. Dalton's hypothesis, as

it now exists, namely the necessity of the greater number of

atoms bein<j always some multiple of the less. This idea is

perfectly compatible with the supposition, that a certain

nuiubir of atoms of A have a greater tendency to unite with

a certain number of atoms of B than with any other num-

ber, although it does not previously inform us what the ratio

is between these twouumbers.

My next remark refers to the method, in which the weight ^fV^j-^t gf

of the atoms of two bodies is attempted to be estimated component

from the quantity of each of them that enters into their duci^ie from

'

compounds. Admitting with Mr. Dalton, that a quantity the
propor,

of water consists of 7 parts of hidrogen and one of Qxigen, compound
are we to concliide that there are an equal number of atoms

of these two substances, but that the atom of oxigen is 7

times heavier than the atom of hidrogen, or that ther^ are

7 times as many atoms of the one kind as of the other?

Mr. Dalton has adopted the former of these suppositions,

whereas the latter appears to me the most probable, la

forming au idea respecting the weight of an atom^ we ihust

U d procee4
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proceed upon the same principles as in other case^?,

Now what is generally aasitrned as the cause of the different

specific gravities of bodies? Why is a cube of lead heavier

Causeofspe- than a cube of ivory? The most natural answer to this

cific gravity,
question is, that^ the particles of lead are nearer together,

and therefore a greater number of them will be contained

in anytjiven space. Whether this difference in proximity
be occasioned by interposed caloric, or any power of repul-

sion, independent of caloric, it is not our business to inquire.

Now if we endeavour to form a conception of a single parti-

cle, or what has been denominated an atom, as a substance

not made up of any smaller parts, and which cannot there-

fore be under the influence of any repulsive power, so far

as its individual existence is concerned, it follows that atoms

of all kinds must have the same specific gravity. If then

they differ in their weight, there must be a corresponding

difference in their size, an atom of oxigen for example must

be 7 times as large as an atom of hidrogen ; but were this

the case it could scarcely be regarded as an atom, but as

a substance of considerable extent, capable of being di-

vided into still smaller parts.

These observations, it is obvious, are entirely conjectural,

and I have only brought them forward, to meet conjec-

tures on the other side of the question. My object in this

paper has been to point out the insufficiency of Mr. Dal-

ton's hypothesis, without attempting to substitute another

in its place ; for important as the object is which he has en-

deavoured to accomplish, and ingenious as the attempt may
appear, I am decidedly of opinion, that we have not yet a

J*** sufficient basis of facts, &n which to erect so capacious a

^.. superstructure,

T am, Sir, yours &c.

J. BOSTOCK.
Knot'shole Bank, near Liverpooh

Feb.^^d, 19H,

VIl.
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VII.

JEffect of Changes in the Slate of the Atmosphere on Mr.

De Luc's Electric Column. Communicated hy Thomas

F0R8TER, Esq.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

SIR,

Ji. TAKE the liberty, with your permission, of corarauui** Connection of

eating to the public, through the channel of your Journal, thestareof the

a curious coincidence. The electric column of Mr. De
^'JJi^t^e^Tc-

Luc, having been described in your pages, is of course well tion of Mr.

Icnown to your readers. The two bells attached to the plus P.^ ^^f^
*^*^"

•^

. . . , trie column,
and minus end of the column of an instrument of this kind,

kept by a relation of mine at Walthamstow, after having
continued ringing {in the manner which has been described

in your journal) for several months, began on the 4th of

September last to pulsate very irregularly, and at long inter-

vals. This irregularity continued through the month of

September, and until the l6th of October, when they
ceased to ring entirely. During the period of their hurried

and irregular pulsation, that is, from the 4th of September
to the 16th of October, a very peculiar kind of weather pre-

vailed, strong easterly winds, very clear nights abounding
with small meteors commonly called falling stars, the hygro-
meter rendered useless by the excessive dryness of the air,

and the varied and multiform appearances of the cirrhus and

cirrho-sfratus clouds, (not followed by rain, as usual) marked

a very remarkable state of the atmosphere. On the ifith of

October, the day on which the bells stopped ringing, a re-

markable change of weather became very evident, a strong
current of air from the South, and the prevalence of the

Jpotted cirrho-stratus cloud indicated the approach of rain,

which ensued during the night, and rainy weather for seve-

ral weeks succeeded. About a week ago the same kind of

weather, which prevailed between the 4thof September and

the l6th of October last, returned, the air became extremely ^X

dry, the wind became easterly, and very strong, the small ^^

meteors have been again observed at nightj and the same

kind
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kind of cirrhus cloud has prevailed, indicating a great dis-

turbance of the electric statfe of the atmosphere ; and the

bfll$, after having pulsated very irregularlyfor a week^ have

again completely stopped. Thus there seems to be a con-

nection between the electric etate of the air, (indicated by
the abovementioned circumstances) and the phenomena
exhibited by Mr. De Luc's column, which is a circumstance

to which Mr. De Luc wished to direct the attention of me-

teorologists, which has induced me to request the insertion

of these observatious in your interesting journal.

I remain, sir, yours, &c.

Clapton, Hackney, THOMAS FORSTER.
March 18, 1811.

March 19.

P. S. It is remarkable, that the weather has completely

changed again to day : on getting up this morning, 1 ob-

served the cirrho-cumulus cloud through the mist which

covered the ground, the hygrometer indicated an increased

moisture of the air ; and the bells of Mr, De Lues column

again ring with a regular but weak pulsation.

VIIL

On the Nature of Oximuriatic Acid, in Reply to Mr. John
Davy. By J, Murray, Lecturer on Chemistry, Edin-

hurgh»

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

SIR, J^dinburgh, March Wth, 1811

Theory ai.jl

hyp )t) csi^

eoniounded.

X SHALL beg your permission to occupy a few pages of

your Journal with some remarks on the reply of Mr. J,

Davy, in your last number, to the observations which I had

offered on Mr.Davy's opinion of the nature of muriatic and

oximuriatic acids,

T gentleman first remarks, that I hove not attended to

the distinction between theory and hy|>othesis, but have

pade promiscuous usjb of the two words, and (lave henpe
taken
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taVen an incorrect view of hig brother*s opinion, which, he

adds, is a thet)ry, not an hypothesis.

The tree si^nilicalion i^enerally ^iven to the word theory General use of

in chemical languao;e is so well imdcrstood, that I did not ^'^* ^of<i the-

, , ,

'^
. . ... ory.

•uppose it could Iiave given rise to any ambiguity requiring
to be poinl«d out. Theory, strictly understood, implies, no

doubt, a principle established by just iiiduction froiu indivi-

dual fact€, and applied to the explanation of phenomena;
while in an hypothesis a principle is as8u;iied, whence

phenomena are attem[)t(;d to be explained. But there

is an intermediate kind of reasoning or speculation, in

which there is partly generalization, partly hypothetical,

assumption—a principle being professedly inferred by in-

duction, but requiring the aid of hypothesis to apjily it to

all the phenomena connected with the subject. To this the

terms opinion, theory, and hypothesis are often indiscrimi-

nately applied ; and theory in chemical language has more

frequently this signilication than any other. The successive

revolutions in chemistry would lead us to doubt indeed if it

can be often justly used in its more strict sense, implying a

perlect induction, the certainty of which subsequent disco-

veries cannot change. The theory of Stahl, as it has been

named, which at one period commanded universal assent,

was quickly subverted. Much of the theory of Lavoisier,

ample and conclusive as the evidence appeared to be on „ ., r

which it is founded, must, if late speculations be just, share S

the same fate. And even those more partial inductions,

which appeared to have the utmost certainty, are many of

them, It now appears, doubtful. To a
philosophic inquirer

this may perhaps suggest some caution in applying the

term theory in its strict signilication, and it may guard him

against the most common of liH ^rrours—an undue confi-

dence in our speculations, and thp belief that the opinions

of our day are demonstrated truths.

Mr. J. Davy's mistake, and which I should have obviated

in my former paper, had I supposed any one attending par- Source of Mr.

ticularly to the subject, and accustomed to scientitic deduc- t^g.^'^

tion, could have fallen into it, and had 1 not wished to avoid

holding out unnecessarily Mr. H. Davy's opinion as purely

hypothetical.
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hypothetical, is the supposing thi? opinion to be a theory in

the strict sense of the term. In stating* the grounds of this

opinion, he exposes too very clearly the source of his errcur.

Mr. Davy, he remarks, *' combines oximnriaticacid E^as with

hidrogen gas, and forms muriatic acid gas. In his theory,
itiuriatic acid gas is a compound of oximuriatic gas and

hidrogen. He combines oximuriatic gas with sulphur,

phosphorus, and the metals ; and in his theory the resulting

substances are compounds of the inflammable and metallic

bodies respectively, and oximuriatic gas. Here we per-
ceive no supposition, but a simple expression of facts, and

this I humbly conceive is pure and genuine theory." It is

of n)ain importance Mr, Davy also remarks, "that expres-
sion of facts be not misrepresented. It is of great conse-

quence that things be not termed notions, that theory be

not considered as speculation."

Simple enun- The proper expression of the above facts is, that from the

I'acts^
mutual action of oximuriatic gas and hidrogen, muriatic

acid gas is obtained, that from the mutal action of oximu-

riatic gas and inflammables, or metals, such and such sub-

stances are formed. That muriatic acid is acompound ofoxi-

muriatic gas with hidrogen, or that these substances are

i^ompounds of oximuriatic gas with the respective metais or

inflammables, are inferences, which may be true, or may be

Infff^ncrt^e- false. They appear no doubt to be the most direct infer-

these may or cuces, but the most obvious and direct conclusion from an

may not be experiment may not always be the j«st one. The shortest
*'"^'

Way of convinfciiig Mr. J. Davy of this will be to state to

him in the very form of expression, which he employs in

the above quotation, conclusions which he cannot admit. I

Combine, 1 may say, oxide of mercury and muriatic acid,

and form calomel. I conclude therefore, that calomel is a

Compound of muriatic acid and oxide of mercury. 1 com-

bine muriatic acid and potash, and by dissipation of the

Water 1 obtain a solid product, which 1 consider as a com-

i)6und of the mui-iatic acid and potash : and I perceive in

these conclusions no supposition, but a simple expression of

facts. Mr. Davy will in this however soon correct me, and

inform me not tnerely that they are suppoaitionSjbut conclu*.

Sions HllOgether fijlse. He will perceivje therefore, that the

inference
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inference winch appears most obvious and direct is not

always just, that it is sometimes ileteasary to take a more

extensive or deep view, and will perhaps be convinced, that

he has erred in the notion he has formed of the kind of in*

duction, which constitutes a genuine theory.

The cause of crrours such as this is, and which has long Erronr from

been recoj^r.ized as the fertile source of false speculations iu
consideration

physics, is the taking into view only part of the facts which only part of

belong to the subject
—those which appear most favourable

^ ® ^^^^'

to our induction, instead of taking the whole into consider-

ation, and from this general view forming the most proba-
ble conclusion. If the facts above quoted from Mr. Davy
were all that are connected with the question, his conclu*

sions might appear to be just. But there are others equally
connected with it, to explain which, various hypothetical

assumptions tnust be made, the probability of which ought
to be considered, and the whole compared with any other

induction that may be formed.

Thus in distilling muriatic acid from black oxide of man- iFormation of

^, -1 I ^- c J.
• .L • oximuriatic

gonese, the oxide loses a portion or its oxigen, the mun- ^^id {rom mu-
atic acid disappears, and oximuriatic acid is obtained. The r'-^tic acid and

direct conclusion from this experiment (and it is equally di-
ga,yesc.

rect with Mr. Davy's conclusion from the experiment of de-

tonating oxirpuriatic gas and hidrogen) is, that the oxigen of

the oxide has combined with the muriatic acid, and formed

the oximuriatic; and to obviate this he is obliged to suppose^

that the oxigen of the oxide combines with the hidrogen of

the acid, forming water, and setting free the oximuriatic

acid. If we expose liquid oximuriatic acid to solar light,

oxigen is expelled, and muriatic acid remains ; and the most

direct inference from this is, that oximuriatic acid is a com-

pound of rhuriatic acid and oxigen, Mr. Davy must have

recourse to a less obvious explanation, and suppose a portion
of watfr to be decomposed, its oxigeti disengaged, and its

hidrogen com bi"ned with the oximuriatic acid. And he has

no proof of the formation and decomposition of water in

these experiments, farther than that they must take place, if

bis theory be true,

if we consider therefore th^e two opiiiiohs under difief- Both expiana-

ent uspepts, if wp set out sis it wpre frow diiferent points, ^;®"*^'yi<®^^^-

each
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Bothexp!ana-
^^^^ ^'^'^J appear an induction, which to apply to all the

tions hypothf- phenomena tarther requires some hypothetical assumptions.

Considerintj the experiment of the production of oximuriatic

acid, by distilHng muriatic acid from substances which im-

part oxigen, the mojit direct conclusion is, that it is a com-

pound of oxigen and muriatic acid, but to apply this m ex-

plaining the agencies of both acids, it is necessc ry to sup-

pose in some cases changes to occur: the formation or de-

composition of wnter for example, of which we have no in-

dependent proof. Considering on the other hand the txpe-

liment of the mutual action of oximuriatic and hidrogeu

gasses, the most direct inference is, that muriatic acid is a

compound of these substances; but in adopting this a* the

basis of a theory, it is equally necessary to advance suppo>

sitions, and in particular to suppose without any actual

proof, that in different cases water is formed or decomposed.
These suppositions are not always required in the two sys»

terns in relation to the same fact; but stili, wherever an hy-

pothesis is required in the one, a corresponding hypothesis

will be found necessary in some part of the other. They
occur on thq whoje just as frequently in Mr. Davy's system

as in the opposite one, and they areaslittle supported by ac-

tual proof. He, for example, has no better proof, that water

is formed when muriatic acid is distilled from black oxide of

manganese, than i have of its formation in the mutual ac-

tion of oximuriatic gas and hidrogen, or that it is decom-

posed when oximuriatic acid is ex|)osed to solar light, than

1 have of its decomposition when a metal is acted on by

muriatic acid gas. The two opinions are perfectly alike

%vith regard to the evidence on which they rest derived froi*.

the above facts; and to select in one of them that part where

the induction appears direct, and take it for granted that

is true, the hypothetical assumptions, which must be

farther made, necessarily follow : Uut to pursue the reverse

method with regard to the other, to represent it as an hypo-

thesis, by bringing forward the parts which require the as-

sumption of hypothesis, and neglect or reject the more di-r

rect induction, is a mere sophism. Ihis is exactly what Mr.

J* Davy does, no doubt without being aware of it, hiserrour

, arisiaff
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•rising from the confined and partial view he has taken of

the subject.

All this 13 so obvious, that some apology is due to your
readers for having illustrated it at any length. This ha«

however been rendered necessary by the> tone this gen-

tleman has ussiuned through the whole of his observations.

He has held out the opinion of his brother as a genuine

theory resting on indubitable evidence, and has thought
himself at liberty to represent the reasoning I have employed
as mere speculation, and the explanations I have given as

uniformly hypothetical, and having on this account no pre-

tensions to be put in contrast with the others. He will now

perceive, that the subject may be presented under a different

light; and he will not perhaps again hazard the assertion,

that his brother's ** conclusions are not tainted by the slight-

est admixture of hypothesis." Least he should, permit me
to add one or two illustrations, which are besides not uncon-

nected with the subject.

On adding to nitrate of mercury, muriate of soda, nitrate Decotapojitl-

of soda and calomel are forn;ed; chemists have therefore
^^^

" nitrate

been accustomed to conclude by rule's of evidence, which by inuriAt* rf

they thought sufficiently certain, that the nitric acid com-***"^*

bines with the soda, and that the muriatic acid combines with

the mercurial oxide, forming the calomel. According to Mr,
,

Davy's opinion however, though the nitric acid unites with

the soda, the muriatic acid does not unite with the oxide,

but these substances decompose each other, the oxigen of

the oxide unites with the l^idrogen of the acid and forms

water, and the calomel is a compound of oximuriatic acid

and metallic quicksilver. Again, on adding muriatic acid Murbtic

to potash we form muriate of potash, and on exposing this ash,

'

product to heat, so as to obtain it dry, we have hitherto be-

lieved, apparently on very strict induction, that the water

was expelled, and that the dry product is a compound of

muriatic acid and potash. But in Mr. Davy's new sys-

tem it is supposed, that the acid and the potash decompose
each other, the oxigen of the one and the hidrogen of the

other combine and form water, leaving a compound of oxi-

muriatic acid and potassium. On dissolving this in water

aew changes occur, the water is decomposed) the potassium
receivet
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Jeeeivtfs ^xigen, the oximuriatic acid, hidrogen, and a conv*

f>ouru) of muriatic acid and potash is again formed. Wh«.
«ir>€« n©t perct^ive iu all this abundance of hypothetical as*

aumptions ? asumptions I havie no hesitation in saying more

gratuitous and more complicated, than any required in tiie

opposite? system, or perhaps in any other chemical fcpetu*
lation.

C»i»paw»on of Mr. Davv*s opinion then I ve'^ard as an hypothesis : the
Netvto hypo/ Ti' • J T , , ,• .

.

I^<«Q&. opinion 1 have mamtained 1 have also distmctly admittt^d

in my former paper to be an hypothesis: each rests on an

apparently probable induction, and is capable of being ap-

plied with moxe or less probability to the various pheno<«

tnena. Placing them an this ground I considered and still

Von«ider the common doctrme as superior in simplicity, iu

Inquiring less strained and less complicated assumptions, in

*ffor<ling explanations of facts which the other does not ex-»

plain, and in according with the general system of chemical

theory; receiving therefore allUhe support which the evi-

dence on which that theory rests can give, while the other is

anomalous, and has the weight of that evidence against it.

I proceedi to offer a few observations on some of the more

particular topics of this discussion.

lR»'iU<fl^i M^ Daw remarks, that when I speak of muriatic acid 1
fifioket) ot - "111 111
%iiu>>sigK noit ^^ "Ot mean the whole ponderable part of it; water I con-»

^>tlwbiied8«- sider as necessary to its existence in its gaseous state, and
** -

*

that it is to the substance free from this water that the terai

touriatic acid is ap{>lie4» This is my meaning. But when
he proceeds to the interrogations, has Mr. M. examined it

in its iflRulated state? has he described its properties? or

has any chemist ever obtained it ? And when from the ne-

gative given of course to these he concludes, that I must re-

gard muriatic acid gas as a compound of an unknowu basis

;nxd water, he raises or magnifies di^culties of little import-

ance, er at least not peculiar to this investigation. When \

speak of real sulphuric or iiitricacid, I mean the acid free

froi» water, though it may hot have been obtained in that

ftate; and in thus using language which is familiar to che-

?nist3 I am not aware, that 1 introduce any novelty of hypo-
thesis* The real muriatic acid I consider as an acid from

hiwvio^ reasoii ta conclude, that it exists ia its solid com-

poundtj,



pouudd, neutralizing the basts with which it is in combiun*

tion ; in the same manner as I consider real sulphuric op ni^-

trie ncid as an acid from knowing, that they exist in cjpmbii* -jiitt j.taff

nations free or nearly so from water, exerting « similar new* '"' "^ " "^ "' ^

Iralixing power* Mr. DaVy may if he pleases suppose sul*

phuric or nitiid acid to be a compound of an unknowiii

basis and water, and conclude, that the supposition of the

existence of these acids free from water is "speculation in

the strictest sense of the word*'* But no chemist will fnrd

any difficulty in this. The apparently greater influence of

tvater on the chemical powers of muriatic acid than the

Other acids probably arises from the facts with regard to

the latter being more fully developed. On this subject I

»m at present engaged in an experimental investigation.

Mr. Davy proceeds to examine the objections which I haid Isiproba^iVi'^

cyffered to his brothet*s opinion. To the remark, that "L^'^^^'f'.^J

there is some improbability in the hypothesis of two acidic

fying principles, he replies, that the only legitimate mode of

reasoning is induction ; and that we are not to judj^ of Mr*

Davy's views by considsring their probability or improbabi-

lity a priori, but by a reference to facts. Tiie observation

would be just, were Mr. Davy's opinion a theory ; but

^while it is an hypothesis the objection retains its force> for

of two hypotheses proposed op any subject, it is fair in con-

trasting them to bring into view the probability a priori of

the principle of the one compared with that of the other*,

The concession that he makes, that there is properly qo

acidifying principle, is rather more in point, and I h«ve re-

marked in my Elements of Chemistry, in giving a view of

the theory of acidity, that the supposition of acidity being u

property rather derived from the base of acids than from p^rWs noft«-

their common principle is most conformable to Mr. Davy's

speculations. Still the similarity of oximuriatic acid to

oxigen so as to class them as acidifying principles is very

remote; for allowing it to combine directly with any sub»

stance, it forms no acid in the common definition of the

term, or any substance analogous to acids, but in its sup-

posed combination with hidrogen, the subject of dispute;
and the acidity of this, and its analogy to the common acids,

•re indeed such as to atJord on the other iwmd as striking on

AnonoLttlv
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anomaly in comparison with its other supposed combioa-

tions.

WaoBtofac- To the explanotion I bad given of the want of Jiction

SttcoaTand ^^^^^^'^ charcoal and oxirauriatic acid, that it is owing
03UBQuriauc partly to lli€ absence of the water required in the consti-

•***• tution of muriatic acid gas, and partly to the absence of that

disposing affinity exerted by the acid in establishing other

combinations, Mr. Davy replies, that it would be less unob-

jectionable were it less hypothetical; that I do not prove mu-

liatic and carbonic gasses contain water, I only suppose it—

To this mistake that the one opinion is a theory, the other an

hypothesis, I have been forced to recur so often, that it is

scarcely necessary to point it out. Both are hypotheses,

and if I can explain a fact by the principle of the one, which

admits of po explanation by the principle of the other, the

•uperiority of the former is with regard to this point suffi-

ciently established—Besides, the application of the doctrine

«f disposing affinity alone affords an explanation of this

fact. I coufcidcr it therefore a& still giving a superiority to

the common system, for nothing can appear more anoma-

lous than that of all irjflararaable and nietaHic substances

Bone but charcoal remains unchanged by oximuriatic acid,

and nothing can be more satisfactory than to have a caus-.c

assigned for this. Mr. Davy considers it as of little im-

portance, though it is this apparent anomaly, and the sup-

posed difficulty of accounting for it according to the old

opinion, which gave rise to the new doctrine, or at least first

suggested the suspicion, that oximuriatic acid does not con-

tain oxigen; he is satisfied with the observation, that we

have no right to expect from a theory the explanation of h1-

timate facts; that is, not of corapreh«nsive facts arrived at

by a generalization which cannot be carried farther, for the

fact in question is not of this kind, but of individual facts

tirhich the theory will not explain; a very safe conclusion, in

which it may be proper for him to abide. This, he adds, is an

"ultimate fact, "one of tho^e which constitute as it were the

axiorosof the science;" and he adds, that he is glad it is not

tortured by hypothetical explanation. How it is elevated to

an axiom, taking this word in its common sense of a funda-

9i€utal proposition, stlf-evidentyand therefore not admitiiivg

of
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•f demonstration, I do not understand ; at least I do not per-

ceive how this detinitiou applies to the proposition, that

•ximuriatic acid will not combine with charcoal. Could

Mr. Davy discover even a supposition by which this fact

could be explained, I have little doubt that he viouUi

gladly remove it from the class of axiomt?, and from the fa-

cility with which he admits so many other suppositions,

that he would submit it even to some degree of torture, to

kend it into conformity with the system.

On the fact with regard to the influence of water in fa- A^ionofwa-

vouring the disenga^^cment of carbonic at id from bases
j^g j^e^volu*

with which it is combined, it is scarcely necesssry to make tionof carbo

any observation. I wai» aware, that it might operate by its

affinity to the base, for I had suggested this some years ago,
in the discusi>ion of the question with regard to the influence

•f water on the constitution of elastic fluids, in my chemi-

cal system. But it farther appeared to me probable, that it

perates hkewite by its affinity to the acid, as there is rea«

«on I think to suspect, that the agency of water is important
with regard to all acids. It is still however a casein point,

since it is an example of the powerful agency of water in

modifying affinities, and of a decomposition not being c*a-

pable of being effected unless it be supplied ; as well as a

proof that a body, whether it be an earth or an acid, cannot

be obtained insulated from its combinations, unless it receive

the portion of water which it requires.

The argument, that from the strong affinity of muriatic Some watc

acid to water a portion of it will be retained in combination rejai-p^ »"

with it in the elastic btate, I hold valid, notwithstanding the -„ from its

reply, that muriatic acid does not exist as a gas in com- Pf»w^^»'}
-^-

bination with different proportions of water, *'forthepro-

portion of hidrogen gas produced from muriatic acid gas,

acted on by different metals, is always the same, whether it has

been exposed to the influence of drying salts or not." The
inference which would render this reply conclusive does not

fallow; admitting that muriatic acid gas cannot exist with

different proportions of water, the only inference then

would be, that muriatic acid gas obtained by the usual me-

thods is in as dry a state as we can obtain it insulated. But

I <4aubt altojfcther the alleged fact; fur Dr. Henry found
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by the more unexceptionable mode of the action of electri-

city, that recent muriatic acid gas affords tt of its bulk of hir

drogen, while after the full action of muriate of lime it

affords only ^V ^^ ^^*> bulk. The inference in the reasoning
on this subject, from the affinity of potassium to oxigen,
arises from a misconception of the theory of Berthollet, on

which the original aigument is founded, so obvious that it

does not require to be pointed out.

Theauihor^s ^I'* I^'^vy proceeds to some observations on my experif-

©xperiments ments, en which I shall offer few remarks, as I shall proba-
*ccura «.

^^j^^
have an opportunity of engaging in the discussion of

this part of the subject, to greater advantage, when better

acquainted with the experiments brought forward in oppo-
sition to those I have stated. I may be allowed to say, that

of the accuracy of the results I obtained, particularly of

those which appear to be questioned, the fortr>ation of car-

bonic acid, when carbonic oxide, hidrogen, and oximuriatic

acid gasses are submitted to mutual action, 1 am fully con-

vinced. 1 had preserved the notes of these experiments,

some of them written by Mr, Ellis, others by myself, at the

time they were made; and in all of them carbonic acid was

formed, though there often remained a s^ubible quantity of

carbonic oxide, of which I have taken notice in my paper.

How Mr. Davy infers, that the whole carbonic oxide should

be converted into carbonic acid, in order to adroit the in-

ference, that oxigen is communicated from the oximuriatic

«cid, I do not comprehend. It is sufficient, if a portion of

carbonic acid is produced. No notice perhaps is due to the

remark, that in one of my experiments a small residue of

common air vras observed, whence it is inferred, that the

conversion of carbonic oxide into carbonic acid might be

owing to the presence of atmospheric air. Carbonic oxide

gas requires for its conversion into carbonic acid by detona*-

tion with atmospheric air a quautity equal at least to 2^ of

its bulk ; and not a twentieth of this quantity could have

been introduced even in the most inaccurate mode,in which

M''- J» Davy may suppose the exptriment to have been

performed. The small portion obse-^-^d had originated

from the minute quantity disengaged by the force of the

detonation from between the sides of the tube and the quick-

silver.
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silver, which, added to what migli^ be disengaged by the

transmission through the water, and agitation with it after

the explosion, and to the slight admixture to which all elas-

tic fluids are liable, (expressed in one of Mr. Davy's own

experanents, by the phrase of " no more impurity than

might be expected in the air in the gasses], had formed a

quantity capable of being discovered. It could obviously

detract nothing from the conclusiveness cf the experi-

ment, independent of the circupjstance, that it was not ob-

served in the more decisive experiment of the slow mutual

action of these gasses.

He is willing to admit the accuracy of my experimentg^

so far as they relate to the want of action between carbonic

oxide and oximuriatic acid, when water is excluded. This

is a fact, which, though it presents an anomaly in the ntw hy-

pothesis, is not absolutely hostile to it; and I have, it seems,
*'

very satisfactorily proved" this nonaction, and that with-

out the agency of water no carbonic or muriatic gas is

formed. But my experiments, which afford results present-

ing a difhcialty in the theory, are it seems inaccurate; and

beside endeavouring to make this apparent by various ob-

servations, Mr. Davy informs us, that either alone, or in con-

junction with his brother, he has, if not repeated thera,(which

wouid have been the most direct mode of proving their in-

accuracy), at least made experimepts of a similar kind, and

with very different results. Thus he has performed some of

the experiments of Cruickshank on the carbu retted hidro-

gen gasses. The source of fallacy, which 1 supposed would Mr. Davy's

have been contended for,in the presence of a portion of oxi- expenmenis,

gen in the composition of these gasses, he seems to think

of little im])ortance; the principal source of fallacy is sup-

posed to be in the presence of water, and he therefore made

the detonations over mercury, and *' never obtained carbo-

nic acid gas, though oximuriatic gas in great excess was

employed." I shall not say any thing of the source of fal-

lacy, which I conceive has given rise to this observation, until

I'have repeated the experiment with the necessary precau-
tions. I shall only observe, that Mr. Davy does not directly

deny, that carbonic acid is formed, he has only performed the

experiment without obtaining it, and he does not inform his

Vol. XXVUI.—April, 18U. X readers
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readers what were the actual results. The hidpogen must of

course have been removed by the action of the oximuriatic

acid: What became of the carbon ? Was it precipitated in

the state of charcoal ? Or did it remain in the state of car-

bonic oxide? Ordid the passes form a ternary comhin^ation ?

and how was the absence of carbonic acid established ? Yet
with all these deticiencies a result thus generally stated is

brought forward in opposition to experiments minutely de-

tailed. Neither does he deny the formation of carbonic acid

in my experiment of submitting carbonic oxide, hidrogen

and oximuriatic gasses to mutual action: he supposes its

formation owing to the presence of atmospheric air, as I

have already stated, or to the introduction of water after

the experiment ; the gratuitous ussumption being mnde af

the formation of a triple compound of carbonic oxide, hidro-

gen, and oximuriatic acid, by which this water would be de-»

composed. Hence, in the experiment made in conjunction

with his brother, ammonia was used instead of water to ab-

sorb the muriatic acid, and it is inferred, that no carbonic

acid was formed. It is sinj^^ular however, that no attempt

appears to have been made to discover this acid, its non-

formation is inferred from the gas which remained after ex-

posure to water burning with the saT?e coloured flame as

carbonic oxide, whence it is concluded to have been this

gas, with the intermixture of nitrogen from the ammo-

nia, its volume being admitted t© be different from that of

the carbonic oxide employed ; and this negative result, open
to such obvious fallacies, is placed in opposition to the posi-

tive production of carbonic acid in my experiments. Lastly,

after all these experiments made without carbonic acid

being obtained, and after the labour bestowed in endeavour-

ingto prove experimentsin which it was produced inaccurate,

or to account otherwife for their results, a gas is discovered

(the discovery of it is mentioned in a note, it having beea

made after Mr. J. Davy's pnper was written) which it is

admitted is capable of converting carbonic oxide into carbo-

nic acid, and which is procured from the same materials as

oximuriatic acid, and by a process apparently not much dif-

ferent from that which is usually followed.

Action of hi- There remains one point to which it is necessary to give

nislVde, and some consideration. Mr- Davy gives a reason why, as he

supposes^
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supposes, the presence of hidrogen cannot, even on the hypo- oximuriatic

pothesis I maintain, favour the conversion of carbonic oxide *"^-

into carbonic acid by oximuriatic acid. In submittinti^ these

three gasses to mutual action, thehidrogen, in combining with

oxigen from the oximuriatic, can form ao more water than is

required to the constitution of that portion of muriatic acid

with which this oxigen had been combined, and hence there

is no superfluous water to be afforded to that portion ofmu-
riatic acid, which remains to be formed in the oxigenation of

the carbonic oxide by the remaining oximuriatic acid. ** It

is impossible therefore," says Mr. J. Davy (in the style

which he permits himself to use)
* that the latter portion of

muriatic acid can become gaseous ; yet it does be-

come, according to the experiment, muriatic acid gas, which

is a contradiction, and by itself a proof of the innaeuracy
of the hypothesis,"

This objection- had occurred to me, and I had stated it as

well as the solution of it to iome of my friends. Of course

however, a difficulty of this nature could not be urged

against the fact, that the conversion of carbonic oxide into

carbonic acid, which does not happen when oximuriatic gas
alone is added to the former gas, takes place when there i»

an addition of hidrogen. And as farther the difficulty ap-

peared to me capable of being solved, I thought it unneces-

sary to add to the length of my paper by taking notice of it.

It is explained, I conceive, in the followidg manner. Muri- Ex})lanation

atic acid gas may be formed with a less proportion of water
^ulty^

'

than is necessary to its full saturation ; the proof of its exis-

tence with an inferior proportion of water to what it contains

at its first disengagement in the usual process for obtaining
it I have already stated, and there is nothing improbable in

the supposition, that it may exist gaseous with even less

water than can be Inferred from that proof. And in all elas-

tic fluids small portions of water I believe exist, of which it

is probably impossible to deprive them entirely. When a

mixture, therefore, of carbonic oxide, hidrogen, and oximu-

jratic acid gasses is submitted to mutual action, the hidro-

gen attracting oxigen from the oximuriatic acid, and forming
with it a portion of water, this water may favour the pro-
duction of a larger quantity of muriatic acid, tiian the quan-

tity merely with which that oxigen had been combined, if

X 2 any
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any powerfol affinity is at the same time exerted, having a

tendency to pr*^diice that acid : now swch an affinity isactu^

ally exerted by the carbonic oxide, hence it is enabled to

operate with effect, an additional portion of oxiniuriatic

hcid is decomposed, innl by the communication of oxigen

portions of muriatic and carbonic acids are formed. This

is farther aide<l by the portion of water which must have

been containt^i in the portions of hidrogen, carbonic oxide,

and oximuriatic gasses, suffering these chan^esi'even though

they bad been previously rendjered as dry as possible. Of

Hself, this would not be sufficient to fuyoar the decomposi-
tion of the oxirauriatic acid, but added to the quantity
formed by the oxigenation of the hidron^en it may be adequate
to this effect, to the extent 1 have fitated. The operation of

this small q\iaiitity of water, remaining- in elastic fluids in

the driest state to which they can be brougkt, is very well

dhown in the results of the detonation of hidrogen and oxi~

tnuriatic gasses, as related by Mr. H. Davy. Mr. J. Davy,
indeed tells us, that he has seen this experiment made a

number of times,
" and though correctly made, there is no

condensation attending their union." But his brother in-

j
forms us, that, when the gasses are mixed over water, in-

troduced into an exhausted vessel, and fired by the electric

Spark, there isa condensation of from yV ^^ tV of the volume,

I have attempted, he continues,
" to make the experiment

in a manner still more refined, by drying the oximuriatic

acid, and the hidrogen, by introducing them into vessels

containing muriate of lime, and by sufi'ering them to

combine at common tewperatures, but I have never been

able to avoid a sliglil condensation, though in proportion as

the gasses were free from oxigen or water, this condensation

diminished." This condensation must be owing to the

water remaining in the gases even after the action of muri~

ate of lime; and it is this, no doubt, which partly operate?

in the experiments I have related, and favours the result.

Conversion of - Without any reference to this experiment I would farther

intoacidby observe, that the coi version cf carbonic oxide into carbonic

oximuriatic acid, when oximuriatic acid acts upon it with the admis"

fte water.^

''^
»'on of a little water, is conclusive against Mr, Davy*?

hypothesis. The only mode in wliich the result can be ac-

counted

i
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caunted for, in conformity to that hypothesis, is to sup-

pose tlie water to be decompostd. This I hud anticipated,

and had ob^erved, that ol tliis suppoi^ition we have not only

no proof, but we have sufficiei.t reason i\6m known tactg

to reject it.
*' Water is not decomposed by o.xirnurialic

acid gas, or by carbonic oxide gas ; there- is no reason to con-

clude, that its dt'cojnposition can be effected by tlieir action,

when they are presented to it iii-erely in a mixed state;

and the more obvious operation may be regarded as the

real one, that it acts by its affinity to muriatic acid,"

In answer to this, Mr. J. Davy remark^-, have we not

the most indubitable evidences of the decomposition of

wrfter by oximuriatic gas? "Pass this gas and steam toge-

ther through a tube heated to redness, oxigen gas will be

produced, and muriatic acid gas formed. Detonate this

gas and hidrogen together, and a similar formation of mu-

riatic gas will take place. With these facts in view, who

can hesitate in asserting, that water is decomposed by oxi-

muriatic gas, that its hidrogen is attracted by this sub-

stance, and its oxigen consequently set free.'*

The decomposition of oximuriatic gas by detonation with Detonation of

hidrogen gas, or its comVjination with that gas, according ^as'wk'vfh^.

to ]\rr. Davy's view, affords no proof of the power of water drogen.

to decompose it. Admitting tlie decomposition of oximu-

riatic gas by water at ignition, and supposing that we know

nothing as to the mutual action of these siibstances at low

temperatures, the conclusion would not follow, that at such

temperatures this decomposition would take place. But to

draw this conclusion in the very face of the fact itself is, I

confess, a mode of reasoning altogether new to me. We
know, that oximuriatic acid is not decomposed by water at

fjatural temperatures ; and knovvin. this I have no hesita-

tion in assserting, notwithstanding Mr. Davy's indubitable

evidences, that the supposition of water being decomposed
in the slow mutual action of carbonic oxide and oximuriatic

gasses is altogether gratuitous, and madetoavoid a difficulty,

•Mfhich cannot otherwise be explained.

And lastly let it be remarked, that putting aside all Conclusion,

these experiments the two hypotheses gtill remain at least

en equal grounds. The experiments were supposed to

aflord
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afford evidence in favour of the common doctrine of the

ftature of the relation between muriatic and oximuriatic

acids, and were they proved to be inconclusive, it would

only stand in the same rank with the opinion advanced by
Mr. Davy ; it can be applied, as I trust I have shown in my
former paper, to the explanation of all the phenomena, and

to some of them with more advantage than the other ; and

it has besides, as an hypothesis, that superiority from general

Copsiderations, which I have also stated to belong to it,

I am, with much respect,

Your most obedient servant,

JOHN MURRAY.

IX.

On the Production ofHyperoximuriate of Potash, considered

with respect to Mr. Davy's Jdeas of the Nature ofOximU"
riatic Acid, In a Letterfrom a Correspondent,

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

SIR,

yur T) y JL ^^K ^^^^c to tfouble you with a few observations con-

theory of oxi- cerning the new theory of the oximuriatic acid as advanced
muriatic acid

^y ;m,-, Davv, more especially as to its application to the
api^lied to the f

-^

,. \ *',
. p , ,, i ,

hyptroximuri- phenomena attending the production oi the so called hyper-
ate of potash, oximuriate of potash. If you think them worthy of a place

in your valuable Journal, I shall consider myself honoured

by their insertion. To Mr, Davy I shall offer no apology

for the freedom, with which I have treated the subject; as

I am convinced, that that distinguished gentlemen is more

anxious for the establishment of truth, than the introduction

of a favourite hypothesis.

Peculiarity of The peculiarity of Mr. Davy's theory consists in consi-

his theory. dering the oximuriatic acid a» a simple substance, a peculiar

acidifying principle of a nature something analogous to

oxigen. Muriatic acid he supposes to be a combination of

this principle with hidrogen. He appears to me not quite

to
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to have made up his mind, whether this new compound

enters, like other acids, into union with the different bases,

or whether in the act of sucli union the hidrogen is again

abstracted : for in one place he states,
** that the compounds,

** which have been usually considered as muriates, or as

"
dry muriates, are properly combinations of oximvriaiic

•* acid with inflammakle bases*^^ thus setting aside any
uniofi with the muriatic acid : and in another he asserts,

that " muriate of ammonia is a com'^iound o\' muridtic acid

**
gas with amraonia"i*.

The process for forming the hyperoxiniuriat" of potash, Formation of

to which I purpose to confine my observations, is this.— hyperoximu-
'

. . nateof ijoush.
Jolack oxide or manganese is put into a retort connected

with a Woulfe's apparatus, into the bottles of which a solu-

tion of potash is pomed. Muriatic acid is added to the

manganese, and heat applied.

Oximuriatic acid passes over and combines with the pot-

ash ; and after the operation is completed, two distinct salts

are found in the bottles, viz. hi/peroximurzate, and common
muriate of potash.

The muriatic acid is of course the body, from which the T^e new the-

oximuriatic is to be derived, by some change operated in it ory accounts

by the oxide. The new theory says, that muriatic acid is a ductionofoxi-

combination of oximuriatic with hidrogen. The oxigen nimiaticacid;

then of the manganese combines, from superioraffinity, with

this hidrogen to form water, and thus liberates the oximu-

atic acid. So far the application might be deemed satis-

factory.

Let us now proceed to account on the same principles for but how does

the phenomena which occur, when this peculiar acidifying ^} ^PP'y ^^ 'he
.

,
. -111'/.! formation of

principle cotnes into contact with the solution oi potash, the hyperoxi-
There are two ways in which this may be attempted.—We muriatp of

must suppose, as Mr. Davy seems Inclined to do, that muriate

of potash is a combination of oximuriatic acid with metallic

potassium, or that it is a compound of muriatic acid with

potash.
Let it be granted, that it is a combination of oximuriatic' Dlfficultieg in

acid and potassium. When the oximuriatic acid (th« form- V f
Jst*

suppo-
sition.

* Phil. Trans. 1810 ; or Journal, toI XXVII, p. 327.

t Ib»d. p. 328.

atioQ
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ation of which webave accounted foijcomes into contact tvu|i

the solution oF oxide o( potassium, w€ must spppose, tha,t

part of it from superior affinity displaces part of the -oxigen,

and coriihines with the potassium. Bat how fehall we in

the hrst place account^for this partial action ? If a superiw

affinity exist between part of tlie oxi muriatic acid and pari
f>f the polat>6'.um, how is it that it doeis not subsist between

the whole ? How is it, that the wljole oxigen of the potash
is not set free, and the combination consist of muriate of

potash only ?

But what becomes of that portion of oxio^en, which is thus

liberated ? Does it unite with the remainder of the oxin)u-

riaticacid? and so united, do they combine with tiie re-

maining oxide of potassium ? Or is it attracted by the

already saturated Qxlde, and that too in the face of a su-^

perior affinity ?—This is establishing a new law of affinity

at once. We assert, that part of the oximiiriatic acid will

not combine with the oxide of potassium, but overcomes a

powerful* affinity to form a separate combination ; and, that

another part not only does unite with the same oxide, but

solidifies along with it that portion of oxigen, with which

the first part was incapable of uniting. To anomalies, or,

more correctly speaking, to contradictions like these, it

yrould be difficult to bring the mind to assent, even if there

were no other means of accounting for the changes in the

process.

Difficulties on Let us now examine the second supposition, under which
the 2d. this new theory may be attempted to be applied, viz. that

muriate of potash is a compound of muriatic acid and pot-

ash. We must now suppose, that, when the oximuriatic

acid first enters the solution of potash, part of it abs-

tracts from the water of the solution a portion of hidrogen ;

and, being thus changed to muriatic acid, combines with

the potash to form muriate of potash. The oxigen thus

liberated unites to the other portion of the oximuriatic acid,

and forms with the remainder of the potash tlie hyperoxi*
muriate.

Now, setting aside the anomaly of a simple sqbstancC:

|:)eing capable of uniting either with oxigen or hidrogen to

f Mr. Davy stales it to be an intense affinity. See as abo^e, p. 330,

form
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form with eoth of them aa acid compound, (a difficulty

of which Mr. Davy is aware) observe to what an insurinount-

ab!e inconsistency this leads. We first of all account for

the decomposition of the muriatic acid in the retort by
an affinity between oxigen and hidroi^en superior to that

between hidrojjen and oximnriatic acid, and wt now account

for the forniution of the salts by an aftiuily between hidro-

gin and oximuriatic'acid superior to that between hidrogen
and oxit^en. This is a complete contradiction in terras, and

of course the hypothesis is untenable for a moment.

This inconsistency, permit me to remark, appears upon Farther ano-

the ftjce of Mr, Davy's own memoirs. He ascribes the pro- ™*^y-

duction of water, when muriatic acid gas ii passed over

litharge, to the 8upe;ior affinity between oximuriatic acid

and iead^ and the consequent union of the hidrogen of the - -

one and the oxigen of the other*; and he accounts for the

oxide of tm and the muriate of ammonia, obtained by am-

monia, upon adding water to Libavius's liquor, by a supe-
rior aflFinity between oximvriatic acid and hidrugen'f. In the

first place water is cfoinposcd because the affinity of oximuri-

atic acid for a metal is greater than the quiescent affinities,

taken together, of oximuriatic acid for hidrogen and the

metal for oxigen; and in the se'cond, water is decomposed be-

cause the affinity of oximuridtic acid for a metal \s less than

the now dive! lent affinities of oximuriatic acid for hidrogen
and the metal for oxigen,

Now unless it can be shown, that the oximuriatic acid has

an affinity for lead veryfar indeed superior to what it has

for tin (which cannot be done, for the difference is on the

other side, and thus adding to the difficulty) it is plain, that

this is as complete a contrudiciion as that which we have

just noticed.

1 should wish to enter more fully into this subject, but I

have already exceeded the limits which I had prescribed to

myself. At some future time 1 may resume the discussion.

I trust, that what 1 have said may have this benefit, that

it will lead to farther investigation, and thus prevent the

too hasty adoption of an hypothesi*?, not yet sufficiently

grounded upon facts and experiments, and the too incon-

See as above, js 326. \ V^* p. 327.

siderate
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siderate rejection of a theory, beautiful on account of its

unity and simplicity.

I am, sir.

Your most obedient servant, and constant reader,

F. D.
IQtk diarchy 1811.

X.

Observations respecting the Irritahihty of the Barberry^ Ber*

beris communis. By Mr. Robert Lyall, Surgeon^ Mem^
her of the Royal Physical Society of Edinburgh, and corres-

ponding Member of the Literary and Philosophical Society

at Manchester, Communicated by the Author,

Br. Sm;th*s

expexknents
on them.

IrritabiUtjr of ,/TCLTHOUGH it was known many years ago, that the

th* haub^^"^

^^ stamina of the barberry contracted when irritated by mecha-

nical stimuli, 5'et till the time when Dr. Smith published

his observations relative to the subject*, our knowledge on

this point was but incomplete.

Dr. Smith, in order to ascertain what part of the stamina

was endued with irritability, cut oflP one of the petals

of the flower so carefully as not to touch the stamen, that

stood next it ; then with a very slender piece of quill

he touched the outside of the filament, which had been

next the petal, but it remained perfectly immovable.

With the same instrument he then touched the back of

the anthera, then its top, its edges, and at last its inside ;

still without any effect.—But the quill being carried from

the anthera down the inside of the filament, it no sooner

touched that part, than the stamen sprung forwards with

great vigour to the stigma. From the result of this and

other experiments Dr. Smith concludes, ** That the mo-

tion above described was owing to a high degree of irritabi-

lity in the inside of each filament, next the germcn, by

which, when touched, that side becomes shorter than the

other, and consequently the filament is bent towards t\^^

germen." ^«

Manner in

which he ac-

coums for it.

Phil. Trans, for 178$.

Bonnet'ft
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Bonnet's opinion is quite in opposition to Dr. Smith's; for Bonnet's opi-

he thinks, that tlie movement of the stamina of the bar- "'°^-

berry so much resembles the motion of a spring which un-

bends itself, that it cannot be attributed to irntability: an

opinion certainly thut requires only the evidence of seeing

the experiment performed, to refute it entirely. Would

even tlie most elastic spring, formed like the stamina of

the barberry, and like them also simply fixed by one end

(as if one end of the spring were nailed to a board, and not

fixed by any other mechanical contrivance) move w^hen

merely touched gently at a particular part of the fixed end?

certainly not. It may be observed indeed, that, if the loose

end of the spring were touched gently, a vibratory motion

would be produced ; but this motion is very different from

the gradual and steady movt irent of the stamiua of the bar-

berry.
—Why then employ such an hypothesis, to account

for their motions ?

Sennebier, when treating of the barberry, speaks thus: Sennebicr's

*« It has not yet been proved, that the movement of the ''^"^"^^ **" '^*

staminais accompanied with the contraction of the filaments,

which nevertheless was the first proof necessary to have

been given, in order to ascertain their irritability ; it is not

yet even well known, which is the irritable part of the fila-

ments, and whether it be only their base, as Smith has had

the address to discover." How Sennebier came to express

himself in this ambiguous manner is to me a matter of

surprise.
—Indeed the different parts of this sentence seem

to contradict each other.

Dr. Smith, as we have seen, has stated in a very perspi-

cuous and definite manner, that the inside of the base of

the filament possesses a high degree of irritability; and
his experiment, which I have quoted, shows evidently,,that

this part only is irritable. He has said also, that one side

of the filament becomes shorter than the other. Why then

is it stated by Sennebier, that we even do not well know
which is the irritable part of the filaments, and whether it

be only their base, as Smith has had the address to discover?

Why does Sennebier confess, that Smith has had the ad-

dress to discover, that the base of the filament only is irri-

table, immediately after he has asserted, that we are igno-
rant
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rant regarding the irritable part of the filament ? Certainly,
Sennebier did not doubt the accuracy of Dr. Smith's ob-

servations ; and had he repeated the Doctor's experiments
before he wrote, 1 think, he would never have treated of the

irritability of barberry in thr» manner which he has done.

Some of the above remarks were written last year, at a

period, when it was not in my power to repeat Dr. Smith's

experiments. This season ho\yever presenting ample op-

portunity for the purpose, 1 readily embraced it ; and now

^t is with pleasuie I state, that, on comparing my remarks
' with those of Dr. Smith, they perfectly coincided; and

that I have no hesitation in saying, that the inside of the

base of the filament is the ow/y irritable part of the sta-

mina.

»od Taxied. To ascertain the last mentioned point clearly, and that

J might be allowed to experiment easily, I cut or pulled
off the calyx and corolla from a number of flowers : and, not

being careful to avoid irritation, the contraction of the

stamina always took place.—-In a few minutes after, how-

ever, the stamina completely expanded : and then I repeated

Dr. Smith *6 experiments, as well as others, sometimes with-

out detaching the flowers from the bush, at other times with

flowers which I had carried to my room.

The motion of , The motions of the stamina, I observed, were performed
the stamens

ypf\i]^ ^s much vigour under water, as when the flowers were
takes place

"

tmder water, growing on the bush.

They will con- ^ likewise ascertained, that the stamina, after being once
tract a 2d time contacted, were capable, in healthy flowers, of undergoing

a second contraction, after an interval of Jive minutes, or

sometimes in a much shorter period.

At a future time, I intend publishing the result of my
experiments on the barberry with chemical stimuli.

in St few mi-
nutes.

X.
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ExlraSi of a Letterfrom the Rtv. John Brinkley, D. D,
F, R.S. Andrews Professor of Astronomy in the University

0fDublin, to the Rev. Neyil Maskelyne, D.i). F.R.S^

Astronomer Royal, on the annual Para/lax qf» Lyrce,

JL HAVE now had sufficient experience of, my eight feet

circle, to be highly satisfied with it, and have arrived at one

conclusion, that it is of importance in astronomy.

My observations on « Lyrae for the purpose of discovering Annua! paral.

an annual parallax now amount to 47 in number, viz. 22 '^''^®^ •^F'^

near opposition, and 25 near conjunction, and the mean of

these gives a result of 2*52" as the parallax of the annual

orbit for that star ; and I have no doubt, that it exceeds 2'.

My observations of different circumpolar stars, and of the
Qj. Bradiev^?

same star indifferent states of the thermometer, seem to formula for

require a small alteration in the numbers of Dr. Bradley^
refraction

formula for refraction.

The formula so altered is—Refraction ~
5<)'9' X altered

S r, J- « ^ -D r 7 ^ heightofbarom. 500
tang. -!

Zen. dis.— 3'2 Refr. > X— x :

''I 3 29-6 '^450+-ther.

By means of this formula, the observations of circumpolar
stars considerably distant give the same colatitude to a

great degree of exactness.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

T the meetinff of the Wernerian Natural History Soci- .„
Wernenau s©-

ety, at Edinbur|(;;h, on the 12th of January last. Professor
ciety.

Jameson read the firit part of a series of observations on the

g^eognostic relations of the rocks in the island of Arran. In q -

this memoir he described particularly the granite, gneiss, Arran.

mica-slate, and ciaV'Slate formations, and also the red sand-

stone and porphyry-slate, which occur so abundantly in that

island. When describing the granite, he stated, as a con*>

jecture
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Quartz per- jecture, that quartz might prove to be an older formation

haps older
^jjj^^j cjranite, because the oldest eranite contains much

tlungnuiue.
n »

i , ,

quartz, but Httle mica, and less feldspar than the newer ra-

rieties. He pointed out several observations to be made,

with the view of verifying or of refuting this conjecture*

In his description <JT gneiss, he alluded to the veins of gra-

nitic gneiss which traverse it, and which, when the gneiss

and granite are in contact, have been represented as veins

of granite shooting from the subjacent into the superin-

cumbent rocks. The red sandstone the professor appear-
ed inclined to refer to the first or old red sandstone of Wer-.

ner. When describing its stratification and structure, he

pointed out the appearances that ought to be attended to

Direction and in endeavouring to ascertain the dip and direction of strata,
'^ '

and particularly cautioned observers against confounding
the structure of individual strata or beds with the direction

and dip of the strata. The numerous fissures that traverse

the sandstone of Arran, and which exhibit every variety of

magnitude, direction and dip, afforded apt illustrations of

Werner*s theory of veins. The porphyry-slate the Profes-

sor described as appearing in the form. of overlying oonicalj

or irregular tabular-shaped masses, resting on the red sand-

stone, also in veins traversing granite, sandstone, greenstone,

and other rocks. He gave a description of some tabular

masses of this rock, accompanied with pitchstone and

claystone, contained between strata of sandstone, and which

might be confounded with beds ; but which he was inclined

to consider merely as lateral branches of veins, or as slightly

inclined veins.

Geagnosyof
At the next meeting, on the 2d of February, Professor

Arranconti- Jameson read the continuation of his mineraloijical observa-
nued.

tions on Arran. He first detailed the geognostic relations

of the floetz greenstone of that island. From this account

it appeared to occur in overlying masses resting on aand-

stotie, in beds in sandstone, and in veins that traverse sand-

stone and other rocks. He next described the various kinds

of pitchstone that occur in Arran, and seemed to think

«ne of the varieties was so well marked, that it might con-

stitute a distinct subspecies of the pitchstone. The account

•f its ^ognostic relations afforded a detail of many curious

geognostic
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geognostlc appearances, in particular the structure of its

veins, and the nature of tlie interposed tabular masses, hav-

ing many of the characters of beds, yet appearing to be

either nearly horizontal veins, or lateral branches of com-

mon veins. The claystone of Arran, which was next de-

scribed, appeared to occur in overlying masses along with

the porphyry-slate, and also in veins along with pitchstone
and porphyry-slate. It would seem that wacke and basalt

are not very frequent or abundant rocks in Arran ; but when

they are observid, they present the usual appearances and

geognostic relations.

From the observations in these two memoirs it appears,
that this island contains no transition rocks ; but is princi-

pally composed of primitive and floetz rocks. The allu-

vial rocks that occur in the valleys present the usual cha-

racters of the rocks of this class.

Mr. Singer informs me, that he has prepared some novel

apparatus for the application of common electrical powers
to the purpose of chemical analysis, for the illustration of

his lectures on the chemical agencies of electricity, the first

•f which will be given on thursday, the 11th of april. His

galvanic battery exposes upward of 14000 square inches of

zinc surface.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Mr. Gowar's paper was too late for insertion in the pre-

sent number.

ERRATUM.

Page 197» line 22, for hypothesis ; for the, read hypo-
thesis. Farther,

METEOROLOGICAL
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ARTICLE I.

Un the Gaseous Combinations of Hidrogen and Carbon:

Bi/ Thomas Thomson, 3t D. F. R. S. E.*

J- HI^|ga«?ses formerly distinguished by the name of heavi/ Gaseous com-

injlammable airsy which are evoked during the distillation
JJ'q^'Jj* ^j

of most animal and vegetable substances, differ so *much carbon,

from each other in their properties, that it has been hithei'to

impossible to reduce them under a small number of species.

When burnt, they all yield carbonic acid aiid water, and

of course contain carbon and hidrogen ; but the proportioa
of these bodies formed, and of oxigeti consumed during the

Combustion, varies very much at different titniss.- Many of

these gasses have been examined with much address by*

Cruickshahk, Dalton, and Ilenry. Berthpllet also ha3

examined them at different times, and published very in-

genious dissertations oti their composition.
From a great many experiments on these gasses, at dif- Their differ-

fcrent times, and in different states, 1 have Convinced my- ^"^^^*^^l^^"^

self, that they usually hold an empyrcumatic oil in solution; presence of oil,

and that the differences in their specific gravity, and other

jproperties, depend very much upon the proportion of oil

* From the Wernerian Transactions.

Vol. XXVIII. Supplement. Y -

present
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present. Hence no* pure gasses, fit for examination, and

comparable with each other, can be obtained from those

vegetable or animal substances which yield an oil when sub-

jected to heat, as is the case with most of them. To this

oil is to be ascribed the great variation in the specific gra-

vity of the gas obtained by distilling pit-coal, as shown by
the experiments of Dr. Henry*

and carbonic When water and carbon are present together, as is the

oxidr.
jjg^gg ju most animal and vegetable substances, they act on

each other, and give origin to variable quantities of car-

bonic oxide, which must also very much alter the proper-

tics of the gas evolved. To these two causes, namely, the

oil dissolved, and the carbonic oxide formed, most, if not

all the varieties in the combustible gasses, obtained from

animal and vegetable substances, are owing.

Supposed to Berfhollet, in a dissertation which he lately published,

s S-^^'"
'"^'^^"' in the second volume of the Memoires d'Arcueil, has en-

deavoured to proTe, that all the heavy inflammable gasses

contain oxigen as a constituent. He has examined a num.

ber of gasses obtained by distilling charcoal, and has shown,

that each of them contained a considerable proportion, of

oxigen. This opinion has likewise been maintain^ by Mr.

^Murray in his System of Chemistry.

If any confidence can be put in the preceding observa-

tions, it is clear, that this obscure subject can never be

elucidated by examining gasses from charcoal, or from animal

and vegetable substances. The first will always yield car-

bonic oxide as well as carburettcd hidrogen, and the gas

from the other bodies will be disguised by the oil held by,it

in solution.

A pure car- Analogy is strongly in favour of the common opinion,^
buretted

^'^'^O"
that there exists a gas composed simply of hidrogen and

«xiss. carbon. Hidrogen, we know, is capable of dissolving

every other simple combustible, sulphur, phosphorus, and

boraciura. Xt dissolves likewise several of the metals, as

arsenic, zinc, t^liurium, and potassium. Why then may

it not be capable of dissolving carbon ?

Gas from stag-
There Is a gas which rises in considerable quantity from

rant water ex-
stagnant watcrs during the summer season. It was exa-

mined by Cruickshank and Daitoa^ and both of them con-

,; x<jj/iT. duded
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eluded it to be a compound of carbon and hidrogen, with-

out any sensible quantity of oxigcn. But as neither of

these gentlemen has published a detailed account of his

experiments, I thought it worth while to examine the gas

anew, in order, if possible, to determine the point in a

satisfactory manner. I accordingly collected considerable

quantities of it at different times in the neighbourhood of

Restalrig, where ponds of muddy water are left stagnant,

in order to collect manure. This gas 1 found to have the

following properties.

1. It is colourless, and transparent like air. Its propertieg.

2. It has no smell, and no sensible taste, provided it be

previously washed in clean water.

3. It always contained a mixture of carbonic acid. The
least quantity of this gas present was 5 per cent; the

greatest 7| per cent.

4. It always contained a mixture of common air. It is

remarkable, that the proportion present was in every c^e
the same, and amounted to 12*5 per cent, or 2*5 per cent

of oxigen and 10 per cent of azote. Mr. Dalton says,

that the gas which he examined contained 20 per cent of

azote. This was never the case with the gas from

Restalrig; but the common air and carbonic acid gas

together sometimes amounted to 20 per cent, and always to ^

Hear that quantity.

5. After depriving it of its carbonic acid, I found its

specific gravity 0-611, that of air being 1-000. But as it

contained a mixture of 12-5 per cent of air, it would have

been obviously lighter, if this portion had been removed.

By calculation I find, that the specific gravity of the pure

gas would have been 0-5554*.

My method of taking the specific gravity of gasses being Method ofta-

cxtremely simple, yet precise, I think it worth while ta !^'"^
*^^

^^^5^'
. ,

he gravity ot
describe it in this place. It is founded on the well-known gasses.

fact, that, when two gasses are mixed, their bulk does not

* Let X = the specific gravity of the pure gas, A= the quantity
of air in the mixture, a = the specific gravity of air, B= quantity
of pure gas present, c = specific gravity of the mixture, we have

(A-fB)c-A«^
B

'

Y 2 titer
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aUer. I have a large flask fitted with a stop-cock. 1

weigh this flask very accurately, then exhaust it, and

weigh it again. Let the loss of weight be a, I then fill

the flask with the gas, the specific gravity of which I want,
and weigh it again. If the weight of the flask be the same
as at first, it is obvious, that the gas has exactly the speci-

fic gravity of common air. If it be heavier than at first,

the gas is heavier than common air; if lighter, the gas is

iig^hter than common air. Suppose the flask lighter than at

first, I add weights till the flask is exactly poised. Let the

weight added be b. We have the weight of comm6n air to

that of the gas as a to a—b. And to find the specific gra-

vity, we have this proportion, aia^b : : I :a;= specific

gravity wanted, or x = -— . If the flask is heavier than

at first, weights are added to the other scale, till it is

(Kxabtly poised ; let these Weights, as before, be 6, we have

ip this csLse x= r-. In this process no correction is ne-

cessary for temperature, or the state of the barometer;,
because air and all gasses undergo the same change of bulk,

by changing the temperature and the pressure. The gas is

always weighed saturated with moisture. This is corrected

when requisite by the table of Dalton. In this way the

flask may be easily weighed, true to the^^^dth part of a

grain; so that you are always sure of the specific gravity
of the gas, to the 3d decimal figure. The specific gravity
of common air is always taken 1*000, and at the tempera-
ture of eo*-', barometer at 30 inches, 100 cubic inches of it

weigh 30*5 grains. These data enable us to determine the

weight of 100 cubic inches of any gas the specific gravity
of which is known, Mr. Dalton found the specific gravity
of this gas 0*600. I t'ook its specific gravity more than

once, and collected at diflerent times, but never found it

heavier than 0*5554.

Farther proper- 6. The gas from stagnant water burns with a yellow flame,
ties of the gas more readily, and with y, lari^er flame, than any other com*
from stagnant - ... ^

•

' •'

wat«r. bustible gas, except olehant gas, and the vapour of ether.

7. When mi\ed with oxigen gas, and kindled by an elec-

tric spark, it detonates loudly, and undei^goes a considera-

bk
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ble diminution of bulk. Its cqmbustibiUty by this process {

is confined within very narrow limits. It does not burn,

unless the bulk of the oxigen rather exceeds its own bulk,

and it ceases to burn, when the oxigen gas is more than 2^

times the bulk of the inflammable gas. The limits of com-

bustion, according to my trials, are 100 measures of in*

flammable gas, and 103 or 227 measures of oxigen gas.

A mixture of 100 measures of inflammable gas with 282 or

292 measures of oxigen gas does not burn.

8. A good many experiments on the combustion of this

gas with oxigen by electricity, give the following general

result: 100 measures of the inflammable gas consume 205

measures of oxigen gas, and 104 measures of carbonic acid

gas are formed. This result very nearly agrees with the

experiments of M;*. Dalton, who found,, as I have been

informed by Dr. Henry, that 100 measures of this g^s re-

quire for combustion 200 measures of oxigen gas, and form

100 measures of carbonic acid. The following table con- Exptriments

tains a few of the experiments which I made upon thjs gas,
"^*^® °" ***^

The others were precisely of the same kind, and coincided

with these as nearly as possible.

The oxigen gas used contained 12 per cent of azote. It

had been prepared from hyperoximuriat© of potash, and,
when recent, contained only 1 per cent of azote. It had

been kept above a year in a crystal bottle well stopped;
but had been often opened, and portions of it used during

the interval. The bottle was now half full of water. The

purity of this gas was tried just at the time of making the

following experiments, by exposing it to hydroguretted sul-

phuret of lime in the usual way. The nitrous gas employ-
ed contained, by the test of sulphate of iron, 11*5 per
cent of azote. The inflammable gas had been freed from

carbonic acid, but it contained 13*3 per cent af commo^
ftir,

Kjiirjui ifi^ii JiJruuiSJ 'J »>»i-'
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repeated Tcry often, in order to insure as much accuracy
as possible. The following is thQ result which they gi?e:

Inflammable

gas consumed.
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But the weight of 100 cubic inches of the

gas is only - - - - . 16*93

So that the constituents found by analysis

exceed the weight of the gas - - 1'48 or aU

most 1.5 grain.

This is a clear proof, that the gas contains no oxigen.

The carbon and hidrogen, which we have found it to con-

tain, constitute the whole of its weight. The small excess

would nearly ranish, if we were to suppose the specific

gravity of the gas to be 0*600, as Dalton found it. It is

obviously owing to errours in the analysis, which are una-

Toidable when minute quantities of gaseous bodies are

measured.

10. We may conclude, then, that the gas from stagnant

water is entitled to the name of carhuretted hidrogen, ^nd

that it is a compound of very nearly.

Carbon , - - 72

Hidrogen - - 28

100

Mr. Dalton considers it as composed of an atom of

carbon, and two atoms of hidrogen; and this very nearly

agrees with the above analysis, if we suppose an atom of

carbon to weigh 4.5, and an atom of hidrogen to weigh 1 ;

for 72 is to 28 very nearly as 4.5 to 2.

There is another gas, which is at present considered as

composed of carbon and hidrogen. It was discovered by
the associated Dutch chemists, and called by them Olefiant

Gas, in consequence of the oily-looliing substance into

which it is converted, when mixed with oximuriatic acid

gas. The experiments of Cruickshank, Henry, Dalton,

and Berthollet, all coincide to show, that its only consti-

tuents are carbon and hidrogen. jytr. Murray, however,
in his System of Chemistry, has expressed his suspicion,

that oxigen is also onfe of its constituents. He founds his

conjecture on the alleged formation of carbonic acid gas

when olefiant gas is passed through a red hot tube. Even if

carbonic acid were formed in this case, it would not prove

the gas to contain oxigen, unless the experiment be made

i^ such a manner, as that all common air is completely ex.
**"'

eluded]^
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eluded ; and practical chemists are sufficiently aware of the

difficulty of such an exclusion, when the experiment is

made in the usual way. Carbonic acid gas never makes its

appearance, if the whole common air be previously re-

moved from the tube by means of a current of hidrogen,
and if care be taken to separate all the oxigen, with which

the olefiant gas may be mixed, by nitrous gas. It is proper Dissolved hj

to know, that liquid sulphuret of lime has the property of^'^J^^^

uretot

dissolving oleliant gas in considerable quantity. It cannot,

therefore, be used to free the gas from oxigen.

Though the well-earned celebrity of the chemists, who
hate analysed olefiant gas, left little doubt, that their ana-

lysis was accurate, I thought it worth while to repeat their

^experiments, in order to add my testimony to theirs.

1. One ounce measure of alcohol, of the specific gra- Olefiant gaS

vity 0*826, and 3 ounce measures of sulphuric acid, of the
^°'^"*^*^*

ipecific gravity 1*860, were mixed together, and boiled in

a small retort, almost to dryness; Ifhile the gaseous pro-
ducts were received in the usual manner over water. The

gasses obtained, (not reckoning the common air of the re-

tort, which amounted to about 42 cubic inches), were 146*1^

cubic inches of olefiant gas,. and 53 cubic inches of carbonic

acid gas. The proportion of carbonic acid at first was very

-small, bat it increased asthe process wentow, and at the end

amounted to about one half of the ojefiant gas. The charry ,

-

matter which remained in the retort, after being well

washed and dried on a sand-bath, weighe<l 68 grains.

2. A portion of this olefiant gas, deprived of its car- Its specific

'Ibonic acid, but containing 16 per cent of common air, was Si^^^^ty.

-found' of' the specific gra-vity '0*9786, that of air being
*

1*000. Hence the specific gravity of pure olefiant gas is

0*9745. This is heavier than it was found by the Dutch

chemists, who state its specific gravity at 0*909. As far as

I know the specific gravity has not been taken before in

this country.
' '''^'i'

*

3. Being curious to know the nature of the supposed oil,
Mixed with

'

which is formed when olefiant gas is mixed with
oximuriatic^^l^"""^^'^

acid gas, 1 filled a large bottle with olefiant gas, and passed

a current of oximuriatic acid gas into it; the wished for

substance soon collected at the bottom of the phial. It

possessed the following properties.

(i.)it
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Properties of

the substance

formed.

(1.) It was a liquid of a greenish white colou;*, with a

slight smell of oximuriatic ncid, which it lost when allowed

to stand a suflicient time exposed to the air. Its taste was

sweet and cooling, and it made a strong, though not uu*

pleasant, impression on the palate.

(2.) When dropped into water, it fell to the bottom,
and looked like so much melted phosphorus. It continued

in this state for some time if left at rest ;
but when t^ie

mixture was agitated, it dissolved in the water. The liquid

continued colourless, acquired a sweet and cooling agreea*

ble taste, and a slight aromatic odour. It did not affect

vegetable blues, but precipitated copiously with nitrate of

silver.

(3.) When dropped into alcohol, the liquid appeared

milky at first, but almost hnmediately became transparent,

a complete solution being effected.

(4.) Sulphuric ether dissolved it with great rapidity, and

the solution was colourless.

(5.) It did not dissolve in oil of turpentine, but conti.

nued in small globules, which attached themselves to the

I^ottom of the vessel.

(6.) It dissolved immediately Jn nitric acid, without

effervescence, or any apparent change in the liquid.

(7.) When dropped into sulphuric acid, a copious effer*

Tescence took place, the smell of oximuriatic acid became

evident, and the liquid remained clear.

(8.) When left in an open vessel, it evaporated com-

pletely, leaving only a green trace.

From these properties, it is obvious, that the liquid in

itesembles the question does not belong to the class of oils. It is a sub-

pyro-acetic stance of a uftture quite peculiar, and seems to consist of

the two gasses simply combined together. It has consi-

dcrable resemblance, at least in taste, to the pyro-acetic

spirit of Mr. Chenevix,

Detonated with ^ Wheti ple^ant gas is mixed with thrice its bulk of

oxigen gas, it detonates very loudly, when an electric

spark is passed through it, and burns with a strong white

ilame. According to Mr. Dalto^n, it consumes exactly

thrice its bulk of oxigen gas, and form«j twice its bulk of

carbonic acid. My experiments, as will appear from the

following

J^ot on oil.

Oxigen.
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following table, very nearly coincide with his.
^
The gas

nscd contained 16 per cent of common air, and the oxigeii

gas was mixed with 11 per cent of azote.
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Its composition. From those experiments, it is easy to deduce the compo*
sition of olefiant gas : 100 cubic inches of it, at the tem-

perature of 60**, and when the barometer stands at 30

inches, weigh 29*72 grains.

Of the 302 cubic inches of oxigen gas consumed, 208

went to the formation of carbonic acid. The remaining
94 cubic inches must have gone to the formation of water,
and they must have combined with a quantity of hidrogen,

which, if in the gaseous form, would have amounted to

188 cubic inches. Therefore, 100 cubic inches of olefiant

, gas are composed of the carbon in 208 cubic inches of car-

bonic acid, and a quantity of hidrogen equivalent to 188

cubic inches.

Now, the carbon in 208 inches of carbonic acid

weighs ... 26*98 grains.

108 inches of hidrogen gas weigh - 4*80

Total, 31-78

Weight of the olefiant gas, - - 29-72

Surplus, - 2-06

Thus the weight of the constituents found by analysis

exceed that of the olefiant gas by about
-j-V^h part;

—a clear

proof, that olefiant gas contains no oxigen. The science of

chemistry, in its present state, admits of no stronger proof,

than what we have now given.

It follows from the preceding analysis, that olefiant gas is

composed of about

Carbon, - - 85

Hidrogen - - 15

100

Mr. Dalton considers it as composed of an atom of

carbon and an atom of hidrogen. This comes tolerably

near to the preceding analysis, if we suppose the weight of

an atom of carbon 4.5, and that of an atom of hidrogen 1,

For 85 is to 15 very nearly as 4*5 is to 0-8.

Olefiant gas 6. There is a curious experiment, first made by Cruick-
detonat dwitb

ghank, and afterward repeated by Berthollet, which I
less than Its

'

, ... •/. n-, r
weight of oxi- thought it worth while to verify. vVhen olefiant gas is

5*^* mixed with less than its bulk of oxigen, and the mixture is

firetj
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fired by electricity, a quantity of charcoal precipitates, and

the bulk of the'resldue after the detonation is much greater

than before. The following table exhibits the result of my
experiments in this way :
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In the first experiment, 5.5 measures of oxigen gas werit

to the formation of carbonic acid, and 3*74 were found un-

conibined, after the explosion, by the test of nitrous gas.

Kewtnflam- Hcncc it follows, that 17*4 measures of oxigen gas, cora-

mable^gas
bincd with 33*2 measures of olcfiant gas deprived of a por*.

tion of its carbon, and formed a new inflammable gas,

amounting to 82*7 measures in bulk, or almost double the

bulk of the two gasses that went to fCMTii it.

This examined. The new inflammable gas being examined by a new mix-

ture with oxigen gas, and a new detonation, was found to

consume 73 per cent of oxigert gas, and to form ^5 per

cent of carbonic acid.

Hence the 82*7 measures would have formed - 45*5

But 33*2 measures of olefiant gas would have formed 69'0

Difl'erence, 23-5

From this It would seem, that about |th of the carbon

remoTcd by the first explosion is converted into carbonic

acid, while |ths precipitate in the state of a black powder, ,

33*2 cubic inches of olefiant gas weigh 9*87 grains.

The carbon in 23*5 cubic inches of carbonic

acid weighs --------- 3-05

Residue, 6'S^

17.4 cubic inches of oxigen weigh - - 5*31

Hencce the weight of 82*7 cubic inches of

the^ new gas cannot exceed - - • - 12*1.3

Hence 100 cubic inches of it would weigh 14*6^ gfaini,

and its specific gravity cannot exceed 0*4808.

This is on the most unfarourable supposition, that no
water whatever is formed during the first combustion. If

water be formed, it is obviously lighter than we have made
it. It is clear, therefore, that this new-formed gas, to which

the name of oxicarburetted hidrogen may with propriety-
be given, is quite different from carbonic oxide gas, the

specific gravity of which is O'QSG, or almost double of our

new gas.

9-87
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9*S7 grains of olefiant gas are composed of 1»49 hidrogen.

8*38 carbon.

9-87

Ilerice our oxicarburettcd hidrogen gas is Its compositioa.

composed of 1 '49 hidrogen.

5*33 carbon.

5*31 oxigeu.

12-13

or per cent of carbon 43'9

oxigen - 43*3

hidrogen 12*3

100-0

It is not improbable, that this oxicarburettcd hidrogea

gas is composed of an atom of carbon, an atom of oxigen,

and an atom of hidrogen. If this supposition be well-

founded, the proportion of oxigen must exceed a little

what we have obtained by our analysis. This would pro-

bably have been the case, if we had founded our analysis

upon any of the succeeding experiments, rather than the

first of the preceding table.

The preceding experiments, I flatter myself, entitle us to Conclusions,

conclude, that two gaseous compounds of hidrogen and carbon

exist. To the first we may give the usual name of car-

buretted hidrogen ; to the second the name of supercarbu-
retted hidrogen, as it contains very nearly twice as much
carbon as the first gas does. There exists also a gaseous

compound, consisting of oxigen, carbon, and hidrogen;

but it differs in its properties from all other inflammable

gasses hitherto examined. The reason why the inflammable

gasses from vegetable and animal substances differ so much
*

from each other is, that they usually hold an oil in solution,

and are mixed with variable quantities of carbonic oxide

gas.
^

II. On
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0;» a nexo-Qompound resulting from the Union of Benzok

Acid with Camphor* In a X^ft^r fr^M F^ ^B'* Gowa«,

To Ma. NICHOLSON.

SIR,

, JSlIOULD tKe following commnnJcatioa prove worthy of

insertion in your,Journal, it will give me great satisfaction,

if I iind, that I can tend in the least to the advancement of

chemical knowledge, by the relation of a few experiments
f^ew oleaginous and observations on a new oleaginous compound.—The ex-
eompoun .

periments which I particularly wish to submit to your con-

sideration are to illustrate the formation of this substance,

which 1 have recently produced from certain admixtures of

benzoic ^cid, camphor, alcohol, aad water ; ^nd which may
also be produced in a similar manner from the sulphuric

and niiricEethers, when
substitute^ for alcohol.

Solution of _ By making solutions of ben.zoiQ, acid, and 'camphor in

campho^fornis
either' of these solvents, I found, that, on the addition of a

an oleaginous definite quantity of water, no precipitation of the acid or

ihradcluion o? Camphor was.produced, but a^x oleaginous compound was
waYerinacer- formed. This sfiems to present an anomaly inconsistent
ainpropoi ion.

^.^j.
^j^j^]^^^

. inasmuch as it prpves, that water does not

act primarily in causing a precipitation of these bodies^

either froW alcohol or aethers, a circumstance, which a pri-

ori would not have been expected; but causes rather the

formatio.n 0^ a triple compound, the production of which

is increased in the inverse ratio to the purity of the alcohol

employed.-T-From this preliminary sketch, it appears, that

water Toecomes necessary iu the ratio of the purity of the

alcohol ;
or to speak generally, that any given quantity of

common spjlrit of wine would require one part, while alco-

hol of tiitj sspcific gravity of O'SOO would require double to

effect the same end.

This compound The ternary compound, however, resulting from any one
a bcnzoate of ^f ^i^^^^ fluids, viz. alcohol or aethers, consists of benzoic
camphor,

' '

acid and camphor, which are brought into union, and pre-

serYe<f
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served in this state, through the medium of cither of the

above-mentioned solvents ; therefore the union of these two

bodies furnishes a very good illustration of the old chemical

law:—"
Corpora non agunty nisisint soluta.^^ But, how-

ever, this axiom has now become obsolete, and rendered

totally inconsistent as to its general application, from our •

present and more refined laws of chemical affinity; yet^

nevertheless, I think it may be considered in the present

combination as one fully applicable, because it illustrates

the formation of the compound. Indeed, I shall have whicli will not

occasion to show, by the following experiment, that, if the
j^^ be in too

connecting medium or solvent of these two bodies be de- iarge propor-

stroyed by increasing the quantity of water, a subsequent

diminution of power of that medium as a solvent must inevit-

ably result; and the benzoic acid' will be precipitated in

crystals, while the camphor, the remaining constituent, will

rise to the surface of the fluid.

Eooperiment 1.—Twenty grains of benzoic acid, and the FxpA.—Bf?n-»

same quantity of camphor, were mixed in half an ounce
of^^J^^p^'^^^^'j'g,

alcohol, which readily dissolved them without the least solved in alco-

change; but immediately on the addition of the same
Q^^^-add'ad

**^*'^

tity ©f water, the substance in question was produced, ac-

companied with a sensible evolution of caloric. This pro^^

duction of heat, however, must be well known to depend
on the powerful attraction, which the alcohol and water

mutually exert to enter into chemical combination
; and

may be said to depend, according to Berthollet, on the

condensation of volume*.

On allowing this solution to remain quiet, it gradually The fluid sepa,.

separated into two strata; the uppermost of which ^^s a^J^^^^

^"^^ ^^°

spirituous solution of a pale yellow colour : and the lower

one was the new combination.

The properties of the upper stratum are as follows : It-Froperties of

was of a pale yellow colour: (owing, no doubt, to aquan-^^'^"^^^^'^*

"tity of resin, which the acid contained, for if the acid bo

perfectly pure, both the oleaginous compound, and the so.

lution above it, are perfectly transparent.) It was acid,

and when exposed to a gentle heat in a retort, a spirituous

solution, containing a quantity of camphor, came over,

*
Berthollet, Chem. Stat. v. i.

Vol. X^J^VIII, Supplbment. ^ wMek
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which was separated in small flakes on the addition of water;

while the acid remained in the retort, and precipitated on

cooling in a crystallized state.

Properties of Properties of the lower stratum, or oleaginous com-
the lower.

pound.
—It was of a bright yellow colour, depending, as I

have before remarked, on a quantity of resin, which th«

acid contained. It is strongly acid, and has a pleasant aro-

matic smell. When a few drops were put upon a spatula,

and exposed to the heat of about 250", it Avas rapidly vola-

talized
;
and on taking it away, the remaining portion crys-

talized upon the spatula, like rays diverging from a centre.

These crystals were dissolved in alcohol, which then red-

dened vegetable blues. When this peculiar compound wai

immersed in cold water, it was immediately decomposed, th«

alcohol entered into chemical combination with the water;

the benzoic acid was precipitated in small shining crystals,

and the camphor remained on the surface of the fluid. This

then is sufiiciently evident, to elucidate that water, although

necessary to its formation, will not preserve it when formed,

without the necessary admixture of a definite quantity of

alcohol.

Boiling water readily dissolves it, and precipitates on

cooling about —1*^^ of the acid, in small flaky crystals ;

'

while the camphor is principally separated, and rises to the

surface of the fluid, leaving, however, a small portion in

solution. It is very soluble in alcohol , and, if dissolved in

lufficient quantity, may be recondensed into the original

compound. When mixed with a solution of the sub-

carbonate of potash it was decomposed, a benzoate of pot-

ash was formed, and a quantity of carbonic acid gas was

evolved; while the camphor, the other constituent, was

liberated, and floated on the surface of the fluid. In order,

therefore, to obtain a quantity of the benzoic acid in a pure

state, the camphor was separated from this solution by

passing it through a filter, and obtaining the solution of

benzoate of potash in the receiver. To a portion of the

solution thus collected, sulphuric acid was added to satura-

tion, which, from its greater affinity, formed a sulphate of

potash, to the exclusion of the benzoic acid, both of which,

- iiowever, wer« mechanically combined, and formed a white

u; preci;?itate :
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precipitate: this precipitate was afterwards thrown on

a filter, and washed with a weak solution of alcohol

in water. After passing through the filter, and remain-

ing some time, crystals of the acid were formed. , When to

another portion of the same solution (benzoate of potash)

heated, sulphuric acid was added, a very peculiar change

ensued, viz. the benzoic acid was immediately precipitated

in beautiful flaky crystals, and left the sulphate of potash

in solution.

Exper, 2,—In trying how much benzoic acid and cam- J?.r;>.2.—None

phor was necessary to the formation of this compound, I "^^^^
con^-

found, that from the following proportions none of the ed when too

oleaginous sabstance was produced.
much of the

'^ ^ menstruum 19

Benzoic acid gr. xx, camphor gr. xx, alcohol an ounce, present.

water the same. It will appear from this experiment, that

the combination is only produced, when the substances

which are necessary to its formation are in a certain ratio

with respect to the quantity and purity of the alcohol em-

ployed ; for it seems, that when they are so much diluted

with alcohol and water, the affinity of the benzoic acid for

the camphor is counteracted by the superior attraction of the

alcohol for this body; and thus the benzoic acid and cam-

phor are preserved in solution, without being able to exert

their mutual affinities to produce the new combination.

In repeating these experiments in larger proportions, I Crystals

observed some crystals, varying from half an inch to an
°^"^^ '

inch in length, were formed (on standing for several hours)
in the fluid above the oleaginous compound, and which I

thought, from their magnitude, were composed of benzoic

acid and camphor. It may also be proper to remark, that

crystals are formed in the oleaginous substance, but much

inferior in their magnitude to those which are found in tho

supernatant stratum.

Examination and properties of the crystals.
—They were Their propo^

of an irregular, oblong, and flat shape; acid, partially
^^'^*"

soluble in cold water, but perfectly so at the temperature

of 212**. When dissolved in a solution of the subcarbonat«

of potash, a quantity of carbonic acid gas was evolved ; but

no camphor was separated. When dissolved in alcohol^
"

thej gave to it acid properties ; and on the addition of wa-
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tcr, a small quantity of benzoic acid was separated. Thi#

seemed a second confirmation, that camphor did not enter

into their composition. From this examination, however,
I think it is extremely probable; especially since we find

,
. the larger crystals are formed in the upper stratum, that

camphor does enter into their composition ;
but that their

increased magnitude is owing to the reciprocal union of th©

alcohol and water in combination with the benzoic acid.

From the two above-mentioned experiments we learn,

that water is only essential to the production of the com-

pound, inasmuch as it combines in definite ratios with the

alcohol, and therefore acts as a condensing agent, whereby
the particles of the acid and camphor are brought nearer

together : while they in their nascent state (if I may be al-

lowed the expression,) preserve their attractive quantities

of alcohol, by which they are enabled, from their natural

- aflinities, to enter into absolute union, and thus effect thd

formation of the oleaginous compound ; or what may b»

more properly denominated a benzoate of camphor and

alcohol.

It must be sufficiently obvious, from what has been above

etated, that alcohol acts a very material part in the pro-

duction of this compound ; I therefore was induced to try,

from their analogous power as solvents for these bodies, the

effects of the sulphuric and nitric ethers.

JTrp, S.—.Sul-
Exper. 3.—Twenty grains of benzoic acid, and the same

employed in- quantity of camphor, were dissolved in half an ounce of

•lead of alcohol, sulphuric ether. To this solution the same proportion of

distilled water was added, which produced at first a gene-
ral turbidness; but the aether, from its not possessing much

affinity for water, together with its superior levity, soon

separated, and occupied the upper stratum, which on agi-

tation had an oleaginous appearance. The result of this

combination, however, seems nothing more than a separa-

tion of the ether by the mechanical admixture of water; the

oleaginous appearance produced on agitation being caused

by the mutual and equal repulsion of their particles, which

thus gives the spherical appearance to the compound. The

density of this compound may be increased by augmenting
th« proportions of benzoic acid and camphor. Its princi-

pal
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pal properties ar« its specific levity, the retention of its

oleaginous appearance in hot water, and finally its total de-

composition in cold water.

Exper, 4.—The same proportions of benzoic acid and ^^P- 4—NitrU

camphor were dissolved in half an ounce of nitric ether :

the colour in this combination, however, soon changed to

a reddish brown, and a quantity of an oleaginous substance

of the same colour was produced, without the admixture of

any water. It is probable, I think, that the colour in this

combination was produced from the action of the ether on a

quantity of resinous matter in the acid. From a subsequent

experiment, however^ precisely in the same proportion,
there was scarcely any of this compound produced ; but on

the addition of half an ounce of water there was a copioui

production of it, whicli gravitated to the bottom of tha

phial. After standing for several hours, a number of crys-

tals had formed within it, and it had become much denser,

and resembled in appearance melted phosphorus. Thus we
see that water greatly facilitates the formation of the com-

pound, and also causes by dilution the subsequent forma-

tion of crystals. When these two experiments were re-

peated with a purer acid, in the same proportions, analo-

gous results^ were produced; but the compounds were of a

pale white colour: and thus, I think, proving satisfac-

torily, that the colour in the former experiments was ow-

ing to the impurity of the acid. The general properties of

this compound are its greater specific gravity; its spon*
taneous formation without water, and its immediate pro-

duction on the admixture of this fluid; together with th«

resulting formation of crystals, which I suppose are pro-

, duced in the ratio to the power orf dilution. It is acid,

^nd also preserves its oleaginous appearance in either hot

"Or cold water, and is partly dissolved. If, however, it be

put into too large a quantity of either, it is extremely pro-
bable that it will be dissolved or decomposed ;

because the

power of attraction, which will preserve it in a small

jjuantity, will be totally annihilated by a greater.

U' Thus after observing the peculiar combinations of benzoic

add and caraphor with alcohol and ethers, I was induced

•

'

farther
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farther to make a series of experiments on the different regc-

table, animal, and mineral acids, in order to observe whe-

ther any other acid or acids were capable of effecting a simi-

lar combination ; as tliere seemed from analogy just grounds
to suppose, that any other mild vegetable acid would pro-

duce an analogous compound, when treated in a similar

manner.

I^xperimcnts
with camphor
and other acids

in'?t'>;id of th«

benzoic.

None ofthem

produced such

a conapoihid.

Experiments.

5. Oxalic acidgr. xx, camphor gr. xx, alcohol |ss, water |ss,

6. Tartaric acid .....--
7. Boracic acid .......
8. Citric acid --
9. Camphoric acid . . . . .

10. Succinic acid - - - - - - -

11. Alcohol JsSjCamph. gr. xx. Lactic acid ^ss, water jii.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Formic acid 3ii

Acetic acid

Prussic acid

Phosphoric acid

Muriatic acid

Sulphuric acid

Nitric acid* -

From all these experiments, however, not one of the

acids was capable of producing the substance in question ;

but on the contrary caused in some instances the precipita»

tion of the camphor previous to the addition of water.

Benzoic acid, therefore, may be considered as exerting a

Tery peculiar attraction to enter into combination with cam.

phor, when assisted by the cooperative power of alcohol

or ether. It is extremely probable, that the incapability of

the above mentioned acids of forming compounds with cam-

phor may arise in general from their being stronger acids^

*
Although nitric acid in this combination was incapable of pro-

ducing an oily compound, yet in its undiluted state it readily dis-

solves camphor, formmg that substance which has been improperly

termed the oil of camphor, and which in my humble opinion bet-

ter deserves the appellation of nitrate of camphor; since it would

do away the ambiguous and unscientific tei-m of the former, and

convey^ I trust, a better expression of its composition.

iO
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80 as from their superior acid property totally to destroy

that attraction which the alcohol exerts for the camphor;
and thus, by altering the properties of the alcohol, destroy

the effect of combination.

The readiness with which the oleaginous substance may be

formed when benzoic acid is used may probably depend on

the three following causes. 1st, That the benzoic acid na-

turally possesses a strong attraction to combine with cam-

phor. 2ndly, That its attraction for alcohol is greater than

that of any other acid.
* And 3dly, Through the medium of

the alcohol, it is brought into actual combination with the

camphor, so as to produce the oleaginous compound, or

benzoate of camphor and alcohol. From these three causes Theory of th©

I shall offer the following theory of its formation. As water
^om ^*5^df

^*"

is the principal agent in the production of this compound,
it becomes necessary to consider its specific action in pro-

ducing it
; and first to consider its power as a solvent.—

It must be well known, that water can only dissolve about

^\j part of benzoic acid
; and from some recent experiments,

which I have lately made on the solubility of camphor in

distilled water, I find, that only a grain of this substance is

soluble in two ounces, or 1624 troy grains; from which I

infer its very slight power as a solvent for either of these

bodies. It becomes, therefore, extremely probable, that

the water exerts almost the whole of its affinity to enter into

chemical combination with the alcohol, which we know
from dilution would render it less capable of holding these

bodies in solution. Thus it is reasonable to expect, that a

quantity of benzoic acid and camphor will be separated
from the alcohol, in proportion to the quantity of water

added ; is it not, therefore, probable, that they, (as I have

before remarked) at the instant of their separation, pre-
serve their attractive quantities of alcohol, through the

medium of which they are enabled to unite ; and thus fiuallj

effect the .production of the oleaginous compound ?

I cannot, however, conclude this communication with-

out entreating my reader to excuse the unfinished manner in

which I have oflered these few experimental facts and obser-

Tations, from believing the relation of them may probably
be the. means of exciting some gentleman to examine the

6 subject
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subject with more accuracy and precision, so as, I trust,

to confirm in a more satisfactory manner the experiments,
ifhich I have ventured to bring forward, and achieve th«

principal object of the communication.

I am, SIR,

Your humble Servant,

S. B. 11.
'

F. R. GOWAR.
March n, 18U.

m.

Comparative Analysis of Gum-Resim : By Mr. IIenrt

BaAcoNNOT, Professor of Natural History^ ^c,

(Concludedfrom p. 2370

Art. V. Analysis of Olihanum,

Action of heat § I. OlIBANUM is difficultly melted ;
and when kindled

ou olibanum.
j,^ ^i^^ ^1^^^^^^ ^f ^ caAdle continues to burn of itself, leaving

white ashes.

Distilled with Twenty gram. [308*8 grs.] distilled with water yielded

wat^r, about 1 gram. [15*4] grs.] of volatile oil, of a pale lemort

colour, and the smell of which is not unlike that of lemons.

»iid dry. A similar quantity distilled with the naked fire gave a

Tery large quantity of a brown em pyreumatic oil, and an

acid watery liquid in no great abundance. These products

did not give any perceptible indications of ammonia on ih^

addition of lime; but on bringing a litlle muriatic acid near

the mixture some slight white fumes were visible, which

appear to indicate the presence of volatile alkali. In the

retort remained a compact coal, weighing 2*5 gram. [38*6

grs.] which left after incineration 55^ cent. [8*5 grs.] of

ashes, composed of 5 cent. [0*77 of a gr.] of potash

partly saturated with sulphnric, muriatic, and carbonic

acids; 6 cent. [0*93 of a gr.] of phosphate of lime; and
' 44 cent. [6*8 grs.] of carbonate of lime.

K«?ate'l h . § H. ^. 25 gram. [386 grs.] of powdered olibanum

alvoUot were heated with a sufficient quantity of alcohol, and fil-

tfMd. On the filter remained a pretty copious whitish sub-

mit itau6«
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stance, which, being well washed with alcohol and dried,

weighed 9 gram. [139 grs.]

B, This matter insoluble in alcohol was dissolved in Residuum dis-

boiling water, with the exception of a soft grayish sub-^°^^
mwaer,

stance, of a gummy appearance, and weighing when dry
1*3 gram. [20 grs ]. This burned wi»h flame; and whed

treated with nitric acid, produced a greenish resiniform sub-

stance; which may lead us to suspect, that some resin had

escaped the action of the alcohol, though I took great care

to wash the residuum wi^h boiling spirit of wine.

C. The aqueous soluiion (B)y after boing filtered, Gum.

yielded by evaporation 75 gram. [1 13*8 grs.] of a gum, of

which the following are the properties.

1. This gum, which was considered as extractive matter Its properties,

by the older chemists, though it has by no means the ap- ^

pcarance of
it,

has a yellowish trails parency, and a flat

taste.

2. It dissolves easily in water, without leaving' any resi-

duum. ^

3. Exposed to the fire it burns with but little flame, and

leaves white ashes, formed in great part of carbonate of

lime.

4. Its aqueous solution does not redden infusion of litmus.

5. Oxalate of potash forms a precipitate in the solution.

6. Acetate of lead produces in it no very apparent

change ; but the nitrate, and more especially the subacetate

of lead and the nitrate of mercury occasion in it very

copious, thick, white precipitates, completely soluble in

; |(istiled vinegar.

7. The decoction of galls precipitates the solution of the

gum of olibanum, but not that of the gum of myrrh.

8- Lime-water in excess does not ati'ect its transparency,

even after standing some time.

9. This gum is carbonized by sulphuricacid, but does not

emit acetic vapours on heating the mixture. What thea

is it,
that neutralizes the lime in this gum ? Thad. a suspi-

cion of benzoic acid, but this requires to be confirmed.

10. The gum of olibanum heated with nitric heat lets fall,

particularly on cooling, a pretty large quantity of very .

white powder, granular as jif crystalline. Oa continuing

the
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Resin.

Its properties.

Action of al-

kalis on com-
mon resin.

the eyaporation to dryness, a residuum was obtained, which,
when well washed and dried, furnished mucous acid,

amounting to a third of the weight bf the gum employed.
The waters of elutriation contained oxalic and malic acid,

but in small quantity.

D. The alcoholic solution (A), evaporated to dryness,

yielded 14 gram. [216*2 grs.] of resin ; whence it follows,

that there was a loss of 2 gram. [3088 grs.], which I

ascribe in great part to the volatile oil.

1. The resin of olibanum is of a reddish yellow colour;

it easily cracks on cooling, becomes very brittle, has no

perceptible taste, is electric when rubbed, and a good deal

resembles common resin.

2. It softens in boiling water, but it requires a greater

heat to melt it. Exposed to flame, it burns, and emits a

smell thajt is not unpleasant.

3. This resin, heated with a solution of caustic potash,

and evaporated to dryness, left a residuum not very solu-

ble, which, after being well washed, was diifusible in boil-

ing water, producing an emulsion. Common resin unites

much more readily with alkalis *.

4. Sulphuric
• Resinous substances have never yet been examined with the

minuteness and attejition they deserve, as appears from the few

facts collected respecting their chemical properties, and even of

these several are inaccurate. Many even suppose, that alkalis

have no action on resins; as a trial of which I made the following

experiments:
Into a cold and very weak solution of potash I put common

resin powdered, by a little at a time. The result was a complete

soapy solution, which became thiols and ropy like the white of an

egg. The weakest acids occasioned in it a copious white sediment.

Alkalis and neutral salts do the same, in consequence of their

greater affinity for water. A large quantity of common water too

decomposes this soap, and the precipitate it occasions is but partly

soluble in alcohol. The part that refuses to dissolve in it still con-*-

tains a great deal of resin united with lime.

If muriate of lime be added to this resinous soap, the mixture

lhit;kens into a whitish mass resembling pap, consisting of resin

and lime.

All metallic solutions completely decompose the soap of resin,

and several of the precipitates tlius formed may be employed in

.painliug.

Fifty
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4. Sulphuric acid dissolves the rcssin of olibanum without

heat, forming a red solution, from which water throws

down a white precipitate. If it be heated some time, water

separates from it a black resin, soluble in nitric acid ;

which by evaporation converts it into a brown residminj of

an astringent taste mixed with bitterness, and the aqueous

solution of which precipitates gelatine, but not sulphate of

iron.

5. If the resin be treated to dryness with eight parts of Converted by

of nitric acid at 38^, it is almost wholly converted into the"V"^,^''!.'*
^"'*

resiniform matter, the properties of which 1 have already sinoamer.

piade known. The waters of elutriation, which contained

no oxalic acid, yielded by evaporation a residuum, which,

when heated afresh with nitric acid, afforded none of the

tanning matter discovered by Mr. Hatchett
;
but a bitter,

soluble substance, partly precipitated on cooling from its

solution in boiling water, soluble also in alcohol, and pro- /

ducing precipitates in several metallic solutions.

This substance appeared to me to possess properties ana-

logous to those of what I have term<ed resinoanier, but it

differs from it in the stability and proportion of its elements.

Art. VI. Analysis of Gum Ammoniacum.

§ I. Gum ammoniacum, exposed to a heat not sufficient Action of heat

to decompose it, softens easily, and loses 6 per cent of its

weight.

Twenty-five gram. [386 grs.] distilled with a naked fire

yielded 12 gram. [185*3 grs.] of liquid, the greater part of

Fifty gram. [772 grs.] of resin, heated to saturation with solu-

tion of potash, dissolved entirely ; and by evaporation were ob-

tained 69 gram. [1065 grs.] of solid resinous soap, dry at alow

temperature, of a brown colour, and wkich I found to be per-

fectly similar to Starkey's soap. Baume and Legendre therefore Surkey's soap,

had reason to presume, that only the thick and resinous part of

oil of turpentine could really combine with potash; for this

alkali acts on volatile oil only by promoting its conversion into

resin to unite with it afterward.

Volatile alkali, diluted with a great deal of water, also combines

with resin very readily, and quickly reduces it to the saponaceous
'

state. This compound diluted with water act^uues after a time the

thicii^e;£S of starch.

•which

on ammonia-
cum.
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which was a brown empyreumatic oil. This product emitted

a smell of tolatile alkali on the admixture of lime. In th&

retort was left a coal, weighing 7*5 gram. [115*8 grs.],
which after incineration left 3*2 gram. [49*4 grs.] of ashe«

mixed with gravel. From these weak nitric acid extracted

1-5 dec. [2*3 grs.] of phosphate of lime, and 3 dec. [4'G

grs.] of carbonate of lime.

Ammcinhcum § H- (^) I boiled 25 gram. [386 grs.] of powdered am-

b^Iejlmal-
moiacum with a sufficient quantity of alcohol at 36*

[sp. gr. 0-837]. The Solution filtered boiling let fall

nothing on cooling. A white substance remained on th«

filter, which, after being washed with alcohol and dried,

weighed 5*8 gram. [89*5 grs.].

fccsidimm dis- S. This substance, being heated with water, dissolved in

solved m water. {^ {^ great part. The solution, being strained through fine

linen, left a graj'ish substance, soft and as it were glutinous,

insoluble both in water and spirit of wine, black after it

was dried, and then weighing I'l gram. [17 grs.]. It

burned more easily than a gum, and was reduced to gray
^shes. Treated with nitric acid it gave a yellow colour,
and afforded a little oxalic acid,

€um.
'

C. The aqueous solution (J5) yielded on evaporation

4*6 gram. [71 grs.] of gum.

Its properties.
1- This gum wa,s transparent, of a reddish yellow colour,

and a slightly bitter taste, somewhat brittle, and dried

easily in comparison with other gums.

2. It burned without any apparent flame, leaving some

white ashes, which dissolved in acids with effervescence.

3. Water dissolved it entirely ; and the solution could

barely be said to redden infusion of litmus.

4. It was precipitated entirely from its solutions by the

snbacetate of lead ;
but not at all by acetate, or the ni-

trate of lead or of mercury. The latter merely rendered

the solution milky,

5. Lime-water in excess does not render the solution oi^

this gum at all turbid, therefore it contains no phosphoric

acid ; yet its ashes jield a little phosphate. Hence I con,

ccive phosphorus exists in this gum in a state of combina-

nation with the other elements that compose it.

6. Oxalate
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<J. Oxalate of ammonia throws down from the solution a

precipitate of oxalate of lime, but I do not know by what

acid the lime is neutralized in the gums*.
7. Decoction of galls detects nothing in it.

8. This gum, treated with the nitric acid of the shops,

yielded nearly the same products as that of olibanum; that

is, a large quantity of mucous acid, some oxalic acid, and

a very little malic acid.

i). The alcoholic solution (J) being evaporated to dry-Resiiu

ness, yielded 17'5 gram. [270 grs.] of a resin, which ex-

hibited the following characters.

1. It was of a reddish yellow, transparent, brittle as Its properdet,

wax at a low temperature, having a wavy and shining

fracture, receiving a slight impression from the nail, and

readily growing soft in the mouth or between the fingers.

It had no sensible taste : its smell was the same as that of

ammoniaeum itself. Friction did not render it electric.

2. This resin, like wax, melts at 43^ [129^ F.]. At a

higher temperature it swells up considerably, emits a pecu-
liar smell, and leaves a light, spongy, bulky coal.

3. This resin easily combines wlthalkalis, even cold; and

the results are saponaceoils compounds of considerable

bitterness +.

4. Sulphuric acid readily dissolves the resin of ammonia-

eum, particularly with a gentle heat. AVater decomposes
this solution. If it be heated more, the result is a hidro-

guretted coal ; which, after being washed, dissolves ia

nitric acid, and yields by evaporation an astringent sub-

stance, which gives a brown precipitate with isinglass.

5. Nitric acid heated on the resin at first produced only Treated with

some white vapours : but at length the red fumes appeared
"'"^*^ ^^^

on a sudden with great vehemence. The product was a

* Mr. Vauquelin, who has made known the existence of phos-
'

phate of lime in the ashes of gum arable and gum tragacanth,

supposes the lime in these gums is saturated in great part by the

acetic acid.

t Tlie soap or saponule ofcommon resin has likewise a decidedly .

bitter taste, which seems to me to indicate in these resinous com-

pounds efficacious properties, that deserve the attention of th«

©^serving physician,

yellov
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formed a re-

cinoamer.

Fine yellow

dye.

yellow resiniform substance, which dissolred during th«

process. On evaporating to dryness I obtained a resinoa-

mcr substance of a very pure yellow, fusible at a gentle

heat, uniting with alkalis, soluble in alcohol and in boil-

ing water,' and falling down in part from the latter on

cooling ; soluble in part too in a large quantity of cold

water, and communicating to its solutions a very fine yellow

colour, which adheres very tenaciously to the fingers, and

is easily fixed on wool and silk, giving them a fine lustre

unalterable by oximuriatic acid, and even by weak alkalis :

consequently there is nothing that can be compared with it

for permanence among the majority of dyeing drugs. I

may add too, that this yellow appears to me to merit the

preference before others in point of cheapness, considering

the small quantity of it required.

This substance, mixed with gum, might yield a more

pure and permanent yellow than gamboge.

Component From this examination of gum ammoniacum it follows,

parts of aaamo- (hat 100 parts are composed of
niacum. Gum -
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in fishes are altogether ditferent from what they are in other

vertebrate animals.

In the mammalia and birds the whole of the venous blood Respiration of

is under the necessity of coming to place itself in contact as ^^^'t^'andbmb.

it were with the air, that penetrates their lungs. These

organs are enclosed, and capable of expanding, in the

thorax ;
a cavity, the bony sides of which are capable of

various motions, and particularly of those that tend to

increase or diminish its diameters. ^

In the mammalia the thorax appears particularly intended Seat of the

to protect the principal organs of the circulation; and to ""^**

determiae the motions necessary to respiration. In all

other vetcbrate animals, that have lungs, theso parts are

contained in a less determinate space, with the organs of

digestion and other viscera.

The ribs, or bony hoops, that surround this cavity, are Acting causes

evidently levers, that mechanically produce the expansion
respiration.

or contraction of the space surrounding the lungs. The

powers that move the bones in these two directions, and

which are the muscles of the thorax and abdomen, and the

diaphragm, consequently determine the act of inspiration,

as well as that of expiration. It was* necessary to recapi-

tulate these general principles, to give a clearer notion of

"what follows.

If it be true, as physiologists at present admit, that the Where ribsaw

ribs and, muscles inserted in them are the chief mechanical 7^"*!"^* i^'*^
rerent.mecha-

agents of respiration ; we must necessarily infer, that ver- nism necessaryj

tebrate animals destitute of ribs, or in which these bones

cannot be employed to produce those motions, must have

some other mode of breathing : and this in fact is the case.

The first example we have in certain reptiles, as frogs, as in cettain
,

lizards, &c., during the first stage of their existence. These !^®^^''^^'"*^''^
. 1 . , . ,

first stags, &C.

animals, previous to thvir metamorphosis, breathe in the

manner of fishes, of which they have commonly the form,

structure, and habitudes. They take in water at the

mouth, and immediately expel it through a single bronchial

aperture, or several holes in the side of the oepk. Thus

tadpoles are similarly circumstanced with fishes of the genus

sphagobronchiae of Bloch, or unibronchaperturae of Lac^.

pcde; while the young lizards, protei, sirens, and other

urodelas,
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\ urodelas, bear more resemblance to the sharks; particular!/
to that described by Schneider, and represented at fig. 31,
in his edition of Bloch's System of Ichthyology ; and which

he has termed ciliaris, because a portion of the gills appears

externally like a fringe.

The tadpole
This period of^the life of batrachian reptilfes however is

state sometimes not SO short, as has hitherto been supposed. Of this I have

had an opportunity of satisfying myself, having kept tad-

poles more than three years *. Yet when the lungs of these

animals are completely formed, their gills lost, and they
have only air to breath, there is hardly any thing altered oa
this account in their primitive organization, and they retain

as we may say their old mode of respiration.

Reptiles with 1* is well known, that the batrachian reptiles have no
lungs, but no

ribs, or at most only the rudiments of these bones : the
ribs, breathe in

, .1 ^ ^ . n 1 ,

a peculiar way. ^"ngs therefore must be inflated by some mechanism diffe-

rent from that of other animals. This was conjectured by
Herholdt and Rafn of Copenhagen, and almost immedi-

ately demonstrated by Cuvier and myself, though I have

since corrected, some of our former observations f. It is

Some reptiles
* It has been said, that most of the batrachian species undergo

slow in their their changes in one year: this is true with respect to the common
e anges.

^^.^g^ ^^^ edible frog, the green frog, the salamandre abdominale,
and probably several othei*s. It is known however, that the rana

paradoxa is sometimes two years in the tadpole state; and 1 have

observed, that the young marbled lizards retain their gills more
than one year, having fed such in the spring. Besides, I have

kept in my house for three years tadpoles of the crapaud accoucheur,
whicli have constantly refused all kind of vegetable food, and

,
which devoured one another, if they were not supplied with the

Hesh of animals.

Mode in which t There is neither valve nor valvulae within or at the base of the
the nostuls are

nostrils, In ail the anouri, that have the tongue free and its root

attached to the cavity of the jaw, the two lobes apply themselves

to the interior orifice of the nose, so as to prevent the issue of the

air, or any other fluid contained in tire mouth, at the time of de-

glutition. In the urodeli, which have no tongue, two tubercles, an-

swering to the anterior bifurcation of the os hyoides, and covered

by the inner membrane of the mouth, apply themselves to the two

apertures of the nostrils, which are observed before the orbits of

the eyes, on opening the mouth of any of the salamanders,

I10\T
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now known, that the respiration of the batrachian reptile*

is effected by means of the muscles of the throat,, and the

clastic plate of the hyoides, which perform the office of

ribs and diaphragm. And for inspiration thus to take

place, the month must previously be closed; so that if an

adult salamander or frog were placed in water, with the

mouth kept open by force, or eyen left so in the moist and -

open air, it would soon die of suffocation. In all thesO

animals the air is expelled suddenly from the Mings by the

action of the abdominal muscles. It issues from the mouth

in Tery large bubbles, and by a sort of vomiting, which

explains the force and continuance of their croaking, even

under water, as is observed in a great many species.

All the chelonian reptiles are circumstanced precisely as Tortoises,

the batrachian. Not that the tortoises for instance are

destitute of ribs, or sternum, as no animals hare these

parts more solid and distinct. But all these ribs are

united to the vertebraj «nd to each other, to form that bony

shell, which covers their muscles, limbs, and viscera, in

the back ; as the parts of the sternum spread abroad cover

them on the belly.

I believe I first demonstrated in my public lectures, on Mistake of

living tortoises, the mistake of Townson in his examination Townson re-/.,,-.. specting their
of the mechanism of respiration in a tortoise, the under

breathing.

shell of which he had removed, and in which the mecha-

nical action of the lungs was still exerted. This gentle-

man ascribes the faculty of drawing the lungs outward to

two muscles, which can only compress them; while the

motion of the throat, and the complete cessation of the

act of inspiring when the mqiuth is open, would have givea

him a better insight into the true mechanism of this func-

tion, and the analogy that exists in this respect between tor-

toises and frogs. Indeed this is an observation, to which

we aie naturally led ; and Mr. Cavier, who has verified it,

adopts the same opinion in his Lectures on Comparative

Anatomy, vol. iv, p. 368.

Here then we find the act of respiration performed in Still these re-

certain reptiles differently from what it is in animals
tlia^bv^a different

seem to precede them immediately in the scale of beings, mechanism.

Yet, though the mechanism is different,* the effect is nearly

Vol. XXyill, Supplement. A a th«
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the same, since in both cases air is equally introduced into

the lungs, there to produce and undergo a certain action.

The real dilFereuce is only in the mode of inspiration, and

the connexion of its continuance with the motion that

empties the lungs. In fact, the air, inspired by small quan-
tities in succession, is always introduced at the nostrils, and

issues from the mouth at a single discharge of longer or

shorter duration. During the stay of this .large quantity of

air inspired in the lungs, which seem to have been greatly

expanded for the purpose, it divests itself of the oxigen it

contains, so that the moment of expiration is to a certain

degree arbitrary.

Difference of Most of the circumstances that have been mentioned will

structure be-
-^^ exhibited at large in the following examination of the

tween these and °
v

fishes respiratory apparatus of fishes. AH vertebrate animals,

that breathe air alone, have only two apertures in the

lower part of the mouth. One, intended for the passage of

Cood, is the cesophagus : the other, admitting the passage of

the air into and out of the lungs, is the glottis. Fishes on

the contrary, without exception, have the throat, perfo-

rated with four, six, or seven large apertures on each side,

beside the passage leading to the stomach. These apertures

supply the place of the glottis; and are commonly furnished

on their edges with fringed appendages, which fit into each

olher, but are capable of being separated to a greater or

less distance, to strain the water that passes through them.

Kach of these apertures directs the liquid into a space bor-

dered by two bronchial laminae, which are covered by a

membrane, in the substance of which are commonly solid

radii capable of motion, and a thin plate called the oper-

culum, which can be moved so as to form a chink on each

side. This aperture alone furnishes an issue to the water,

which by staying on the bronchiae iias served for the respi-

ration of the fish.

Manner in When a fish respires, it begins by opening the mouth, to

^hich fishes suck in the liquid in which it is immersed. The water inir

mediately comes in to fill the vacuum produced by the sepa-

ration and protraction of the labial bones. The bottom of

the throat is then raised, and the bronchial apertures fre-

quently closed. But presently the lips approach each

other \

respire.
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other; all the hinder part of the head is enlarged by the

raising of the opercula; the bony arches, that support the

bronchial laminae, are acted upon by the hyoides, which is
'

depressed as in the act of swallowing; these arches separate

from each other, and the water immediately enters into the

spaces between them ; but, at the moment these operculi

are raised and separated from the body, the hyoides and all

the bronchial laminae connected with it rise against th^e

arch of the palate, and drive before them all the water con*

tained in the cavity of the mouth, which passes entirely

round the bronchiae, and is commonly discharged by th6

esterior apertures.

1 Thus we see the respiration of water by fishes is a real

deglutition, but incomplete, because the mouth is perfo-

rated at bottom, and suffers the liquid, which necessarily

enters with all its food, to escape. ;

This explains how fishes can swallow air in pretty large Fishes can

quantity*, because the specific gravity of gaseous fluids
^^^^^"^^^'^'

carries them to the highest part of the mouth, which is

seldom perforated : this being the reverse of what happens
in animals that respire air, which cannot naturally swallow-

it, because this fluid escapes by the posterior opening of the

nostrils ; while they can all swallow water without any

difficulty.

The cetaceae, which from their nature are obliged toCetaccr^

reside in water, are circumstanced precisely the same 'as

fishes. Every time these animals open their mouths to seize

their prey, they are under the necessity of expelling the

fluid introduced into them ; and accordingly they are fur-

nished with a peculiar organ, analogous in its effects to

that of fishes. By the help of this organ they expel the

water through their nostrils. >

V All the muscles, that serve in fish to expel the water Muscles of re.

from the cavity of the mouth into that of the ffills, are the^P['^'^°""*•^ & ? fishes.

same as those that produce deglutition in other species of

animals: only the apparatus is much more complex, as will

* This commonly happens in the balistes and tetrodontes, wliich

come to the surface of the water to suck in air, and thus puff

themselves up considerably. . m ..-.« r.i

A a 2 readily
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readily appear on comparing the structure of the os hyoides

and bronchiostegous arches, which represent its horns, or

elongations.

The motion that produces the expulsion of the water is

altogether independent of that of the mouth and throat;

though it is its common consequence, and occurs alternate-

ly, and is nearly isochronous with it. The powers that

occasion the expulsion of the water are equally situate about

the head; and it is chiefly this apparatus of bones and nu-

merous muscles, that renders the heads of fishes so bulky,

for they are frequently more than a third of the whole

length of the animal. The bronchiostegous arches, in-

cluded in the substance of the membrane, take the place of

the true ribs : and in those species that want these bones,

muscles in the shape of pouches fulfil the same office;

acting on the water nearly in the same manner as the au-

ricles of the heart on the blood, which they propel into the

ventricles; or as the muscular bags found in the spiracles of

whales.

The theory I have laid down seems to be confirmed eve»

by the anomalies, that occur in some fishes, in which re-

spiration appears to be effected in a diflferent way, and

which consequently exhibit some slight modifications in its

organs.

The common phenomena of the respiration of fishes have

already been described ; but there are some, as the piagio-

stomes and cyclostoraes among the cartilaginous fishes,

which do not constantly take in water at the mouth; and

others, in which respiration may be termed arbitrary in its

movements. These two peculiarities, which I shall exa-

mine somewhat at large, seem to show great analogy with

the reptiles already noticed.

The rays, sawfish, and many of the squali, when they
that frequently make no effort to sustain themselves in the water, naturally

torn of the"*^
*'"^ *^ ^^^ bottom, and lie on the sand: and as their mouths

water. ate in the under surface of the body, if they opened thenj

like other fishes to draw in water, they would necessarily

suck up gravel and other foreign matters, by which their

gills might be wounded. On this account they seem to be

able to breathe iu the manner of frogs and adult salaman.
^^ '

•• ders.

This theory
confirmed by
apparent de-

viations.

Two pecu-
liarities.

lit, in fishes,'
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ders, nature having furnished them with two apertures at

the top of the head communicating directly with th6 throat.

These are real nostrils, placed behind the eyes, but formed

to admit the water, into the mouth, whenever the throat

dilates. The return of the liquid in the same direction is

prevented by valves ; and the animal, performing the action

of deglutition without opening the mouth or CESophagus,

forces the water into the cavities of the gills.

The mode of respiration too must be different, brut for 2d, in fishes

another reason, in the lampreys and gastrobronchi, the only others „r to

species destitute of truejaws ; and which have been classed solid bodies, by

perhaps erroneously among the vertebrate animals, fron^
eirmou

which they differ considerably, as I intend to show in a

paper that I shall soon have the honour of laying before

the class.

Many of these species are parasitical : they fasten them-

selves by the mouth to other fishes, or fix themselves on

stones and other solid bodies by the help of this part and a

kind of suction. The water therefore must necessarily enter

by some other orifice, that of the mouth being closed. In

fact we perceive on their head, or in their lips, a patulous

orifice opening to a canal, which directs the water into tho

throat as often as a vacuum is produced in it. The motion

of deglutition that follows forces this water to penetrate

into peculiar cavities, in which the bronchias float; without

this fluid being able to issue out by the same orifice, though
Bloch aspribes this faculty to them, and, as well as Ronde-

letius, has figured this sort of fountain in several of the

plates of his superb work.

All these fishes then are circumstanced precisely the same These similar

as the batrachian reptiles, since they inspire water at the
[JJJ^^ j^- ^

nostrils, and by deglutition force the fluid into the pulmo.

nary cavity, from which it is afterward discharged by a

different orifice.

We find too some peculiarities of conformation in other Peculiarities

species, the respiration of which is as it were arbitrary, at JIonTs^n^ somt
least as to the duration of the three periods, or movements, d<^£^ree arbi-

tjiat compose its mechanism, namely inspiration, degluti-
*'*'^^'

t)on, and expiration. Besides, these circumstances pro-

duc^,
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duce, as we shall see presently, a result nearly similar to

that I have mentioned in the tortoise.

Fishes that live There are fishes that lire habitually in mud and sand;

mudl"^^^^
"^ ^°°^® *" ^^y ^^^^^^ for the species on <*hich they feed, as

the lophii, siluri, murenophides, &c. ; others to shelter

themselves from the attacks of more voracious fishes, as the

ammodytes, callionymi, batrathoides, cotti, &c. In general

in all these inhabitants of the mud we find the cavity of the

bronchia considerably expanded, in order to receive a

larger quantity of water, which is kept as it were in re,

rerve : we perceive also, that the radii of the bronchioste,

gous membrane are considerably elongated, and the ex-

ternal aperture of the bronchiae is very small in prbportion
to the extent of the cavity. All these. circumstances are

¥ery naturally explained, when we know these species,

like frogs and tortoises, require several successive aspira-

tions, to fill with water that kini of bag, in which the

bronchias are immersed, and which can be emptied at once,
when the fish has no longer need of remaining in ambuscade,
or comes into pure water to inspire a fresh portion.

An additional We find an addition to the common organization in those

organ in such
species of fishes, which in certain peculiar circumstances

as can hve some ^ ' *^ -

time out of can leave the water, and remain on land, or in the mud of
vater. half-dried ponds, for a larger or shorter time. I am not

speaking here of the false bronchiae, which Mr. Broussonet

has very well described under the name of pseudobronchia,
and which has since been found in several fishes ; but of a

peculiar organ, a vascular expansion analogous to lungs,

which lies loose in a cavity appropriated to it, but commu-

nicating with that of the common bronchiae, from which it

^receives water. Copsequently this is an accessory organ,

similar in its uses to the air-bags observed in the chameleon,
and in all birds. It is true we are yet acquainted with few

instances of this remarkable arrangement; but I shall

point out five, that are very striking.

Instances of I shall first mention the cephalopholis scansor of Tran-
^^^^'

quebar, \_perca scandens]^ described by Daldor/ in the 3rd

volume of the Linnean Transactions. This fish, which is

in the Museum of Natural History at Paris, has the faculty

of climbing trees by means of the spines^ with which the

different
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different parts of the opercula are furnished. The osphrom

menes goram^/y the organization of which has been described

and figured from Commerson by de Lac^pcde, and which

appears to possess the same organ, as far as may be judged
from the strucfure and analogy. The macropteronotus

sharmuth, the supplementary bronchia; of which have been

described by prof. GeoffroyiiB. the 3rd Tolume of the Bul-

letin des Sciences. The tetrodon Honkenii^ figured by
Bloch under the name of herisson tigre^ which has exhi-

bited the same organs to Mr. Schneider. And lastly the

hydrargyrus swampine Lac, which Mr. Bosc found in

Carolina, and of which he has given us some specimens for

the Museum. In this fish I have just found these organs.

From the preceding facts it appears to follow, that the Connexion be-

mcchanical act of respiration in fishes is similar to what '^u ^^!^ ^^^r"^^"^ cnanism or re-

takes place in several reptiles, and that the motion of re- spiration and

spiration is necessarily combined with that of deglutition. ^^^^"^^^P'^^^^

This connexion between the organs however need not sur-

prise us, when we observe under other circumstances, and

fox another object, this same function of respiration ne-

cessarily combined in the reverse order with the act of de-

glutition. Thus the adult elephant cannot drink, if he do It occurs in th«

not make a strong expiration into his trunk at the moment^ ^^^"^*

of deglutition. Other functions might afford us many ana-

logous examples; but these considerations, though highly

important, would be misplaced here, and carry us too far

from our subject.

V.

Farther Experiments on the alkaline Strength of the Pro-

duct of the Oxigenation of Potassium^ with Observations

on the Nature of the alkaline Metalloids : by J. Murray,
Lecturer on Chemistry^ Edinburgh.

To Mr. NICHOLSON,

Edinburgh^ April the ist, 1811.

SIR,

IN the communication inserted in (he last Number of your Object to deter-

s, made

alkaline:

strength

Journal, I gave an accownt of some experiments, made^^^^j^e^
*^'^"^*

with the view of ascertaining the comparative alkaline strength of
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common potash strength of tlic potash formed by the combustion of potas-r

pmas^u^i"^"^ ^*'*™' *"^ °^ ^"^^^ potash prepared by the usual process.

The facts, that fused potash contains a considerable por-
tion of water, and that in its decomposition by galvanism
there is not that evolution of hidrogen which might be

expected from the decomposition of this water, led me to

suppose, that hidrogen enlx'ra'i^to the composition of pot-

assium, and that the potas.siu*n in burning must form an

alkali containing water
;
and the most direct mode of de-

termining this appeared to be the ascertaining, whether the

product of the combustion of potassium is the same or not

in alkaline strength with common ignited potash. As this

is an investigation of consi(!erable delicacy, and the precise

determination of it difficult, I have since been occupied in

repeating and diversifying my former experiments.

Chief sources of The principal sources of errour, which attend the inves>-

wrour.
tigation, appear to arise from the difficulty of converting

potassium into potash by combustion, without its acting on

the substance with which it is in contact; and from the

Tarious degrees of oxidation of which it is susceptible, and

which are not easily determined.

Potassium aets la burning potasbium on platina the latter metal is acted

onplatinawhenQj, ^Tid a portion of its oxide remains mixed or combined
burned on it. . , , , /. , t ,^ with the potash formed. 1 have noticed the insoluble pow-

der which remains, when the product of the combustion is

dissolved in water, and which is probably principally oxide

of platina. This substance having been collected and care-

fully weighed, and the weight deducted from that of the

product which had been dissolved, it did not appear pro-

bable, that it could' give rise to any important errour.

Still it was dbsirable, if possible, to avoid its operation;

and I endeavoured therefore iq find some other substance

on which the potassium would not act, but without success.

So it does on In burning it on Chinese porcelain, the surface is eroded ;

china, and on afterward dissolving the alkali ip water alight ge-

and on silver; lafmouslilfe precipitate, probably silex, falls down. In

burning it on silver there is also a mutual action between

the silyer and the potassium indicated by a small quantity of

precipitate, when the product of the combustion is dis-

solved in water. It appeared to me howeverj that the

action
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iction both on the porcelain and the silver is considerably but less than o»

Jess than that on the platina, and I employed them there, ^ **^"^*

fore ia the following experiments.

Seven grains of potassium were bnrnt on a silver basin. Experimertt

During the combustion a portion was dissipated in a dense
bunied'onsuT

w^itc smoke, and the product did not exceed 7 grains ; it ver.

was of a grayish colour, and fusible, remaining soft and

nearly liquid, at a low red heat. Five grains of it were

weighed while warm, and were dissolved in water. The
solution was nearly transparent, depositing only a few

floGCuli. It was neutralized by an acid, composed of one

part of nitric acid, by weighty and twenty parts oi ^water,

and of which 5 grains of ignited potash neutralized 139

grains *. The quantity required for neutralization, after

separating the insoluble matter, and allowing as accurately
as possible for its weight, was equivalent to 144 grains to

5 grains of the product free from this matter, and similar

results, with differences of not more than 2 or 3 grains,

were obtained on several repetitions of the experiment.

Seven grains of potassium were burnt on a cup of Chinese Potassium

porcelain. The product was lighter in colour than in the
^^[^"^

°*

preceding experiments, being of a yellowish gray, nearly

white. Five grains of it were weighed while warm, and dis-

sofved in water. A flocculent gelatinouslike precipitate

subsided, which, as it was found to be dissolved in a pre-

ceding experiment by a very weak acid, was removed before

neutralization, dried, and weighed. The solution required

for neutralization, of the diluted nitric acid, a quantity equal

to 141 grains to 5 grains of the product free from this in-

soluble matter.

These experiments then, in common with those I have The product

formerly stated, appear to establish the conclusion, that
J'j^J j|,"^^mmr«

the potash produced by the combustion of potassium is fused poush.

very little superior in the power of neutralizing an acid, to

the common fused potash. It is with much caution that I

have admitted this conclusion, as the opposite result has

been supposed to be established, on the authority of some

* The acid which I used in my former experiments was com-

posed of one part of nitric acid by measure with 20 parts of water.

eminent
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But potassium

may be oxided

in diflFereut de-

grees.

This might
have aifected

the result,

though it did

not appear to

be the case.

The experi-
ments favour
the opinion,
that potassium
is a compound
of a. metal with

bidrogen.

eminent chemists. But, after taking every precaution io

guard against any source of fallacy, I have been able to ob-

tain no other result. If the product of the combustion of

the potassium were the real alkali, 5 grains of it ought to

have neutralized 162 of the above acid, since 5 grains of

ignited potash, containing at least 14 per cent of alkali, neu-

tralized 139 grains.

The only circumstance which I can discover, as leaving

any room for doubt, is that of the different degrees of oxi-

dation, of which potassium is susceptible. There is reason

to believe, that a compound may be obtained at a lower de-

gree of oxidation than potash ; and from the more recent

experiments of Gay-Lussac and Thenard, the general re-

sult of which has been stated by Mr. Davy, it farther ap-

pears, that another compound, in which the potassium is

more highly oxidated than it is in potash, may be formed.

This last substance, they have stated, contains three times

more oxigen than potash does ; this excess of oxigen is ex-

pelled by exposure to a red heat, or when the product is

dissolved in water, it is disengaged. If this substance had

been the one operated on in the above experiments, it

might give rise in part to the apparently equal alkaline

strength of the potash formed by the combustion of potas-

sium, and ignited potash ; as a given weight of it would con-

tain less real alkali than when this excess of oxigen was not

present. But the circumstances connected with the experi-

ment lead me to believe, that no important errour from this

cause could have operated. The product of the combustion

of the potassium was always kept for some timcat a red heat,

before it was operated on, by which, according to Gay-Lussac
and Thenard, this excess of oxigen is expelled ;

and except

in one experiment no effervescence was perceived on dissolve,

ing it in water.

If these sources of errour have not operated, and the ex-

periments be correct, they appear to me to support the

opinion I have advanced with regard to the nature of potas-

sium. Were it the real base of the alkali, forming it when

combined with oxigen, the compound thus formed must

be superior in alkaline strength to common potash, which

contains so considerable 4 proportion of combined water.

Excluding
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Excluding the hypothesis of Gay-Lussac and Thenard, there

appears to remain only one other view to be adopted—that

potassium is the metallic base of the alkali, combined with

hidrogen, the real alkali being a metallic oxide, which in

common potash is combined with water. In its decomposition

^e oxigcn both of the oxide and of the water is separated,

while the metallic base and the hidrogen, or part of the

hidrogen, combining, form potassium ; and in the combus-

tion of this product, its base and its hidrogen uirite with the

oxigcn consumed, forming an alkali combined with water,

and therefore not superior in alkaline strength, at least

not to a great extent, to the potash in which water is

combined.

Wishing to avoid every source of fallacy, I thought of a The expert-
'

"different mode of conducting the experiment, and this I have
^^"* "^^^*^*?

*

to state has aliorded a result somewhat different. Mr. Davy
had inferred from the combustion of potassium in oxigen

gas, that 86*1 of it combine with 13'9 of oxigen to form

100 of potash. From its oxigenation by water, he had

stated the proportions at 84 of base and 16 of oxigen. The
former appeared to be the most direct mode, and I there-

fore preferred the estimate founded on it. Supposing then

86 of potassium to unite with 14 of oxigen to form 100

of potash, I took 4*3 of potassium, which according to

this estimate are equivalent to 5 of real potash, and expos-
ed it (the vessel being covered with a slip of muslin) to a

humid atmosphere, until it was converted into a solution of

potash. This I found required for neutralization, taking

the moan of several experiments, of which the results

varied very little, of the diluted acid employed in the above

experiments 154 grains.

Here the power of neutralization in the alkali, formed by appeared to

the oxigenation of potassium, supposing it to consist offgs^i^

86 of base, and 14 of oxigen, is considerably superior to

the power of neutralization of an equal weight of ignited

potash, the one being 139, the other 154. It appears to

llave been by this mode of experiment, that chemists have

determined the comparative alkaline strength of oxigenated

potassium, and fused potash ; at least I have seen no ac-

IJ.ounts of any attempts to do this by experiinents on the real

product
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have been
neutralized.

Inf«ffenceau

product of the combustion of potassium. Hence the agree-

ment in the conclusion, that the alkaline strength of the

former is superior to that of the alkali in its real state.

CalcMlation of To perceire more clearly to what conclusion this result,

icid^that should ^"PP°^^"S ^^ *^ ^® correctly established, leads, it may bo

calculated what quantity of acid the quantity of real alkali

from 4*3 of potassium ought to neutralize. Five grains of

ignited potash, containing 14 per cent of water, neutralize

139 grains; five grains of real potash, free from water,

ought, according to this, to neutralize 162 grains; which

is the quantity of course which the 4*3 of potassium ought
to hare neutralized, on the supposition that in combining
with oxigen it forms the real alkali.

Now although the alkali produced from the oxigenation

of potassium is thus inferior to real potash in neutralizing

power, a result which so far supports the speculation I

have advanced, yet it appears to be superior considerably

to the ignited potash; and this may be supposed therefore

to invalidate the first series of experiments, in which the

alkali formed by the combustion of potassium was found

little superior to ignited potash. To admit of this latter

conclusion, however, it must be supposed, that the

proportions in which potassium and oxigen combine

to form pure potash are accurately estimated ;
and th^

can scarcely be considered as determined with perfect

certainty. No experiment is more exposed to sources of

errour, both from the different degrees of oxidation of which

potassium appears to be susceptible, and the action which

it exerts during its combustion on the substance with which

it is in contact. These become too, of much greater impor-

portance in the experiment, and even the accuracy of the

estimate, independent of them, becomes more doubtful,

from the sraallness of the quantities which have hitherto

been operated on. If from any of these circumstances the

proportion of oxigen has been underrated, even to a small

extent, the difference between the result of the above expe-

riment, and of that in which the alkaline strength of th«

product of the combustion of potassium was directly ascer-

tained, will be accounted for.

Another

Objections to

these.
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Another circumstance is to be attended to, of much im- The calculatioit

portance with regard to the conclusion, so far as it relates
by the water ia

to the general theory. The estimate of 14 per cent of potash not be

water in ignited potash is the lowest that has been made,
determitlcdr

Berthollet himself, on whose authority it rests, has consi-

dered it probable, that there is a larger quantity ; the ab-

straction of the whole, even by its decomposition, being

prevented by the powerful affinity exerted to the last por-

tions. By d'Arcet the proportion has been stated at 27

in 100 parts. Mr. Davy has inferred from an experiment,

in which potassium was converted into muriate of potash in

Aiuriatic acid gas, that fused potash must contain nearly 23

per cent of water ; and more lately he has remarked, that,

if the proportion were to be judged of from the loss of

weight in combining common potash with boracic acid, it

would appear to be from 19 to 20 per cent. If we take the

lowest of these numbers, 20, then the five grains of ignited

potash, containing 20 per cent, neutralizing 139 grains, 5

grains of real potash ought to neutralize 174, and this is the

quantity that ought to have been neutralized hy 4*3 of

potassium, supposing it to form the real alkali by oxi-

gen a tion.

The result, therefore, from this mode of experiment can, The result,

not be considered as invalidating the result from the more j-iiable with

tfitectmode of trying the alkaline strength of the actual pro-
the hypothesis.

duct of the combustion of potassium, and even by itself is

not incbnipatible with the conclusion, that a portion of hi-

drogen exists in potassium, but rather serves to establish it.

The circumstance, that there is no sensible evolution of Argument from

hidrogen in the decomposition of common potash by galva- jj^j^Qgej^

nisni, still appears to me to go far towards establishing the

opinion, that hidrogen enters into thecomposi-tion of pot£ts«

»ium. Mr. Davy, in reply to Mr. Dalton, who had stated

this in support of the opinion of Gay-Lussac and Thenard,
has lately remarked, that, in using a weak galvanic pawer^
such as that which he employed in his first experiments, and

by which small quantities only of the metals are procured,
there is no sensible effervescence; but that, when from 500

to 1000 plates are used, there is a violent effervescence, and opposed by iti

a production of hidrogen, and sometimes of potassurettecir^^l^'°^""*^®'* • 7 . r
^

certain circun-
'"" '

birogeOp itances.
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But this ac- hidrogen, connected with the formation of the metal. This, I
counted for by think, admits of a ditferent conclusion from that which is in-
thedrcomi)osi- , j i , , i* . tit . • .

tion of the wa- tended to be drawn trom it. Water is certainly more easy of

teriathepot- decomposition by galvanism than potash is
; when the gal-

vanic power therefore is sufficiently strong to decompose?
the latter, it must be able to decompose the former; and of

course, when common potash, containing water, is decom-

posed by a galvanic battery, this water can scarcely be sup-

posed to escape decomposition. And the hidrogen of such

a portion of water cannot be supposed to pass off unob.

served, for although the hidrogen in water is to the oxygen

only as 15 to 83 by weight, yet it is as 2 to 1 nearly by
volume : and hencd in the decomposition of water by galva-

nism, the disengagement of elastic fluid at the negative side

Farther argu- is much more abundant than at the positive. It is farther

existence of
^

to be considered, that, from the small quantity of oxygen

hidrogen in the which enters into the composition of potash, and the large

SiK:ed°*
^^^'

quantity of it which exists in the composition of water, tha

quantity of it belonging to the water, which common fused

potash contains, supposing this to be only 13 per cent, is equal

to the quantity which is contained in the real alkali. If

both, therefore, are decomposed in the galvanic action,

half the quantity at least of the oxygen disengaged at the

positive wire must be from the water, a quantity of hidro-

gen double the quantity of this, that is equal in volume to

the whole oxigen evolved at the positive side, ought
to appear at the i^egative side; if an effervescence, there-

fore, is perceived at the former from the disengagement of

oxigen, an equal effervessence ought to be conspicuous at

the latter; and, since it is not, we can scarcely avoid the

conclusion, that the hidrogen, or at least much of it, enters

into the composition of the globules of metallic matter,

which appear at the negative side. With regard to the fact,,

that when the potash is under the action of a very powerful

battery, there is a violent effervescence, and production of

hidrogen, and potassuretted hidrogen, I suppose this must

arise from the intense heat excited at the point of decompo-

sition, by which an elastic combination of potassium and

hidrogen is established. If there is a certain degree of gal-

vanic ©nergyj at which hidrogen, pure, or not holding
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iny potassium in solution, is expelled, it would deserve to

]^e made the subjecl of experiment whether the metal ob-

tained is precisely the same with the metal procured when

there is no sensible disengagement of hidrogcn ; though still

it is possible, that in all cases a portion of the hidrogen of

the water in fused potash may be disengaged, which becomes

only more evident when a large quantity of the alkalis

is decomposed by a powerful galvanic battery. It can scarce-

ly however be supposed, that the whole of the hidrogen is

disengaged, else it must be apparent, if the above obser-

vations be just, even in the experiment where the weakest

power is employed, for the volume of elastic fluid to be

disengaged at the one side, if the watqr is decomposed (and
of this decomposition scarce a doubt can be entertained) is

as large as that disengaged at the other.

In the method of procuring potassium by the action of When potas-

iron on potash, at the temperature of ignition, a
disen-J'"j.^j^^P^j^^^^jjg

gagement of hidrogen gas takes place during the process ; a of iron, the hi-

fact which may be supposed to prove at least, that the
^^^^^jJ^^^JJ^^

whole hidrogen of the water contained in fused potash does that portion

not enter into the composition of the potassium which
that^l'^^^^^™^'^"^^

potash yields. This may, perhaps, be admitted; it is pos-

sible, as I liave already remarked, that a portion only of

the hidrogen exists in the potassium. Yet in drawing this

conclusion one circumstance is to be attended to. The

greater part of the base of the potash is obtained, not in. x

sulated, but in combination with iron. The hidrogen of

this latter portion may be expelled, the iron combining
with the real metallic matter, and this may afford the greater

part of the hidrogen that is disengaged,

1 Potassium has an affinity to hidrogen. It combines with Compounds of

that gas so as to form an elastic compound; and, according PPJ^^'^^""^^"*^

to the experiments of Gay-Lussac and Thenard, it alsomed.

combines at a high temperature with a large quantity of hi^

drogen, and forms a solid substance of a light gray colour,

from which hidrogen is disengaged by the action of water.

Mr. Davy was unable to obtain this result; but these che-

mists, aware of the objection he had made to their experi^

ment, have more lately repeated it,
and have affirmed, thal^

when potassium is heated in hidrogen gas, a quantity Jo/ the

gas
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gas is absorbed, and a solid compound of potassium Jlffd

hidrogen formed. These facts, as proving the existence of

an affinity between potassium and hidrogen, are favourable

to the supposition, that it may consist of a base combined

with a portion of hidrogen; especially as potassium is

Sodium has less never formed, where hidrogen is not present. Sodium is

affinity for hi-
scarcely visibly soluble in hidrogen ;

it appears therefore to

have a less strong affinity to it, and may be supposed to re-

tain a smaller quantity in combination with it. And from

this may arise, in conformity to the view I have given in

my former paper, the greater specific gravity of sodium,
and the inferior attraction of soda to water.

The two light- The lightness of the metalloids is probably owing, I have
est of the com-

stated, to the combination of real metals, which form theirmon metals '
^

'

combine with bases, with hidrogen; the lightest of them,
'

potassium,
bidrogen. probably containing the largest portion. It is a curious

fact in conformity to this view, that the two lightest metals^

tellurium and arsenic, are those which have the most pecu-
liar relation to hidrogen, and evidently exert an affinity to

it. Ritter observed the singular fact, that, when tellurium

is employed as the negative wire in decomposing water by

galvanism, hidrogen gas is not evolved, though oxigen i$

given out at the positive side; at the negative a powder falls

down, which he found reason to conclude is a compound of

tellurium and hidrogen*. The observation is an important

one, as proving a combination to be established by galvanism
between a metal and hidrogen, though in this case the

quantity of hidrogen combined appears to be so large, as

to cause the metallic qualities to disappear; as happens too

in the combination of potassium with a large proportion of

hidrogen in the experiment of Gay-Lussac and Thenard

Arsenic com- above quoted +. I have found, that, in decomposing water
bines with hi-

^y g^jyanism, if arsenic be the metal immersed in the water
drogen by gal-

•' ^ '

vanic action, at the negative side, while platina is at the
positive side, less

. rrr'")

f ,
See Journal, atoI. xxiv, p. 3 1 8.

Hidrogen not t These facts with regard to the loss of metallic properties when

fin aeriform hidrogen in considerable proportion is combined with a metal are

laetal. unfavourable to the hypothesis, that it is a metallic body in the

aerial form. The properties of its oxide, water, are equally ad-

verse to.this exposition.

hidrogca
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liidrogen is evolved, than when plaiina forms the negative

wire; and apparently less even than the quantity of gas

discharged at the positive side. A portion of the hidrogen
therefore must be retained in combination with the arsenic;

and if arsenic acid slightly moistened be submitted to gal-

vanic action in a plating, cup connected with the positive

side, on touching it with a platina wire from the negative

side, dense white vapour arises, which is probably not

from mere volatilization, but from the action of hidrogen

on the arsenic. It deserves to be remarked too, that ar- Its oxide most

sonic is of any of the metals the one most soluble in water^°^"^^^^"^**^^*

in its oxidated state.

All the facts I have stated in this paper appear to concur

in giving probability to the view I have ventured to propose
of the nature of potassium and the other metalloids—that

they are metals combined with hidrogen.

I have the honour to be,

Yours, &c.

J. MURRAY.

VI.

On the Jffinity of Muriatic Addfor different Bodies^ con*

eidered with Regard to Mr. Davy's Ideas of its Nature »

In a Letterfrom a Correspondent *

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

SIR,

i. HE more I reflect upon Mr. Davy's new Theory of the Remarks on th«

nature of oximuriatic acid, the more I am convinced, that^JJj^t^^acid

it is incomplete, and inadequate to explain the mode, as for different

well as the nature of its con^ibination with different bases.
^^'

You were good enough to f^lace in your Journal for last

month some observations of mine relative to its inapplica.

bility to some phenomena, ivhich occur in the production
of the hyperoximnriate o'/ potash. Permit me now io call

your attention to some '/acts relative to the affinity of mu-
riatic acid for diffe^e^ni bodies, which appear to me to be

totally subversive of this ingenious hypothesis.

Vql. XXVIJX Supplement. Bb Murine
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Decomposition Muriate of soda, according to Mr. Dayy, is a compound
ofraumteof of oximuriatic acid and nietallic sodium. When sulphuric
sociji bv sill-

phuricacid.
Jicid is added to it, it is decomposed by complex affinity.

The water, which is contained in this acid, furnishes hi-

drogen to the oximuriatic acid, which thus becomes niurta-

tic; and oxigcn to the sodium, whioh is then saturated by
the sulphuric. This explanation appears at first sight per-

haps satisfactory. But let us examine it nearer ; water we

know, is composed of oxigen and hidrogen. The propor^
tions of each arc Jixed and determined. Sodium we like-

wise know combines with oxigen, as upon the new hypo-
thesis does oximuriatic acid with hidrogen. But the pro-

iportions in which these unite are also Jixed and limited.

Now is it not primafacie .f
at least, a very extraordinary

circumstance, that the quantities of oxigen and hidrogen,

which exist in water, should exactly correspond with the

proportions in which sodium combines with the one and oxi-

muriatic acid with the other? And we must suppose this

the case. The component parts of water, thus separated,

must either enter wholly into the new compounds formed,

or they will make their appearance each or either in its own

peculiar form. In the instance before us neither of them

appears in this form, therefore we must look for them

in the new combinations. Now is it not a very uncommon

coincidence, that there is no surplus in any of these ingre-

dients? That the entire quantity of oximuriatic acid li-

berated from the muriate of soda agrees so exactly with the

hidrogen which is set free from the water, that the whole

quantity of both form muriatic acid; while at the same

time the entire quantity of sodium likewise liberated tallies

as exactly with the remaining oxigen?

Decomposition An inverse instance of the same improbability occurs,

sUveHbToiu-
^'^^^ muriatic acid is added to a solution of nitrate of

fiaticacixl. silver. Here a precipitate is formed, which, accord-

ing to Mr. Davy, must be oximuriatic acid and silver.

Hidrogen is disengaged from the muriatic acid, and oxigen

from the oxide of silver, which existed in the nitrate, in

quantity sufficient, neither superabundant, to form water.

Bat we need . But we are not thus left to argue upon improbabilities:

impwSlu^ ^^ ^*^® ** "* ^"' power to show whether siich reciprocal

change
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cfianffe of parts docs take place or not. We know "the re- we may forfn

• • I J 1 • « calculations,
lative quantities of the ingredients in tM compounds, which

we originally submit to reciprocal action, and these quan-

tities we must account for. But if, from established data,

and collateral evidence, we know that the constituent parts

of the original compounds cannot wholly combine in the

actual proportions in which they are known to exist in the

new forms, and if we have no means of accounting for any
such surplus or deficiency, the hypothesis must fall to the

ground.
Let us thus endeavour, by the aid of long established and Example in the

well authenticated analysis, to explain the synthetic opera- of^udaTeoT^
tions, which take place in the instance above alluded to, soda by sul-

viz, the decomposition of muriate of soda by sulphuric^
"*^*" *

acid.

AVater, which fulfills so important a function in these

new arrangements, is composed of 85 per cent of oxigen,

and 15 per cent of hidrogen, (in round numbers.) Mu-
riate of soda consists of 59 parts basis, and 41 acid, Oxi-

muriatic acid unites, according to Mr. Davy*, with its

own bulk of hidrogen, to form muriatic acid. The relative

weights of these must then be nearly 97 + parts of the

former, and 3 of the latter. Sodium, upon the same authori-

ty, combines with 22 per cent of oxigen to form soda.

Now let us suppose, that 97 parts of oximuriaticacid are

disengaged from their union with, the sodium, by the action

of the sulphuric acid J. These 97 parts will instantly seize

upon three parts of the hidrogen of the water, and form

muriatic acid. Thus there willremain 135 parts of sodium,
and 17 parts of oxigen. These ought to combine to fomL

soda, which the sulphuric acid would then saturate. But

* See Journal, vol. xxvii, p. 325.

f Gay-Lussac states oximuriatic aci^ to be heavier than com-
mon air, in the proportion of 247 to 100, which, taking the

weight of 100 in that of the latter to be 31 grains, gives 76*5 for the

Nfvfeight of the former.

X The manner in which the sulphuric acid acts is by no means

satisfactorily accounted for. No affinity can 'possibly subsist be-

tween it and metallic sodium ; by what complicated agency then

is the oximuriatic acid fiist disengaged ?

B b 2 npoa
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upon the scale above laid down, here is a deficiency of no
less than 21 parts of oxigen for the complete oxidation of

this quantity of sodium.

If we suppose, that upon the action of the sulphuric acid

the sodium first becomes saturated with oxigen, the difficulty

will not be diminished. For in this case there would be an

immense surplus of hidrogen, above what was necessary for

the formation of muriatic acid,

and in that of Thus likewise, in the solution of silver ro nitric acid, be-

by muriatic ^^^^ noticed, the oxide contains 92 parts of metal, and 8 of

«^«
oxigen. Twenty parts of muriatic acid are required to sa-

turate these 92 parts, which only gives 0'6 of a part of hi-

drogen to combine with the 8 parts of oxigen. But by the

foregoing proportions, 1*4 of hidrogen are required for tha

complete conversion of this quantity into water.

The proportions above laid down I have taken from the

best authorities ; and 1 believe that the calculations founded

upon them are correct. But even supposing it possible to

adjust either of the above examples to the exact relative

quantities necessary to support Mr. Davy's hypothesis, yet,

instances of the like discrepancy are so numerous and so va-

rious in their particulars, that to attempt to reconcile them

is a hopeless task.

Aqjument tVom But there is another objection, which is more simple and

tson of muriatic'"^''® self-evident, than that above stated. In the case where
acid with metal- the oxides of metals give up their oxigen to combine with the

oxi es.

hidrogen of muriatic acid to form water, as the quantity of

hidrogen in muriatic acid must be definite and limited, the

quantity of this acid required to saturate the diiferent oxides

ought to be in direct and exact proportion to the quantity
of -oxigen which they contain. But this is not the case.

The oxide of potassium contains 13 per cent of oxigen, and

combines with 36 per cent of muriatic acid. The oxide of

sodium contains 22 per cent oxigen, and ought, therefore,

in this proportion to unite with 60 per cent at least of acid.

But 41 per cent will be found to be the utmost limits of il^

uuiou.

It is useless to multiply examples. One such objection^

if founded in fact, would be sufficient at once to overturn

the longest established, and, in other respects, the com-

pletest
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plctcst theory. I will, therefore, trespass no farther on

the limited space of your valuable Journal. By giving a

place in it to the above observations, you will render an im.

portant service to the cause of chemistry ; as they must

cither draw from the ingenuity of Mr. Davy a reconciliation

of the differences, and thus confirm, by undeniable and

irresistible evidence, the justness of his ideas; or they

must inevitably confirm the insufficiency of his ingenious hy-

pothesis. For I am certain, that no one can for an instant

doubt the justness of the principle. upon which they are

founded, viz. that in the case where two compound bodies

are submitted to mutual decomposition, the elements of

these bodies must either be totally absorbed, and (if I may
"be allowed the term) neutraHzed by a fresh combination ;

or they must appear in their own peculiar form, and with

their own distinguishing characters.

I remain, Sir,

Your most obedient servant, and constant reader,

13M oj Jpril, 1811. F. D.

VII.

J)escnption of an ecenomical Process for Evaporation^^ in^

vented by the late Mr. Joseph Montgolfier ; by Messrs*

Desormes cz??d Clement *.

Vy* ONSIDERING the great effect of spontaneous evapo^ Spontaneous

ration, that takes place from the simple contact of air with ^y.^P^ration
ap.

' '^ ^
plied to econo-

huraid substances, or with water itself, Mr. Montgolfier micalpurposrn

imagined, that the same means might be employed for dry-

ing without the assistance of fire a great number of matters,

which are liable to be injured by its application. The
instances of natural salt-pits, and graduation houses, oc-

curred to him, in which evaporation is conducted very «co-

nomically : but the former are adapted only to hot climates,

and the latter depend too much on the state of the at.

mosphere, to be applicable to the principal object he had in

view, the desiccation of alimentary substances ; an opera-

tion of which the object was to preserve them a long time

*
Abridged ftova the Amiales de Chimie, vol. ixxvi, p. 34. .

without
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wUhout aKeration, and without the addition of sugar, saH,
or other matters, which arc expensive, and alter their na-

tural flavour.

Concentration He had formed, in particular, the project of concen-
of must for

trating the must of grapes previous to its fermentation, in
making wine in a x i 7

northern coun- order to convey it at small expense to northern countries^
tries J there to make it into wine bj the addition of a suitable

quantity of water, and then fermenting it. The idea was

grand, and perhaps at some future period will be realized :

but in the mean time the fabrication of grape-sugar is aa

important object for such a process.

This process requiring but a very moderate temperature,

which may be that of the atmosphere alone, will render the

•sirup of grapes exempt from the empyreumatic flavour

commonly found in it, though it does not exist in the fruit:

and probably occasion its use to become more extensive,

thus contributing to the accomplishment of the benevolent

, views of government,
and ofthejuices It is equally applicable to the evaporation of all the

Improvementmi"^^^^
^*^

f''"!!^^^
*"^ would be particularly advantageous to

sugar. that of the "sugar cane, as it would render the raw sugars

much whiter, and more pure than those that usually come to

us so loaded with an uncrystallizable melasses, which gives

them a bad taste.

Other applica- The economy of the process too allows its application to
tionsofu.

every process of evaporation, that does not require a high

temperature. It might be employed in the salt-works in the

east of France, in saltpetre manufactories, &c,

Delieiouscon- Moutgolfier's first trials were made in 1794. He prepared
serves m large conserves of several I'ruits, and among others of apples and

grapes. The -former, which was in large quantity, for be

made above three thousand pounds weight, had so fino a

flavour, that the fruit itself appeared disagreeable in com-

parison to it. He repeated] his experiments at Paris, in

1797, with results equally satisfactory, except that the pro-

ducts were not so good as those afforded by the fruits of

Dauphiny; indeed there seemed to be more difference between

the conserves than between the fruits of the two countries.

The publication of the hydraulic ram *, and its improve-

ments, turned his attention from the present subject, which,

* See Journal, vol. xiv, p. 98.

though
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thongh important, was less interesting, and he thought no

more on the subject. The results, however, are too va-

luable, particularly at the present moment, to be kept

longer secret.

As the air has the property of evaporating water at all Principle ofthe

temperatures, we have only to bring a large quantity into P*^^*^^*^

contact with the wet matter we would dry, or the liquid we

would evaporate, to obtain a great effect in a little time.

If we would obtain thii effect in a small space, which is

the object of almost all manufacturers, we must cause si

great deal of air to pass through this space in a little time by

producing a rapid current. A very simple machine, not

expensive, and well adapted to this purpose, is known by
the name of a centrifugal ventilator*.

Thus in evaporation, without artificial heat, the caloric

necessary for the production of vapour will be that of the

atmospheric air : but it will be the free caloric, and not that

of combination, which combustibles alone can disengage.

To produce the union of the free caloric of the atmosphere

with water, simple contact alone is required; and this con-

tact may be effected by power. Power, therefore, is the

only expense required, to obtain this combination of water

with caloric. It will be shown presently, that tnis is much Advantages;

cheaper than fuel : besides, the former is always at our dis.

posal, while the latter becomes every day more expensive,

in consequence of the consumption of wood and of charcoal.

We have therefore a real adfantage, general and particular,

in the process of evaporating without artificial heat.

Sometimes the atmospheric air is so damp, that it would Heated air may
dissolve but little water, and its being set ia motion would employed^

profit but little. Such cases, however, are very rare; and

we see every day, even during rain, that the wind is drying.*

But to hasten evaporation, and regulate the process, the

air may be heated before it enters the evaporating machine :

it might be passed through a fire of charcoal, if the subject

under evaporation would be injured by smoke; or of aQT<

It is described by Desag\iliers in the Philosophical Transacv

tions for 1735 ; but he does not appear to have assigned the bit

possible dimensions to the machine.

combustible
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combustible ia other cases*. We should thus obbin th'id

same advantage as by employing the atmospheric air at its

proper temperature. With the air heated by the fire cold

air might be mixed, so as to make the temperature of the

mixture 30", 40<', or 50° [86°, 104'', or 122° F.] dt most.

Beyond this we are not certain^ that the juices of fruits

would not be altered : at least Montgolfier stopped at this

point in his experiments,

withateTing Though in this case fuel is employed to transmit to the

of fuel. water the latent heat of the air, there is still a saving of

(Expense. Here the caloric evolved by combustion is well

mixed with the air, which carries oft' almost the whole of

it, and easily parts with it to the water, from the vast sur^

face this presents in the apparatus to be described. Besides,

if the air contained a little free caloric before the combus..

tion, it would still present it to the water as in the evapo-

ration without artificial heat ;
and if it escape at a lower

temperature, than it had when it entered, we may be sure

we have etnployed the fuel to good purpose. In the ordi-

ivary mode of evaporation we are far from enjoying tKese

advantages : the caloric is obliged to traverse substances of

considerable thickness and little surface, to combine with

the water; and the air escapes rapidly from its contact with

the surfaces, and carries with it a considerable quantity of

heat.

Calculations of ^c have here no new idea, but the result of well known
'ihe effect.

truths; the advantages of which have been overlooked.

To form a proper judgment of it, we should know with

Montgolfier, that, in the common state of the air in au-

tumn, a cubic foot of air, by its contact With water, will

evaporate from one to four grains, or at a medium 2^ grs.

We will suppose it only 2 grains, the proportion adopted

by Montgolfier from his experiments in Dauphiny. TO put

the air in motion, like any other body, requires more

power for a greater velocity; and this power is proportional

to the square of the velocity. That Is, If a man by a diay's

labour, as is the fact, can give a velocity of 7] feet [8 feet

Eng.] per second to 8100000 cubic feet [9800000 Kng.],

* The air to be heated should tiot be passed through the ttakcd

fire, but through a tube or tubes heated by the fire. C.

it
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it would require as much power to glye twice the velocity

to one fourth the quantity of air.

This velocity, or that of 16 feel per second to 2450000

cubic feet of air, is well adapted to the present case, as it

does not require too great a power, and the dimensions of

the apparatus will not be inconvenient. We will suppose
A tnan to work at this rate for an hour, then to rest as long,

and after six hours of actual labour to have accomplished

his day's work. Having thus passed over the evaporating

matter ^450000 cubic feet of air, he will have produced an

evaporation of 4900000 grs, or rather more than 100 wine

gallons of water; and, as the pay of a day-labourer at

Paris is only 1 f. 50 cent. [I fid.], such a quantity might be

evaporated at this expense. To evaporate a similar quan-

tity by lire would take about two bushels of coals, which

at Paris would cost from 2s. 6d. to 3s. The labour of a horse

would be rather more expensive than that of a man, and

Would require a larger apparatus to be applied to the best

advantage: but where a larger machine is desirable, a

greater moving power is requisite.
^^•'

Having explained the principles of the process, we shall

J)roceed to describe the apparatus ; observing, that not

merely the dimensions, but the arrangeriient of several of /

its parts may be considerably varied, without detriment to

the effect.

t' Pl. X, %. 1, is a perpendicular section of the machine; Apparatus

ahd fig. 2 is a plan of it in the line A' B'.
described,

A B is 9, handle 15^ inches long, making a circuit bf 49

inches, which a man turns round in a second.

B C is an axis, having at its extremity C a toothed wheel,

taking in a cogwheel D, which has twice as many Cogs as

the wheel has teeth, so that it makes but oiie firm Vhile

the wheel makes two.

The cogwheel D is fixed on an axis D E, which rests hy
a pivot on the support E, and is kept vertical at F by a

brass collar, well fitted to
it, but admitting it to turn with

ease. iiiitlnm x>i

The axis D E carries six or eight wings 4 ^eet 10 inches

long. The ribs of these are of iron, and they are covered

with oilcloth, sor varnished cloth : for they should be both

i^trOng and light.

This
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Apparatus de- This mill turns between two large circular planes, whicli

extend a little beyond the ends of the wings. These planes

form the top and bottom of a kind of drum, the circum-

ference of which is open, except two hoops, one at top,

the other at bottom, about 6 inches broad; and consequent-

ly leaving between them an opening of 371 inches by 7*86,
or 2916 square inches; for I suppose the distance between

the top and bottom of the drum to be 19| inches.

The wings of the yentilator shouid boas broad as possible,

so that they can more without friction.

ThQ top and bottom of the drum are connected of course

by pieces of wood at their circumference, which will di-

minish the opening. This may accordingly be estimated at

2400 square inches only: but this is of little importance

as it is sufficient if it be equal to the inhaling orifice, which

we shall estimate at 1000 square inches.
.

The bottom of the drum has a circular hole, GH, ,at

least 36 inches in diameter. The free surface of this should

be 1000 square inches.

To this is fitted a cylindrical tube, I K, of the same diame-

ter, and descending perpendicularly about 40 inches. It

is supported so as not to rest on the lower part of the

apparatus.

LM is a lid for the square box NOPQ. It is perfo-

rated with a hole corresponding to the tube I K, and from

this hole rises the end of a cylinder similar to that above^
which fits exactly. Paper is to be pasted over t^jU j^i^r
that no air may escape.

The box N O P Q is a rectangular prism, 8 feet 2 inches

square, by 5 feet 9 inches high, in which are placed twigs of

birch, without bark, and very clean, in regular beds, crossing

each other alternately, and leaving more open space at bot-

tom than at top. On this heap is dispersed the liquid to ba

evaporated, which enters by small holes in the lid, so as to

be distributed as equally as possible amongst the twigs.

Between the twigs and the lid a space should be left free

in the middle at least a foot high, not to check the passage

of the air. The twigs also should not be too close, but

placed so that no horizontal section should contain less thaa

3000 square inches nearly.
The
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The bottom of the box is a wooden grating, the bars of Apparatus de-

which are Tery open ; and about three feet beneath it is a**^'^^'^*^

vessel to receive the concentrated fluid. There it will

receive the first impression, of the open air, and be still

more concentrated.

In the case we have noticed, when the air is not suffl,

ciently drying, it maybe heated bypassing it through a

furnace, the chimney of which widens to at least 1000 square

inches; and takes in fresh air by sufficient openings for the

purpose. This pipe should be divided into four others of

250 square inches each, communicating with the openings
at the bottom of the four sides of the box.

After the description here given, it is obvious, that the

ventilator, turned by tlie raau, throws the air from be-

tween its wings to the circumference, and draws in fresh aic

at its centre, which air traverses the whole heap of twigs,

and consequently the fluid. If this be not sufficiently con-

centrated in one descent, it may be pumped up again, and

fiuft'ered to fall as often as is necessary. ..^

•

Montgolfier attempted to do without the twigs, by form-

ing small jets of fluid in the box, the height of which he in-

creased : but this mode is not. economical with regard to ex-

pense of power. They n>igU,t be dispensed with, however,

by adopting the following contrivance. In the lower vessel,

that receives the fluid, place a wooden roller, turning on

its axis. At the top of the box, which in this case should

be long and narrow instead of square, place a similar roller,

with a winch affixed to it without. Over these two rollers

pass an endless band of cloth, and this, on turning the

winch, will raise the fluid, and expose it to the air on an

extensive surface.

SCIEJ^TIFIC NEW^.

Wernerian Naturflf History Society*

PiJT the meeting of this society, on the 16th of February, Valley of Pent-

Professor Jameson read a minerealoerical description of the ^^nd, near
'

'.' U, - ^^ % , r^ ,. Edinburgh.
romantic and interesting valley of rentland, near bdm-

bivgh.
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Other commu-
nications.

Culture of Je-

rusalem arti-

chokes.

Prize for flax-

spinning ma-
chine.

Grape sugar.

bUrgh. After describing the magnitude and diredtioti of flue

alley, and the shape and height of the monntaius sur-

rounding it, the Professor stated as a probable conjecture^
that it Mvk^ formed by a lake, which had emptied itself by a

lateral valley that traverses its south side. He next enu*.

merated ^nd described the various rocks of which it is com-

posed, and gave a full detail of their geognostic relations*

Four sets Of tocks Were described as occurring in this val-

ley; transition rocks, as sandstone and conglomerate

rocks,
—rocks of trap-tuff,

—wacke,—amygdaloid, &c. ;

and rocks of the clay-stone series, as clay-stone, porphy-

roid, com pact- feklspar, &c.

A^ the meeting on the 9th of March, the Secretary read

communications from Dr. Thomas Thomson, c^ontaining an

atralysis 6f th6^ni.'oVfe- from Greenland; from Dr. Edmonds

ston, Shetland, on the larus glaucus ;
and from Dr. Brarclay,

x)n the structure of the cells of bees and wasps.

The Free Society of Arts of the Department of the Sarthe,

•has "offered prices for those who shall have cultivated with

most success Jerusalem artichokes, and mangel wurzel, not

less than an acre of each. It is observed that the Jerusalem

artichoke is particularly advantageous as winter food for

Merino sheep, which are exceedingly fond of them. They
are best given in the proportion of two pounds with one of

dry fodder. A field, that would produce but 1600 i-ations

of lucerhe, will yield 5000 rations of Jerusalem artichokes.

The stalks are good fuel^ or when green may be givcfn to

trattfc. CoWs, hogs, afnd horses, cat the root as well as

*ihee^. The plan% is liable to no injury from drought in

summer, or frost in winter; and no insect or disease has

been found to check its vegetation.

In May last the Emperor Napoleon published a decTCP,

dated from Bois-le-Duc, in which he offers a prize of one

million of francs [.^41666] to the inventor of the best ma-,

chine for spinning flax. The prize is offered without any
restriction in regard to time, or to the country of the

inventor.

Mr. Proust having extracted from the sirup <of grapes a

concrete sugar; and Mr. Fouques having found tneans of

whitening it, and giving it the colour and consistency,

though
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though not the sparkling appearance [le hrtllant] of sugar

from the cane; a reward of 100000 francs, [^4166] has

been bestowed on the former, and 400Q0 francs, [^ 1€|66]

on the latter. The sweetness of this sugar, however, is

much inferior to that from the cane, as in this respect one

pound of the latter is equivalent to at least 2\, of grapo

sugar.

At a meeting of the Italian Academy, in January, 1810, Congreve's

Mr. Hess, of Zurich, read an account of a method of pre-

venting the etiects of Congreve's rockets.

In 1795, wolfram, which commonly accompanies yeins ^'" ™^"^^ ^^^s'

- ,. ,. , . 1^ o T 1 . ,
covered in

ot tin, was discovered m b ranee, near St. Leonard, m the France.

department of the Upper Vienae, and some search was \\\

consequence made for tin, but without success. Lately,

however, farther search has- been made by Mr. de Cressac,
mine engineer, and he has found tin in the state of oxide,

and characterised by its peculiar crystallization. Mr. Des,

cotils has analysed it, and obtained from it very pure
tin. The vein was found to be more rich, in proportion as

it was traced to a greater depth, and it is expected may be

worked with advantage.

Mr. Hedenstroem, in the Russian service, discovered in New land is-

tfce summer of 1809 a land in the Frozen Ocean, to which
'^**^^'* *

he gave the name of New Siberia. The part he explored hfi

has called the coast of St. Nicholas. His observations will

be found interesting to the Natural Historian, as well as to

the Geographeri»»<iU;tart . ;

Palmaro I i has succeeded in removing the Interment of Fresco paintiag

Christ, by Daniel de Volterra, from the wall of the church
t'^^'^^f^^ed ta

of the Trinity on the Mount at Rome, on which it was

painted in fresco ; and transferriog it to canvas, to be cod.

veyed to Paris. mM' '>•

The dried leaves of the cherry-tree arc now employed by Subjtituu for

the Norwegians as a substitute for tobacco,
tobacco.

Mr. Curaudau procures phosphorus by mixing one^hun- Preparations of

dred parts of calcined bones, thirty of potash, twenty of ^^'^^^^°'^"'^*

sulphur, and fifteen of vegetable charcoal, and distilling

the mixture in a stone retort by a strong heat. The

phosphorus that comes over commonly contains a little

sulphur, but it is not th^ less fit for the fabrication

of
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of phosphoric matches, which require a mixture of thisf

substance.

Improvement A musician of Arallon, in France, professes to have

wmdinsuu- discovered a method of givini? to all kinds of wind instru-

ments, ments made of wood that improved tone, which they gene- .

rally acquire only after having been used f )r a considerable

time, and which is afterward liable to be impaired. It im-

parts to a new instrument all the perfection of one that has

been ten years in use, and renders it permanent.
Soles of shoes A Frenchman, who professes to make screws superior in
fastened by ,. , ^ ^r^ , ,

screws. quality to the best of English manufacture, recommends

them strongly for fastening the soles of boots and shoes.

He says they occasion a saving of three fourths, from the

great durability of the shoes thus made ; and that they do

not make a noise like nails, as their heads imbed themselves

in the leather.

Treatise of ma- A Complete course of pure Mathematics, for the use of
tiemaucs.

^^^ pupils of the Normal and Polytechnic Schools, has been

published at Paris, by Professor L. B. Fraucoeur, in two

volumes. Its method is much commended.

Meteorological Professor Vassalli Eandi commenced, in 1809, a meteoro-

logical Journal, under the title of Annals of the Observa-

tory of the Academy of Turin, with statistical notes rela-

tive to Agriculture and Physic. It appears to embrace much

information from its plan, which is as follows : I. The days

of the month, the moon's age, daily declination, phases,

apogee, and perigee ; height of the barometer, and of two

: thermometers, one facing the south, the other the north, at

sun-rise, noon, and sun-set. 2. Observations on the ane-

moscope, anemometer, hygrometer, hydrometer, and atmi-

dometer, at the same hours. 3. State of the atmosphere at

the same periods. 4. Summary of the meteorological ob-

servations for each month, with the extraordinary pheno-

mena, if any occur. 5. Comparison of these observations

with meteorological sayings, both general and relating to

the state of the moon. 6. Natural epochs, namely, the

appearance of birds of passage and insects, and rural obser-

vations relative to the operations of agriculture, the flower-

ing of plants, the harvesting of different crops, thedevasta*

tious of insects, and the congress and births of domestii;

animklSj^
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animals. 7. A Comparison of these with agricultural

sayings, and the physical grounds of these sayings. 8.

Marriages and births. 9. Diseases and deaths, 10. Diseases

and deaths of domestic animals. 11. Price currents of dif-

ferent articles, with the reasons of variations in their price.

To these it is the editor's intention to add, 1. Observationg

of the electrometer, magnetic needle, diaphanometer, cya-

noraeter, photometer, and eudiometer. 2. A comparison

of the meteorological aphorisms of Toaldo, Lamarck, and

others, with the observations made. 3. Proceedings of the

most skilful and active farmers for every month in moun.

tainous districts, and in plains.. 4. Bee journal. 5. Re>

marks on the daily bill of mortality, and the age and con-

dition of the deceased, particularly with regard to sudden

deaths, and the character of epidemic or dangerous _

diseases. 6. Observations similar to those made at Turin,

carefully registered in the other departments of the 27th

military division. 7. A comparison of these with similar

observations in the departments of Montblauc and the

Maritime Alps, in the 28th military division. 8. Various

other observations, calculated to enlarge the boundaries

of science. 9. Astronomical observations, as soon as the

observatory is furnished with the requisite instruments.

Mr. dc Clairviile has published a second volume of his Entomology of

Entoraologie Helvetique, the first of which appeared in Switzerland.

1798.

The Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Memoirs of

Munich for 1808 contain several papers on botany, and ''^^

^^y^^lj^*^'

some on comparative anatomy. Mr. Petzl has found the nich.

Bolognian spar in som# marie pits near Amberg. He has

also described a calcareous carbonate, lying under a thin

coat of vegetable mould aear Erding, in Bavaria, and

there called alm^ or alben, which destroys the fertility of

the soil for some years, if it be turned up by too deep

ploughing. According to him it is a calcareous tufa in a

state of efflorescence, and should rank between chalk and

bergmehl. We should suspect, from the experiments of

Mr. Tennant on our limestones, that it contains magnesia.
Some observations on direction and inclination of the

strata in the primitive mountains of Norway and Sweden,

hy Mr. J. F. L. Haussmaao, tend to confirm the theory of

Mr.
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Mr. Ton Humboldt. Dr. C. ^. Bucholz, having attempfe4
to analyse a sulphate of zinc containing copper in thp

mode proposed by Mr. Vauquclin, has proved its instifli-

eiency. He immersed a slip of zinc in a solution o^ the

sulphate, and found, that the zinc, instead of precipita-

ting metallic copper, acquired a blackish coating, ivhich,

when separated, dried with blotting pi|.per, and rubbed with

an agate burnisher, had the colour and brightness of brass-

Defence of for- A treatise on the Defense of fortified Places, composed
aces.

^^ order of the Emperor, for the Instruction of the Pupils

of the Corps of Engineers, by Mr. Carnot, is a work of

considerable importance in the military art. In an ap-

pendix he strongly recommends to the besieged, to fire

howitzefs loaded with grapeshot, or musket balls, at an

elevation of 45°, when the enemy have made their ap-

proaches within a certain distance. They may thus lire

from behind the ramparts, without being exposed; and

their shot will do more execution, not being stopped by
the cncm)^'s works. This is now made a part of the

French artillery exercise.

New Encyclo- Jjj the beginning of last year was announced at Paris a
^^***

prospectus of an " Instructive Collection of all the theore-

tical and practical Truths hitherto discovered in Natural

History, Physics, Chemistry^ Medicine, Surgery, Agri-

culture, Arts and Trades, and Domestic Economy, sub-

jected to fresh Examinations, verified by new Observations,

and {Jonfirmcd by new Experiments." The work is to be

illustrated by upward of a hundred and fifty thousand

plates, many of them coloured, representing accurately all

the mineral substances that can be delineated, all known

plants and animals, all the machines, inventions, instru-

ments, and tools hitherto, contrived, in France or othe^:

countries, with portraits of persons who have distinguished

themselves in the arts or sciences. It is to be the joint work

of a great number of literary men and artists of the various

parts of Europe; and is to be composed ia four separate

languages, French, English, Italian, and German, by new

methods, the object of which is to render its execution

equally prompt and perfect, and to enable persons of the

smallest fortunes to procure this useful collection at a

trifling expense.
INDEX.
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INDEX.
A. B. on the Nature of Water, 153

Acid, carbonic, its action on urine, 132

—Sometimes useful in calculous

complaints, 132

Acids, mucous, comparative examina-

tion of, 14

Aqid, muriatic, elements of, 31—See

the next article—^Its affinity to different

bodies, 369

Acid, oximuriatic, its nature and com-

binations, 31, 369—Observations and

experiments on, 132, 294—Forma-

tion of, 194, 297—Mr. Davy's opi-

nions important, 133, 194—Facts
considered as most favourable by Mr.

Davy, not conclusive, 133 305—

Question, whethef ^Vater be essen-

tial to the constitution of muriatic

acid gas? 138, 198, S08—Proof of

the existence of oxigen in oximu-

riatic acid not easily obtained, 141—
Evidence that it does so exist, 148—
A source of ambiguity answered, 142

•—Carbonic oxide and oximuriatic acid

gasses not changed by the electric

spark, though they are by standing

together, 143—The ambiguity ac-

counted for by the common tlieory,

but not by Mr. Davy's, 145—Source
of Mr. Davy's mistake, 295—Sin-

gular phenomenon attending the ex-

periments, 150, 309—General ob-

servations, 151—Defence of Mr.

Davy's theory, 193—Examination of

^Ir. Murray'*s experiments, 199, 304

—Review of Mr. Dahon's opinion,

205—5'ce Metalloids ;
and page 310

Agents, chemical, classification of, 59

—Advantages of this plan, 62

Air-pump, a cheap and simple con-

struction of one, 249

Airthrey, gray copper ore of, described,

27—Analysis of, 28—Component
parts,30—The analysis compared with

several analyses of Klaproth, 30.

Alkalis, earths, and metallic bases,

Vol. XXVIJl.

source of the properties that distill*

guish them, 248

Alkalis, their action on common resiJis,

S4G

Alkaline metalloids, see Metalloids

Ammoniacum, gum, analy.sis of, 347—
Properties of the gum, 348

j
of tha

resin, 349—Component parts, 350

Amphibole of Cape de Gattes, described,

75—Compared with struhlstein, 7^6 ^

—Component parts of each, 77

Analysis of a black sand from the ilvei'

Don, 19—^25—Of a gray copper ore

from Airthrey, 27—Of the amphi-
bole of Cape de Gattes, 75—Of fluor

spar, 157—Of a soil containing free

muriatic acid, and muriate of soda,

lime, alumine, magnesia, and man-

gariese, 180--.Of a new specieS of

urinary calculus, 222-^Of gum re-

sins, 228, 344—Of gamboge, 228—
Of euph^rbium, 232—Of myrrli,

234—Of olibanum, 344—Of. gum-
ammonidcum, 347

Animals, luminous, genera of, 41—
description of the organs for pro-

ducing light, ibid—The fire fly, ibid

—The glow-worm, 42, 48—The
springing beetle, 43—The lantern

fly, and pausus spherocerus, 44—
The light not regulated by any visi-

ble mechanism, but by some change
in the luminous matter, unconnected

with nervous energy, 45—In other

animals than the above, the luminous

matter is fluid, 45-^Theories of ani-

mal light, 47—Experiments, 48—«.

General deductions, 50—Spallanza-

ni^s experiments contrary to his

theory, 51—Conclusions, 52—-The
luminous appearance of the sea pro-

duced by these animals, 33
" Annals of the Observatory of the

Academy at Turin,'' a new publica*

tion, containing an extensive mete-

orol( gical table, &c. 382,

Arborizations, metallic, how far infiu-

C c encel
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enced by galvanism, 112—Objec-
tions obviated, 123

Arran, memoir of the geognosy of, 317

Autographs, hints on the method of

printing from, 56

B.

Barberry, observations on the Irritabi-

lity of the fruit so called, 314

Bases, metallic, yet unknown, 247

BerthoUet, M. on the combination of

oxigen with metal, 184—Examina-
tion of his hypothesis, 184, 241

Bolognian Spar, 583

Bostock, Dr. J. on Mr. Dalton's prin-

ciple of combination, 230

Botany, difficulties of establishing a

natural method of, 98—Requisites,

and possibility of discovering, 99—
Jussieu's method erroneous, 100—
See Plants, Trees, and Flowers.

Bowditch, Mr. N. his account and esti-

mate of the height, direction, velo-

city, and magnitude of the meteor

that exploded over Weston, in Con-

necticut, December 1807; with me-

thods of calculating observations

made on such bodies, 89, 206

Braconnot, Mr. his comparative ana-

lysis of gum resins, 228, 344

Brande, VV. T. Esq. on the effects of

magnesia in preventing an increased

formation of uric acid j with some

remarks on the composition of urine,

125

Brewster, Dr. on the properties of the

lever, 78

Brinkley, Rev. Dr. J. on the annual

parallax of the star a lyros, 317

Bucholz, M. 186, 188,334

C.

Calculous complaints, avoided by pre-

venting the formation of uric acid,

for which purpose magnesia is pecu-

liarly adapted, 125

Calcului, urinary, new species of, 222

.—Analysis o(, ^2ci

Capillary action, objections to M. La-

place's theory of, 155

Carbon and iiidrogen, compounds of,

321—.See Gaspous Compounds
Cai'bonic acid, see Acid

Carnot, M. on the defence of fortified

places, 384

Carradori on the power of glow-worms
to moderate or extinguish their light,

45, 47, 51

Cavallo, Mr. on electric positive and

negative properties, 4

Cavendish, Mr. 194

Centrifugal motion, a query respecting,

254

Chalk, experiment of its action on

urine, 131

Chemical agents, see Agents
Chemical terms and phrases, inquiry

into their meaning and definition, 81

Clairville's *< Entomology of Switzer-

land,'^ 383

Clennell, Mr. his ** New Agricultural

and Commercial Magazine," &c.

Prospectus of, 78

Clement, M. his description of an

economical process for evaporation,

invented by the late Mr. J. Montgol-

fier, 373

Combination of bodies, inquiry into

th6 theory of, as laid down by Mr.

Dalton, 280—The facts do not bear

out the hypothesis, 290

Compound, a new oleaginous, from the

union of benzoic acid with camphor,

336 — Experunents,' 337— 342—
Theory of the formation of the com-

pound, 343

Copper ore from Airthrey, 27

Corollas of flowers dissected, and the

source of their colours described, 171

Cotte, M. on the diminution of dilata-

bility of sjiirit of wine thermometers,

75

Cumberland, G. Esq. on various modes

of printing from autographs, 56

Curaudau, M. his method of preparing

phospliorus, 381

Palton,
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D.

Palton, Mr. bis chemical theory exa-

mined, particularly
as to what relates

to potassium
and sodium, C7—Mr.

D's reply, 157—Animadversions on

his letter, 219—Examination of his

hypothesis
of the manner in which

bodies combine with each other, 280

—Remarks on the terms employed
'

in his treatise, 281—His chemical

synthesis,
282—Objections to his

doctrine, 283

^ Letter of inquiry from, on the

meaning of the term pariicie,
and

some other words and phrases used

in modern chemistry, 81—Answered

'239 . .

^ on the nature of oximunatic

acid, 205.
_

Parso, M. on the oxides of iron,

and their increased weight by the

action of fire, 188

Pavy, H. E q- conclusion of his re-

searches on the oximuriatic acid, its

nature and combinations; and on

the elements of the muriatic acid ;

with some experiments
on sulphur

and phosphorus,
'31-Remarks on

his theory of the nature of muriatic

ana oximuriatic ^acids,
152—Re-

ply,193-r-Farther
observations, 369—

His method of obtaining sodium and

poussium compared with the process

recommended by Mr. Dalton, 69,

219 3(j2--Unceriainties
in his calcu-

lation, 243—His theory of oximu-

riatic acid applied to the hyperoxi-

muriateof potash,
310

Desormes, M- his description of an

economical process
for evaporation,

invented by the late Mr. J. Monf

aolfier, 373

pe Luc, J. A. Esq. his experiments
'

concerning the electric machine;

showing the electric effects of friction

l>etween bodies, 1-S'ee Electricity-

Singular instance of connection be-

. wee^ the acUon of his elecuic co-

lumn and the state ofthe atmosphere,

293

Don, river, analysis of a black sand

found on its shores, 19—See Sand

Drosera, British Species of, not well as-

certained, 105—Doubts of Linnajus,

Scopoli, and Haller, whether it were

a species or a variety, 103—Descrip-
tion of the plant and flower, 106—

Specific characters, 107'

Dumeril, M. on the mechanism of re-

spiration in fishes, 350

E.

Edinburgh Royal Society, 77, 238

Electricity—Invention of the electric

machine, 1—Two kinds of electii-

city, 2—This doctrine erroneous, 12

—Dr. Franklin's theory, 2—Objec-

tions removed by Volta, e7>.—Experi-

ments on the effects of friction, 3, 7

—Conductors and nonconductors, 3

—Mr. Cavallo on negative and posi-

tive properties
in different bodies, 4

—Description of Mr. De Luc's ap-

paratus for proving the similarity be-

tween the electric machine and pile,

5—Experiments, 7—Small quantity

of the electric fluid acting in the pile,

7—Proofs that only one fluid circu-

lates, S—Effets of amalgam on com-

mon rubbers, i6.—General effect of

friction exemplified with two pieces

of ribband, and with glass, 9—Fric-

tion between glass and sealing-wax,

lO'-Between glass and India rubber,

and brass and sealing-wax, 11—Dis-

tinction of electrics per se improper,

11—Friction between seaUng-'wax

and India rubber, 12—Proof of a

I body becoming positive or negative,

, le—Friction disturbs the equilibrium

©f the electric fluid, and then be-

comes manifest, ii.—Kemarkable in-

stance of coincidence between the

state of the atmosphere and the

action of Mr. De Luc's electric co-

Umn, 293

Cq% Electricity,
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Electricity, lectures ©n the history and

practice of, 159, 319

Elephants, mechanisnj of their organs

respiration, 359

Entomology of Switzerland, 383

Evaporation, spontanequs, applied to

economical purposes, 372—rPrinciple
?ind advantages of the process, 375—
Description of the apparatus, 377

Euphorbium, analysis of, 232—Malate
of lime, which it contains in abund-

ance, formerly mistaken for gum,
233—Component parts of euphcr-

biui;n, 234

F.

-F. D. on the production of hyperoxi-
rauriate of potash, considered with

respect to 'Mr. Davy's ideas of the
- nature of oxirauviatic acid, 010—On

the affinity of muriatic acid for dif-

' ferent bodies, considered With regard
to Mr. Davy's ideas' gf its nature, -309

vfishes, respiration of, its mechanism
similar to that of some reptile-, 350

•—Examination of the respiratory ap-

paratus in fishes, 354—Peculiarities

in fishes that frequently lie at the

fcottom of the water, 356; and in

those that adhere to others, or to so-

lid bodies, with their mouths, 357—
Fishes that habitually live in mud,
and those that can live some time

out of water, 358—Connection be-

tween the mechanism of respiration

and deglutition not extraordinary, 359

Flaugergues, M. on the diminution of

dilatability of spirit of wine ihermo-

meterK, 73—Correction of his state-

ment, 75

Flax, prize for the invention of a ma-

chine for 8;nnntng^ in France, 380

Flowers acquirt their beautiful lints by
the same meaus that paint the rain-

bow, 170—Dissections of, 17i«*-6ce

Plants, aud Trees

Fluate of lime, see Spar

Fluor spar, see Spar

Ftifster, Thomas^ Esq comnaunication

from, on the effect of changes in the
state of the atmosphere on Mr. Do
Luc's electiic column, 293

Fctrtification, treatise on, 384

Fougues, M. prize conferred on him for

whitening grape sugar, 380

Faurcroy, M, on the proportion of oxi-

gen contained in oxides of iron, 187

Francceur, Professor, his "
Contpletcf

Coufse of pure Mathematics,'* notice

of, .382

Franklin, Dr. remarks on his theory of

electricity, 2

Fresco painting transferred to canrass,

'381

Friction, electrical eftects of, 3—13

Frogs, their method of respiration, 351

G.

Galvanism, its influence in metallic ar-

borizations, 1,12—Objections to the

theory removed, 123

Gamboge, analysis of, 228—Component
l^arts,

231

GaSj see Gaseous Compounds
Gaseous compounds of hidrogen and

carbon, 321—Their differences de-

fend on thg presence of oil and car-

bonic acid, 322—Examination of gas
from stagnant water, 3?2—Its pro-

perties, 323, 324--Experimcnts on,
325

'"
'

Gay-Lussac, and Thenard, Messrs. on

the gas evolved from potassium acted,

ypon by sulphur, 32—On the me-

tallization of the alkalis, 245, 362

Geognosy of Arran, 318

Geological society, notice of the publi-

cation of its transactions, 239

Glow-worm, &c. see Animals, luminotis.

Gouty concretioas, 225

Gowar, F. R. Esq. on a new compound

resulting from the union of benzoic

acid with camphor, 336.

Grafting trees, 103

Grape sugar, prize bestowed on M.
Proust for extracting, 380

Gravity, specific, its cause, 293.

Gregor, Rev. W. on the analysis ofa soil

Q foun4
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.
fotmd in CornTvall, containing free

muriatic acid, and muriates of soda,

lime, alumihe, magnesia, and manga-
nese, 180.

'

Grotfhuss, M. on the influence of gal-
vanic

electricity in metallic arboriza-

tions, 112

Gum resins, analysis of, 228, 3^4
Guyton, M. on the increase4 weight ob-

tained by iron, on being exposed to

the action of the air and heat, 188

H.

Hall, Marshall, Esq. on the classifica-

tion of chemical agents, 59

IJardy, C. Le, Esq. on the culture of

parsneps, and their
utility in feeding

cattle, 37

Hassenfratz, M. on the oxides of iron,
and their nature, 184, '266

Haussmann, M. on the strata ofthe pri-
mitive mountains of Norway and

Sweden, 384

Hidrogen gas, carburetted, 3nd oxi-

carburetted, experiments on, S21.
See Gaseous compounds

Hornblende among the volcanic pro-
ducts of Cape de Gattes described and

analyzed, 75

Humboldt, M. his theory of strata, con-
firmed by the appearance of those in

the primitive mountains of Norway
and Svieden, 384

Hume, Mr. on military rockets, and his

claims to priority of suggestion rela-

tive to their improvement, -€3.—
Replied to, 161

I.

|bbetson, Mrs. on Jussieu's method of

botany, 98—On grafts, 103—On the

corollas of flowers, with various dis-

sections to discover the source of their

tints, 170—On the interior of plants,
254 »•:

Iceland, hot springsand mineralogy of,78

'inqum<;s concerning some chemical

terms and phrases, 81

Iron oxides, chemical Importance of a

Icnowledge of, and different opinions

fcspecting, 184—Principal methods

employed for obtalninoj oxiHes of irott,

187—Experimentr, 138, 266—Gene-
ral conclusions respecting the propor-
tions of oxigen and trort contained in

the different oxides, 272—Diiferenoe

between the native oxides of Aost

and Elba, 274
J.

Jameson, Professor, on the mineralogy
of the Valley of Pentland, 379

Jerusalem artichokes, prize for the cul-

ture of, as food for Merino sheep, 380
Jussieu's botannical method, a mistaka

in, 101

Justus on the nature of the new metal^
potassium and sodium, in answer to

Mr. Dalton, 67—Reply to, by Mr.
D. 157—His answer and further re-

marks, 219
K.

Klaproth, M. his analysis of gray cop-
per ore, compared with the analysis
of the ore of Airthrey, 30

Knight, Thomas, Esq. on
capillary ac •

tion, with remarks on, and objections

to, Laplace's theory, 155—on the parts
of treesprimariiy impaired by age, 275

L.

Lands newly discovered in the Frozea

Ocean, 381

Laugier, M. Ofj the analysis of the am-

phibole of Cape de Gattes, in the

kingdom of Granada, 75—His com-

parative examination of the mucous
acid formed by the action of nitric

acid on gums, and on sugar of milk, 14

Lavoisier, M. on the power of heat to

increa.se the weight of iron, 188

Lectures on the history and practice of

electricity, 159

Lizards, respiration of, S61

L. O. C. on a cheap and simple con-

struction of an air pump, 249—On
centrifugal motion, 264

Lime, its action on urine, 1S1«—fluate

of, see Spar

Luc, De, He De Luc

Luminous appearance of the sea, how
produced, 53—(See Animals

Lyall,
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Lyall, R. Esq. on the British species of

drosera, 10!)—On the expansion and

closing of the passion-flower, 109—A
query, have plants volition? 112—On
llie irritabiUty of the barberry, 314

M.

Macartney, J. Esq. on Inminous animals,
concluded 41—See Animals

Mackenzie, SirG. communication from,
relative to the hot springs of Iceland,

•

*c. 78

Magnesia a preventive of the forma-

tion of uric acid, c(^nsequently adapted
to remove calculous complaints, 125

Mathematics, recent publication of a

complete course of, 382

Medical lectures for the spring, 159

Metallic arborization, 1 12

IMetallic bases, see Bases, and Alkalis

Metalloids, alkaline, observations and

experiments on, 241, 359—Berthol-

let*:i remarks on water in potash, not

to be expelled by heat, apparently

incompatible with the theory of the

decomposition of potash by galvanism,

£41—Mr. Davy's calculation of the

dryness of potash formed from potas •

«ium, liable to uncertainties, 243—

Comparison of the neutralizing powers
of fused potash, and potash from po-

tassium, 244, 365—Hypotheses v>f

C^y-LusSac, Thenard, Mr. Dalton,
"

"^r. I^av'y, and Mr. Murray, review-

ed, 245, 362.—Arguments in favour

of Mr. Murray's hypothesis, 24G—
No" reason why hidrogen should de-

'

stfoy fhetallic properties, if it be not

itself a'meta!, 247—Metallit bases

of the alkalis yet unknown to us,

247—No proofs that hidrogen is the

general metallic principle, 247—So-

hibility in water of the alkalis
^"

considered' as oxides, 247—Source of

the properties that distinguish the al-

'

ta'ti?,' dearths, and metallic oxides, .

248—See Acid.
'

Meteor seen in Connecticut, in Decem-
^' W, M'8t57, account of, 89, 206—

Methods of determining the place of

a meteor, 90—Calculations from the
several accounts, 211—Course and

height of the meteor, with the space

passed over by it, and its velocity,
216—Its magnitude, 217—Quantity
of its contents, 218—Did not appear
to fall to the Earth, 218

Meteorological Journal for December,
80—^January, 160—February, 240—
March 320

Meteorological table, on an enlarged

scale, kept at Turin, 382

Merther, peculiar soil found in the pa-
rish of, analysed, 180

Military rockets, see Rockets

Mineralogy of Iceland, 78—Of the Val-

ley of Pentlaud, neiu Edinburgh, 376

Montgolfier's invention of an economical

process for evaporation, 273

Munich, memoirs of the Royal Aca-

demy at, 383

Murray, J, Esq, on the nature of oxi*

muriatic acid, and its relation to

muriatic acid, 132—Replied to by-

Mr. Davy, 193—Mr. M.'s answer,
294—On the alkaline metalloids,

with experiments, 241—Arguments
in favour of his hypothesis, 246, 359

Myrrh, analysis of, 234—Properties of

its gum, 235—Its resin, ,56—Prin-

cipal characteristics, 237

O.

Olibanum, analysis of, 344—^Properties
of the gum, 345

;
of the resin, 346

Oleaginous compound, see Compound
Olefiant gas, its description, 328—

Formation, 329—Specific gravity,

329—Properties, 330—Results of ex-

periments on, 331—Compositipn, 332

Oxides of iron, see Iron

Oximuriatic acid, see Acid

P.

Palmaroli, M. his success in transferring

fresco paintings to canvas, 381

Parallax, annual, of the star a lyres,

with observations on Dr. Bradley'j|

formula for refraction 317

Parsneps, culture of, in Jersey, forfeedt

in^ cattle, 37—Soil and mode of cijl-r

i
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ture with beansj 38—An excellent

fallow for wheat, 39—Method of

keeping, 39—Injurious to horses,

though the animal is fond of them,

39—Good for horned .cattle, milch

cows, and hogs, but improper food for

breeding sows, 40

Particle, a term used in chemistry. Dis-

sertation on its meaning, 81—Ex-

plained, 2^9

Passion Flower, remarks on the expan-
sion and closing of, 109—Mode of

connection between the anthers and

filaments. 111—Impregnation, 112

Peart, Dr. his objections against the

electrical theory of Dr. Franklin, 2

Petzl, M. on the Bolognian spar, 383

PhiIochemicu8,answer to his proposition

respecting galvanic troughs, and his

definition of the word particle^ 239

Plilogistic hypothesis of Mr. Cavendish,

adequate to explain ail chemical phe-

nomena, 194, 196

Phosphorus and sulphur, experimental

researches on, 31

'

Preparations of, 381

Plants, query respecting : Have they

Tolition ? 112-Their interior struc-

ture, 254—The line of life essential

to the vitality of every part of a plant,

256—Obstructions, 258—Annual for-

mation of wood, 262—Formation of

the leaf and flower buds, 262— 5e*

Flowers and Trees

Potash, its operation on urine, 130—•

Hyperoximuriate of, the production

of, 310—Difficulties attending the

theory, 311

Potassium, its action on sulphur, 31

Potassium and sodium, remarks on, in

answer to Mr. Dal ton, with observa-

tions on his theory of chemistry,

67—Mr. D.'s reply, 157—Farther

observations, 219

Printing from autographs advantageous

to men of letters, with the best me-

thods of performance, 56

Proust, M, on the cqiubination of oxi-

geii with metals, 185—Prire otrtained

by him for the extractioh of gr».)*

SMgar, 381

Q.

Quartz perhaps older than granite, 3lS

R.

Razoumouski, Comte Dc, on the lumi-

nous spots of the glow worm, 43

Rcade, Dr. J. Notice of his treatise on

the diseases of the eye, 79

Respiration, mechanlsrn of, 350

Rockats, milita.-y, claims to the inven-

tion of, 63, 161—Used many year*

ago in the' Indian wars, 63—Theory
of their motion in nonresisting and

resisting mediums, 1G2—Proposition
to determine the path of a rocket near

the Earth's surface, 162—To find the

velocity of a rocket in the curve,

164—To find the ho»izontal range of

a rocket, 165—To find the height to

which a rocket will rise perpendicu-

larly, 166—Scholium, 169

Royal Society at Edinburgh, 238

S.

Sand, black, on the banks of the Don,

description of, 19—Consists of iron-

sand, and iserine, I'O— Description and

analysis of the iron-sand, 20—Obser-

vations on the contents, 23—Com-

ponent parts, 24—Description and

analysis of the iserine, 25—Results,

26—Componeat parts, 27

Schaeffer's experiments to prove that

iron is increased in weight by ex-

posure to the air and heat, 188

Scientific news, 77, 159, 238, 317, 379

Sea, its luminous appearance, occasion-

ed by animalculae, 53

Shoes fastened with screws, 38i

Singer, Mr. his electrical le«jtures, 159,

319 .

'

Soda,its effects on the urinary organs,!29

Spar, Bolognian, 383

Sodium, Remarks on tU^ nature of, 68,

157, 219

SoU
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Soil, a peculm, analysed, containing

free muriatic acid and muriates of

«oda, lime, aUnnine, magnesia, and

manganese, 1$0

Spallanzani's experiments on luminous

animals, 46—Observations on them,

51

Spar, Fluor, or fluate of lime, no ac-

curate analysis of yet published,

137—«Experiments on, 158—Jiesults

159

Stone in the bladder, new species of,

222—Analytical examination of, 223

Strata in the mountains of Norway and

Sweden, observations on, confirming

the theory of M. Von Humboldt, 58.4

Sugar of grapes, how far improved in

France, 080

Sulphur and phosphorusj different re-

salts of experiments on, 31

T.

Tadpole state of reptiles, 552

^Thenard, M. on the oxides of iron

and the methods of producing them,

186—Remarks on his theory of the

Kietallization of the alkalis, 245

Thermometer, spirit, diminution of di-

latabUity of, 73

Thomson, Dr. Thomas, his analysis of

two new metals from Greenland, one

containing a new metallic oxide
,
the

other soda and muria.tic acid, 78—
His analysis of fiuor spar, 157

Tin mines in France, discovered, 381

Tobacco, a substitute for, used by the

Norwegians, iiSl

Tortoues, their organs of respiration^

S53

Trees, what parts of them firet impaired

by age, 275*—Analogy between ve-

getable and animal organs, 276—
Decay of trees not occasioned by a

deficiency of the roots, 277—-Circu-
lation of the sap through the leaves,
278—Down on leaves a symptom of

decline, 279—See Flowers, and Plants

V.

Vauqnclin, M. 384

Volition in plants ; query if they ha*»

such power, 112

Volta, Sig. his removal of the difficul-

ties attending the doctrine of positive

and negative quantities in electri-

city, 3

U.

Urine, how affected by the alkalis, 12$

w.
Water, questions on the nature of,

153—Observations in reply, 154

Waterspout observed at Ramsgate, 78

Wernerian society of natural history,r

proceedings at, 317, 379

Werner*s "
Theory of the Formation of

Veins," >vith its application to the art

of working mines, a translation of,

recently published, 79

Wollaston, Dr, W. H. on cystic oxide,

a new species of utinary calculus, 222

Wind instruments, improvement ia th«

tone of, 382

Z.

Zinc and copper, Vauquelin's mode of

separating ineffectual, 384

Zoophytes, genera of, which affor<4

light, 41

END OP THE TWENTY-EIGHTH VOLUME.

ERRATA.
Page Line
117 18 Jor my read any
178 13 /or of reac/ off

256 24 Jttr smaller phmts read semlshrubs

258 19 Jor colour read contour.

317 At Art. XI there should have been a teference to Phil.

Trans, for 1810, p. 204.
_

330 in the second side note for on read an

btralfoid, Priuter, C'rowa Couii, ItUipie iiar.














